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Abstract 
Spanning over three decades, the prose of Vladimir Makanin bears witness to the 
extraordinary changes SovietlRussian society and literature have undergone, and to 
which he, as a writer, has been continually exposed. 
The focus of the thesis is Makanin's abiding concern with the condition of man; man 
as individual and man as a collective term. The position of man in time 
(contemporaneity), out of time (the eternal memory of man), and through time (the 
past, present and future). Despite this apparent central concern, the author's prose is 
constantly changing, and what seemed previously to be absolutes are subverted. In 
this unstable environment the author continually expresses the reality in which he 
perceives man to be, until the concepts of 'reality' and the nature of 'man' are 
themselves destabilised. 
Chapter 1 provides an introductory overview of Makanin' s literary career and critical 
reception. The five core chapters examine different presentations of man's condition. 
Chapter 2 discusses the tension of the individual amongst the collective, with 
particular emphasis on the spatial representation of this dilemma. The third chapter is 
an examination of the incorporation of parables, myths and legends, revealing attempts 
to depict a 'higher reality' and also the author's means of overcoming socialist 
realism's censorship constraints. In Chapter 4, the author's concept of 'genetic 
memory' is considered as a temporal and spatial construct for examining man's 
individuality and condition in contemporary society. This chapter additionally 
highlights the author's move from his early social realist depictions revealed in the first 
two chapters, to his later interest in Russian postmodern theories found in the 
following two chapters. In Chapters 5 and 6 Makanin's ideas on narrative, history, 
and man's postmodern condition are analysed. The final text to be discussed, 
Kavkazskii plennyi, is examined as an innovation in Makanin's philosophy and 
postmodem prose. 
Preface 
Transliteration in the thesis follows the Library of Congress system without diacritics. 
All quotations are in Russian, with the exception of those of two words or less in a 
sentence which are transliterated for ease of reading. 
The titles of all authors' texts are italicised, except for individual narratives in a cycle 
of stories. 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introductory overview and critical reception 
Vladimir Semenovich Makanin has, for many years, followed an isolated and turbulent 
literary path. Although his first work Priamaia liniia received moderate praise on its 
publication in 1965, Makanin then encountered many publishing difficulties and even 
periods of virtual obscurity. 1 Only from the late 1970s did the situation change: 
delayed recognition in Russia and more recent international acclaim introduced a 
positive turnaround in the author's career. The catalyst for his world-wide recognition 
was undoubtedly the 1993 Russian Booker Prize award for Stol, pokrytyi suknom i s 
grafinom poseredine, although this was not without controversy (an intrinsic part of 
the Russian as well, it would appear, as the British Booker awards!). Critics 
considered Laz, shortlisted for the 1992 prize, to have been of higher literary merit and 
hence the award in 1993 was in their eyes a compensatory gesture: more a reward for 
Makanin's reputation as a writer than for the quality of the text in question? 
1 Priamaia liniia, Moskva (1965:8),4-109. A review of this text by V. Akimov, for 
example, is an encouraging one (see bibliography). In an interview with Vitalii 
Amurskii, Makanin states that the chief editor at Moskva generously published his first 
work relatively swiftly. However, this was not the case with subsequent texts. See 
Vitalii Amurskii, ''' ... Siiuminutnye temy menia malo volnuiut''', Russkaia mysl', 11 
January 1991. 
2 Stol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine, Znamia (1993:1),9-53; Laz, Novyi 
mir (1991: 5), 92-13 3. There is one significant article devoted to the Booker Prize in 
European recognition gradually increased throughout the 1980s, particularly towards 
the end of the decade, with the publication of various multi-faceted texts considered by 
critics and reviewers to have been written in the postmodernist vein,3 and has recently 
culminated in 1998 with the literary stir surrounding Andegraund, iii Geroi nasheKo 
general: Sally Dalton-Brown, 'Lucrative literature: the Booker Prize in Russia', 
Europa, 2 (1994), 23-33. There is, however, an overview of preceding awards in the 
introductory section of Arch Tait's article, 'The Awarding of the Third Russian 
Booker Prize', Modern Language Review, 92 (1997), 660-77. Articles devoted to the 
1993 prize include: Konstantin Kedrov, 'Premiia Bukera - Vladimiru Makaninu', 
/zvestiia, 16 December 1993, p. 6; AlIa Latynina, 'The Russian Booker: Rewarding 
Reputation ... ', Times Literary Supplement, 7 January 1994, p. 10. See also Dalton-
Brown, 'Lucrative literature .. .', p. 27 for additional article references. 
3 The numerous translations of these texts are a good indication of the interest 
surrounding them. European publishers, however, were quicker than their British 
counterparts to produce the translations, and some became best-sellers. For example, 
see Zuzana Stolz-Hladky, Studien zur Poetik Vladimir S. Makanins "Odin i odna ", 
"Otstavsij", "Vtrata" (Bern: Peter Lang, 1995), pp. 169-70. German translations of 
Makanin's texts began to appear as early as 1978. According to Makanin himself, the 
Booker Prize has been significant in that it has brought his prose to the attention of the 
British public. In Germany eight books had already been published by this time, and 
eleven in France. This information is from a video interview at Keele University with 
Makanin conducted by Valentina Polukhina during his visit to England, 24 October 
1995. 
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vremeni, the first work which he himself terms a novel. 4 His career well reflects the 
troubled times through which Soviet and Russian writers have been buffeted, times 
which the author has himself incorporated within his prose to both aesthetic and 
historical effect. However, to date there has been no full overview of Makanin' s prose 
either in Russian or in Western criticism. In the light of this, the present chapter will 
examine Makanin's background and literary career, providing a brief overview of his 
work and the numerous ideas therein, particularly in the context of the Soviet and 
Russian governments' official attitudes to literature in the period in question. Critics 
have touched upon these areas to a greater or lesser degree in their articles, and then 
proceeded to publish extremely divergent opinions on all aspects of Makanin' s prose. 
An examination of these opposing views and their implications, particularly concerning 
the application of literary labels such as sorokaletnie, will then provide the context for 
an assessment of the author's position in contemporary Russian literature. Finally, the 
chapter will establish the parameters and theory underpinning the present study. 
The author's background and publications 
4 Andegraund, iii Geroi nashego vremeni, Znamia (1998:1-4), 5-106; 32-96; 69-137; 
53-116. Makanin claims that journal editors have designated earlier texts as novels, 
but that this has been a mistake. This was discussed in my interview with the author 
held in Moscow's Dom literatorov in December 1994. 
3 
Ironically, Makanin's first publication was not a literary one: after graduating in 
mechanical mathematics from Moscow University, he remained in this field for 
approximately five years, publishing a work on linear programming and weapons 
technology in his late twenties. 5 Only then did he turn his attention to the arts, 
enrolling on a film-maker's and director's course and later adapting Priamaia liniia 
into an unsuccessful film. 6 Since 1965, he has published over sixty works at more or 
5 See 'On Reading Makanin', afterword in Mary Ann Szporluk, E,~'cape Hatch and 
The Long Road Ahead: Two Novellas by Vladimir Makanin (Dana Point: Ardis, 
1996), pp. 183-92 (p. 183). AlIa Marchenko states that the author spent up to ten 
years in the mathematics field after graduation. Alia Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei 
tropy', afterword in V. Makanin, Otstavshii: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: 
Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1988), pp. 423-31 (p. 423). However, in his video 
interview at Sheffield University in 1995, Makanin declares that he spent 5-6 years in 
this area: interview conducted by Elena Chopchits, 27 October 1995. Additional 
biographical information can be found in Byron Lindsey, 'Translator's Preface', The 
Loss: A Novella and Two Short Stories, translated by Byron Lindsey (Evanston: 
Northwestern University Press, 1998), pp. ix-xvi. 
6 See A. Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei ... ', pp. 423-4. There is disagreement amongst 
critics as to whether Makanin first wrote the film script and then adapted this into a 
povest', or vice versa. Marchenko adheres to the former chronology; however, in the 
Amurskii interview Makanin clearly says that the poves! ' was written first. 
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less regular intervals, apart from a lengthy period of inactivity following a serious car 
accident in 1972.7 
Priamaia liniia was successfully published in the journal Moskva, yet Makanin's 
subsequent prose was refused publication by journal editors and therefore the majority 
of this work first appeared in book form. 8 This decreased his chances of gaining 
official recognition and explains the little attention accorded to him by Soviet critics in 
the first decade of his literary career, and in turn meant he was virtually unknown to 
the general reading pUblic. 9 When Makanin finally did catch the critics' attention from 
7 The Amurskii interview contains further details of his accident and lengthy treatment. 
8 Lev Anninskii provides some statistics to prove this: in twenty years of work that 
saw the publication of thirteen books, only half this number of texts were published in 
the literary journals. See Lev Anninskii, 'Struktura labirinta: Vladimir Makanin i 
literatura "seredinnogo" cheloveka', foreword to V. Makanin, Izbrannoe (Moscow: 
Sovetskii pisatel', 1987), pp. 3-18 (p. 4). The article was published earlier in Znamia 
(1986:12),218-26. 
9 Makanin himself explains his late entry into the literary scene as partly due to the car 
crash and partly because his publications were primarily in book form. See Peter 
Rollberg, 'Interview mit Wladimir Makanin', Weimarer Beitrage, 33 (1987), 1659-74. 
The interview was also published as 'Interv'iu Petera Rolberga s Vladimirom 
Makaninym' in V. Makanin, Odin i odna: kniga dlia chteniia s kommentariem na 
angliiskom iazyke (Moscow: Russkii iazyk, 1991), pp. 259-77 (p. 262). All references 
will be taken from the latter publication. 
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the mid- to late 1970s onwards, he did so in an unusual way: many of the well-known 
critics attempted to define the nature of his creativity, but they could not agree on their 
analyses and produced (and continued producing for a number of years) greatly 
divergent reviews. 
Critics, including Helena Goscilo, have tended to divide Makanin's literary output into 
three separate stages and this is a helpful context in which to examine his prose and the 
literary climate of the time: 
his work falls roughly into three periods that reflect a steady process 
of maturation: that of apprenticeship until the early 1970s; of wide-
ranging experimentation from the mid-70s until the mid-80s; of self-
assured artistry since 1987. 10 
10 See' About the Authors', in Glasnost: An Anthology of Russian Literature under 
Gorhachev, edited by Helena Goscilo and Byron Lindsey (Ann Arbor: Ardis, 1990), 
pp. 461-2 (p. 461). The Piskunovs, however, have a slightly different framework. 
They initially divide Makanin's work into two periods: the first from 1965 until 1978, 
and the second from 1979 onwards. However, they do state that there is a case for a 
middle phase from 1975-8. See S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee -literatura', Vopro.\y 
literatury (1988:2), 38-77 (p. 42). Mariia Levina-Parker, for her part, simplifies 
matters by dividing the author's prose into that of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. 
However, her classification and theory, particularly when stating that some of the 
author's prose works are 'more Makanin-like' than others, and declaring that there is 
6 
Priamaia liniia appeared just after the end of the Khrushchev literary 'thaw' and was 
considered to be a text that conformed to the pattern of the 'youth prose' movement 
within socialist realism. The text describes a young mathematics graduate's first steps 
in the working world, and the inspiration of an energetic and positive-thinking friend, 
who encourages him to progress professionally. This was later followed by 
Bezoltsovshchina, a story about a group of fatherless youngsters, and Soldal i 
soldatka in 1971. 11 Numerous short stories and povesti, or short novels, appeared in 
the early to mid-1970s, all of which tended to comprise literary portraits of 
protagonists' everyday lives at home and in the workplace. 12 None of these texts 
provoked much critical attention, and indeed are of no outstanding literary merit. 
They are, however, of interest in the way they reveal Makanin's developing literary 
talent and ideas. The exception to this is the narrative Povest' 0 Starom Pose Ike 
which, with its unusual perspective on the familiar 'town versus country' dilemma, did 
receive some critical attention. 13 The Moscow-based protagonist, Kliucharev, 
increasingly experiences nostalgia for his native village and is spurred on to make a 
return visit. However, his desire to experience a sense of reunion with his roots 
an 'inner logic' in his texts that allows such a classification do not stand up to close 
examination. Mariia Levina-Parker, 'Smert' geroia', Vopro.\y literalury (1995 :5), 63-
78 (p. 64). 
II Bezottsovshchina - Soldat i soldatka: Povesti (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1971). 
12 See primary sources in the bibliography for monographic publication details. 
13 Povest' 0 Starom Poselke: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1974). 
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proves elusive - a far cry from the typical narrative of 'village prose'. According to 
the author Anatolii Kurchatkin, examining the rise of new prose in the 1970s, this is a 
text 'He06hIKHoBeHHoll cepbe3HocTIf If TOqHOCTIf npOIIHKHoRClllfj{ B SlJl.PO 
qeJIOBeqeCKOll JIHqHOCTIf "o6pa3I1,a" 70-x rO.ll.OB' .14 
In the second period of the author's creative output, i.e. from the mid-1970s to the 
mid-l 980s, the journals began to accept his work and he gradually gained further 
attention. Makanin's prose began to diversify in two distinct ways: firstly, more 
amoral characters were gradually introduced, and secondly, his style changed as he 
moved away from typical third-person, chronological narratives to more experimental 
forms and motifs. In Portret i vokrug the writer Igor' Petrovich makes his first 
appearance as he attempts to create a literary portrait of Starokhatov - a corrupt film 
producer. 15 However, there is an unexpected twist in that Igor" s final literary creation 
serving to reveal nothing more than his own character and authorial insufficiencies. 
Another text, Otdushina, details how the protagonist ceases to visit his lover so that a 
younger rival can have her attention. More importantly, in return the rival - a 
successful teacher - is to provide the protagonist's sons with university admission 
14 Anatolii Kurchatkin, 'Bremia shtilia', Literaturnoe ohozrellie (1980: 1), 26-30 (p. 
30). 
IS Portret i vokrug (Moscow: Sovetskii pi sateI' , 1978); he later reappears in Pogonia, 
in V hol'shom gorode: Povesti (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1980). 
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tuition. 16 Another form of exchange, the familiar Soviet agreement to exchange flats, 
occurs in P%sa obmenov and proves to be far more than just a material barter. In 
Che/ovek svity, office politics and favouritism stir up high feelings amongst the 
workers who desire the approval of their seniors.17 Innovations in theme and form are 
particularly clear in the two works written in the late 1970s: Klillcharev i A limllshkill, 
and G%sa. 18 The former concerns the increasing success of K1iucharev both at home 
and at work. Kliucharev is worried that his good fortune is at the expense of an 
acquaintance, Alimushkin, who is suffering much unhappiness. This unlikely exchange 
of fate appears to Kliucharev to be uncannily true when Alimushkin dies at the 
conclusion to the story. The latter tale, Golosa, comprises a plenitude of stories, 
legends and authorial comment on such literary phenomena as stereotypes and genre. 
The title of the work provides the key to this confusing and at first glance disparate 
text. 19 
16 Otdushina, in Kliucharev i Alimushkin: Roman, rasskazy (Moscow: Molodaia 
gvardiia, 1979). 
17 P%sa obmenov in Starye knigi. Povesti, Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 
1976); Chelovek svity, Oktiabr' (1982:3), 82-111. 
18 Kliucharev i Alimushkin, Nash sovremennik (1977:4), 111-26; Golosa in V 
bol'shom gorode: Povesti (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1980). The author gives the 
completion date of Golosa as 1977. 
19 This function of the title is a common trait of Makanin. Other examples are: 
Anti/ider, Grazhdanin ubegaiushchii, Utrata, and Otstavshii, where all four titles 
provide the underlying key to the text. The name Kliucharev, based on the word 
9 
Makanin was not involved in the 1979 Metropol' affair, yet his prose of the early 
1980s was also infused with the liberal and experimental spirit of the time, and reveals 
his own attempts to broaden his literary base and break free from the constraints 
imposed on literary production. It was only from the early 1980s that critics began 
seriously to take note of Makanin's literary output. This was a period of relative 
cultural leniency when a wider range of literary subject matter, such as drugs and 
serious crime, was permitted. 20 The publication of Predtecha in 1982 provoked 
'key', speaks for itself However, when Peter Rollberg suggested in his interview with 
Makanin that Kliucharev was the author's alter ego, this was denied. P. Rollberg, 
'Interv'iu Petera .. .', p. 267. Makanin stated that he wanted a protagonist who was 
familiar to his readers, and therefore reintroduced Kliucharev. As the reader would 
expect, Makanin continues, some of his traits and experiences have been drawn from 
his own life. 
20 Obviously, not only did the author's permitted subject base widen, but the role of 
the critic changed dramatically: '[B] 60Pb6e 3a KaqeCTBO mnepaTYPbI 60JlhllIa}l H 
OTBeTcTBeHHa}l pOJIb IIpHHa)].JIe)l<IlT KpHTHKe. ORa IIpH3BaRa )l;aBaTIl 
06'beKTHBHYlO ou;eRKy IIpoH3Be)].eHH}lM BRe 3aBHCHMOCTH OT CJIO)((HBlIIeMC}I 
penYTaII.HH HX aBTopOB' (,Literator', 'Velenie vremeni', Literaturnaia gazeta, 7 
August 1985, p. 2). See also Sh. Umerov, 'Chto mozhesh' skazat' novogo?', 
Literaturnaia gazeta, 17 November 1986, p. 4. 
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widespread interest due to its unorthodox protagonist and topical subject matter21 
There was much debate over the controversial figure of Iakushkin, the faith-healer and 
herbalist, a protagonist who demanded that his patients repented of their sins before 
his healing hands would restore their health. 22 Over the next two years further unusual 
literary figures came to light, not least Kurenkov in Anti/ider who physically attacks 
those of his peers who aggravatingly boast of material success. 23 Kurenkov becomes 
involved in a fight with an acquaintance whom he accuses of being a money dealer, 
and is then accidentally caught up in a street brawl. The sequence of events leads to a 
two-year jail sentence. Even whilst in prison Kurenkov is unable to control his anger, 
and attacks another proud inmate with dire consequences to his own personal safety. 
Next came the 'grazhdanin ubegaiushchii', the taiga pioneer who undercuts his heroic 
image by destroying all that is around him whether that is forests or the fragile 
21 Predtecha, Sever (1982:3-4), 4-49; 2-54. It is approximately from this date that 
Makanin returned to publication firstly in the literary journals. 
22 For a discussion of how Iakushkin differs from other depictions of healers at this 
time, see AlIa Latynina, 'Forma paradoksal'nogo', Literalurnoe ohozrenie (1983:10), 
32-6. Additional articles on this controversial text include: Igor' Dedkov, 'Ironiia 
vrnesto analiza?', Literaturnaia gazeta, 11 August 1982, p. 4; Viktor Kamianov, 
'Tselebnost' edkogo slova', Literaturnaia gazeta, 11 August 1982, p. 4; Aleksandr 
Kazintsev, 'Igra na ponizhenie', Literaturnoe obozrenie (1983:10), 29-32; P. Kile, '0 
"paradoksal'nykh" geroiakh i taine ironii', Neva (1984: 11), 153-60; S. i V. Piskunovy, 
'V prostranstvakh novykh ... " Literaturnoe obozrenie (1986: 11-12), 13 -19; 7-14. 
23 Anti/ider, Ural (1982:6), 56-75. 
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relationships he has with his estranged children. 24 Kostiukov's continual cry to move 
on further into the untouched taiga area is, ironically, only to ensure that his grasping 
children do not find him once more, rather than the cry of a committed Party worker. 
Also in 1984, in Ode skhodilos' nebo s kholmami, there appeared the aged Moscow-
based composer Bashilov, a gifted musician who eventually becomes fully aware of the 
loss of the musical heritage in his native village?5 As his music becomes more popular 
and his fame increases, he notices the apparently simultaneous collapse of the village 
choir whose melodies he has integrated into his music. The question of the 
contribution of official bureaucrats to the disintegration of village life, the beloved and 
endlessly debated subject of village prose, was turned on its head: Makanin was far 
more interested in the idea of fate and to what extent man could help change the 
course of life, as in his earlier text Kliucharev i Alimushkin, than in producing another 
diatribe on village life. 26 The narrative also reveals how the village workers are fully 
aware of their hazardous work at the local factory, and await the inevitable fire that 
will once more ravage the premises and take lives. There is a noticeable absence of 
the traditional depiction of innocent people having their livelihood unexpectedly and 
disastrously destroyed by fire. These were indeed new topics and controversial issues 
that were being raised. 
24 Grazhdanin ubegaiushchii. Ural (1984:9),96-115. 
25 Gde skhodilos' nebo s kholmami. Novyi mir (1984: 1),68-102. 
26 In the Keele University video interview, Makanin states that he does not view fate as 
an objective force that pulls you from behind. Rather it is an expression of one's 
individuality, and is ultimately in one's own hands. 
12 
Makanin was suddenly thrown into the literary limelight: he was deemed to be fully 
aware of, and possibly even to have foreseen, the radical changes in Soviet society 
under Gorbachev's new government, to be able to depict vividly the uncertainty of 
existence and reveal the link between the time frames of the past, present and future. 
His perspicacity was keenly noted by critics only after the virtually simultaneous 
publication in 1987 of three works: Odin i odna, Utrata and Otstavshii. 27 In Odin i 
odna, the protagonist Igor' Petrovich makes a reappearance in his role as a writer of 
character portraits. 28 As the title implies, Igor' is occupied with a detailed depiction of 
two individual characters, both of whom provide insight into the Soviet intelligentsia's 
ultimately unfulfilled optimism of the 1960s. Both Otstavshii and Utrata comprise 
three or four separate yet linked narratives, one of which is a distinctive Ural legend 
that gives some insight into the creative process of writing. The former work is based 
around, firstly, the earlier student years of the now middle-aged narrator Gena and, 
secondly, the recurring nightmare of his father in the present who vividly dreams that 
he has been left behind a departing truck full of people. This is set against the legend 
ofLesha, a young boy who is able to 'hear' (i.e. discover the location ot) gold with his 
crooked hands. Utrata, the more complicated of the two texts, contains the detailed 
legend of the madman Pekalov and his project to dig a tunnel under the Ural River. A 
27 Odin i odna, Oktiabr' (1987:2), 3-117; Utrata, Novyi mir (1987:2), 96-135; 
Otstavshii, Znamia (1987:9), 6-59. It should be noted that the years of publication are 
not the same as the years of completion by the author. 
28 See footnote 15. 
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first person narrator is, for the most part, delirious in a psychiatric hospital and, in 
contrast, the final section of the work concerns a middle-aged man's return to his 
native, but now deserted, village. 
Thus a wide variety of themes, characters and narrative techniques gradually emerged, 
revealing the author to be of much contemporary relevance; a far cry from earlier 
accusations of being behind the times. The 1990s have provided further proof as to 
Makanin's talents with the publication of more challenging povesti and short stories. 
He has turned to futuristic, anti-utopian themes in the works Dolog nash put' and 
Laz. 29 The former text has the added dimension of several time frames (similar to the 
texts published in 1987): two characters in the present create a futuristic narrative of a 
young man's business trip to a factory that claims to produce 'vegetarian' meat; and a 
bizarre tale of a llama is unexpectedly introduced into the text. Laz finds the familiar 
protagonist Kliucharev dividing his time through the man-hole between the dangerous, 
murky streets of a futuristic Moscow, and the underground haven of the intelligentsia. 
Both texts provide a sober judgement on contemporary society and lack the optimism 
of those narratives published in the early years of the Gorbachev reforms. More 
graphically disturbing texts that aptly reflect the uncertainty and fear in post-Soviet 
society then emerged. Tam byla para... opens with a student's suicide and details a 
middle-aged man's ruminations on life and death, good and evil, and man's ability to 
distance himself from everyday life.30 A cycle of three short stories entitled Siur v 
29 Dolog nash put', Znamia (1991:4),3-47; Laz, Novyi mir (1991:5),92-133. 
30 Tam bylapara ... , Novyi mir (1991:5),83-92. 
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proletarskom raione was also published in 1991. The first short story of the same 
name is a chilling yet humorously Gogolian account of Kolia's attempts to evade a 
gigantic hand that reaches down and attacks him from the sky.31 In the second 
narrative, 'Ieroglif, a huge hunk of frozen meat is surreptitiously dragged along the 
violent Moscow streets; and in 'Neshumnye', those politicians who do not agree to the 
motions under vote are murdered and their corpses dumped in a wood. 
Makanin has turned his attention to postmodern philosophical and metafictional 
questions that emphasise a sense of the indeterminacy of life in the late twentieth 
century. These questions are reiterated on a structural level through the introduction 
of narratives of diverse genres within the one text and even, in certain works, through 
the inclusion ofa form of literary criticism within its frame. The question of the role of 
the artist himself, found in his early works such as Rasskaz 0 rasskaze32 and Portret i 
vokrug, has been developed further and integrated with thoughts concerning creativity, 
stereotypes and history in works of the 1990s such as Siuzhet usredneniia and Kvazi.33 
Both these texts additionally expand on the author's recurrent ideas regarding the fate 
of the individual in relation to the collective. The Booker winner Slol, pokrytyi 
suknom i s grafinom poseredine, whilst highlighting with chilling realism the familiar 
31 Siur v proletarskom raione, Novyi mir (1991:9), 111-28. 
32 Rasskaz 0 rasskaze in Starye !migi. Povesti, Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 
1976). 
33 Siuzhet usredneniia, Znamia (1992:1),107-26; Kvazi: pochti reiigiia, Novyi mir 
(1993:7), 124-47. 
15 
inquiries faced by Soviet citizens concerning all aspects of their private lives, also 
integrates the historical nature of such interrogations. These later texts have several 
intertextual references to nineteenth-century Russian literature, and the titles of the 
most recent texts directly refer to famous classics. Kavkazskii plennyi, written just 
prior to the outbreak of the first war in Chechnia, follows the steps of two soldiers 
attempting to make some sense of their duty amidst their beautiful surroundings and 
whilst experiencing the enhanced emotions that their combat action arouses. 34 The 
most recent publication, Andegraund, iii Ceroi nashego vremeni, contains many 
intertextual references and describes Petrovich's memories as he wanders in the 
ohshchaga beneath a block of flats. A present-day reality in which drunks roam 
around, partners argue and corruption is rife is, however, not quite what it first 
appears, and several murders lead to questions regarding the precise nature of this 
reality. This huge array of subject matter, structural and temporal experimentation, 
and mix of genres place Makanin squarely at the forefront of contemporary Russian 
literature. There is little argument over his position by critics now, yet a whole legacy 
of disputes and controversy lies behind him. 
34 Kavkazskiiplennyi, Novyi mir (1995:4),3-19. 
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The initial critical response: 1965-1987 
With a few exceptions, the majority of critics' articles up to 1987 prove to be 
unsatisfactory in assessing Makanin's prose. The mistake most of them make is to 
concentrate on one particular text or aspect of his prose without considering the effect 
and illumination of ideas that occurs when examining the range of the author's prose in 
totality. This results in the critics' partial understanding and the diverging opinions 
mentioned earlier. Lev Anninskii provides a concise summary of several opposing 
views held by critics in this period. Makanin's works are described as: 
HaMeKH HJIH MeTacpopbI? (A. JIaHIUHKoB), C06JIa3HbI 
6eCCIO)J(eTHOCTH (B. Kap)J;HH), Hrpa Ha IIOHIDKeHHe (A. 
Ka3HHueB), 6aHaJIbHble HCTOPHH (H. I1BaHoBa), - H cpe.J].H 
v I 35 Bpe3aBllHH rrpaB)J;Y-MaTKY: flCHocmu. 
Particular debate surrounds the critics' repeated consideration of the character 'types' 
in Makanin's earlier works. The narratives evidently focus on the routine of everyday 
35 See Lev Anninskii, 'Struktura labirinta ... ', p. 5. Subsequent references to this 
edition of the article will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. A 
summary of critics' views can also be found in Sh. Umerov, 'Chto mozhesh' ... ', and 
in Irina Rodnianskaia, 'Neznakomye znakomtsy. K sporam 0 geroiakh Vladimira 
Makanina', Novyi mir (1986:8),230-47 (p. 231). 
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life - the use of byt is manifest - portraying home and work situations; and the 
characters have varied occupations, ranging from a composer, portrait-writer and poor 
quality poetess, to a book dealer, furniture-maker and faith-healer. The protagonists 
ruminate on the nature of human existence and are aware of a tension between the 
individual and the collective in society: those that are able to assert their individuality 
feel alienated from their family and friends. Anatolii Kurchatkin views their portrayals 
as 'raJIepejl nopTpeToB, raJIepejl qeJIOBeqeCKMX TMllOB' an opinion with which the 
critic Vladimir Bondarenko agrees;36 yet Lev Anninskii believes that the reader does 
not so much remember the types of characters as the climate in which they were born 
(6).37 According to Anninskii, Makanin does not provide a full description of his 
characters, simply an outline: 'qepe,l{a 6bICTPO CMeHsnOIUMXCSl IIITPMXOBbIX 
cMnyeToB' (6). He is a physiologist rather than a writer of literary portraits grounded 
in byt. Anninskii proposes the idea of the 'seredinnyi chelovek' ('average man') as an 
all-embracing term for the characters. The critic traces the harak roots of the 
protagonists, which crushes their soul and prevents expression of individuality, and 
shows how the characters are unable to control the unfolding events in their everyday 
lives (9). This, according to Anninskii, is where the author's uniqueness lies: 
'MaKaHMH BlI,l{lIT TO, qero He BlI,l{jlT ,l{pyrMe: BHyTpCHHIOIO JIOrMKY :noii HOBOii 
36 Anatolii Kurchatkin, 'Ostanovit'sia, oglianut'sia .. .', Nash sovremennik (1977:8), 
187-90 (p. 189). Vladimir Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd', Zvezda (1986:8), 184-94 
(p. 186). 
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peaJIbHOCTH' (12). Where others only consider there to be a character's vacuous 
shell (the critic Igor' Dedkov for example),38 Anninskii, on the contrary, hails 
Makanin's depictions of the totality ofpeople's existence. 
However, as Alia Marchenko makes clear in an article from 1988, though Makanin's 
characters are taken from the central strata of society, these types are all at the 
extreme in terms of their life events - the decisions they are making are not necessarily 
everyday, straightforward ones?9 Marchenko also, in my opinion correctly, briefly 
reveals Makanin's characters not only to be Soviet but, more importantly, to be 
Russian types, who are closely linked to their predecessors of the previous century. 
This is contradicted by Anninskii, who states that Makanin's protagonists are not 
variations on the eternal types ofChekhov or Gogol', but are present-day types which 
have only just been revealed in their new reality: 'MaKaHlIH paCKphlJl B 
npOMeiKYTOlJHOM lJeJIOBeKe - HOBYW HOPMY' (16). Elena Gessen, however, 
looking back at the author's early prose, believes the characters to be eternal, 
37 Nikolai Samvelian agrees with Anninskii in '0 proze Vladimira Makanina', 
afterword in V. Makanin, Reka s bystrym techeniem: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: 
Moskovskii rabochii, 1983). 
38 Igor' Dedkov, 'Kogda rasseialsia liricheskii tuman', Literaturnoe ohozrenie 
(1981:8),21-32 (p. 29). 
39 A. Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei...', p. 428. 
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unconventional types who are not bound to any time frame. 40 Irina Rodnianskaia 
notes the eccentricity of the author's characters, and her opinion that the author is a 
social anthropologist is probably the most suitable term, in that it emphasises both the 
historical roots of the characters and their firm grounding in contemporary society.41 
Rodnianskaia views the sense of movement within the author's prose of the 1980s as a 
reflection of this: 'mIlleT OH He MeTaqm3HQeCI<YIO <p0pMyny, a qeJIOBeI<a 
MeHjJ:IOmeroCjJ: OT IIOI<OneHHjJ: I< IIOI<OneIlHIO B TeI<yqeM cOLlHanbHOM 
cy6cTpaTe' (236). 
Another area of conflict amongst critics can be found in their assessment of Makanin' s 
attitude to his characters. There is a noticeable lack of comment from the author in 
the text and so critics, used to a strong authorial presence, have tended to assume that 
Makanin has a cold and calculating attitude towards his protagonists. Anatolii 
Zhukov, for example, believes the author to be merciless towards those of his 
characters who are petty and who could have acted differently. He declares that 
Makanin, in his silence, is expressing a desire for the little man to stand up and be 
responsible for himself and his times.42 Mark Lipovetskii has a similar view, 
40 Elena Gessen, 'Vokrug Makanina, iii shtrikhi k portretu', Grani, 161 (1991), 144-
59 (p. 148). 
41 I. Rodnianskaia, 'Neznakomye znakomtsy .. .', p. 235. Subsequent references to this 
article will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
42 Anatolii Zhukov, 'Mera otvetstvennosti', foreword in V. Makanin, Mesto pod 
solntsem (Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1984), pp. 3-7 (p. 7). 
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emphasising how Makanin seems to reveal the moral insufficiency of his characters by 
the very fact that they have become too engrossed in everyday concerns. 43 Natal'ia 
Ivanova stresses that the author is harsh towards his characters, figures who are 
desperately searching for whatever comfort they can obtain - physical, spiritual or 
moral. 44 Yet Anninskii writes that the author does not take the stance of an authorial 
judge above his characters, for he recognises the pain of their existence (10). Vera 
Mordvinova, on the other hand, believes the author to desire a sense of spirituality and 
moral concern in his characters, and that his irony reveals their lack of such qualities. 45 
Rodnianskaia notes how the author's irony differentiates between characters, 
depending on their fundamental attitudes and whether or not they exhibit a philistine 
way of life (236-7), and both Vladimir Gusev and Nina Denisova assessed the author 
in the early stages of his literary career as a humanist. 46 In his interview with Peter 
Rollberg, Makanin states that he values his protagonists and does not judge them, 
believing that an author should not be quick to condemn his characters. Makanin 
43 Mark Lipovetskii, 'Protiv techeniia. Avtorskaia pozitsiia v proze Vladimira 
Makanina', Ural (1985: 12), 148-58 (p. 150). 
44 Natal'ia Ivanova, 'Ochen' predvaritel'nye itogi', Literaturnaia ucheba (1981: 1), 
118-25 (p. 118). 
4' Vera Mordvinova, '0 dushe chelovecheskoi', Oktiabr' (1980:6), 220-1. V. 
Samoriga also views Makanin's texts as laden with moral strivings. See' Kliucharev i 
Alimushkin' (Review), Literaturnoe obozrenie (1980:8), 74-5. 
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expresses his feelings of compassion towards them despite their somewhat unlikeable 
. k 47 qUlr s. 
In an attempt to find an organising principle behind Makanin's prose, critics have 
turned to biographical details, particularly his love of music. Both Bondarenko and 
Lipovetskii emphasise the importance of music in the construction of the text, whereas 
Gusev denies this altogether. 48 Other biographical details have come under scrutiny 
too: the author's move from the Urals to Moscow is viewed as the basis for numerous 
texts in which protagonists experience nostalgia for their native village and attempt to 
come to terms with a radically different lifestyle. The tension between a fascination 
with the town and all it offers and feelings for one's native birthplace constantly 
informs his texts. In Rollberg's interview, the author acknowledges some instances 
where he has used autobiographical details when trying to portray his protagonists' 
46 Vladimir Gusev, 'Besprizornaia proza?', Literaturnaia gazeta, 11 May 1977, p. 4; 
Nina Denisova, 'K voprosu 0 priamoi, iii apologiia Valechki Chekinoi', Literatumoe 
obozrenie (1975:9),36-9 (p. 38). 
47 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', p. 269. 
48 V. Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd .. .', p. 187; M. Lipovetskii, 'Protiv techeniia ... ', p. 
157; V. Gusev and Aleksandr Muliarchik, 'Slushat' drug druga', Literaturnaia gazeta. 
11 March 1987, p. 3. Rather than viewing the author's prose as musical and beautiful, 
Gusev describes it as graphic and professionally, but quietly, executed. 
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feelings and attitudes.49 In the Amurskii interview, Makanin explains that his own 
experiences in the field of mathematics were the impetus for Priamaia liniia. 50 
Hence critics have put forward many diverging views on the nature of Makanin's 
prose, opinions which on the whole fail to take into account his search for new ideas 
and themes. As Lipovetskii aptly assessed the author, he is 'I1CKJIIOlfI1TCJIhHO 
rrepeMeHlfHBhIH, M0611JIhHhIH XY.llO)J(HHK... O.llHH H3 caMblX pa60nlIl(I1X, 
HmYIIJ;liX XY.llO)J(HHKOB'. 51 However, it was the critics' desire for categorisation that 
led to the most extensive disagreements over Makanin's prose in an attempt to pigeon-
hole his works into one of the standard SovietIRussian prose movements. 
The emergence of the sorokaletnie 
From the outset Makanin was considered to be behind the times: too late to be 
considered a writer of the so-called 'confessional prose' of the 1960s, and in content 
obviously not falling into the category of the 'war prose' of Bondarev and Bykov, nor 
that of the emerging school of 'village prose' as epitomised by Rasputin and Belov. 52 
Even Western critics have taken this view: David Lowe, for example, accuses him of 
49 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', pp. 274-5. 
50 V Am ki' '" S" , , 
. urs I, . .. lIummutnye temy, .. . 
51 M L' k" 'P' h'" 148 
. Ipovets II, rotlv tec entIa ... , p. . 
52 L. Anninskii, 'Struktura labirinta .. .', pp. 3-4. 
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being 'an uneven writer', as his early prose alternates between village and city 
locations. S3 Following her analysis of these various categories, Marchenko states that 
Makanin could have been included as one of the shestidesiatniki alongside his 
contemporaries Bitov and Akhmadulina, if not for the fact he began publishing so 
late. S4 
As interest in Makanin' s prose grew in the mid- to late 1970s, critics simultaneously 
concluded that there were a number of writers who had developed their talent outside 
of the literary establishment. These writers were all of the post-war generation, and 
many of them had suffered difficulties as a result of hardships experienced in the war's 
aftermath. Unlike members of the previous generation, there was some sense of 
stability in the lives of the new generation. However, the loss of family members and 
material possessions had painful consequences and hence there was a search for new 
ideals and aspirations that would provide comfort and distraction. 55 None of the 
accepted literary movements adequately described the prose of these writers and 
53 David Lowe, Russian Writing since 1953: A Critical Survey (New York: Ungar, 
1987), p. 113. 
S4 See A. Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei .. .', p. 423. (Bitov and Akhmadulina were born in 
the same year as Makanin, 1937). 
ss Anatolii Bocharov, 'Kak slovo nashe otzovetsia? . .', Voprosy literatury (1985: 11), 
115-54 (p. 123). For an analysis of a constant search for new ideals throughout the 
Communist period, see Anatolii Bocharov and Mikhail Lobanov, 'Idealy i pokoleniia', 
Literaturnaia gazeta, 20 September 1989, p. 2. 
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therefore there began a scramble to unifY them under the name of a new movement. 
Makanin's name was included amongst those writers considered to be producing the 
newly termed 'urban prose' or 'neglected prose' and was also put forward as a 
member of the 'Moscow school of prose', the 'new wave' and also of the group of 
writers named the sorokaletnie ('the forty-year olds'). Considerable debate surrounds 
these various terms and their definitions, and even the validity of the application of 
such labels has been raised: 'liTO )Ke 06'he,l.J;IIH}leT 3Tll.X aBTopoB OlleHb pa3HbIX H 
no CTeneHll. .1lapoBaHll.}l, ll. no TeMaTIIlIeCKll.M ll. CTll.JIeBbIM rrpll.B}l3aHHocTjJM?,56 
The titles 'Moscow school of prose' and 'urban prose' are interchangeable, and were 
initially understood as a reference to those writers who were believed to be following 
the tradition of Trifonov in depicting urban heroes and settings. 57 On the other hand, 
the former title can be seen as simply a reference to the fact that these writers reside in 
Moscow (although none of them are native Muscovites). 
56 Evgenii Sidorov, 'Zhivaia voda i kriticheskaia zhazhda', Literaturnaia gazeta, 24 
December 1980, p. 5. See also A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo .. .', pp. 120-2, and V. Gusev, 
'V poiskakh vysshei zrelosti', Literaturnaia gazeta, 17 September 1980, p. 4. It is 
worth noting that a similar debate arose over the term shestidesiatniki in its initial 
stages. For an overview of this movement see Svetlana Carsten, 'The Generation of 
the 1960s in Soviet Literature', Slavonica, 2 (1995-6), 59-70 (p. 39). 
57 Aleksandr Mikhailov, for example, states that: 'HeCMOTp}l Ha BHemmOJ{) CYXOCTb 
ll. lIH$opManiBHocTb MaKaHll.HCKOrO nHCbMa, TaM eCTb CKpbITajJ n033ll.jJ 
ropO.1la, eCTb TOHKoe omymeHll.e ero 3CTeTll.Kll.', in 'Ostorozhno: intelligent. Po 
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The most significant and controversial of all the above labels was sorokaletnie. This 
term originated in the late 1970s to early 1980s, and provoked much debate all 
through the latter decade. It gave rise to many articles that attempted to define the 
term, and offered arguments for and against such a distinct grouping of writers. 5M The 
catalyst for the designation was the gathering of a large number of writers of the post-
war generation at Dom literatorov in Moscow on 24 November 1979. Discussion at 
this meeting centred around the participants' view of the writer's position in, and debt 
stranitsam "gorodskoi" zhurnal'noi prozy', Literaturnoe obozrenie (1987:9), 18-22 (p. 
21). 
58 The mam articles include: A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo ... '; V. Bondarenko, 
'Stolknoveniia dukha s materiei', Literaturnaia gazeta, 5 November ]990, p. 4; V. 
Bondarenko, 'Avtoportret pokoleniia', Voprosy literatury (1985: 11), 79-114; Sergei 
Chuprinin, 'Zhizn' vrasplokh', Literaturnaia gazeta, 4 February 1981; I. Dedkov, 
'Kogda rasseialsia .. .'; I. Dedkov, 'Skol'ko budet dvazhdy dva?', Literaturnoe 
obozrenie (1986:2), 38-44; V. EI'chin, 'Byt' samim soboi', Literaturnaia gazeta, 21 
April 1982, p. 10; A. Klitko, 'Litso, kharakter, sud'ba. Zametki 0 sovremennom 
rasskaze', Literaturnoe obozrenie (1983:2), 21-6; A. Kurchatkin, 'Bremia shtilia .. .'; 
Anatolii Lanshchikov, 'Trevogi nashikh dnei. . .', Literaturnaia gazeta, 13 May ]981, 
p. 4; P. RoHberg, 'Proza "sorokaletnikh" - izobretenie kritiki iii iavlenie literaturnogo 
protsessa?', Zeitschriji for Slawistik (1990:3), 388-94; D. Sidorov, 'Zhivaia voda ... ' ; 
Igor' Zolotusskii, 'Oglianis' s Iiubov'iu', Literaturnoe obozrenie (1980: 1), 30-4. 
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to, society. Makanin is named as one of those present at this gathering. 59 Bondarenko 
is convinced that this event was one of considerable importance, one that led to the 
attachment of the term sorokaletnie and then later 'Moscow school of prose' to this 
. f . 60 generatlOn 0 wnters. 
The term sorokaletnie was coined to signify the age of many of this newly emerging 
group of writers who, according to critics, began their literary career or whose career 
came to fruition in their forties. However, this view is influenced by the fact that many 
of the authors were only recognised by critics much later, after they had been writing 
for at least ten years. For example, by 1979 Makanin, Ruslan Kireev and Iurii 
Arakcheev had all been writing for over fourteen years, their first works having been 
published as early as 1965. In contrast, the works of Liudrnila Petrushevskaia and 
Anatolii Kim were only accepted for publication in the literary journals in the second 
half of the 1980s.61 It is generally accepted that there are various reasons for their lack 
S9 v. Bondarenko, 'Avtoportret pokoleniia .. .', pp. 82-3. The other writers present at 
the meeting were: G. Abramov, V. Alekseev, Iu. Antropov, Iu. Arakcheev, G. 
Bashkirova, G. Bazhenov, A. Gangnus, V. Gusev, A. Kim, L. Kokoulin, P. Krasnov, 
A. Kurchatkin, V. Mimev, O. Poptsov, A. Prokhanov, V. Shugaev, A. Skalon. 
60 V. Bondarenko, 'Avtoportret pokoleniia .. .', pp. 83-4. 
61 The names of those who make up the membership of this literary group varies 
according to different critics. Others included who were not present at the meeting in 
November 1979 are: A. Afanas'ev, R. Kireev, V. Krupin, V. Lichutin, V. Orlov, L. 
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of recognition. These include the marked difference in the content and style of their 
works, particularly in comparison to preceding Soviet literature (notably that of the 
village prose writers). Kurchatkin, for example, describes how their work differed: 
Bblpa60TaHHble rrpe.r:uneCTBO BaBIII JIMJI nOflYTopa 
,lJ;eCSlTJIJIeTJISlMJI MeTO,lJ;b1, npJIeMbI, 3aKOHbI JI rrpol.faSl 6bIJIIf 
Bblpa60TaHbI ,llflSl H306pa)l(eHJISI JI OCMbICfleHJISI HHoro 6bITa, 
JIHOrO C03HaHHSI, HHoro THIIa qeJIOBeqeCKHX oTHOIIIemI"H:, a 
" 62 rJIaBHOe - JIHOrO THIIa )KH3HeHHbIX ueHHOCTeH. 
In a dismissal of the literature of the preceding generation, Bondarenko succinctly 
summarises the main characteristics of this new prose: '[3)opKoe H Tpe3Boe 
COQllaJIbOOe oaoJllo.lleooe 3a HapO)K,lJ;alOIUJIMJICSI xapaKTepaMJI 06IUecTBa 
HaIIIJIX ,lJ;Heii - BOT qTO OTJIJIlfaeT peaJIJICTOB "MOCKOBCKOii IIIKOflbI" OT 
I1JIcaTeJIeii, onepJIpYlOlllJIX CTepeOTJInaMJI npe,llbI,llYlllero BpeMeUJI' .63 This 
literary grouping covers a large number of diverse writers who are, however, 
considered not only to differ from the preceding literary generation but also to have 
certain similar characteristics in their experimental literary presentation: '[JI] cpa3y 
Petrushevskaia, V. Popov and S. Rybas. See L. Anninskii, 'Struktura labirinta ... ', p. 
4, for example. 
62 A. Kurchatkin, 'Bremia shtilia .. .', p. 27. For a response to this particular article, 
see: A. Bocharov, 'Rozhdeno sovremennost'iu', Novyi mir (1981:8),227-46 (p. 241). 
63 V. Bondarenko, 'Avtoportret pokoleniia .. .', p. 89 (emphasis is Bondarenko's). 
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nOHjJTHO, HaCKOJIbKO CO IUlaJIbHbI, HaCKOJIbKO qyTKH K 60JIeBbIM TOqKaM 
COBpeMeHHOH )J(H3HH "COpOKaJIeTlIHe" 110 cpaBHeHHJO C 60JIee MOJlO.IlhIM 
c06paTOM no np0tPeCCHH' .64 There is a tendency to depict ordinary middle-aged 
protagonists who have typical questions concerning this stage of their life, such as 
their loss of youth and the approach of death. However, despite revealing an 
expression of 'rpa)l()l.aHCK[ aj{] 60JI[ b] 3a CBoe BpeMj{', 65 these characters are quite 
sanguine, for they accept the stasis in their lives and believe that they are unable to 
change it. The ambivalence of the heroes is of note, as is the absence of the traditional 
authorial comment on the protagonists' morals, which would often act as a guide to 
the reader. The lack of authorial comment is particularly noticeable when comparing 
Trifonov's clear observations on his characters who, in middle-age, are often 
portrayed as betraying their colleagues and family for their own social advancement 
and prosperity. Again in relation to previous literature, the protagonists found in the 
literature of the sorokaletnie are more three-dimensional and believable: their multiple 
internal tensions and lack of absolute ideals are clearly portrayed, particularly in terms 
of their attempts to fit into collective society. These believable figures encourage a 
personal response on the part of the reader, and this response then becomes one of the 
dialogues within the work. As Rollberg explains: 
"Ilp03a COpOKaJIeTHHX" - )l.HaJIOrHqHa no CyTH CBoeH, IIpHqeM 
He TOJIbKO B CMbICJIe O,llHOBpeMeHHoro paBHonpaBHoro 
64 A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo ... ', p. 124. 
6S V. Bondarenko, 'A vtoportret pokoleniia .. .', p. 97. 
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IIPHCYTCTBlUl .IJ:ByX HJIH HeCKOJIbKHX H.IJ:eHHbIX KOMIIJIeKCOB, 110 
H B OTKPbITOCTH TeKCTOB .IJ:JUI "LlHaJIOra" pa311bIX OueHOK 
repOeB Me)l(.IJ:Y C060H H qHTaTeml no OTHomeHHlO K IIHM. 66 
The historical perspective has also changed: the traditional depiction of history as a 
clear-cut, objective phenomenon taking place chronologically alongside the character's 
life has now changed to intermittent references to history that are subjectively mixed 
into the inner personality of the hero. Within the text this is often solely portrayed 
through the protagonist's consciousness, such as in childhood recollections of the war. 
RoHberg believes that this change of historical perspective is a reflection of the 
democratisation of society at the time. 
Igor' Dedkov's articles from 1981 and 1986 are examples of key documents that 
reveal some of the adverse reaction to this literary generation. 67 Dedkov does not 
conceal his obvious adherence to the preceding generation of writers such as Semin, 
Shukshin and Trifonov, whom he considers to be superior authors who take a morally 
correct stance in their work. Dedkov criticises the use of byt in the works of 
Makanin's generation, believing that the writers over-emphasise its importance. 
Where Bondarenko praises this microscopic view of everyday reality, Dedkov levels 
an accusation of descriptive shallowness and believes byt to engender too great a 
concentration on one aspect of life at the expense of others. This critic denies that the 
66 P. RoHberg, 'Proza "sorokaletnikh" .. .', p. 391. 
67 See footnote 58. 
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authors are reflecting the reality of all areas of life in Russia, for the majority of the 
texts have a town setting and ignore the countryside altogether. 68 According to 
Dedkov, the locale is itself featureless and of little importance to the characters, and 
thereby in turn not memorable to the reader. The lack of interest in their living 
quarters appears to extend also into other areas of the characters' lives, for example 
the workplace is only of significance in terms of advancement and one-upmanship. 
Dedkov also mourns the loss of authorial omnipotence familiar in typical socialist 
realist works, revealing his belief in an author who has complete control of, and gives 
clear guidance within, the work.69 He is fervently against the lack of a distinction 
between good and evil characters and even goes so far as to declare that: ')I(H3IIb H 
qeJIOBeK HY)l(.llaIOTC}l B 3alllHTe OT... JIHTepaTYPbI. CKa)l(eM TaK: OT 
JIHTepaTypbI, He C03HalOmeH CBoeH oTBeTcTBeHHocTIi,.70 In the later article 
Dedkov states his opinion on the author: 'MaKaHliH - CliJIbHbIH IUfCaTeJlb, OqeHb 
Ha6JIlO.llaTeJIbHbIH. 51 YBa)l(alO ero nOCJIe.llOBaTeJIbHOCTb. Ho 'Ha KapTOTeKa, 
CliCTeMaTliKa JIlO.lleH... noc06lie no nCliXOJIOrlili, Ii MeHee - no nCHXOJIOrliH 
68 However, with the mass migration of people from the countryside to the towns 
during the twentieth century, these writers can be seen to be reflecting both town and 
former country dwellers. Bondarenko believes Makanin to be the focus for the post-
war generation of writers in terms of the depiction of city dwellers. See' A vtoportret 
pokoleniia ... ', p. 81. 
69 Dedkov reiterates this in his article on Predtecha, in which he criticises Makanin for 
the lack of a moral stance and a weak authorial position in the text. See 'Ironiia 
vmesto ... '. 
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COUlIaJIbHOH' .71 In the same article he reiterates his protests at the vacillating heroes, 
and is even affronted by the challenge the 'new prose' is posing towards his own 
concept of literature: 
Ho KOr,lJ;a rpaHlIua Me)l(,lJ;y ,lJ;06pOM II 3JIOM OKa3bIBaeTCjf 
pa3MbITOH He B )l(II3RII, a B JIIITepaType, KOr,lJ;a MOpaJIbHajf 
HeqIICTOrrJIOTROCTb BbI,lJ;aeTC5I 3a O,lJ;RY II3 HerrpeMenHbIX 
xapaKTepIIcTHK COBpeMeHHoro qeJIOBeKa - qTO 3TO, 3aqeM? 
MeHjf CTapaIOTC51 H36aBHTb OT P030BbIX OqKOB? BnYIIIlITb 
MIle Tpe3Bble rrpe,lJ;CTaBJIeH1I5I 0 )l(II3HlI?72 
The lack of a clear moral stance appears to be abhorrent to Dedkov, and he contrasts 
this with what he believes is a clear delineation of what is good and evil in Trifonov's 
texts. The sorokaletnie writers, in Dedkov's opinion, complicate their texts with their 
lack of strict values and the laissez-faire attitude that they instil in their characters. 
Having gained some long-awaited critical attention in the early 1980s, the so-called 
sorokaletnie were again overlooked by critics. However, the critic Igor' Zolotusskii at 
the time even disputed that there was any such significant recognition: 
70 I. Dedkov, 'Kogda rasseialsia ... ', p. 27. 
71 I. Dedkov, 'Skol'ko budet...', p. 40. 
72 I. Dedkov, 'Skol'ko budet...', p. 41. 
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ECJlli 6 6bIJIa "nOBaH CJIOBeCnOCTb", TO 6blJl 6bI II lllYM 
BOKpyr nee ... ABTOPbI 3TII IIlIlllyT II rreqaTaJOTCH, IIX pOMaHbI 
II rrOBeCTII rrOHBJIHJOTCH B )l(ypnaJiax - HO r.n.e 6YM? l;lC 
CIIHHKII II lllIIIIIKII? r.n.e rOHeHIIH Ha rrpaB.n.y? 
In their short time of recognition these writers expressed their own dissatisfaction with 
the term sorokaletnie, describing it as too generalised a term and one that was 
opposed to the idea of the individual talent of each author. Those writers questioned 
in Bondarenko's article all reject the term whilst, at the same time, admitting a certain 
sense of closeness and community amongst them. 74 The writers reveal a respectful 
attitude towards their critics and are interested in the reviews, but the writers 
acknowledge no influence on their work. Bondarenko does seem to have a need to 
categorise this literary generation, for in a later article he again attempts to find a new 
73 I Z I k" '0 I' " I' b '" 31 
. 0 otuss 11, g lams s lU ov lU ... ,p. . Another critic, Vadim Kovskii, 
believes their differences to be greater than their similarities. Vadim Kovskii, 'V 
masshtabe tselogo', Voprosy literatury (1982: 10), 70-109 (p. 86). 
74 Those questioned are: Anatolii Afanas'ev, lurii Arakcheev, Georgii Bazhenov, 
Anatolii Kim, Ruslan Kireev, Vladimir Krupin, Anatolii Kurchatkin, Vatslav 
Mikhal'skii, Aleksandr Prokhanov, Timur Pulatov, Sviatoslav Rybas, Viacheslav 
Shugaev. See V. Bondarenko, 'Avtportret pokoleniia .. .', pp. 90-4. 
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term for them, but with little success. 75 Bocharov, on the other hand, is sceptical that 
such diverse writers can be aligned under one term, particularly as it tends to diminish 
the role of their individual creativity, although he concedes that there are similarities in 
their outlook. 
RoHberg's article of 1990 is a reflection of contemporary critical opinion, both in 
Russia and the West, on Makanin's generation ofwriters.76 The general consensus on 
this literary generation is reduced to the notion that the writers have had some similar 
experiences - a natural outcome of the shared experience of a generation. To some 
extent the writers will have a common background of experience to fall back upon and 
to which they can relate, and this may partly explain the creative impulse to depict 
similar events in their works. Rollberg states that strictly speaking this literary 
generation did not appear as a literary group as defined by the term sorokaletnie. The 
struggle around this label led to it becoming obsolete, and the writers further 
continued their individual paths. 
Turning to Makanin's position in this debate, for those critics who adhered to the term 
he is considered to be a key figure: 'B. MaKaHllH - O,ll.HH H3 caMblX jtpKHX H 
u " " 77 Th h' caMbIX TaJIaHTJIHBhIX npe,n:CTaBHTeJIeH COpOKaJIeTHHX. e aut or sown 
75 V. Bondarenko, 'Vrernia nadezhd .. .', pp. 189-90. Here he toys with the terms 
'proza promezhutka' and 'pokolenie baraka'. 
76 P. Rollberg, 'Proza "sorokaletnikh" .. .'. 
77 A. Lanshchikov, 'Nameki iii metafory?', Literaturnaia gazeta, 6 June 1984, p. 5. 
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attitude to this whole debate is clear. Though he was present at the meeting at Dom 
literatorov in 1979, his absence from the discussion at the centre of Bondarenko' s 
article indicates some distance from any discussion of the term sorokaletnie that was 
later ascribed to the group.78 In Rollberg's interview with Makanin, the author states 
that he has no wish to take part in such literary discussions due to the inevitable 
arguments over one's literary persuasion that result from them.79 In my interview with 
Makanin in December 1994, he again stated that he refused to give interviews and be 
involved in literary discussions with Russian critics. 80 When talking with RoHberg, the 
author stated that he is against such terms as sorokaletnie, but naturally perceives 
there to be similarities between writers of the same country. Makanin is keen to stress 
his belief that each writer's creative essence is unique. S! 
78 See V. Bondarenko, 'A vtoportret pokoleniia ... ' . 
79 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera .. .', pp. 259-60. 
80 Even when asked which of his contemporaries he is closest to in his prose, Makanin 
would not provide any names. The author has continued to abstain from interviews 
with critics. For example in 1996 when Basinskii tried to obtain a few words from 
Makanin at the Iaroslavl' Writers' Conference, he was sternly told: '[T]e, KTO )l,aeT 
MHTepBblO, BM.LUiMO, C1fMTalOT, 1fTO OHM caMOBblpa)f(alOTCSI M npM6aBJISllOT ce6e 
Beca B rJIa3aX 1fMTaTeJIeii. Ha caMOM )l,eJIe OHM TepSllOT OCTaTKM caMMX ce6S1'. 
See Pavel Basinskii, 'Zhertvennaia korova', Literatumaia gazeta, 31 January 1996, p. 
5. 
8! P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera .. .', pp. 272-3. 
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Recent criticism and Makanin's position on the contemporary literary scene 
The critics' divergent views on Makanin's prose noted above provide a clear 
indication of their reliance on the standard literary groupings and interpretative 
methods of the time to explain his texts. The unusual form of Golosa confounded 
those critics used to more traditional texts and, as Alia Latynina points out, resulted in 
them avoiding all mention of the work. 82 The critic V. Kovskii takes issue with this 
absence of comment on an unconventional text, and uses the sorokaletnie debate as an 
example of what he views as the unfortunately widespread need amongst his peers to 
categorise literature. However, according to Kovskii, Makanin is 'OJl.IIH II3 
HeMHorlIX rrp03aIIKOB, PIICKHYBIIIIIX II3MeHIITb Kpyr xYJl.O)l(eCTBeHHbIX 
rrpIIcTpacTIIH II rrOBeCTBOBaTeJIbHYW MaHepy, rrplIHecrnyw eMY B eBoe BpeMR 
ycrrex' .83 It was only when critics began to accept that writers could exist outside of 
the groupings, as in the case of those authors who were initially termed the 
sorokaletnie, that critics then began to value and analyse further creative innovations. 
Critics have discerned and discussed various themes in Makanin's texts including those 
of alienation, loss, memory, time, war, homosexuality, fate and salvation, and the 
intelligentsia and guilt. Myths and legends add extensively to the universality of his 
works and to their historical depth, and have enabled Makanin subtly to push the 
boundaries of literature without incurring censorship. Particularly in his works 
82 A. Latynina, 'Forma paradoksal'nogo .. .', p. 32. 
83 V. Kovskii, 'V masshtabe .. .', p. 105. 
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published in the mid 1980s, diverse temporal and spatial phenomena abound: from a 
tunnel under the Ural River several centuries ago in one work, to life under the man-
hole covers of a futuristic Moscow in another. Several of these later works contain 
numerous narrative planes and separate narratives that intersect according to the 
overall theme of the work, and some critics have, in recent years, investigated these 
innovations. Nadya Peterson, for example, applies the term 'narrative polyphony' to 
this form of textual construction.84 As Konstantin Kedrov evaluated the author's 
prose: '[ e ]ro rrp03a rrpeTeprreJIa 6bICTPYIO 3BOJIlOIllIlO OT JIerKO,llOcTyrrHoro 
peaJ1H3Ma ,ll0 HbIHemHIIX 3arrYTaHHbIX JIa6IIplIHTOB paCna,llalOll~eroc~ 
c03HaHHSI,.85 
Comparisons with classical authors from the nineteenth and early twentieth century 
have naturally arisen, particularly when the author's literary generation as a whole 
came under scrutiny. Bondarenko believes that the detailed depiction of life through 
byt is similar to that found in Chekhov's works. 86 Kurchatkin also believed that the 
literature of the 1970s bore some resemblance to Tolstoi's works and others of the 
Russian classical tradition in the apparent search for an ideal. Pavel Basinskii declares 
that Makanin has a similar moralising/preaching manner to Tolstoi, and enjoys digging 
84 Nadya L. Peterson, 'Vladimir Makanin's Solutions to the Loss of the Past', Studies 
in Comparative Communism, 21 (1988),349-56 (p. 352). 
85 K. Kedrov, 'Premiia Bukera ... '. 
86 V. Bondarenko, 'Avtoportret pokoleniia ... ', p. 10 1. 
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into the soul in the typical manner of writers of the last century.87 On other occasions 
Makanin has been aligned with Dostoevskii, and in the Rollberg interview he has 
acknowledged his love of this famous writer's work. 88 A later chapter examines the 
links with nineteenth-century authors and the extent to which Makanin engages with 
their ideas. 
Makanin has been compared with other writers who are either not of his literary 
generation, or who do not come under the now redundant term of sorokaletnie. Iurii 
Trifonov is the writer with whom Makanin is most frequently aligned due to their 
acknowledged acquaintance and similar urban heroes and panoramas. In Rollberg's 
interview, Makanin describes the true nature of their relationship on both a personal 
and literary level. They only met two years before Trifonov's death, by which time 
Makanin had long established himself as a writer (he states that he had already 
published eight monographs). There is some dependence on Trifonov as the older 
writer, but not to the extent critics would like to believe. 89 Where Trifonov's 
87 P. Basinskii, 'Stol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine' (Review), 
Literaturnaia gazeta, 3 March 1993, p. 4. 
88 The Piskunovs believe that Makanin continues Dostoevskii's tradition by depicting 
indeterminate characters who are not psychological types. S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse 
prochee ... ', p. 70. 
89 Bocharov is one critic who has noted the difference in treatment of morals and fate 
in Makanin's work in comparison to that of Trifonov. A. Bocharov, 'Rozhdeno 
sovremennost'iu .. .', pp. 242-3. 
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characters face moral dilemmas, Makanin has taken his characters' situations past this 
point by underlining the role of fate as an inexplicable and uncontrollable law of life. 90 
As Kazintsev points out, Makanin laughs at those who believe that love is sufficient to 
save a person. 91 
Vasilii Shukshin's career has some similarities to that of Makanin, events from which 
support an initial comparison between the two writers. Shukshin was also brought up 
in a village in the countryside (he depicts the barak settlement in detail), and at the age 
of twenty-five he left the navy due to ill health and entered upon a film director's 
course. However, comparisons between their works reveal greater diversity in style 
and content on the part of Makanin, while Shukshin's works bear the distinctive traits 
of writers of the village prose movement. Yet Kurchatkin, in his discussion of the new 
wave of 1970s prose, does declare that it was Shukshin who sensed and heralded the 
change between the prose of the 1950s and 1960s and that of the new generation. 92 
Anninskii, continuing his idea of the 'intermediate hero', states that Makanin was not 
the first to introduce such a type to literature, as Shukshin had already depicted similar 
90 P. RoHberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', pp. 262-3. Makanin explains how he wrote several 
works as a response to Trifonov's Obmen. He began to face this issue in Klassika, 
and moved on from this to Polosa obmenov, Kliucharev i Alimushkin, and through to 
Gde skhodilos' nebo s kholmami. 
91 A K' 'I . h . , 31 
. azmtsev, gra na poruz erne ... , p. . 
92 A. Kurchatkin, 'Bremia shtilia .. .', p. 28. A. Klitko is in agreement with this. See 
'Litso, kharakter .. .', p. 21. 
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characters. However, Anninskii observes, whereas for Shukshin such characters were 
eccentric and unusual, for Makanin they were the norm in the 'new reality' he was 
portraying (16). Anninskii also declares Predtecha to be the forerunner of other 
striking and unusual texts of the glasnost' period - Rasputin's Pozhar and Aitmatov's 
Plakha, to name but two (14). Chingiz Aitmatov is an author with whom Makanin 
can be compared in terms of the use of memory, narrative form and temporal 
phenomena, particularly in Belyi parokhod and I dol'she veka dlitsia den '. This will 
be examined further in a later chapter in relation to both writers' use of legend as an 
additional narrative layer. 
Critics such as Inna Solov'eva and the writers Tat'iana Tolstaia and Ruslan Kireev 
have more recently revealed a closer understanding of Makanin's works. Kireev, who 
himself was aligned to the sorokaletnie, stated that 'MaKamfH KaK IlMCaTeJlb He 
TOJIbKO caM no ce6e, RO OR KaK 6hI Ra oTllm6e, KaK 6bI Ra paCCTO»HHH, ... [OH] 
rmilleT TaK, 6Y~TO ~O Hero RHKTO He 3aHHMaJIC» 3THM.'93 In an attempt to 
summarise the three texts published in 1987, Solov'eva provided an apt analogy that 
could describe the intricate intertwining of ideas found in the majority of the author's 
prose since the mid 1980s: '[ r ]nyxajf, BOJIHYIOID;a» 3HeprH» BCjfKHH pa3 
pOJK.ll:aeTCjf TeM, KaK 6J1H3KO C~BHHyTbI RerrepeceKalOID;Hec» 
RecorrpHKacalOIUHeCjf rrJIOCKOCTH nOBeCTBo BaRHjf: HHMH 
93 Ruslan Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez utratu', Literaturnaia gazeta, I April 1987, p. 4. 
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Ha3JIeKTpH30BaHHoe nOJIe, npH nepeMemeHHH B 3TOM nOJIe B03HHKaeT TOK. ,94 
In turn, Karen Stepanian and Tolstaia described his prose as holographic, emphasising 
the numerous ideas therein which are illuminated to a different degree and from a 
different angle depending on the text in question. 95 The consensus is now that 
Makanin's prose is 'constructed to resist categorisation', and that he 'remains an 
author whose overall originality locates him outside established trends. ,96 
Viktor Erofeev's well-known article on the death of Soviet literature was influential in 
the heated debate on SovietlRussian literature of the late 1980s and into the early 
1990s.97 Emphasising the social, economic and spiritual responsibilities demanded of 
the Soviet writer, Erofeev expressed his hope that in its 'wake' 'nO»BHTC» ROBa» 
941. Solov'eva, 'Natiurmort s knigoi i zerkalom', Literaturnoe obozrenie (1988:4), 46-
9 (p. 46). 
95 Tat'iana Tolstaia and Karen Stepanian, "' ... golos, letiashchii v kupo)''', Voprosy 
literatury (1988:2), 78-105 (p. 85). 
96 Nadya L. Peterson, Subversive Imaginations: Fantastic Prose and the End of Soviet 
Literature, 1970s-1990s (Boulder: Westview Press, 1997), pp. 74-5. See also Deming 
Brown, The Last Years of Soviet Russian Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993). Brown summarises thus: 'Makanin's writing is too many-
sided, complex, and dynamically developing to belong in any of them. Makanin is 
unique, and is clearly his own man' (p. 102). 
97 Viktor Erofeev, 'Pominki po sovetskoi literature', Literaturnaia gazeta, 4 July 
1990, p. 8. 
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JllnepaTypa, KOTOpa51 6YAeT He 60JIbIlle, HO H He MeHbIlle, qCM JIHTepaTypa'. 
Discussions on the main new literary trend initially termed 'new prose', and then 
designated as 'alternative prose' with its emphasis on 'tough' or 'cruel' realism, 
provoked many reactions from critics and the public alike. 911 Whilst some welcomed 
the significant absence of a political or social comment in alternative prose and its 
parodic, explicit language, these attributes provoked horror in others. For example, V. 
Serdiuchenko, surveying the literary scene in 1995, found there to be only a handful of 
quality texts to his dismay 'He c03AalOlUHe HOBoro JIHTepaTypHoro KaqeCTBa II He 
ypaBHoBeIllHBalOlUHe 
lfHcpepHo,.99 
C060H IIoToKa ceKcyaJIbHo-qmJIOJIOrlIqeCKOrO 
The initial origins of alternative prose in firstly the 'underground' literature of the 
1970s and 1980s, and secondly in emigrant literature, are obviously not those of 
Makanin's prose. Whilst elements of 'cruel' realism can be seen in certain of 
Makanin's texts such as Siur v proletarskom raione, they do not comprise the totality 
of his literature; in the same way that fantastic devices recur in his prose but he is not a 
98 For a comprehensive overview of these debates see Robert Porter, Russia's 
Alternative Prose (Oxford: Berg, 1994), pp. 1-19. 
99 V. Serdiuchenko, 'Progulka po sadam rossiiskoi slovesnosti', Novyi mir (1995:5), 
222-31. Briefly mentioning the sorokaletnie, Serdiuchenko declares that Makanin and 
P' etsukh are possibly the only two members of this literary generation who have 
written anything of merit (p. 231). 
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writer solely of fantastic fiction. 100 Those critics who have delineated certain features 
of alternative prose, such as 'irreverent' comedy, 'bawdiness', 'a grotesque or 
supernatural world' and an aptitude for parody, have not considered Makanin as an 
obvious member of this movement. 101 Those authors who are examined as 
representative of this trend have produced distinctly different prose. Makanin may 
write an alternative form of prose, yet it is far removed from the sadistic, sexually 
explicit prose of Eduard Limonov, or the erotic, self-indulgent texts ofViktor Erofeev. 
The loss of distinction between past, present and future in Tolstaia's prose is an 
important issue also in Makanin's narratives, but he does not employ the same 
sensuous and capricious language nor portray such indifferent characters. Liudmila 
Petrushevskaia, also named as a late member of the sorokaletnie at one time, has been 
compared to Makanin, with her similar interest in the guilt of the intelligentsia; yet her 
shocking and grim prose often depicting mentally and physically ill characters is not 
directly comparable. 102 Other contemporary writers such as Leonid Latynin have only 
100 However, the use of the fantastic in postmodern literature is recognised as one of 
its hallmarks, and Peterson views some of Makanin's prose as part of the 'fantastic 
decade' prior to the literature of the glasnost' period. This will be discussed in 
Chapter 3. 
101 R. Porter, Russia's Alternative ... , p. 66. 
102 S. Dalton-Brown categorises Makanin's literature as 'cruel realism' and makes the 
comparison with Petrushevskaia in her article 'Ineffectual Ideas, Violent 
Consequences: Vladimir Makanin's Portrait of the Intelligentsia', Slavonic and East 
European Review, 72 (1994), 218-32. Her later article compares certain features of 
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tenuous similarities with Makanin. Latynin's incorporation of myth, legend and folk 
themes into his texts is similar to that of Makanin and both have a character who can 
move between different time zones, but Makanin' s prose is far removed from the 
religious and archaic symbolism of Latynin. Hence the author's prose is grounded in 
contemporary literature yet very much engaged in a unique expression of present-day 
life. Pavel Basinskii believes that what Makanin has excelled in is '8 C03):{aHIHI 
c06CTBeHHoH xY):{O)KeCTBeHHOH Mo):{eJIH'. 103 
Whilst some critics favoured the term alternative prose, others widened the debate 
over contemporary literature, questioning whether the exhaustive western term 
'postmodernism' could be ascribed to Russian literature. Mikhail Epstein's influential 
articles and books have revealed how the collapse of Communism, bringing with it a 
loss of the future utopia and possible recourse to past ideals, has once more 
engendered the absence of contemporary time and tendency to exist in the 
postcontemporary; and this situation is similarly a feature of western 
postmodernism.104 Establishing a circular model of Russian literary history, Epstein 
Makanin's Laz with Petrushevskaia's Novye Rohinzony in terms of dystopian fiction: 
see 'Signposting the Way to the City of Night: Recent Russian Dystopian Fiction', 
Modem Language Review, 90 (1995), 103-19. 
103 P B ' ki' 'St I kry" 
. aSInS 1, 0, po tyl .... 
104 References here will be solely to the English monographic edition of these articles 
and will appear in the main body ofthe text in parentheses. Mikhail N. Epstein, After 
the Future: the Paradoxes of Postmodemism and Contemporary Russian Culture, 
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delineates two separate strands of Russian postmodemism which 'complement each 
other and present a more complicated and self-contradictory phenomenon than 
Western postmodernism, which is concentrated in a single historical period' (210). 
The first strand is inherent in socialist realism, particularly in its production of a 
'simulacrum' of reality as understood by Jean Baudrillard (190, 206). This forms the 
substance of postmodernism. The second strand is to be found in conceptualism, 
which is the conveying of ideas and is therefore 'the interpretation of this substance in 
postmodern terms' (208). Hence a specifically Russian postmodemism can be seen to 
have developed first in the 1930s to 1950s and later (in literature) in the 1970s. 
Whether Epstein's categorisations will stand up to further critical analysis will be 
proven in time, and such a question is not within the remit of this dissertation. 
However, it is within the framework of a Russian postmodemism that it is constructive 
to assess Makanin's late prose. 105 
A fruitful basis for beginning to interpret Makanin's individual creativity is to 
acknowledge the basic philosophical idea upon which he is musing, and then to 
examine the numerous presentations of this idea in several texts. The author describes 
translated and with an introduction by Anesa Miller-Pogacar (Amherst: University of 
Massachusetts Press, 1995). 
10~ Recent studies of Russian postmodemism recogmse Makanin's literature as 
'marked by postmodem narrative ambivalence'. Mikhail Epstein, Alexander Genis, 
and Slobodanka Vladiv-Glover, Russian Postmodernism: New Perspectives on Post-
Soviet Culture (Oxford: Berghahn, 1999), p. 487. 
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his method of writing as 'improvisation', and compares himself to a pianist sitting and 
improvising on a melody for hours. l06 Rollberg expresses this clearly: 'the narratives 
of later works basically serve an exploratory function. The exploration of a certain 
philosophical problem ... is primary and provides the aesthetic framework that shapes 
the text.' 107 
Although not an Existentialist as such, Makanin does definitely reveal a keen interest 
in existential questions. Basinskii is hesitant in labelling the author thus, but concedes 
that: '[ e ]CJIH HeBmlTHOe OTHomeHHe MaKaHHHa ... K Borrpocy 0 Eore IIJIlOC 
6e3YCJIOBHhIH COD;HaJIhHhIH rreCCHMH3M 3TO H eCTh "PYCCKHH" 
3K3HCTeHnHaJIH3M, TOr.l1.a - JIa.l1.HO'. 108 Makanin's central concern appears to be the 
condition of man, understood here to signify man's state or situation in relation to 
external influences and circumstances. Makanin is especially interested in the 
emotions that are aroused in man as a result of his position in society; for example, the 
fear, guilt or primordial bestiality that surface in difficult circumstances. For Makanin 
it is particularly the extreme situation which is the key, as man is at this point faced 
106 This was discussed in his video interviews at both Sheffield and Keele Universities 
in October 1995. 
107 Peter Rollberg, 'Invisible Transcendence: Vladimir Makanin's Outsiders', Kennan 
Institute For Advanced Russian Studies - Occasional Paper, no. 253, 1993, p. 11. 
108 P B . ki' 'S I /cry" , asms 1, to, po tyl.... For additional discussions of the existential 
elements of his prose, see: T. Tolstaia and K. Stepanian, "' ... golos letiashchii .. .', pp. 
94-5; I. Rodnianskaia, 'Neznakomye znakomtsy .. .', p. 245. 
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with a predicament which cannot be controlled and one that demands an immediate 
reaction and display of emotion. The tension of the individual within the collective is 
an important and recurring theme, and one that helps in the revelation of man's 
condition. Yet man's contemporary state is not the only concern, and the author 
repeatedly engages with other temporal dimensions of the past and future. Makanin 
appears to desire the expression of the totality of man's existence in, and throughout, 
time in order to fully consider man's condition at the end of the twentieth century. At 
the conclusion to the Rollberg interview, Makanin observes the following: 
MbI BII,l:(IIM ce6jJ B HbIHemHeM BpeMeHII, 1fTO 03Ha1faeT ,l:(ml 
Hac 6b1Bmee II 6Y,l:(ymee, HO He BII,l:(IIM CBjJ31I BpeMeH, MbI 
3a6bIBaeM 0 HeR II Ka)K,l:(bIR pa3 BHOBb BbIXO,l:(IIM CJ1eIIhIMII Ha 
6eper ... 109 
It is as much the (past and future) memory of man's condition in time, out of time and 
through time which is of significance, as the contemporary expression in the 'here and 
now'. The texts reveal how man's knowledge of self in relation to others and the 
reality in which he finds himself are all influential. However, instability and 
indeterminacy are considered to be rife in the late twentieth century; in particular those 
theories and ideas that were once thought of as certainties, such as historical progress 
and liberation, have lost their credibility and the notions of 'self and 'reality' against 
which man can assess his condition have been lost. The initial existential anguish, a 
109 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera .. .', p. 277. 
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typical feature of late modernism and, according to Epstein 'its last and most extreme 
variety', has now gone (97). 
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Scope of the present dissertation 
The main Western overviews of late Soviet literature, such as that of Geoffrey 
HoskingllO and N.N. Shneidman's early work/II make no mention of Makanin, no 
doubt because of a lack of Soviet critical attention towards his texts. 112 On the other 
hand later criticism, for example in Goscilo's anthology of Russian writings1\3 and 
Deming Brown's book,114 now recognises Makanin as an author in his own right, not 
belonging to any particular grouping of literature. However, there is a lack of western 
analysis of Makanin's prose as a whole. Articles by Dalton-Brown and RoHberg have 
been mentioned, two articles by Colin Dowsett will be examined in the thesis, and the 
only major monograph to date is by Stolz-Hladky on Odin i odna, Otstavshii and 
110 Geoffrey Hosking, Beyond Socialist Realism: Soviet Fiction since 'Ivan 
Denisovich' (London: Elek/Granada, 1980). 
111 N. N. Shneidman, Soviet Literature in the 1970 's: Artistic Diversity and 
Ideological Conformity (London and Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1979). 
Shneidman's subsequent work, Soviet Literature in the 1980 's: Decade of Transition 
(London and Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989) refers to Makanin in the 
section on the sorokaletnie. See pp. 52-8. 
112 Lowe's work briefly mentions Makanin, stating that he has a predilection for 
'imitating other writers'. See David Lowe, Russian Writing ... , p. 113-4. 
1\3 H. Goscilo and B. Lindsey eds, Glasnost ... 
Jl4 Deming Brown, The Last Years ... 
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Utrata. liS The present study is an attempt to rectify this lack of analysis, and by 
focusing on what appears to be one of the author's major concerns, the condition of 
man, the study aims to reveal the multifaceted terms in which Makanin expresses this. 
The reasons for choosing to examine the author's prose from 1987 to 1995 are 
threefold. 116 Firstly, it is from this date that the texts became more intricate, revealing 
not only intriguing ideas but a reflection of these ideas on various narrative planes. 
Secondly, critics so far have analysed only a few themes or texts and thereby lost the 
sense of connection and movement in the author's prose, which continually develops 
from one narrative to the next. And thirdly, the author has exhibited a radical change 
in thought and technique with the publication of Kavkazskii plennyi in 1995, which 
requires reference to the preceding body of prose, and the development of Russian 
postmodernist ideas. 117 
liS Zuzana Stolz-Hladky, Studien zur Poetik Vladimir S. Makanins "Odin i odna ", 
"Otstavsij ", "Utrata" (Bern: Peter Lang, 1995). 
116 Where relevant to the ideas under discussion, earlier texts will be additionally 
examined in order to reveal the formation of the idea. 
117 The author's most recent text, the novel Andegraund, iii Geroi nash ego vremeni, 
will not be analysed. The majority of this study had been written when the text first 
appeared in print. Whilst this is unfortunate, the novel does not appear to contradict 
the findings of this study, and as the considerable interest in it confirms, is a significant 
contribution to Russian postmodernism. 
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The complicated form and achronology of the author's texts since 1987 does cause 
some difficulties when attempting to analyse his ideas. Yet an examination of each 
text individually would lose the progression of ideas between texts, and substantially 
reduce the philosophical ideas to their expression in the text in question. Therefore 
each chapter focuses on one of the author's means of representing man's condition in 
and throughout time, and the relevant aspects of each text are discussed in these 
separate chapters. 
Makanin's texts from the early to mid phases of publication can be interpreted 
fundamentally as social realist works and this informs the discussion in Chapters 2 and 
3. Chapters 5 and 6, however, examine his late texts as part of the body of Russian 
postmodern literature that is constructed to resist succinct interpretation; a literature 
that engenders feelings of indeterminacy and instability. The central chapter, Chapter 
4, focuses on the point at which Makanin's introduction into his texts of several 
narratives on conflicting temporal planes invites multiple, inconclusive readings; 
interpretations that are several steps further forward from the straightforward social 
realism drawn in his early prose. Makanin's realist texts reveal questions regarding 
man's condition primarily in the time frame of the present, with particular emphasis on 
the tension between the individual and the collective, and the spatial representation of 
this tension. This forms the substance of Chapter 2. Through an examination of 
Makanin's incorporation of myths and legends into his texts on a separate narrative 
plane, Chapter 3 reveals the way in which the author brings into play the temporal 
representation of man's condition in the past and future. The extent to which myths 
and legends are an attempt to overcome the ideological restrictions of socialist realism 
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is also discussed, revealing the first intimations of his interest in a writer's control over 
his text. In Chapter 4, the author's metaphorical tool of the concept of 'genetic 
memory' is analysed, the means by which a person in one time frame (such as the 
present) is able to access a person in another time frame (such as the past). In this way 
the author attempts to unite both the spatial and temporal dimensions of man's 
condition. Yet one of the narratives in the central text Utrata reveals the loss of man's 
inheritance, and thereby reiterates the fragile state in which man can be found in 
contemporary society. In Chapter 5, this is reflected in an examination of the position 
of the writer towards his/her narrative which the author integrates into his texts, 
thereby subverting the text and encouraging the feelings of indeterminacy. 
Metafictional devices are examined as part of this process. Makanin's interest in the 
individual's fragile position amongst the collective reaches new heights as his essayistic 
texts debate the loss of individuality altogether in what he terms the subject of 
'averaging out'. The main focus of Chapter 6 is the acknowledgement of the historical 
context in which texts are situated, and Makanin engages with Francis Fukuyama's 
idea of the end of history to illustrate the creative strength of the masses and their 
ability to create what he terms 'quasi-religions' such as Communism. The last text to 
be discussed, Kavkazskii plennyi, reveals a new turn in the Makanin's prose, in which 
man's condition in literature and society at the end of the twentieth century is both an 
extension of, and a direct contrast to, his irreversible heritage. 
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CHAPTER 2 
'Those who did not get into the choir': 
the tension of the individual facing the collective 1 
The fate of the individual in a collective society is naturally a recurring literary theme 
in any totalitarian regime, and has been presented in Soviet and Russian literature in 
either a covert or open fashion depending on the literary climate and the writer's 
political persuasion. A well-known example is Boris Pasternak's Doktor Zhivago, in 
which the focus of the text is on the main character's attempt to establish his own 
individuality and world outlook whilst continually facing external pressure to conform 
to society's accepted standards of behaviour. Whilst this novel is an example of one 
that represents the more liberal and anti-establishment side of literature during the 
height of the Soviet period, the image of the individual hero is obviously not 
exclusively found therein. Indeed, socialist realism often depicted the individual hero 
striding forth, doggedly pursuing his goal; however in this case it was an ideological 
goal to which he had to drive forward those in the collective who were not so 
committed to the cause. Literature from the 1970s repeatedly focused on the 
depiction of an individual protagonist's everyday life such as in Iurii Trifonov's Dom 
na naberezhnoi, particularly in relation to the main character's professional position in 
1 This is a reference to one of the numerous narratives found in Golosa, in which 
individual youths fail to be accepted into the church choir. This key image will be 
examined further at a later point in the chapter. 
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society and moral stance. 2 Then from the end of the 1970s and through into the 1980s 
there appeared the alienated 'anti-hero': the protagonist who passively accepts his 
situation and has no desire to fight for or against it, and is often also an outsider to the 
community in which he uncomfortably resides. However, although there is a literary 
tradition of expressing the eternal problem of the survival of the individual, the critic 
Valerii Surikov considers that it is no longer at the forefront of contemporary Russian 
literature. 3 According to Surikov, a heightened sense of individuality has been lost in 
late twentieth-century society. A person may come to question whether they can have 
a coherent sense of self when residing in a society full of instability and fear; a society 
in which reality in general is reduced to a patchwork of dislocated images. 
Against this literary background, Makanin's prose has, over the years, repeatedly 
examined the issue of the individual versus the collective on various levels, attempting 
to establish the individual's position in and debt to contemporary society, and 
2 Kurchatkin believes the prose of the 1970s to be different from preceding prose 
precisely because it highlights the fate of the individual. See A. Kurchatkin, 'Bremia 
shtilia ... ', p. 26. 
3 Valerii Surikov, "'Sunduchok" i "stol" - spaseme i gibe!' individual'nosti', 
Literaturnoe obozrenie (1995:2), 32-7 (p. 32). Surikov examines the way in which 
Mark Kharitonov and Makanin have dealt quite differently with the issue of 
individuality in their recent Booker-winning texts. 
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examining this as part of a picture of man's condition in totality. 4 In his later prose, 
this subject is extended further to portray a futuristic view of society where the notion 
of collective rule has been taken to the extreme. However, prior to the final 
dominance of the collective, the author depicts the existential anguish of man as he 
tries to hold on both to a sense of 'self and to coherent relations with the world. The 
author portrays the conflicting desire of wanting to be both separate from and a part of 
any group, whether it be a geologists' arIel' or a blood-thirsty crowd; and also 
examines the individual's responsibility to societies of the present, past and future. 
Both individual and collective memory of the historical and future state of mankind 
play their roles, informing the texts at different points, and revealing the fragile 
position in which the individual must fight or become overwhelmed by the collective. 
As the critic Mikhail Tanfil'ev noted as early as 1978, the author 'cTpeMIITC1I He 
paCCKa3aTh 0 nepCOHa)Ke, a nOKa3aTh qeJIOBeKa Qepe3 ero co6CTBeHHhIe 
.lleHCTBH1I' .5 For Makanin, it is the extreme and unexpected situation which reveals 
the essence of a person, particularly in the way they subsequently deal with their 
reaction to the situation. When separated from the collective, the individual's true 
nature is exposed and their subsequent actions are clearly visible to everyone. Yet, 
despite his obvious concern over the issue of individuality, his Booker-winning text 
4 In an interview with Sally Laird, Makanin declares that he has always been concerned 
with the theme of the individual. Sally Laird, Voices oj Russian Literature: Interviews 
with Ten Contemporary Writers (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 59. 
S Mikhail Tanfil'ev, 'Starye knigi' (Review), Zvezda (1978:1),214-15 (p. 214). 
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depressingly and tortuously describes the death of the individual, and lies in direct 
contrast to the salvation of the individual that Surikov examines in Kharitonov's novel 
Linii sud 'by, iii Sunduchok Milashevicha. Whether this is Makanin's summative 
statement on the state of mankind remains to be seen, and is one of the issues that will 
continue to be examined throughout the dissertation. The fate of the individual and 
the collective are repeatedly reflected and interlinked with other ideas throughout his 
texts and revealed on many different levels, particularly those of literary representation 
and history.6 
However, it is important to note that Makanin is not highlighting the fate of the 
individual in order to criticise Soviet Russian society for its privileging of the 
collective, although this would be an easy path to follow and one which has formed the 
core of many literary works. In an interview in 1991, the author clearly states his aim: 
'[K]aK MO)l(eT JIJItIHOCTb rrpOjlBHTbCjI B rrepHo,lJ, TOTaJIbHOrO KOJIJIeKTHBH3Ma? .. 
rrponecc BbljlBJIeHHjI JIHqHOCTH H 6bIJI Moeii n;eJIbKl'. 7 It is the tension within 
each person resulting from these extreme situations, the way in which a person is able 
to recognise and express their individuality and deal with an immense desire to merge 
with the collective thus losing responsibility for their own actions, that is of paramount 
importance for the author. Hence, although Makanin is concerned with the individual 
6 These will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Tolstaia's idea that the author 
holographically presents the 'KOJIJIeKTHB - TparHqeCKajl JIHqHOCTb' motif bears 
witness to this. T. Tolstaia and K. Stepanian, "' ... golos letiashchii .. .', pp. 88-9. 
7 V. Amurskii, "' ... Siiuminutnye temy .. .' . 
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and his fate, in the majority of his prose works he does not depict fully rounded 
personalities. Biographical information is often lacking and the reader is just presented 
with the bare situation and the individual's response. In those texts in which this 
symbolic 'everyman' appears, the ideas in the text can be interpreted as universally 
true rather than as common only to Russian/Soviet society. 8 There are exceptions to 
this as familiar protagonists such as Igor' Petrovich and Kliucharev reappear in his 
texts. However, in later texts some protagonists are nameless, providing both a more 
universal character and the possibility that individuality has been practically lost 
altogether. In the Rollberg interview the author made the following revealing 
statement: '[)1.]ocToBepHocTb »BlliIeTC» )1.JI» MeR» HaCTOJIbKO Ba)J(I1bIM 
KpHTepHeM, qTO » rOToB pa)1.H :noro BHaqaJIe )1.a)J(e IIpHHH3HTb CBoero 
repo»' ,9 Makanin's belief in the ability to depict a lifelike illusion of a reality outside 
the text is the underlying motivation behind his prose. This belief informs his early 
narratives that are grounded in social realism, and it is as he begins to experiment with 
different forms of literary expression of the individual in the contemporary world that 
he also comes to display a questioning of the nature of reality itself 
8 Rodnianskaia notes how the author frequently uses common surnames, encouraging 
the idea of the 'everyman'. Irina Rodnianskaia, 'Neznakomye znakomtsy. K sporam 
o geroiakh Vladimira Makanina', Novyi mir (1986:8), 230-47 (p. 242). Further 
references to this article will appear in the text in parentheses. 
9 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', p. 268. 
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The focus of the present chapter is on the representation of the individual in relation to 
the collective, initially examining the recurring images of the crying child and the harak 
in Makanin's earlier prose, and using these as a basis for the extension of his ideas 
concerning the fate of the individual as revealed in his texts of the 1990s. Golosa, in 
particular, provides several key images in the depiction of the tension the individual 
faces within the collective. The tension is emphasised in all the texts by the spatial 
dynamics and is additionally reflected through the unconscious of the protagonists. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, Makanin's work is distinguished by the expression 
of an idea on multiple planes. Therefore it should be noted that the nature and literary 
representation of individuality itself, particularly expressed on another plane in the idea 
of 'inner voices' in Golosa, will be discussed in Chapter 4. It is in this later chapter 
that the individual/collective representation on spatial levels revealed in this chapter, 
and the representation of man's condition on a temporal level which will be 
emphasised in Chapter 3, are interlinked with the concept of a genetic memory. This 
concept is also important as a revelation of the author's abiding interest in the 
structure of his texts, which is then discussed further in the subsequent chapters on the 
literary process and history. 
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The call of the child 
A key to Makanin's ideas on the representation of the individual within the collective 
can be found in the image of the barak - a form of communal habitation. This image, 
like a number of others that the author repeatedly employs, provoked divergent 
responses from critics. Having been brought up in a barak himself, the author has a 
very clear idea of the influence such housing conditions have on people and the 
development of their sense of individuality. 10 Rodnianskaia asserts that almost half of 
the post-war generation resided in this form of temporary accommodation, and 
therefore literature concerned with this habitation was extremely familiar and poignant 
to many readers (233). In his stories from the mid-1970s to mid-1980s Makanin rarely 
actually describes the physical shape of the buildings, but rather the more general sense 
of suffocation they arouse in their inhabitants. Rodnianskaia expresses this effectively: 
'MaKaHIIH - He 6bITOIIHCaTeJIb; 0 6apaQHO-IIOCeJIKOBOM CJIoe )J(H3HH H3 ero 
KHlIr Y3HaeM JIlI60 no pe3KIIM II 06PbIBHCTbIM 3apy6KaM B naMjlTH ... Jm60 B 
cpopMe cpHJIOcoqmqeCKOH CTHJ1H3an:ml' (234). 
An example of this technique can be found in Goluboe i krasnoe. The text concerns 
the childhood of the main character Kliucharev, mostly describing his early years and 
10 See the biographical details in the interview with Laird. S. Laird, Voices of 
RUSSian ... , pp. 54-5. The details of the barak in which the Makanins lived closely 
match the description of the housing in the first narrative of Golosa. 
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interspersed with commentary by the protagonist as an adult. II Kliucharev was 
brought up by his parents in a barak and was sent off to visit his grandmother in the 
country where he would be fed better during the famine. They are joined by his other 
grandmother from the town, a woman who embodies very different ideals and a 
different style of living. The two grandmothers are not on amicable terms, and the 
young Kliucharev is very much in the middle of their opposing strong personalities and 
the desire of each to outmanoeuvre the other. The opening paragraph contains 
Kliucharev's childhood recollection of the diametrically opposed characters of his 
parents and grandmothers: '[M]aTb II OTeu, IIMeHHO tJTO CJIIIBIllIIeCH, IHltJeM 
oco6eHHbIM II p03H,SnIJ;.lIM B ,UeTCTBe eMY He 3arrOMHHJIHCb... 6a6YIIIKH H 6bIJIH 
eMY y,UHBHTeJIbHbI, a B rraM5ITb 3arraJIH - pa3HocTbW' (171). Kliucharev comes 
to realise, more so retrospectively, how the barak appears to deprive a person of their 
individuality amongst the crowded, bustling lives of its inhabitants. The theft of some 
sugar from one of the women's stores, for example, brings into sharp focus the lack of 
individuality in the barak, even amongst the children: 'KTO-TO; HeBa)J(HO KTO; Y)J(e B 
,UeTCTBe Ka)K,UbIH Mar c,UeJIaTb Ii Ka)J(,UbIH Mor He c,UeJIaTb' (I 72). 
Integrated with the depiction of the two strong individual characters of the 
grandmothers there is also the implied division of social class, a subtlety that is lost on 
the child, but one that becomes apparent as the protagonist matures: 
11 Goluboe i krasnoe in Otstavshii: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia 
literatura, 1988), pp. 171-221. References in the main body of text are to this edition 
of the short story and will appear in parentheses. 
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JIHllb c B03paCTOM nomlJI OH pa3HHUY HX oTHOllemIH H 
rrpHn13aHHH, xonl Y)l(e TOr.ll.a, B .ll.eTCTBe, CMYTHoe lfYBCTBO 
rrO.ll.CKa3blBaJIO o HeKoeM HMeIOIUCMC}I 
rrpoTHBopelfHH, a .ll.a)l(e H napa.ll.oKce, TaK KaK no JIOrHKC HM 
6bI, KOHe'fHO, CJIe.ll.oBaJIO rOBopHTb o6pamHoe. (211) 
A further expression of Kliucharev' s position within the collective is found on another 
level: that of the unconscious. He dreams that he loses his pen, and when questioning 
others as to whether they have seen it, he comes across another boy - his enemy -
offering around some bread. To his horror he espies not his pen but his finger in the 
bread, reminiscent of a similar scene in Gogol's Nos. His grandmother, calming him 
down, has to tell him repeatedly that it means nothing, and that all his fingers are in 
place. This is perhaps one of the keys to the text: individuality can be expressed when 
a person is separate from the collective (i.e. a finger severed from a hand); but the 
person is aware of the collective's pressure to 'swallow up' anyone who tries to assert 
him/herself. In subsequent texts the adult Kliucharev reappears as a loner, continually 
struggling to survive and understand the collective pressure with which he must live. 
In Goluboe i krasnoe it is Kliucharev's memories of his grandmothers' distinct 
individual personalities, in comparison to the insignificant memories he retains of his 
parents, that reveal the loss of individuality that occurs in the harak. 
Makanin does not wish to portray a wholly negative image of the barak; on the 
contrary it is a place where strong bonds develop and where an overwhelming sense of 
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belonging infuses the inhabitants' consciousness. It is a familiar, warm and comforting 
place and those who have long since moved away to the town enthuse over nostalgic 
memories of their upbringing in the harak. For example, the middle-aged Kliucharev 
in Poves!' 0 Starom Pose Ike repeatedly remembers different events from his childhood 
there, and he contemplates a long overdue return visit. However, his nostalgic image is 
shattered as, on his return, Kliucharev finds only ruins rather than the warm, friendly 
place he imagines, and he is unable to connect emotionally with the village: 
'KmolfapeB 6pOllliT II Ka>KAYlO MIIHyTy JIOBIIT ce651 Ha TOM, 'iTO HIIKaK lie 
MO>KeT COBMeCTIITbC5I C 3TIIM BbIMepmlIM MeCToM'. 12 In another text, Gde 
skhodilos' neho s kholmami, the composer Bashilov returns from Moscow to visit the 
village harak - a place haunted by the memories of his parents and the neighbours who 
raised him after his parents' death in a fire at the local factory. The depiction of the 
harak in this text is particularly significant, for it clearly provides a spatial image of the 
habitation but without providing the physical detail that one would expect. As 
Anninskii points out, Makanin simply mentions the easily recognisable hum of a 
neighbour's sewing machine, and the sound of another couple's abusive argument. J3 
Even outside, the description of the communal eating area with the benches and table 
laid out in a horseshoe shape effectively underlines the close knit atmosphere and 
12 Poves!' 0 Starom Pose Ike in Odin i Odna: Povesti (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1988), 
pp. 223-316 (p. 316). It is this text that Kurchatkin feels to be the one which 
accurately and seriously reveals the typical image of the individual found in the prose 
of the 1970s. A. Kurchatkin, 'Bremia shtilia ... ', p. 30. 
13 LAn' ki' , S kt I b' , , 8 
. nms 1, tru ura a mnta ... ,p. . 
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physical proximity of each inhabitant to their neighbour without actually focusing on 
the layout of the building. It is here that they have gathered for many years to sing 
their native songs, and this explains how Bashilov's musical gift developed. His now 
famous compositions are inspired by his memories of the folk melodies that formed the 
substance of the barak entertainment. 
Despite its positive attributes, however, there is no ignoring the fact that the 
communal atmosphere of the barak overwhelms a person's sense of individuality. 14 
The crowded, claustrophobic, intense surroundings in which no-one has any privacy 
and every sound can be heard heighten one's feeling of being inextricably joined to 
one's friends and neighbours. Anninskii believes Makanin to be making a social 
comment by depicting the barak as what he, the critic, understands to be a type of 
Soviet housing that had a huge impact on Soviet mentality. Anninskii goes on to 
suggest that their upbringing in the barak explains the cold, grasping and resourceful 
nature of the author's protagonists. IS Deming Brown also adheres to Anninskii's 
view, writing that the poselok, in which the barak is located, is a Soviet institution first 
arising from the Five-Year Plans. 16 The barak was instituted at this time to provide 
temporary housing until proper accommodation could be built. Yet in this the critics 
are surely mistaken. Makanin rather views the barak as a nineteenth-century 
14 Gessen takes this further, stating that genuine humanity is only expressed outside of 
the barak. E. Gessen, 'Vokrug Makanina .. .', p. 152. 
15 L. Anninskii, 'Struktura labirinta ... ', pp. 7-8. 
16 D. Brown, The Last Years ... , pp. 104-5. 
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institution (related to the obshchina) and is, in his own opinion, far from making a 
political or social comment in his texts. 17 Marchenko, on the other hand, compares the 
building of temporary housing with the activities of the original nomadic invaders who 
gradually settled across the land: they only set up rough forms of housing before they 
moved on to their next location. 18 However, the mistake made by all these critics is 
their emphasis on the habitation itself and its social implications, which is not what 
concerns Makanin in his writing. Ageev clearly notes how the author is more 
interested in the metaphysics of the barak than in the type of habitation. 19 Makanin is 
not using literature as a vehicle for his own ideological beliefs, a point which 
distinguishes his writing from that of the village prose movement with which there are, 
at times, some similarities. His concerns are existential rather than political. For 
Makanin, as Rodnianskaia elucidates, the barak represents a whole historical layer, 
and one that is imbued with feelings of trauma and spiritual loss (234). The author is 
more concerned with man's condition, for example how an individual responds to 
collective pressure within the barak environment, and to what extent man can control 
this. Rodnianskaia aptly expresses this concern, pointing out the many 
17 This was mentioned by Makanin in my interview with him in December 1994. He 
was keen to point out that his depiction of the barak is not to be viewed in political 
terms. 
18 A. Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei .. .', pp. 430-l. 
19 Aleksandr Ageev, 'Istina i svoboda. Vladimir Makanin: vzgliad iz 1990 goda', 
Literaturnoe obozrenie (1990:9), 25-33 (p. 27). 
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He3plIMhIX, HecpOpMaJIhHhIX CB»3eH Me)K,LJ,y JIlO,LJ,I.MlI, KOTOPhIC 
CKJIa,LJ,hIBalOTC» B CTpa,LJ,e, 6e,LJ,e, Hy)K,LJ,e, HO IIa :rrOll 
Qpe3BhPlaHHOH, BpeMeHHOH If OTplfIJ;aTeJIbHOH OCHOBe HC 
yrrpOQlIBalOTC», a Tpe6ylOT ,LJ,JI» CBoero rrO.LJ..LJ.ep)KaHIf» KaKoro-
TO rrplIToKa rrOJIO)KlITeJIhHOH 3HeprlIlI. (242) 
A barak upbringing has had a huge impact on its inhabitants - one which is irreversible 
- and it is the way that a person subsequently deals with the feeling of suppression that 
is important. To summarise, the barak is the first main metaphor used in Makanin's 
prose to express the discomfort of the individual (particularly in childhood) as they 
begin to realise the demands of the collective; and is significant in its repeated use as a 
spatial metaphor to reiterate this feeling. 
One of the early instances of the second motif linked to the expression of the 
individual within the collective, that of the crying child, is in the metafictional short 
story Rasskaz 0 rasskaze?O The text has two simultaneous and interlinked narrative 
levels that require some explanation. Firstly, the main character details recent events 
in his life as though they have just taken place a few moments earlier and, secondly, 
describes how he incorporated the details in the short story he composed when he was 
younger. In addition, the text includes commentary on the slight difference between 
20 Rasskaz 0 rasskaze in Izbrannoe: Rasskazy i pavest' (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 
1987), pp. 155-68. Further references to this edition of the short story will appear in 
the text in parentheses. 
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actual events and the manner in which his creative imagination has depicted them. 21 
However, although the main focus of the story appears to be the protagonist's 
developing relationship with the young woman Alia, the narrator declares that: 
'rJIaBHOe B paCCKa3e Y)l(e He JII060Bb II He AmI, a 31'01' He06bILJHI,IH: nJIaq B 
TplI-LJeTblpe LJaca HOLJII cpe,nII pa3p03HeHHbIX COHHbIX rOJIOCOB II 3BYKon' (161). 
It is this change of focus that is of importance in the present discussion. 
The narrator goes in pursuit of this crying child and finds the flat from which he 
believes the noise emanates, but is informed that no child lives there. However, as the 
door is closed on him, he espies a child's toy lying on the hallway floor. If this is not 
puzzling in itself, there is the additional spatial discrepancy: the flat is located some 
distance from the narrator's own. The crying appears, therefore, to be penetrating 
through several walls and flats, and is distinguishable from all other noises around, yet 
no-one else seems to hear it. The image of the crying child could be explained as the 
narrator's or even the author's whim - an attempt to add a little creative intrigue to 
the text - if not for the fact that the image is repeated in later works, and there are 
several passages which depict comparable spatial difficulties when a person responds 
to another's pleas. 
In both Predtecha and Utrata there appears a similar if not identical occurrence. 
Firstly, in Predtecha, the faith-healer Iakushkin halts in the street and declares that a 
21 See Chapter 5 for a more detailed discussion of the metafictional content of this 
text. 
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child is crying nearby; however, there is no child in the vicinity. In the second text the 
image forms part of an extensive preoccupation in the entire narrative with physical 
efforts to reach a specific geographical point and to overcome obstacles encountered 
on the way. The hospitalised protagonist catches sight of a distraught young girl at 
the window of the building opposite. His own trauma is put aside as he painstakingly 
makes his way over to the building on his crutches. However, despite several heroic 
attempts, the protagonist fails to rescue or even locate the young girl. In these two 
texts, and also in the earlier text Rasskaz 0 rasskaze, the crying child represents the 
individual at odds with the collective. The individual expresses their discomfort by 
crying out, yet they are rarely heard. The crying child is always located at a distance. 
in a place difficult to find, and in this lies the spatial representation of an individual's 
first painful understanding: a keen individuality can be alienated from the collective. 
Additionally, to be revealed later on another narrative plane, it is the protagonists' 
ability to hear, recognise and respond to the crying child when others fail to take note 
that is of significance. The implication is that an ability to distinguish such a 'cry' 
marks a person out, setting them apart from the remainder of society: they are 
different in that they are receptive to the discomfort and pain of another individual at 
odds with the collective. More importantly, the attempt to overcome spatial and 
temporal difficulties and engage with others is indicative of an unusual and strong 
sense of individuality in comparison to the remainder of the collective. 22 
22 This was noted by Gessen although she did not develop the idea further: 'MO>KeT, 
TyT BaX<Hee caMa llOllbITKa, llOPbIB .D:OiiTll, .D:OTSIHYTbC5I, .D:OcTYlJaThC5I, 
.D:OKpllQaTbc5I?' E. Gessen, 'VokrugMakanina ... ', p. 158. 
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Expressing the individual tension 
The crying child's distress as discussed above is developed further in Makanin's texts 
to become an adult's existential plea for help as they recognise their sense of complete 
alienation in contemporary society. The voice metaphor is continually used by the 
author to differentiate an individual from the collective, and the text Golosa in 
particular engages with this idea. It is in this text that the tension the individual faces 
comes to the fore as a person recognises their irresolvable desire to both merge with, 
and remain separate from, the collective. 
One of the earliest references to the importance of voices is found in the short story 
Poite im tikho written in 1973, in which the male patients of one ward are mesmerised 
by the kind words and story-telling of a visitor. 23 An explanation of the plot provides 
the background to this first intimation of a key motif. The patients all have serious 
spinal injuries and are unlikely to walk again, yet the doctors try to inspire feelings of 
power and masculinity in them in order to give them the strength to carry on their 
limited recovery.24 One patient, Shcherbina, is the doctors' hero as he is unfailingly 
23 Poite im tikho in Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990), pp. 3-14. References to 
this edition of the short story will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
24 P. Rollberg believes this short story to be autobiographical, based on Makanin's 
lengthy treatment following his car accident. See 'Invisible Transcendences ... ', p. 6. 
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cheerful, does muscle exercises and finally wills himself to move one of his toes. Yet 
when faced with an approaching operation, he crumbles and displays the same fear as 
the other patients (6). One young man, Petia, also has some emotional difficulties and 
it is only the words of his visiting aunt that can touch him. Her constant sympathy, 
tears and kind words have a comforting affect and help Petia first to express emotion 
and then later to recollect his accident. It is Shcherbina who realises how much effect 
the old woman has not only on her nephew, but also on the remainder of the ward. He 
tries to explain this to the doctor, but with limited success. The key issue is his 
recollection of her: 'OH HHKaK He Mor BcnoMHHTb ee OTeKIJIerO JIHua, a rOJIOC 
rrOMHHJI' (13). The doctors' words of encouragement and strength have little effect 
on the men, for they have seen at first hand how Shcherbina's earlier heroism had later 
evaporated. However, the old lady's simple words and stories have a greater healing 
power than any medical heroics. She reaches out to their suffering and acknowledges 
it, and this contrasts with the doctors' denial of the patients' pain. 25 In this instance, 
there are similarities with those who hear the crying child's pleas for comfort and help: 
the old woman is responsive to the patients and alleviates some of their suffering. 
Although a very contrived and simplistic narrative, Poite im tikho does give an early 
indication of Makanin's use of the voice metaphor in what become his persistent 
attempts to understand man's condition. 
25 Makanin is interested in those characters who do not conform to the expected 
'norm', and the old woman is representative of this. P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera .. .', 
p.276. 
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Golosa is the key text in the development of the author's ideas concernmg the 
expression of individuality, and is the work in which he first broaches the idea of inner 
'voices' to be discussed in Chapter 4?6 In the present discussion the voice metaphor 
will be examined on a separate yet interconnected level: its incorporation in a text to 
express the individual's tension at being separated from the collective. G%sa 
consists of numerous short stories and depictions of individual characters, interspersed 
and loosely linked with authorial comment on writing and creativity in general. The 
publication of a number of the texts as separate short stories illustrates their status as 
complete stories within themselves. 27 The fictional narratives vary greatly in subject 
matter, ranging from the opening tale of a young boy who is dying in a barak in the 
'Yellow Hills', to a humorous tale of Achilles's difficult and drunken life prior to his 
move to Greece and subsequent fame. What the stories appear to have in common, on 
the whole, is unusual protagonists who act in an unconventional way and whose 
individuality amongst collective society is keenly felt: their clearly identified voices 
reverberate throughout the whole narrative. 
A key image in the text that explains the differentiation of the individual from the 
collective can be found in the aforementioned first story, that of the dying boy. The 
26 Golosa in Otstavshii: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 
1988), pp. 4-116. References in the main body of text are to this edition of the po vest ' 
and will appear in parentheses. 
27 See Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremmenik, 1990), pp. 229-89, in which a selection of 
the stories appear. 
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first-person narrator, who subsequently becomes a writer and uses these memories in 
his stories, recalls how he and his grandfather once went out for a walk in the hills. 
His grandfather called into a church and left the narrator outside. Some considerable 
time later the old man emerged accompanied by a group of forlorn lads who then 
proceed to make their own way home: 'Ha rrepeKpecTKe OHH rrOllInH KTO KY)la, H 
IIbIJIbHble ,ll,OPOfH H 6enoe MapeBo rrOfnOmamI HX Terrepb Ka)l(.ll.O['O B 
OT.lleJIbHOCTH. 3TO 6bIJ1H fonoca, He rrorraBllIHe B xop' (17). Those who have a 
strong sense of individuality, emphasised spatially in the text by the fact that they 
disappear one at a time into the dusty road, are unable to become part of the 
indistinguishable mass of the choir. The strength of their individual voices is not 
conducive to the harmony and equality of voices demanded by the collective, and 
hence they are excluded. The lads are disappointed, however, and in this lies the 
tension of the individual: a person may desire to become part of the collective, but is 
constrained by strong individual traits. Yet the members of the collective do not 
always reject the individual and often, on the contrary, actively seek to include a 
person into the collective, but at the expense ofhis/her individuality. The image of the 
zhar-ptitsa, found in a short narrative in the same text, is a case in point: those who 
love you - your closest family - are ultimately shown to be your persecutors (23-5). 
This is depicted allegorically by the image of the bird (representing the individual) 
surrounded by people plucking out the feathers one by one, until finally the bird stands 
there naked before them. However, the torture does not end here: the bird stands 
there cold beside a pile of feathers and suddenly finds it gradually more difficult to 
breathe. Not only has the bird been plucked clean, but it has been decapitated too: the 
final loss of individuality and life itself. As Ageev points out: '[p]O.ll.OBa}l JU060Bb He 
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JIlIQHOCTHa, OHa <PYHKUHOHaJIbHa. 51 pKHe nepMI IfH)1,IfBIf)1,yaJIbJlOCTif McmalOT 
HCrrOJIH}lTb <PYHKUHlO, HX Heo6xo)1,IfMO 6e3)1(aJIOCTHO 06pblBaTb,?K 
Towards the end of Golosa, one passage develops the voice metaphor in a partial 
explanation by the first-person narrator of the aims of this and subsequent texts: 
I10TCP}lB Ha MifT paBHOBCCHC qCJIOBeK oOllapY~HBaJICH, 
BbI}lBJI}I}lCb, OqepqllBa}lCb HH)1,HBH)1,yaJIbHO, TyT )l(e H MHrOM 
BbI)1,CJI}lSlCb H3 MaCCbI, Ka3aJIOCb 6bI, TaKHX )l(e, KaK 011. tOJIOC 
BbI6HBaJICSI If3 xopa HJIlI, TOqHee CKa3aTb, oT6HBaJIC}I OT 
OCTaJIbHbIX rOJIOCOB, H - rrYCTb )1,a)l(C CJIa6bIH - 6bIJI CJlblIIICH 
B CTa H 60JIee marax, a caM Xop, MOIUHbIH H rrpamUlbHO 
paCCTaBJIeHHbIH, )1,CJIaJIC}I P}l)1,OM C HHM KaK 6bI <pOHOM, KaK 
6bI THlllHHOH HJIlI MOnqaHHeM. (93) [emphasis in the original] 
Hence, as Makanin stated in the Amurskii interview, it is the revelation of individuality 
from amongst the collective which is the aim of his prose and the voice metaphor is a 
literary 'expression' of this. Individuality is revealed in the extreme situation, at the 
point where there is a suspension between thought and action, between the 
unconscious and the conscious; it is here that a person reveals their essence through 
211 A. Ageev, 'Istina i svoboda' ... , p. 28. 
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the tension of their situation. 29 The voice metaphor emphasises this on a spatial level 
too: it can be heard at a distance from the uniform voice of the collective choir who 
only form the background harmony. The 'laying bare' of the individual is mirrored in 
the laying bare of the text itself, for Makanin continually refers to the creative process 
of writing in this text. In his attempts to elucidate the nature of individuality, the 
author is simultaneously 'revealing' his awareness of the nature and limitations of 
realist prose itself.3o The devices involved in the creation of an illusion of an external 
reality are coming under scrutiny. 
The choir image is not just restricted to the one text, but is developed in other ways. 
In the narrative Ode skhodilos' nebo s kholmami, we find a clear juxtaposition 
between the individual (in the form of the composer) and the collective (the village 
choir), and additionally a concern with their links to creativity. This text caused much 
consternation amongst critics, who were used to a more clear-cut narrative in which 
the ideal of the village is elevated above that of the town and its bureaucratic 
impositions. The narrative follows the public success of the adult composer Bashilov. 
Neighbours and relatives from his native settlement are initially very proud of his 
achievements, but later he becomes the focus for some discontent amongst them and 
29 The Piskunovs point out the similarity with Dostoevskii's depiction of the dilemma 
of the 'chelovek na poroge' as noted by Bakhtin. S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee .. .', 
p.70. 
30 This application of the Russian Formalists' theory of 'laying bare' of the structure of 
the text itself will be examined further in Chapter 5. 
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he is eventually ignored by the younger generation.31 In the past the villagers often 
gathered in front of the barak to sing their folk songs, and the young Bashilov's 
talented voice was soon singled out as worthy of some attention. 32 Other common 
themes that Makanin employs occur in this text alongside the dilemma of the individual 
in the collective; in particular, that of man's fate and cultural inheritance. For example, 
Bashilov was sent to study music in the capital, at the villagers' expense, and was 
accompanied there by one of the mature singers from the village, Akhtynskii. 
However, in an intriguing twist to the story, Akhtynskii takes to drink during his stay 
in Moscow and loses his voice. Bashilov's tutor explains this to his perplexed pupil as 
a necessary payment for Bashilov's education and talent - a case of one person's 
happiness at the expense of another's - reminiscent of the short story Kliucharev i 
Alimushkin. Bashilov later becomes a famous composer incorporating the underlying 
musical themes of the village, the 'melos', within his popular music. In later years he 
returns to visit, and an old woman accuses him of having stolen their songs: 'Y, 
IIMIBKa ... BbICOCaJl n:3 Hac COKn:! .. )J:ymn: Hamn: BbICOCaJl!' (401). At first 
Bashilov is unclear what the woman is referring to, and either forgets or consciously 
ignores her accusations. Yet later, as an old man, he becomes racked with guilt: 
'KOMII0311TOP '1YBcTByeT ce611 BHHOBaTblM 3a TO, 'ITO B IlocenKe, oTKy.n;a OH 
31 Gde skhodilos' nebo s kholmami in V. Makanin, Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 
1990), pp. 390-445. References in the main body of text are to this edition of the 
short story and will appear in parentheses. 
32 Lipovetskii points out how the singing takes place at 'threshold' moments such as 
births, deaths and marriages. M. Lipovetskii, 'Protiv techeniia ... ', p. 155. 
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PO.uOM, B HeKoeM ,lJ.aJIeKOM nOCeJIKe 3a ThIC5lQy KHJIOMeTpOB OTCIO,lJ.a, JUO,lJ.H, TO 
6HIIIb ero 3eMJI5IKH, COBceM He nowT' (391). It appears that the more famous his 
music becomes, the less frequently the villagers gather to sing their music, until they 
eventually cease altogether. 
The protagonist is not depicted as an unfeeling character; on the contrary he attempts 
to reverse or at least redress the situation. The composer is unable to rid himself of his 
guilty feelings, and is often overwhelmed by them. 33 In one incident he hears a 
drunkard singing as he passes under his window in the street, and for the remainder of 
the day he is obsessed with this sound, unable even to talk properly to his visiting son. 
Bashilov eventually returns to the settlement with the idea of establishing and teaching 
a village children's choir, yet the present generation have no interest whatsoever: they 
are content to listen to the music blaring out of a transistor radio. The conclusion to 
the text, however, has a distinct note of optimism. Bashilov sits on the communal 
benches outside and begins to sing. The village fool, whom he remembers from his 
childhood, joins in in his own clumsy voice. Their voices are then unexpectedly joined 
by a third: '[M]HHYTa, Kor.ua np03BYQaJI BbICOKHH QHCTbIH rOJIOC pe6eHKa, 
npH6Jm)KaJIaCb B THIIIHHe H B TeMHOTe HeCJIbIIIIHO, caMa C060H' (445). Despite 
the apparent loss of music in the settlement, there is still hope for regeneration. 
Whether it is Bashilov's attempt to rekindle the music that is the key is unclear, yet 
ultimately an individual's voice can be heard independently and unprovoked by others. 
33 For a discussion of the motif of guilt in this text, see A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo ... ', 
pp. 146-7. 
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Critics disagree as to the significance of this final section: Bocharov, for example, 
suggests that this is a dream or mirage which is distinctly out of place in the text. 34 On 
the other hand, Riabchuk declares that the author has introduced pathos with this 
ending in order to reveal how the problem of creative inspiration and its regeneration 
is an unresolvable one. 3S Whatever the reasoning behind the concluding scene, it does 
introduce a feeling of hope for continuation of the village's traditions, and the 
possibility for the expression of the creative spirit again in the collective atmosphere. 
There may be the implication that the creative power of the individual always has the 
. II . 36 capacIty to overcome co ecttve pressure. It is during an unexpected and 
unprovoked moment, between the rough voice of the untrained village idiot and the 
musical voice of the composer, that the possibility of something great can be born. 
Another critic, Ageev, believes the musical melDs to be a material or biological 
metaphor for the creative life strength, rather than a spiritual phenomenon. This 
interpretation explains its regeneration, as the melDs is not owned by the villagers, just 
34 A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo .. .', p. 148. For Bocharov, the text as a whole represents 
the sense of alarm rife in pre-glasnost' society in the early 1980s. 
35 Mikhail Riabchuk, 'SindromBashilova', Literaturnoe ohozrenie (1984:11),43-5 (p. 
45). 
36 The fact that the singing comes only from the village idiot and the child indicates the 
author's belief in the power of the pure and naive, untainted by the rationality and 
corruption of society. The author holds the traditional opinion of the child as a pure, 
naive but 'open' individual, who expresses the essence of humanity and possibly holds 
the key to salvation. 
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inherited by them. 37 The title of the work itself is of interest, possibly metaphorically 
referring to the undefined point at which two contrasting phenomena meet: artistic 
creativity and man's conscious actions. In the text, the point at which Bashilov 
examines the horizon is immediately followed by his realisation that another inevitable 
fire has started in the factory.38 Reality and ideals cannot co-habit peacefully and 
tragedy is unavoidable, in the same way that the expression of individual creativity 
demands a high price, and one which the collective cannot control or produce at will. 
Yet in the space between the two demands there is the potential for something 
powerful to emerge. 
Turning to the texts published in 1987, the depiction of the individual in relation to the 
collective is expressed on many levels, with the motif of voices only one small part of 
this. The emphasis is placed instead on the individual's external relations with the 
collective as a reflection of their existential state. The critic Inna Solov' eva, in her 
article on Odin i odna, Utrata and Otstavshii, noted how all three texts are 'nOJIHbl 
3TliX OKJlliKaHIiH, KOTopble He ,UOXO,UiT ,Uo Tex, K KOMY 06parueubI, JI 
MY'lHTeJIhHO ,UOXO,UiT ,UO Toro, KTO <pH31i1JeCKIi He MO)l(eT npliHTIi Ha 
IIOMOIllb' .39 There is a strong sense of being 'stuck' and trapped in time in these 
texts, and this is also revealed spatially in the hopeless situations from which pleas for 
37 A. Ageev, 'Istina i svoboda .. .', p. 29. 
38 For a discussion of the many metaphors in the text, such as the fire, see A. 
Lanshchikov, 'Nameki iii .. .' . 
39 I S I' ,. k'" 47 
. 0 ov eva, NatlUrmort s rugOl ... , p. . 
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help are heard. For example, right at the beginning of Utrata, in the legend narrative, 
Pekalov calls out for help with his tunnel project yet he is ignored by his neighbours, 
who consider him to be a good-for-nothing. In the same narrative, the blind men call 
out for help as they drown in the swamp, and in the present-day narrative the birds call 
out expressing their hunger after the desertion of the village. In the legend in 
Otstavshii, Lesha continually chases after the members of the arIel', begging them to 
wait for him, and he mistakenly dogs the footsteps of some robbers, crying out for 
them to let him catch up. In the same text the protagonist's father in the present-day 
narrative shouts after the departing truck as he is left behind in his recurring nightmare. 
The protagonist, Gena, finds himself to be a link between the pleading voice of his 
daughter from the future generation, and the distressed voice of his father from the 
past generation. All of these brief examples reveal how repetitive is the call for help 
within the texts, a reflection of the fragile state of mankind in contemporary society. 
The lack of response to this cry reveals the sense of entrapment and isolation of the 
contemporary individual in an almost hopeless situation. These last two texts in 
particular have many narrative planes, and both spatial and temporal dimensions, and 
these will be discussed in later chapters in more detail. They are the key texts in 
Makanin's search for a full literary expression of man's contemporary condition. 
The texts published after Golosa all emphasise the importance of a person's 
understanding of their position in relation to others, an extension of the two earlier 
images of the barak and the crying child. The publication of this text marked a turning 
point in his literary career as it brought to a close the traditional social realist 
narratives that he had been producing for many years. Instead of the single narrative 
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plane that depicts one individual's tense conflict within the collective, Makanin began 
to develop his ideas on multiple narrative planes and to include a number of different 
genres that engaged with his main ideas. The loss of a straightforward and coherent 
text is the author's attempt to express his opinion on the lack of absolutes and the 
instability of life, and hence of the extent to which literature should produce its own 
illusion of an external, stable reality. This middle phase of Makanin's literary 
development will be examined in the next two chapters, where the other narrative 
planes of his prose will be analysed before a full picture of the change in his depiction 
of man's condition in late twentieth century society can be realised. The remainder of 
this chapter will examine primarily his later prose, in which the acknowledged 
uncertainty of contemporary life is powerfully drawn in his images of the increasingly 
overwhelming strength of the collective. 
Facing the collective pressure 
There are numerous examples of protagonists facing a real or imagined collective 
pressure to conform, one which often seems to be overwhelming or is unavoidable 
when in an extreme situation. Those works published during the mid- to late 1980s 
and into the early 1990s, reflect the sense of unease bordering on fear that was a 
familiar part of everyday life. Critics have noted the recurrence of the fate of the 
individual and the collective and have analysed it in various ways. Dalton-Brown pays 
particular attention to the relationship between the intelligentsia and the narod; AlIa 
Latynina and Rollberg examine the dynamic in terms of 'outsiders' and 'insiders'; and 
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Ageev concentrates on the notions of freedom and dependency between the individual 
and the group.40 The more general focus examined here allows the inclusion of 
characters who are not members of the intelligentsia, and also facilitates an 
examination of the tension between, rather than the composition of, the two groups. 
It will have become clear in the first half of this chapter that Makanin's later works 
incorporate a wealth of ideas and motifs that are not only expressed through 
characterisation and situations, but also in terms of their spatial and temporal 
dynamics. Although the concepts of space and time are closely aligned, the following 
examples of representation of the sense of individual isolation from the collective will 
emphasise the spatial element. 
Rising collective pressure can be seen in several of the earlier texts. In Chelovek ,wily, 
the protagonist finds himself at a loss and extremely worried about his position when, 
apparently for no reason, he ceases to be invited to tea with his superior's secretary: 
the possibility of being an outsider is highly unattractive. As we have seen, Kurenkov 
in Anti/ider attacks those who behave as though they are better than others. 
In more recent texts, we find a continual preoccupation with collective pressure which 
reaches greater heights and extremes. In Odin i odna, the title of which immediately 
40 S. Dalton-Brown, 'Ineffectual Ideas .. .'; Alia Latynina, 'Autsaidery: Spor vokrug 
"lishnikh Hudei" sovremennosti', Oktiabr' (1987:7), 174-84; P. RoHberg, 'Invisible 
Transcendences .. .'; A. Ageev, 'Istina i svoboda .. .'. 
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isolates two individual protagonists, Gennadii Pavlovich and Ninel' Nikolaevna now 
live lonely existences in comparison to the hectic days of their youth during the 
intellectual excitement of the 1960s. Gennadii wishes to lose his sense of self and 
desires to become part of the collective, or the 'swarm' as he terms it. 41 In essence, 
every person has a wish to be part of a group of people, yet in order to do so has to 
accept the loss of individuality. Gennadii suffers intermittently from a form of suicidal 
depression, and admits his extreme loneliness and desire to be part of society: 
OH rOBopHT, 'ITO CTpa,llaeT H TocKyeT no pOlO. OH rOBopHT, 
'ITO XOqeT CJIHThCjI C JIlO,llCKOH MaCCOH, OH YCTaJI, OH, 
HaKOHen;, XOqeT HaCTOJYbKO CJIHTbCjI H paCTBOpHThCjI, lIT06hI 
COBceM JillillHTbCjI HH,lllfBlf,llyaJIbHOCTH. OH XOlleT, lITo6hI He 
CTaJIO ero "g". (132) 
For most people, the feeling of 'belonging' outweighs the fact that the roi has sucked 
away any individual strength. As Gena expresses it in Otstavshii, everyone wishes to 
belong: 'ECTh H3BeCTHoe CaMO,llOBOJIhCTBO - CqHTaTh ce6j1 npHHa,llJIe)Kam;HM K 
OTPR,llY, K KOJIOHHe, K apTeJIH, KOTophIe, BHYTPH ce6j1 rrpHTHpajlCh, maraHH 
A ,42 rrpaBHJYbHO H B Mepy 6b1CTpO. BOT 3THX, lfHbIX, ClIHTaTb OTCTaBillHMH . 
However, Makanin appears to be saying that there are some who still struggle and feel 
41 Odin i odna: Povesti (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1988). Further references to this 
edition will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
42 Otstavshii, Znamia (1987:9), 6-59 (p. 42). 
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the tension between the individual and the group, and it is within this tension that the 
potential for something great, even something unusual is born. This was shown in the 
discussion of Gde skhodilos' nebo s kholmami, and in a similar way the young boy 
Lesha in the legend in Otstavshii has been given a gift for finding gold: it is only when 
he has been left behind by the group that the gift can materialise. Makanin is again 
taking the standard depiction of the individual versus collective dilemma several steps 
further by emphasising the tension as the key issue. From this point the author can 
then move from the microcosm of a particular individual in a collective setting to the 
macrocosm of man in general, not only in the present, but in the future also. Part of 
man's existential dilemma is the fact that he wishes to be an individual, yet at the same 
time he wants to be part of a collective group such as society. 
In Odin i odna, the feeling of having been left behind is taken further: there is an actual 
physical removal from one space to another. On two separate occasions, Gennadii is 
ejected from a moving vehicle and abandoned, a direct representation of his inability to 
adapt to the times. The unsavoury character Olzhys, who opens beer bottles with his 
steel-capped teeth, throws Gennadii out of the taxi into the snow-covered, nocturnal 
streets of Moscow even though Gennadii has initially come to his rescue. Later, whilst 
on a moving train, Gennadii is verbally abused and thrown out into the snow by a 
couple of youths, and is fortunately taken to hospital by a passing old woman. 
Gennadii himself equates his ejection from the train with the fact that life has passed 
him by: ')I{1I3Rb B,ll,pyr ymJIa 6e3 MeR}!, Bce 6blAO maK 6blcmpo!' (187). 
Intriguingly, in direct contrast to his isolated existence in the present, as a young man 
Gennadii was a brilliant speaker and propounder of contemporary ideas. He had a 
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close-knit group of admirers, the staika, who attentively listened to his lectures and 
occasionally approached him individually for advice. However, recalling those days, 
Gennadii admits to Igor' that he only viewed his admirers as a whole unit: 'OH J1X, B 
06meM, He pa3JIHQaJI ... .llaiKe He OTJIHQaJI llMeHeM ... OH 3HaJI llX 6Mecme' (34, 
36). 
The text includes an example of an unconscious spatial depiction of an individual at 
odds with the collective. NineI' Nikolaevna relates a significant dream to Igor' which 
aptly reflects her inability to relate to others or find a partner: 'OHa, Hara}! - ,n]}}! 
CHOB 3TO 06b1QHO - .llBlDKeTC5I no KaKOMY-TO JIa6HpHHTY KOMIIaT II KBapTlIp, 
KOMMYHaJIhHhIX IIJIH OT.lleJIhHhIX, HO MeiK,ny C060H KaK-To coe,nHIIeHHLIX, 
C6JIOKHpOBaHHhIX, H HmeT TaM JIIO.lleH' (68). As the narrator Igor' points out, this 
has similarities with Gennadii's behaviour at the party in the sculpture workshop: he 
wanders around examining the statues which are modelled on some of the young girls 
present. He is more interested, however, in examining the statues than talking to their 
human counterparts. Gennadii wants to engage in conversation with the prize-winning 
sculptor but is also too scared. As he takes a step towards the group he inadvertently 
moves further away from them: 'YBhI, He npH6JIHiKaJIC5I, a KaK 6hl Bce 60JIhIlle 
OT.llaJI5lJIC5I, OTQYiK.llaJIC5I OT H.' (7). He is isolated and unable to communicate with 
people, in the same way as NineI' searches for people in places where there would in 
reality be an abundance, but is also unable to engage with them. They are both 
alienated from the remainder of society, and the spatial reflection of this in the text 
continually reiterates their isolation. 
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Additional representations of the individual facing collective pressure are found in the 
two futuristic works Dolog nash put' and Laz. In the former, the protagonist initially 
appears to be a conscientious worker whose strength of character is tested when he 
learns that his work is part of a huge deception. The young man has invented a time-
saving manufacturing device and visits the secretly located factory to observe its 
installation. The factory produces, it claims, vegetarian 'meat' and is one of the 
government's proclaimed technological achievements. As he gradually becomes more 
involved in the work at the factory, he eventually discovers that cows are slaughtered 
for this process as in the past. However, he is unable to withstand the pressure of 
those around him and does not speak out against the deception, and his lack of action 
signifies his acquiescence. In an attempt to show his disagreement, he builds himself a 
camp-fire at night to attract any aircraft that could possibly be in the vicinity and that 
might pick him up. Yet he soon espies other camp-fires and speaks to workers who 
also wish to leave but have been unable to make their escape. No-one in actual fact is 
defying the authorities and each obtains comfort from the others' camp-fires and 
knowledge that they are acting together. He learns that the others believe that they are 
unlikely to be rescued, but this does not leave them feeling distraught: the fact that 
they have hope is more important.43 The hero becomes as one with the collective in 
the factory and the nation at large - he is physically unable to leave the steppe and he 
mentally acquiesces in the deception practised by the collective. 
43 The obvious subversion of the socialist realist hero in the text will be examined in 
Chapter 4. 
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A second narrative plane in Dolog nash put' also deals with the issue of an individual's 
attempt to remain firm in his convictions against the pressure to conform to the 
collective's norm of behaviour. The futuristic narrative, the reader learns, is the 
creation of two characters in the present-day narrative in the text, one of whom - II' ia 
Ivanovich - is passionately concerned about the care of animals. Il'ia is disturbed by 
any act of cruelty to animals, and becomes so upset that he gradually withdraws from 
society, refuses to watch television and will not leave his house. When his suffering 
becomes unbearable, he takes himself off to a psychiatric hospital to recover, to a 
separate place of safety: 'l1JIMI l1BaHOBHQ XOQeT, QT06hI ero paCTpenOJl<CIIIIOe 
"jJ" 6bIJIO 3arn;HI.u:eHO H orpaJl<)l,eHo 3a 3THMH KperrocTHbIMH CTeHaMH, a TaKJI<C 
3a CTeHaMH JIeKapCTB H KBaJIHllmIJ,HpoBaHHbIx Bpaqeii H peJl<HMa,.44 This 
statement, combined with Il'ia's later heart attack, indicates the difficulties the author 
perceives in retaining a sense of individuality and concern in present-day society, for 
the general consensus is to ignore issues. The number of canine killings in 
contemporary society is discussed in the text, as well as the way in which people turn a 
blind eye to these actions. On one level the futuristic narrative is obviously a reflection 
of the contemporary cruelty and evil in society, in the same way that the young man's 
trip to the fortified secret factory is a repetition of Il'ia' s confinement in the psychiatric 
hospital. However, where the futuristic young man at first proudly believes in his 
technological accomplishment and imagines his success in society'S eyes, Il'ia 
acknowledges the evil in society and knows he is unable to change this. By spending 
time in the hospital he is also acquiescing to society, revealing the virtual impossibility 
44 Dolog nashput', Znamia (1991:4),3-47 (p. 33). 
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of living within the tension of his beliefs. Yet the hospital also provides comfort and 
the possibility of salvaging some sense of individuality. Like the workers by their 
camp-fires, he has to have some sense of hope and belief in change. 
The second futuristic text, Laz, takes the idea of the physical separation of the 
individual from the collective further, and presents the collective pressure as a 
terri tying force. The text is engulfed in a nightmarish veil, with the protagonist 
Kliucharev dividing his time between the dangerous, half-lit streets of a futuristic 
Moscow, and the underground residence of his intelligentsia friends reached through 
the man-hole.4s Critics have understood the two separate worlds depicted in Laz in 
different ways: a representation of good and evil, of the metropolitan and emigration 
worlds, of the inner and outer worlds of the intelligentsia. 46 However, although the 
spatial representation of the two worlds is an important part of the text's dynamics, it 
is the man-hole, the narrow space between them, that is of greater significance. This is 
45 Rodnianskaia believes there to be similarities between this text and H. G. Wells's 
Time Machine. 1. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi: Makanin pod znakom "novoi 
zhestokosti"', Novyi mir (1997:4),200-12 (p. 201). 
46 Bartashevich believes the two worlds to be closer to the inner and outer worlds of 
the intelligentsia. L. Bartashevich, 'Laz' (Review), Oktiabr' (1992:2), 199-200 (p. 
199). Zarnowski debates the polarisation of society and the varied interpretations, 
concluding that the two worlds represent the two halves of realistic contemporary life 
in Russia. Lila Zarnowski, 'Makaninskii laz v dushu', Australian Slavonic and i'.-asf 
European Studies, 10 (1996), 181-6 (p. 183). 
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indicated not only by the title of the work, but also in the first paragraph of the text: 
'[H]epemHTeJIbHajl KOIIIKa y ,UBepeii. To eCTb OHa y caMblX ,UBepeii. HlI TYHa, 
HH cw,Ua. 11 KOHeqHO, MeIIIaeT eMY nplIKpbITb )].Bepb'. 47 Kliucharev's ability to 
remain engaged with both worlds is extremely fragile, as the man-hole keeps 
narrowing. Once more, it is the point between two ideas that has the potential for 
something great, however it is diminishing rapidly. 48 
Not only is Kliucharev separate from the underground crowd compnsmg the 
intelligentsia, but he is also trying to avoid the frightening tolpa who roam the streets, 
wreaking destruction: '[3]BYK OC06blii. 3BYKH YAapHble H 3SyKlI spacnn', 
CJIHBaIOII(HeCjI B e,UHHbIH: CKpeiKeT H IIIOPOX, BnOJIHe Y3HaBaeMbIH: BCjlKlIM 
qeJIOBeqeCKHM YXOM H3,UaJIeKa: TOJIIIa' (116). The tolpa comprises separate 
distinguishable faces, yet each one displays the same anger and menace, and in this 
they are united. Individuality is becoming collectivity: 
JIHua TOJIIIbI iKeCTKH, yrpWMbI. MOHOJIHTa HeT - BHyTpH 
ce6B TOJIIIa pa3HaB, H Bce iKe 3TO TOJIna, C ee 
Henpe,UcKa3yeMoH rOTOBHOCTbW, C ee nOBhlIIIeHHoii 
BHYIIIaeMOCTbIO. JIHua BAPyr 6eJIbI OT rHeBa, OT 3JI06bI, 
47 Laz, Novyi MiT (1991: 5), 92-133 (p. 92). Further references to this edition will 
appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
48 The temporal dimensions of this text will be explored further in relation to genetic 
memory in Chapter 4. 
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3a.uepeBeHeBlllIe KYJIaKII HarOTOBe II ThJtJKII KYJIaKOM 
CBlIperrbI, rrpjlMO B rJIa3. JIlO.u1I TeCHIIMbI, II 01I1I )l{e - TeCII}JT. 
(118) 
In their safe haven the intelligentsia debate philosophical ideas, revealing some 
knowledge of life above ground, but mostly failing to understand the implications for 
future existence. Kliucharev gains his own intellectual and spiritual renewal from his 
visits below, and in turn the intelligentsia obtain information from him on the state of 
life on the streets. They debate the nature of their communal life below, knowing they 
are cut off from life above and try, in a traditional fashion, to imagine how they can 
love the tolpa and bring it under control: 
CJIe.uyeT ceHtJac mo6lITb TOJIIIY, tJT06bI rrOHHTb ee llInepeChI 
[ ... ] II Tor.ua TOJIIIY HY)l{HO rrorrpOCTY 06MaHYTb [ ... ] Ho KaK 
3a.ueHcTBonaTb pecypCbI JIUtJHOCTII, paCTBopCHHblC B TOJIIle? 
[ ... ] MO)l{HO JIM Ct{UTaTb, tJTO tJeJIOBeK cymecTBo, 
rrepeC03,ZJ;alOm;ee )l{H3Hb? MeHjleT JIM tJeJIOBeK )l{U3Hb II ce6H?. 
HJIM 3TO cymeCTBO, KOTopoe .llepraeTCH TY.lla-ClO.ua B CBOUX 
rrOUCKax rrOTOMY TOJIbKO, tJTO He BrrOJIHe HalIIJlO CBOlO 
6UOJIOrUtJeCKYlO HUllY? orpOMHbIH 61I0JIOrlItJeCKUH OTPH.u, 
KOTOPbIH UmeT HUllY? pa3YMeeTCH, IImeT Ha 01IIu6Kax II B 
CBOUX rrpe.lleJIax, - 3TO JIM II eCTb JIlO.uU? Ty.ua HaM HeJIhU:. 
11 Ty.ua HaM TO)l{e HeJIb3j1. 11 CTaJIO 6bITb, B 3TlIX "HeJlb3j1" 
orrpe.ueAAlOTCjI HaIIIH rpaHII~bI. (128-30) 
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The intelligentsia are ironically expressing what is already happening - life is becoming 
an existence propelled by a biological, indistinguishable mass over which they have no 
control whatsoever. 49 Retaining a sense of individuality and an ability to effect change 
are proving almost impossible against the immense pressure of the collective: the 
tension, represented by the man-hole, is being eroded. Yet despite this dystopian 
depiction of the current issues facing Soviet society in the early 1990s, and despite the 
author's realisation of the difficulties he faces in attempting to depict such a crumbling 
reality, the text concludes with an element of hope. Exhausted by his exertions, 
Kliucharev rests on the street and dreams of the imminent crumbling of the man-hole. 
He imagines how the intelligentsia will send him a blind man's cane to enable him, in 
their opinion, to exist on the half-lit streets. His horror at this thought is suddenly 
interrupted, as a passer-by shakes him and wakes him from the nightmare. The 
individual's existence apart from the group has not only become more difficult, it is 
life-threatening and takes an enormous amount of courage and determination to 
continue. Yet there is humanity on the streets, and the passer-by warns Kliucharev 
that he must hurry home. As Dalton-Brown summarises it, the action of the passer-by 
'suggests that the darkness of this Moscow of the future is not yet complete.'511 
Mankind has not yet lost its humanity, a few individuals are still able to express 
compassion, and in this there is still hope. 
49 Makanin returns to this idea of society as a biological mass in Kvazi. This will be 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
50 S . Dalton-Brown, 'Signposting the Way ... ', p. 115. 
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The submersion of the individual into the collective 
More recent texts, however, reveal a debilitating terror which cannot be absolutely 
defined, and in this state of extreme uncertainty the individual gradually loses his own 
footing. The faceless angry mass of the tolpa, a repeated image of the collective in 
these works, is overpowering. The tolpa can be seen in part as an extension of the 
barak image, the collective's ability to draw any sense of individual existence into its 
own suffocating embrace. 
In the next text under discussion humanity and hope have virtually disappeared, and 
the tension between the individual and collective is being eroded further as the 
collective gains the upper hand. An almost overwhelming sense of persecution of the 
individual by the collective arises from the three short stories entitled Siur v 
proletarskom raione. S1 In the first text, bearing the same name as the collection, a 
metalworker, Kolia Shuvaev, is attacked and pursued by a giant hand reaching down 
from the sky. This occurs when he is walking alone along a deserted street or about to 
cross over the threshold of the entrance to his building, and at night through the open 
window as he lies beside his sleeping girlfriend. This is significant in that his personal 
'space', his home, is also under attack. No-one else, apart from him, sees or is 
attacked by the hand, and at the conclusion to the story Kolia is finally caught by the 
51 Siur v proletarskom raione, Novyi mir (1991: 9), 111-28. References to this cycle 
of short stories will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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hand and violently crushed to death. In this instance, several interpretations suggest 
themselves, the first of which can be examined in terms of the individual/collective 
dichotomy. Obviously, the hand can be taken as analogous to the 'big brother' images 
the Communist Party plastered psychologically and physically across the Soviet Union: 
Kolia's death at the end indicates the suffocation of the individual by the collective. 
However, there is a slight complication, in that Kolia appears to be the only one to be 
persecuted by the hand, and this therefore invites a different reading. Kolia's friend 
gives an 'explanation' of this fantastic phenomenon, and in this interpretation of'siur' 
the text is subverted. (This will be examined in more detail in Chapter 5.) Plausible 
interpretations are becoming invalid when the internal and external 'realities' of the 
text and life itself have been exposed. 'Siur v proletarskom raione' is both a poignant 
and an ironic narrative which emphasises the unaccountable feelings of persecution rife 
in Soviet society, and the uncertainty of everyday life. 
In the second story, 'Ieroglif, additional unnerving occurrences are depicted. The text 
centres on a drunken man who has found a frozen leg of meat on the streets and 
proceeds to drag it along trying to decide on his next course of action. He ponders 
over the potential reaction of the tolpa to this illegal acquisition of meat, and how they 
would lynch the shopkeepers who had initially appropriated it: 
11 eCJIlI IIX He 6Y.IlYT pBaTi. Ha qaCTIi nplIMO Ha nepeKpeCTax, 
IIX 6Y.IlYT CY.IlIITb, ca)J(aTb II npHlne.IlIIIHX 11M Ha CMeHY CHOBa 
CY.IlIITb II CHoBa ca)J(aTb - TOJIlla )J(e 6Y.IleT CTOllTb Ha 
yJIlluax, Tpe6Yll HOBbIX pacrrpaB. (121) 
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The protagonist, admittedly in an intoxicated state, then takes upon himself a sense of 
responsibility for disposing of the meat in order not to incur the wrath of the tolpa 
which would have dire consequences not only for shopkeepers but for everyone in the 
vicinity: 'RPOCTb BceX rrpOTlIB Bcex' (120). He believes that the tolpa is, by its very 
nature, unable to distinguish between individual and collective guilt in the same way 
that they do not recognise an individual's separate existence. He even takes his fearful 
thoughts to the extent of imagining the number of imprisonments and camp 
internments that would result, surmising that: '[B]TOpOH pa3 HaM He Bbl.llcp)J(aTI,' 
(121). An editorial note explains that the protagonist is the familiar figure of Igor' 
Petrovich, who, as a member of the intelligentsia, has a recurring and historical sense 
of responsibility towards the masses. Igor' himself explains the tumultuous 
relationship between them: 
Tpy.uoBaR Macca, BYJIbrapHaR B HalII BeK l1pe)J(]le Bcero H3-3a 
rpy60 110TpeBO)J(eHHoro R HeM COUlIaJIbHOrO HHcTIIHKTa, 
rOTOBa IIJIeBaTb Ha IIHTeJ1JIHreHTa, KaK 6bI He .ueJIawmero 
HIIKaKoro ]leJIa, HO IIOTOMY-TO JIW60Bb POCcIIMcKoro 
IIHTeJ1JIHreHTa K Hapo.uy II l1peKpaCHa, II l1JIO,nOHOCHa. (123) 
As mentioned above, Dalton-Brown has researched this subject, noting how the 
intelligentsia must come to terms with the fact that 'its liberalism, or its love for the 
narod, has been a useless emotion... The intelligentsia, by reason of its passivity, is as 
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guilty as the actual perpetrators of brutality'. 52 Igor" s sense of guilt weighs him 
down, and in this text it is both a metaphorical and physical weight - that of the huge 
hunk of meat. Towards the end of the narrative, as he makes his way home, Igor' 
espies a drunkard freezing by the roadside. Ironically, however, because of the weight 
he is carrying he is unable to help the man to shelter, and his guilt urges him to hurry 
on: 
06MlTbIM: Bee TeM )l(e KOCMII1feCKIIM CTpaxoM II Bce ToM: )l(e 
JIl060BbIO, 11 CTan 06'b1lCHIITb eMy, KaK .noporo BpCMH, TaK 
.noporo, 1fTO .na)l(e IIOM01fb eMY II OTTamIlTb ero, 6e.nonary, 
.no 6JIl1)1(aM:mero .nOMa, .nO TerrJIOrO rrapa.nHoro, 11 HIIKaK He 
Mory. (123) 
Not only is it the fear that drives the man to assess the feasibility of keeping the meat, 
but the fluidity of that fear - i.e. its changing shape - which ultimately makes him act. 
The meaning of the title of this text and the way it illuminates the indeterminate nature 
of the protagonist's fear will be examined in Chapter 5. Suffice to say here that the 
individual member of the intelligentsia is unable fully to comprehend his fear of the 
masses, let alone contemplate negotiation with the collective. Mass rule is illogical, 
unstable and terrifying in the picture of contemporary society portrayed in Makanin's 
texts. 
52 S. Dalton-Brown, 'Ineffectual Ideas .. .', p. 228. 
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In the final story of the cycle, 'Neshumnye', the individual's submersion into the 
collective is quickly executed: those who are unable to agree with the vote during an 
organised meeting are taken off by two hired men, 'masters of death,5~, and 
mercilessly killed in the woods. Even those citizens who would normally be 
considered to be people in a position of trust, the medics, collude through their 
actions. If they act quickly, they can illegally appropriate the organs for transplant and 
tum a blind eye to the cause of death. At first the organised meeting is presented as an 
almost democratic voting session, in which people take it in tum to speak and explain 
their ideas. Those who are popular have their supporters and all sit towards the front 
of the meeting, others await their fall from grace so that they can move forward out of 
the semi-darkness and take their seats. The victors are full of their own sense of 
power and the possibilities their position engenders with the masses: '[6]OK 0 60K C 
HIfMIf TbICgl.J1f HeOTJIIfl.JIfMbIX, ycpe.llHeHHO TlueCJIaBHbIX, rrp06HpalOllI,HXC5I 
Brrepe.ll BO CHe H HagBY, TO paBHO.llYIIIHbIX, TO n.errJI5IlOIUIfXC5I 3a IICPC)UlHC 
KpeCJIa rraJIbl.JIfKaMIf TaK, l.JTO 06JIaMbIBalOTCg HOITH' (125). The power of the 
collective is all-consuming and addictive. Ironically, the whole voting system is shown 
to be a normal procedure, almost part of the life cycle (which is later revealed to be 
horrifically true): '[p]a3YMeeTCg, JllO.llCKlfe cY.llb6b1 rrOBg3aHbI C rrepcMcHaMH; y 
JIIf,ll.epa eCTb cBIfTa, .lleJIOBOe ero oKpY)l(eHlfe, crro.llBIf)l(HIfKH, BCg ero )I<HBag 
aypa ,ll.OJI)I(Ha Terrepb rrepeMeCTIfTbCg Ha3a,ll. (ecJIIf OHH He rrepe6e)l(l.JIfKIf) HJIIf, 
HarrpOTHB, rrp0.llBHHYTbCg' (124). 
S3 My translation of Rodnianskaia's term for the two men. I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety 
trevogi .. .', p. 202. 
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Yet the scene is shrouded in a pungent atmosphere of the fight-to-the-death between 
hunter and prey, and is revealed to be far from natural or fair. Lack of agreement with 
the collective no longer leads to incessant questioning or even persecution by a mock 
trial - just a quick, violent death. Interestingly, the victims offer no resistance when 
they are escorted out of the building into the waiting minibus; they accept their fate 
unquestioningly and seemingly fearlessly. The two killers are depicted as quite normal 
people, both struggling to survive in a harsh economic climate and both inhabiting the 
familiar, crowded housing. They execute the job they are hired to do, a job that brings 
in the much-needed wages: '[ 0 ]HH 6e.l1:HbI. .. OHH qeCTHO BbIIIOJUUIIDT 
IIopyqeHHOe HM, a 60JIbillerO, qeM BbIIIOJIH5ITb, YBbI, He YMCK)T' (127). The 
irony in this statement cannot be ignored - what more can they do than kill someone?! 
The earlier statement regarding the unending nature of the meetings takes on sinister 
overtones: 
C06paHHe, B cymHocTH, H He MO)l(eT KOHqHTbC5I, TaK KaK 
JIIO.lUI He MoryT Ii rrpOCTo He B CHJIaX, na H He B 06bIqae 
rrpliHTIi K qeMY-TO pa3 Ii HaBcerna e.llIiHOMY; JUO.llH KaK 
mo.l1:H. (124) 
Their work appears to be required in order for society to run smoothly. This is an 
ironic subversion of the democracy promised and envisaged by politicians. Power is in 
the hands of those who are quick to abuse it, and it constantly changes hands. The 
victors appear to be in control, but so are the killers who appease their hunger by 
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committing sexual acts with the corpses before them. 54 The fact that the killers are 
called neshumnye is of some significance. In contrast to those who are voting, these 
two characters are quiet and do not make themselves heard or express their opinions. 
Ironically, they are part of the 'silent majority' who take the law into their own hands. 
This short narrative coldly and almost blandly emphasises the loss of any legal or 
moral codes in a society that has turned primitive and hostile. Society has taken 
human degradation further than that experienced during the Soviet period: although 
justice then was farcical, at least there was at times some semblance of justice. In 
contemporary society base instinct and cold-bloodedness rule, and the individual has 
no resistance or ability to take stock of the situation. This is indeed a macabre and 
chilling depiction of post-Soviet society, and as a group these three stories are a fearful 
testament to (and apocalyptic warning of?) the power of the collective. 
The power of the collective in the next text, however, takes the paradoxical mix of 
individual and collective responsibility further. The protagonist in Stol, pokrytyi 
suknom i s grafinom poseredine is hounded by his fear of the inquiry before which he 
has been called. The juxtaposition of the individual and the collective is established 
within the first few pages of the text, when the person being questioned is no longer 
54 An act of necrophilia takes place in Stol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine 
also, and emphasises the need those in power have to extend their control to the end, 
and over the whole life process itself: they are playing god. As Rodnianskaia points 
out, individual man, in 'Neshumnye', is no longer in control of his own life. I. 
Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi. . .', p. 202. 
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referred to as 'you', but becomes '1'. As the protagonist wrestles with his sense of his 
own self against the barrage of the collective, so the narrative switches between the 
first and second person. He alone must face their questions and knows that his guilt 
has already been established and anything he has to say will be twisted to add to that 
guilt. Small misdemeanours from as far back as childhood are open to discussion, and 
even though they are typical of almost anyone, these events take on added meaning 
and increase the feelings of guilt for just being alive. There is no escape from this 
sense of guilt; for example the protagonist's innocent words regarding queues are 
twisted so that he is even fearful of admitting that he eats bread and butter. Guilt itself 
has existed in him since childhood, and therefore the inquiries have become a way of 
releasing those feelings. A person's sense of their own individuality is under threat as 
they have to: '[p ]aCKpbITb, pa3.llepHYTb, OTKpbITb TBoe "jf" .ll0 .llHa, .ll0 qHCTOI'O 
JIHCTa, .ll0 rrO.llHorOTHoH, .llO pacrra.lla JIHqHOCTH .. .' .55 A sense of self changes day 
by day as the inquiry continues. These gatherings become such an intrinsic part of the 
protagonist's existence that he has no life without them: '51 Be.llb He Mory Y)J(e 6e3 
cy)J,a. 5I Y)Ke He Mory 6bITb O.llHH Ha O)J,HH C cBoeR )J,ymoR. OHa Y)J(e He MOjf. 
B03bMIlTe ee. TIO)KanyHcTa, B03bMHTe' (27). Yet it is not simply punishment or 
death that the members of the inquiry want to achieve: 'OHH XOTjfT TBoeH )J(H3HH, 
TeIIJIOH, )KHBOH, C 6jfKaMH, C 3a6ny)K)J,eHHjfMH, C omH6KaMH H HerrpeMeHHo C 
rrpll3HaHIleM BIlHbI' (19). 
55 Slol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine, Znamia (1993: 1), 9-53 (p. 37). 
Further references to this publication will appear in the main body of the text in 
parentheses. 
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In stark contrast to the individual's sense of 'I' is the judges' use of 'we' with which 
they continually refer to themselves. This is reflected spatially in the setting of the 
chairs around the table, with the individual alone on one side and the judges all 
together on the opposite side. Only two judges are referred to by their surnames on 
just two separate occasions, but for the remainder of the text the judges are not 
identified individually. Instead, each is given a descriptive title by the protagonist, 
such as YOLK and SOTSIAL'NO IAROSTNYI. This highlights the fact that the 
committee members could be anyone at all - anyone could slip into the role, and thus 
merge with the collective prosecution. Additionally, at each different type of inquiry, 
whether it be a student, workers' or doctors' gathering, the same types of people serve 
on the committee. Yet the individual himself will at one time in his life be on the other 
side of the table with the judges, and it is this twist which underlines the complete 
fixation and obsession of the protagonist and society itself with these gatherings: 
Ho B TOM M CYTb, qTO He.lleJIHMbl OHM, KaK He,[];eJlMM caM 
CTOJl. OHM - TOJlbKO Tor,[];a II OHM, Kor,[];a OHU 6Mecme. 
06peMeHeH 3a60TaMM M iKM3HblO... 3aBTpa, Kor,[];a 6Yl.l.YT 
6 "" cnpamMBaTb MeH.H, OH y,[];eT OHM; a nOCJle3aBTpa lIJlM, 
MOiKeT 6bITb, 3aBTpa iKe, HO TOJlbKO non03)J(e BeqepOM, KOr.lla 
Ha ,[];pyroe CY.llHJIHllle II no .llpyrOMY 110BO,[];Y 11030BYT ero -
OH 6Y.lleT ".H". (46) 
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The totalitarian state has such power that a person can be both accused and accuser, as 
Andrei Nemzer points out: ')lCepTBhI - Te )ICe IIaJIa~lI'. 56 This paradoxically 
destructive intimacy has an extremely disturbing effect on both the individual and 
society. A sense of 'self, of a unified individuality from which inner strength emerges 
has now disappeared. In this way images of power, such as the table, have the greater 
strength. 
Even the physical placing of objects in the court reinforces the power of the collective: 
'CTaKauhI ua CTOJIe paCCTaBJIeUhI B,llOJIh 1I 06'he,lllIH5IJOT ClI,llMIUliX 1I BCID 
KapTlIuy B ueJIoe ... rpa<illIH Bce paBUO 6Y,lleT CTOMTh 1I KaK 6hI neMeHTlipOBaTh 
JII(),lleii 1I rrpe,llMeThI BOKpyr' (10). The symmetry gives a sense of unity to the 
collective and their questions give them added strength. 
It is the repeated image of the table which inspires unspeakable fear, yet in another 
passage a group of young boys find an old table and turn it upside down to make it 
into a boat: 
CTOJI BaJI»JICM 1I IIOMaJIeUhKY MOKHYJI IIO,ll ,llO)IC,llMMli H 
BOPOHhHM 1I0MeTOM, IIOKa MhI, MaJIh~HIIIKH, lIepeBepUYB, He 
CIIYCTHJIH ero ua BO,llY KaK He06hI~Uhlii ~eThlpeXMa~ToBhI:ii 
Kopa6JIh. MhI lIo,llrpe6aJIli pYKaMlI, H, 3a6aBHoe KOPhITO, on 
IIJIhIJI 110 3aJIHBY. MhI UamJIH TaK)lCe CBaJIMBmYJOC5I CKaTepKY 
56 Andrei Nemzer, 'Videnie korolia', Segodnia, 16 March 1993, p. 13. 
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(Bce C TOM: )l(e rymlHKlf) lf3 Hee, KOHeqHO, C,lJ.eJIaM: rrapyc, a lf3 
ee 06phIBKa, Ha O,lJ.Hy lf3 HO)l(eK Brrepe,lJ.lf, cpJIar, KOHeliHo )l(e, 
KpacHhIM! (39) 
This literal and physical upturning of the image reveals how the table can be both a 
symbol of freedom and a symbol of repression, in the same way that the individual 
could also be part of the collective gathering of judges on a different day. 
Interestingly, it is children, shown earlier as often representing naivety and openness, 
who are able to completely subvert the table's powerful image and turn it into a boat, 
an image of freedom and boundless possibilities. However, the protagonist is unable 
to fight the crushing fear and the related desire to lose his individuality. He attempts 
to diminish his fear by surreptitiously visiting the court at night, but appears to suffer a 
heart attack as he lies prostrate across the very same table. The collective, of which he 
is paradoxically and inextricably a part, has the ultimate power. 
Another work, Siuzhet usredneniia, contains two parallel ideas on separate levels in 
the text: that of the 'averaging out' of the individual so that he merges to become 
indistinguishable in the collective, and secondly, the animation of this subject in the 
text so that it enters into dialogue with the protagonist. The latter subversion of the 
text will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
Thoughts on the nature of individuality and collectivity have reached new dimensions 
in this text. The author-narrator of the cycle of essayistic texts is the familiar figure of 
Igor' Petrovich, who is standing in a queue philosophising about the way in which a 
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person tries to lose his individuality: 'qeJIOBeK cmmaeTCjf C ,llpyrHMH mO)lbMH, H 
ero HH,llHBH,llyaJIbHble 60JIH IIepeCTaIOT 60JIeTb, IIepeCTaIOT 6 hITI/ . 57 Yet 
although a person has lost his or her identity, separate groups and professions can still 
take different forms within the collective. For example, that of the chauffeurs he 
passes by and observes outside the war office: 
HaCKOJIbKO CJIO)KHee (HJIH HaCKOJIbKO IIpolIle?) HX 06IIlHOCTb, 
qeM YJ1HqHajf 061IlHOCTb Oqepe,llH HJIH TOJIIIbl. ECJIH 
IIO,1.J.CqHTblBaTb, 1II0cpepOB MHoro, IIO H 
MHOrOqHCJIeHHOCTb HX COBceM oc06ajf - BO-IIepBblx, qCTKajf 
OT,1.J.eJIeHHOCTb Ka)K,1.J.orO OT Ka)K,llOro (B MalIIHHe TOJIbKO 
O,llHH), OTCYTcTBHe npHKocHoBeHHH, TpCHHH IIJICqO 0 IIJ1CqO; 
IIO,llTaJIKHBaHbe, OTTaJIKHBaHbe, BbIIlHXHBaHbe BOH He ,1.J.JUI 
HHX ... (108) 
Hence there is a superficial sense of individuality that paradoxically emphasises their 
unity as a profession, and through this confusion the power of the collective is 
strengthened: there can be no accusations of dismissal of individual traits. 
57 Siuzhet usredneniia, Znamia (1992: 1), 107-26 (p. 107). Further references to this 
publication will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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In the same way, the collective cannot be accused of having deceived the masses, or 
having enforced the establishment of collective subjugation. Igor' takes issue with 
those he considered to be the visionaries of their time, people such as Zamiatin and 
Orweli, who 'HlIKaK He ycrreBamf rrpe,llrr0J10)l(MTb, 'ITO M 6e3 YCMJIMii CMCTCMbI 
JUO,llM MorYT XOTeTb ycpe,llmlTbC}I, paCTBOp}lTbC}I, np}lTaThC}I B Macce - H TeM 
6bITb CqaCTJIMBbI' (112). Mistakenly, these great writers believed that only a 
deception of the masses could bring this about, rather than the masses desiring a loss 
of individuality for themselves. The tension between the individual and the collective, 
a driving force in Makanin's previous texts, has been lost altogether. 
Yet despite Igor" s knowledge and apparent acceptance of the inevitable, almost pre-
programmed fact that individuality is lost in contemporary society, he has a fear of 
disclosure: 
60IOCb, 'lTO TOJ1IIa M J1IO,llM cHOll: TOJIII}lmell:C}I O'fCPC,llM 
KaKMM-TO o6pa30M Y3HaIOT MeWI Boo6U/e: OHM KaK 6hI 
BbI}lB}lT KOtl M rrJIaH JIM'lHOCTM, CqMTaB M3HYTPH MOM MbICJIH. 
He rrpOCTO Y3HaIOT - orr03HaIOT ... (113) 
This irrational fear - for surely it is irrational if he is already one of the crowd -
inspires him to join in vociferously against a member of a queue who is being 
awkward. This instinct, a paradoxical display of both a survival and a herd instinct, 
empowers the mass further. Siuzhet usredneniia appears to present a crushing 
culmination and deadening in the 1990s of the faint hope of regeneration of the 
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individual found in Makanin's texts through to the late 1980s. There is no longer 
even, it seems, a desire for the retention of individuality amongst the collective, and 
with the loss of this tension comes the loss of individuality itself All former concrete 
ideas and knowledge have been subverted, and man is left in a void to exist in any way 
possible. 
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Conclusion 
The position of the individual in relation to the collective is one of great uncertainty 
and instability in Makanin's texts of the 1990s. The power of the collective lies 
precisely in their number, and against such a force the individual feels overwhelmed 
and appears to have little influence. The protagonist in Stol, pokrytyi su/mom i s 
grafinom poseredine does not survive, dying before the imminent inquiry can even 
take place. In Siur v proletarskom raione the collective is the ruling body, and strong 
individuals who assert themselves and their beliefs have, apart from in a few isolated 
cases, disappeared altogether. This loss of individuality and the ability to comprehend 
man's contemporary condition, and connected to this the ability to describe them in 
literature, are later combined with additional philosophical and historical ideas in 
Siuzhet usredneniia and Kvazi which are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. 
However, the author's texts from 1987 up to the publication of Laz in 1991 
continually reiterate the importance of retaining a sense of self, and encourage and 
foster a belief that the individual does have the inner strength to withstand the 
collective pressure. Early texts portray a certain strength of character in those 
protagonists who can understand their barak upbringing, or in those who can hear and 
respond to the crying child. Yet a sense of existential alienation appears to be on the 
increase, even in the early texts. Makanin's prose repeatedly reveals the harsh, cruel 
and depressing symptoms of contemporary life, and demands that the individual faces 
up to his actions and decisions. A person's true nature is then exposed. There 
appears to be the implication that those who can live within the tension of their 
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existence apart from the collective are the ones that can at times rise above the 
restrictions society can place upon its citizens and provide some hope for the future. It 
is this aim of transcending the limitations of one's contemporary existence, and of 
socialist realist prose, that informs Makanin's incorporation of myths and legends in 
his texts. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Mythical man in a legendary world 
'I don't believe that literature 
should have a didactic or 
educational function, but I 
recognise in it a divination of 
things not accessible to the 
majority of people, to the public 
domain. Things that are hidden 
and not always confirmed by the 
facts... A writer must step outside 
the system. Then he can see, and 
be useful perhaps. ' I 
The memories of bygone days, of significant people, events and discoveries are 
recorded in the collective memory of peoples and nations in the form of narratives. 
Familiar narrative types in any culture include myth, legend, folk-tale and parable. In 
centuries past, these narratives were the backbone of a community's identity, 
encompassing their beliefs, behavioural code and daily routines. They were passed 
1 Makanin's own words in an interview during the 'New Beginnings Critics' Forum'. 
Irena Maryniak, 'Writers and Seers: Vladimir Lakshin, Igor Vinogradov and Vladimir 
Makanin', Index on Censorship (1990:6), 4-5 (p. 5). 
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down from one generation to the next, firstly in oral and later in written form, and 
were unavoidably subject to change as a result. 2 
In comparison to history - which has until recently been considered an objective non-
fictional narrative - myths, and legends in particular, are expected to contain both 
fictional and factual elements. Another feature common to myths and legends is the 
inclusion of non-rational elements when there is an attempt to depict suprahuman 
individuals and their achievements. As a body of narrative which reflects the culture 
from which they emanate, myths and legends form part of a particular nation's 
collective memory, but the recognised inclusion of archetypal images also endows 
them with a universal aspect. A similar paradox is evident in the way they focus on an 
individual hero who is a representative of the belief system of the collective from 
which he arose. This paradox can be seen to be at the root of the two opposing 
psychoanalytic interpretations of myths: firstly, Freud strove to analyse the 
unconscious subjective material that underlay myths, finding recurrent typical symbols 
in various cultures and their people. Carl Jung, on the other hand, addressed what he 
believed to be universal archetypal images that recurred in myth, unrelated to 
individuals and culture. However, both interpretations have their problems. The 
2 The fact that they are in a written form does not negate the possibility of change and 
misinterpretation. The question of the degree to which any text is subject to a number 
of rewritings, one of the issues Makanin incorporates in his work, is discussed in the 
later chapter on the writer and his narrative. 
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objectivity which archetypal criticism claims, found in the theories of lung, Maud 
Bodkin and Northrop Frye, 'exclude[s] the operations of intersubjectivity at the start 
of the enterprise'.3 The structuralist French anthropologist Claude Levi-Strauss also 
defined myths in similar terms - as an 'absolute object', able to be objectively 
analysed. Yet the loss of a cultural framework within which to examine such symbols 
exposes this early criticism to serious question. If such symbols exist, then at an early 
point in their evolution they were bound to a particular culture and people, but 
whether they hide repressed desires as Freud would have us believe is extremely hard 
to prove. 
This present chapter examines the use of parable, myth and legend in Makanin' s prose 
- three forms of recorded memories which are introduced in sufficient numbers to 
justifY an analysis of their function. It is important to stress that the focus of the 
chapter is not the question of the generic authenticity of these narratives, nor the 
analysis of a mythological construct against which the content of the author's 
narratives can be compared. Instead the discussion will centre on the three main 
interlinking functions of their incorporation within Makanin's narratives. The first is 
as a means of overcoming the restrictive literary demands of socialist realism in order 
to try to avoid working with literary stereotypes. The incorporation of parables is 
examined as the main example of this first function. Secondly, these narrative types 
3 Elizabeth Wright, Psychoanalytic Criticism: Theory in Practice (London: 
Routledge, 1984), p. 76. 
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feature not only as representative of what Peterson has termed the 'fantastic decade' 
oflate Soviet literature, but also as one of the elements in Makanin's representation of 
man's condition, in this instance on a temporal level. Closely linked with a desire to 
overcome the closed nature of socialist realist texts, this second function is part of the 
author's attempt to depict a 'higher reality', to transcend the limitations of 
contemporary life in order to reveal a more accurate and authentic picture of man's 
condition by presenting it in and through past time. This is developed further in the 
next chapter when the concept of genetic memory provides a physical means of 
engaging with legendary people through time and space, and reveals man's loss of his 
cultural heritage. Thirdly, the narrative types reveal the author's interest in the 
writer's influence and control over his text, which will be mentioned in this chapter 
and discussed further in Chapter 5. 
However, distinctions between all three generic terms are not always clear, and 
therefore definitions are required before the discussion can proceed. Firstly, parables 
are not in such common use as in previous generations and tend to have biblical 
associations. A parable is defined as: 
a fictitious narrative or allegory (usually something that might 
naturally occur), by which moral or spiritual relations are typically 
figured or set forth, as the parables of the New Testament. 
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In comparison, myth and legend do not embody such a didactic approach and are often 
applied interchangeably. To a western reader, the word 'myth' immediately conjures 
up images of the Greek and Roman gods and the panoply of narrative, pictorial design 
and architecture from those empires. For clarification, myth is described as: 
a purely fictitious narrative usually involving supernatural persons, 
actions, or events, and embodying some popular idea concerning 
natural or historical phenomena. Properly distinguished from 
allegory and from legend (which implies a nucleus of fact) but often 
used vaguely to include any narrative having fictitious elements. 
Legend has various definitions including 'a collection of saints' lives or of stories of a 
similar character', and 'an unauthentic or non-historical story, especially one handed 
down by tradition from early times and properly regarded as historical' .4 
It is interesting to note that another common narrative type - the fairy tale - is absent 
from Makanin's prose, yet some of its features are in fact present. In an examination 
4 All three definitions are from The Oxford English Dictionary, CD-ROM, Oxford 
OUP,1992. 
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of fairy tales5, Bruno Bettelheim states that one characteristic feature of this narrative 
type, in contrast to that of myth, is that characters in fairy tales are either nameless - 'a 
poor fisherman', 'a stepmother' - or are given common names - 'Jack', 'Hansel and 
Gretel'.6 Bettelheim believes that this enables the characters to be endowed with the 
child's desired names, thus facilitating their psychological development. Myths, 
however, depict suprahuman, named heroes with whom it is not so easy to identify: 
these become ideals to which a child can strive, but are humanly unattainable.7 
Some links can be made here with Makanin's prose. The frequent appearance of the 
writer Igor' Petrovich and of Kliucharev, noted in Chapter 2, reveals the author's 
desire to present familiar characters to whom the readers can relate. Indeed, this has 
been taken to the extreme in Slol, pokrytyi su/mom, i s grafinom poseredine where we 
encounter social types whose names have been replaced by descriptive tags: 
'ST ARIK' and 'SOTSIAL'NO IAROSTNYI' to name but two. However, in the case 
of this text, the absence of particular names reveals the ease with which the victim can 
become the persecutor (although this is also a concept with which the Soviet reader 
5 Bruno Bettelheim, The Use of Enchantment: The Meaning and Importance C?f Fairy 
Tales (London: Thames & Hudson, 1976). This is a classical ego-psychological 
analysis of recurring images and characters in fairy tales, and of their importance in a 
child's development and experience of existential dilemmas. 
6 Examples taken from B. Bettelheim, The Use of Enchantment ... , p. 40. 
7 B. Bettelheim, The Use of Enchantment ... , p. 41. 
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can identify), and additionally emphasises the issue of the loss of individuality in 
Makanin's later texts. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Makanin would rather diminish the 
importance of his heroes if this was required in order to write a believable text with 
which the reader can identify. The author would appear to prefer the incorporation of 
parable, myth and legend, as they have a deeper grounding in everyday life and 
historical time than fairy tales, and can therefore help to convey his questions 
concerning man's condition to greater effect. 
These three narrative types have featured in Makanin' s works for many years, yet with 
a gradually changing emphasis. Early texts include parables solely as a means of 
highlighting the main theme of the work, and bringing into play the opposing beliefs of 
good and evil, moral and immoral, and right and wrong. Yet these pairs of beliefs 
limited the possibility of depicting more complex characters and eventually only 
culminated in the incorporation of stereotypical forms, as is revealed clearly in Portret 
j vokrug and Pustynnoe mesto. Makanin's interest in man's condition from the 
beginning of time demanded reference to the past, and this resulted in the need to 
depict the memory of man through and in time, and an engagement with more overtly 
temporal dimensions. Thus Utrata and Otstavshii both contain Ural legends that form 
a substantial component of the text, developing the main theme of the text on an 
additional narrative plane.s The legends also provide information on the creative 
8 The fact that the more substantial legends are those from Makanin's native region 
reveals both a need to connect with his birthplace and its culture, and also the richness 
of the Ural region itself. 
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process, particularly in Otstavshii in which the legend is the subject of the 
protagonist's first literary creation. The author's most recent texts, however, do not 
incorporate these three narrative types to the same extent, and the possible reasons 
behind this will be discussed at the end of the chapter and continued in the following 
chapter. 
The use of parables in the texts 
Initially, little critical attention focused on the manifestation of parable, myth and 
legend in Makanin's prose. Lev Anninskii in 1978 referred to the parable in Porfret i 
vokrug only in so far as it enabled him to realise why he disliked the novel itself. 9 
However, two major articles, one by Natal'ia Ivanova and a second by the Piskunovs 
in response, provide a more sustained analysis of the parable. 10 Ivanova's article will 
be discussed in some detail, as it charts the development of the use of parable in 
Makanin's early texts. Ivanova elucidates the romantic idealism of the main hero in 
9 Anninskii believed the parable to be an example of the minor details that he found 
more intriguing in the text than what he deemed to be the main thrust of the story -
the illusion of the successful cinematographer. In his well-known statement that he 
only liked 'Bee, 'ITO BOKpyr', Anninskii had unwittingly declared the essence of the 
story: the parable reveals the futility of Igor"s literary attempts. Lev Anninskii, 'IL-
LIU-ZI-ON!', Literaturnaia gazeta, 22 November 1978, p. 5. 
10 Natal'ia Ivanova, 'Ochen' predvaritel'nye ... '. V. i S. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee ... '. 
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Priamaia liniia, which is clearly absent from the author's subsequent works. II These 
new characters are divided 'He Ha "nOJIO)luneJIbHbIX" II "oTplIllaTCJIhHhIX" II 
)J.a)l(e He Ha HpaBCTBeHHbIX II 6e3HpaBCTBeHHhIX, ... a na CUJlbllblX II C/W6bIX' 
where the strong ones naturally improve their own material situation, for example in 
Pogonia and Otdushina. 12 The universality of the heroes' aspirations is lost, and 
replaced by subjective, everyday concerns. The question of morality and good has 
become more complicated and, according to Ivanova, mixed with a fantastical and 
grotesque use of 'byt' like a laboratory experiment. Makanin, in the critic's opinion, 
turns to the structure of the anecdote 'CBOM 20POOCKOU 6apuaHm npum1lU' to portray 
these tortured questions. 13 Ivanova believes the anecdote to be a parable of hy/ 
situations, more dramatic than humorous in form, and representing the folklore of the 
town. For Ivanova the anecdote is the key form in Makanin's prose: '[OH] CTPOIIT Ha 
aHeK)J.OTe npaKTIIQeCKII BC10 CB010 np03y' , for the anecdote represents the 
'konfuznaia situatsiia' - this is, in the critic's opinion, the fact that 'truth' or 'god' (i.e. 
the author) is looking on from the side but taking no part in events (122). This, 
however, is where Makanin is struggling: Ivanova feels that his text construction is 
weak, and his attempts to move away from stereotypical characters to live 'voices' 
11 Rollberg also states that the moral linearity of Makanin' s first text is later lost. P. 
Rollberg, 'Invisible Transcendences .. .', pp. 8-9. 
I2N. Ivanova, 'Dchen' predvaritel'nye .. .', p. 119. (Ivanova'sitalics.) 
13 N. Ivanova, 'Ochen' predvaritel'nye .. .', p. 122. (Ivanova's italics.) 
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(i.e. believable, immediate figures) in Golosa is an attempt to break free from the 
constraints of an organised theory of 'weak versus strong' . 
Ivanova's argument has some valid points, in particular the change in Makanin's 
perspective following the fresh naivety of his first text, Priamaia liniia. Ivanova's 
discussion of the anecdotal form of his prose is more problematical for, as the 
Piskunovs point out, anecdotes and parables are different. The two-dimensional 
aspect of parables is used by Makanin to highlight the insufficiencies of the literary 
portrait itself: the whole narrative is then revealed to be too reductive. 14 As the 
following examination of Portret i vokrug and Pustynnoe mesto will show, Makanin 
reveals the weakness of parables in the former text, and discusses the way in which 
they have become stereotypical forms in the latter one. Therefore Golosa reiterates 
and then develops his earlier findings, and discusses the writer's role in further detail. 
In Portret i vokrug, the first-person narrator Igor' Petrovich renarrates a parable his 
friend wrote entitled 'How a Person Searched for Truth'. This parable echoes Igor" s 
investigation of Starokhatov, the suspected dishonest head of a Film School, and 
therefore merits some closer attention. The parable is set in the Stone Age, where a 
man chose to move from a warm cave in which he dwelt with his family and relatives 
to a secluded cold cave in order to search for truth more effectively. Despite the 
14 S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee .. .', p. 55. Kazintsev also notes the difference 
between these two genres, analysing Predtecha as representative of a text with 
anecdotal form. A. Kazintsev, 'Igra na ponizhenie' ... , p. 29. 
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remonstrances of his family and pleas to lend them a hand to help them survive, he 
continued to shiver alone in his cave. Following the isolation from his family and his 
realisation of the imminence of his own demise, the man beseeches his god to tell him 
whether truth exists. The god replies that certainly truth exists, yet he is not the man 
destined to find it. Rummaging around in his pockets, the god fishes out some used 
tram tickets and receipts, finally drawing forth a pocket notebook in which is written 
the description of the predestined finder of truth: 
ECIDI CqHTaTb C :noro MOMeHTa, IICTIIHY naH.llYT qepe3 126 
JIeT 3 MeCSlIl.a II 8 .llHeii. TIPIlMCTbI: naH.llCT ee qeJIOBeK Ii'] 
JIcBoe yxo qyTb 60JIbIIIe rrpaBoro. 
EOJIbIIIOe pO.llIlMOe mlTHO rroJ]. rrpaBbIM COCKOM. KOJlenH 
3aMeTHO BHYTpb ... IS 
The god hurries off as he is afraid that he will mIss the final train before the 
Underground shuts for the night. The god is revealed as knowing that he will then 
arrive home late and wonders how his loved one will greet him when he returns. The 
stone-age man is devastated by the news that he has wasted his whole life in a vain 
search for a truth that he is destined not to find. Igor', the narrator, then declares this 
to be his fate too in the literary portrait of Starokhatov. The hours spent musing over 
15 Partret i vakrug (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 1978), p. 168. 
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the portrait, the conversations he has had and the hours spent transcribing from tapes, 
are all deemed to be futile. 
This parable has several points of interest. Its humour is derived from a mixture of the 
bizarre and tragic: there is a present-day god who is unperturbed by the man's distress. 
Although the god is portrayed as omnipotent, he is comically disorganised and scatty. 
This depiction indicates an ironic attitude towards religious doctrine, and a stronger 
belief in the need to accept the state of things and live as best one can. (This ties in 
with Makanin's later short story Kliucharev i Alimushkin, in which having good or 
bad luck is a random occurrence and not subject to a person's moral stance or faith, 
and therefore each person should accept their 10t.)16 In terms of the writer Igor"s 
position, the parable highlights the impossibility of subsuming ideas in definitive 
categories of 'right' and 'wrong', and that an author as 'god' is also subject to 
external demands. 17 This challenging of the previously omnipotent authorial position 
is an intimation ofMakanin's later intertextual debate (with himself) on the role of the 
16 Bocharov notes the parable-like form of both Kliucharev i Alimushkin and Polosa 
obmenov, pointing out how there is not enough truth or good luck to be divided 
amongst each member of society and therefore not everyone is destined to find it. A. 
Bocharov, 'Rozhdeno sovremennost'iu .. .', p. 243. 
17 Lipovetskii views the loss of neat categories of 'right' and 'wrong' as an example 
of the way Makanin reveals how man has lost control of his environment. M. 
Lipovetskii, 'Protiv techeniia .. .', p. 150. 
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author and his narrative. In the context of this story, it reveals both the limited nature 
of parables and the problems surrounding clear-cut character portrayals. The fact that 
Igor' had rewritten the parable emphasises his own rewriting of what he sees to be the 
'truth' .18 
The intersection of different time periods is an early example of later more complicated 
texts where Makanin bases the work on a juxtaposition of lengthy past and present 
narratives. Here, however, within one short narrative there is a story set in the Stone 
Age, yet the god flicks through a notebook and disappears off to catch the metro. 
This may refer to the belief in a god as a transcendent being, but at the same time this 
god is ridiculed. By juxtaposing the present and the distant past within a few short 
paragraphs, the parable does emphasise the traditionally closed nature of most socialist 
realist narratives with their strict temporal framework set firmly in the future, and one 
that has little reference to the real state of the present, never mind the past. The use of 
the parable in Portret i vokrug is, however, primarily to emphasise the futility of the 
portrait-writer's attempt to depict the rights and wrongs of the complex life of a real 
person, and in so doing subverts the role of the parable within Makanin's texts. 
As mentioned above, Pustynnoe mesto, first published in 1976, is in many ways the 
precursor of Golosa: it has a similar construction and intimates some of the ideas 
found in that multi-faceted narrative. This earlier story, through the inclusion of 
several parables, introduces the idea of' an empty place' where a person can be at one 
18 The metafictional content of this text will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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with him/herself. Yet the idea is presented by means of a more unorthodox definition 
of parable that is closer to what is commonly understood to be myth. In this way, 
Makanin's own ideas of the function of parable and myth are shown to be changing. 
The short story begins with what is described as a pavest '-pritcha. In this short 
composition the appearance of three people is followed by a comparison between them 
and the flight of three meteorites through the night sky. These three fates are revealed 
against the background of sand on a deserted seashore. There is no comment on the 
passage's meaning, and an initial understanding is that this is a type of creation story: 
man's desire to understand the natural world and his place within it is realised in a tale 
of the phenomena surrounding man's first appearance on earth. The use of the word 
'fate' in the description of the three people, however, could also indicate that the tale 
concerns man's inability to control his own life and events. 
A second parable appears in the next paragraph, and this is more understandable. It is 
claimed to be a well-known Japanese parable of a town-dweller who became lost in 
the sand and was taken in by the people of a local settlement. In return for food and 
shelter, the man had to engage in their work of raking the sand. Desiring to escape but 
unable to do so, the man continued this arduous labour until he eventually realised that 
in fact the meaning of life lay precisely in the act of raking sand. 
The narrator muses on how people often have this desire to escape from the bustle of 
everyday life, and find a deserted place in which to be quite alone (both parables refer 
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to 'sand', thereby emphasising the deserted nature of the place). A cleansing of the 
soul can occur if such a moment can be found. The parable rests upon this idea: 
B npHPle, KaK npaBHJIO, y,llHBJIjJeT He (jmHaJI, ne BbIBO,ll, 
Bcer,lla JIHIllHHM, H He MOpaJIb. Ba)l(IIO nYCTblHHoe MeCTO H 
HeKajJ paCCTaHoBKa CHJI H qYBCTB B BaKYYMHoM TOM 
nYCToTe. ll06bITb OqmueHHbIM - ,llJIjJ :noro 11 IIHIllYTC}I 
npHTqH... llpHTqa OqmuaeT, TaKajJ BOT ee cJIY)I(6a 11 TaKOM 
BOT CTapbIH: CPOKYC. I1CKYCCTBO. 19 
Hence the narrator appears to be disrupting what has become the traditional didactic, 
moralising role of the parable. Instead, the narrator discusses what he believes to be 
the original intent and use of parable: to indicate the existence of a more non-rational, 
transcendental form of life without declaring its pre-eminence as the only way to live. 
In this way the tale has more in common with myth than parable as, according to the 
narrator, the original meaning of parable has been lost. The concept of being cleansed 
in the 'empty place' has become an ideal, a stereotype, and one which people 
19 Pustynnoe mesto in Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990), pp. 14-21 (p. 15). 
Further references to this publication of the short story will appear in the main body of 
the text in parentheses. 
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mistakenly believe can be attained by running away from a situation.20 A person 
craves some solitude amongst the bustle of everyday life, and believes that by 
disappearing off they can attain some form of purification. However, the narrator is 
keen to point out that the act of running away does not in itself allow a sense of 
cleansing: '[o]qmneHlHl B rr06ere HeT - eCTb TOJIbKO UTa, KaK 6bI rrpHnDKeIlIle 
)J,JIHTeJIbHOe K rrycTbIHHOMY MeCTY, II Hll rpaMMOM 6oJIcc' (16-17).21 Another 
example is given in the text: having become dissatisfied with society and realised that 
people are not as kind as previously thought, a person decides to go off in search of 
friendlier people. Settling down in another place, the person does feel that people are 
more pleasant here. However, according to the narrator, it is just: 
caMO COCTOjlHIIe cMeHbI II eCTb CYTb :HOH CMeHbl. KaK 
MrHoBeHIIe Me)J( B)J.OXOM II BhI)J.OXOM. 3TOT Mllr MaJI II KaK 
6bI )J,a)J(e 6eCCMbICJIeH; O)J.HaKO )J(e qeJIOBeK JlOPO)J(llJI II Bcer)J,a 
6Y)J,eT )J,OPO)J(llTb 3TllM MllfOM... 3TO KaK TallIlCTBo CCKYH,IlbI, 
20 As mentioned in the prevIous chapter, the author discusses the meanIng of 
stereotypes in relation to a writer's work in Golosa and this will be developed fully in 
Chapter 5. 
21 Bondarenko points out how Makanin's irony in this short story is directed at those 
writers who have excessively used such stereotypical parable forms. V. Bondarenko, 
'Vremia nadezhd .. .', p. 187. 
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MarHJI KpaTKOrO TlIK-TaK, Y KOToporo He 6blJlO rrpOIlIJIOrO 11 
He 6Y.lleT 6Y.llymero. J1lIIlIb OHO caMo. HaCT05llIlee. (I 6) 
What is of significance here is the fact that time has stopped. There is no 'higher 
reality' in running away, as time remains locked in the present. The idea of the 'empty 
place' has become a stereotypical image that only reveals itself: it is a moment, a 
pause, and in this there is no lasting sense of purification. Once more, the idea of the 
'laying bare' of a construct, discussed in the previous chapter, is used to reveal its 
essence. 
A third narrative, set III Tsarist times, describes an army officer's escape from 
punishment to the heart of the Urals. This provides additional material on the true 
feeling of cleansing in a deserted place; therefore the narrator clearly states that this 
story is not a parable but, we are told, it does have a parable-like happy ending. The 
officer stumbles upon a father and daughter in their home, where the daughter is in 
labour and about to give birth to twins. Without hesitation the officer helps deliver the 
babies and whilst he is thus engaged the search party fails to find him. He then lives 
with the woman and they have a happy life together. This unsatisfactory fairy-tale 
ending, one which the narrator describes as typical of a parable, is partially off-set by 
the description of the officer's premonition of happiness as he came upon the deserted 
place near to the family'S dwelling. The empty place is said to entice people, yet not 
everyone reaches it successfully; and a rational, conscious desire to attain it is often 
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met with disappointment. In this tale, it appears to be the officer's involvement in 
another person's life, his decision not to continue his flight and to help, that saves him. 
The final narrative in this short story once more reiterates the unexpected overturning 
of conventional wisdom, what is considered to be the right and wrong way to behave, 
which leads to an inner fleeting purification. This narrative is not designated as a 
parable, but does also concern itself with the idea of purification and cleansing the 
'self. The narrator describes his early arrival at a small house in the countryside 
which he and his family have taken for the summer. The landlady leaves him to look 
around while she potters in the garden. In the loft he discovers an old rubber cape 
which he dons, and espying a small ball on the roof he proceeds to throw various 
objects at it in a vain attempt to dislodge it. One by one, he removes springs from the 
camp-bed he later learns he is to sleep upon, and throws them at the ball. The landlady 
finally appears to find out what he is doing, and he sheepishly turns to address her, still 
ensconced in the ancient cape. This episode, in which the narrator reveals the childish 
side of his nature, is the only point during the summer at which the narrator is able to 
experience the sensation of the 'empty place', for as soon as his family arrives he 
completely loses any sense of 'self. This indicates that a sense of purification, of 
being able to distance oneself from the immediate situation, is linked with a person's 
understanding of 'self; and this forms part of the discussion of the concept of genetic 
memory in the following chapter. For Lipovetskii, who views Makanin's prose of this 
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middle period as concerning itself with man's inability to retain a sense of 'self, the 
tale is a prime example of this idea.22 
These various comments upon parables and their functions provide an indication of 
Makanin's subsequent move from incorporating parables in his texts to his use of 
myths and legends. In Pustynnoe mesto the moralising impact of parables is shown to 
be the stereotypical form they have assumed, rather than being revealed in their 
original form, in which they refer to a non-rational higher plane of existence. In this 
respect the parable-stories presented in the text in their so-called 'original' form have a 
content and message that is closer to the suprahuman content and message of myths. 23 
The development of Makanin's own ideas regarding the universal state of man's 
condition and the questioning of the role of the author has meant that a didactic, 
stereotypical literary genre is redundant for his purposes. The need to engage with 
and present ideas on both an unconscious and suprahuman level engendered the use of 
mythical and legendary texts. As the Piskunovs declared, after G%sa the author 
'rrpHcTyrraeT K pa3pymemHo rrpHTQH, K ".neMeTatP0pII3aUHH" ee, B03BpameHHlo 
22 M L' ki' 'P' h" , 148 
. Ipovets I, rottv tec entia ... , p. . 
23 In his discussion ofMakanin's search for individual freedom, Ageev notes how the 
legends In the author's texts are linked to parables: ' JIereu.ny KaK 
pOMaHTH3HpoBaHHblH, tPaHTaCTlflleCKHH, BbIBepHYTbIH HaH3HaHKY BapHaUT Bee 
TOM )l(e rrpHTtm'. A. Ageev, 'Istina i svoboda .. .', p. 27. 
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" V" 24 K H3HaQaJIbHOH nOQBe - K HCTOPHH, JIerCH,lle, )l(HTHJ{) , . The Piskunovs 
acknowledge, however, that these too can become canonised. 
The allegorical use of myth and legend 
Although, as revealed above, myth and legend do not employ the same didactic tone 
found in parables, they are by no means radically different: all three are to varying 
degrees fictitious narratives and part of the same oral tradition. In the same way, 
although Makanin may be attempting to distance himself from the preceding body of 
Soviet prose, attempting to dismantle stereotypical images and produce a more 
accurate representation of man's condition, his prose is still engaging with, and 
responsive to, his literary heritage. 
Myth and legend are often used as a means of introducing important material by 
allegorical rather than direct representative means, and this was obviously of particular 
relevance in the Soviet Union under the strict literary censorship. Hence it could be 
suggested that the use of myth and legend within Makanin's prose was a direct result 
of the author's perceived need to incorporate other literary phenomena that enabled 
him to engage with more radical ideas whilst still being permitted publication. The 
more didactic approach inherent in the traditional understanding of parable and 
anecdote was closer in nature to the forceful teachings of socialist realism, yet socialist 
24 V. is. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee ... ', p. 56. 
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realism itself was a mythological construct, and hence the author can be seen to be still 
working within the same system when he incorporates myths and legends into his 
prose. Here three recent studies by Irena Maryniak, Boris Groys and Nadya Peterson 
prove particularly useful. 
There have been numerous analyses of the way in which late Soviet literature has 
attempted to break free from socialist realist literary restraints. Irena Maryniak 
focuses her attention on the use of religious and mythical imagery in the pre-glasnost' 
period as an attempt to move forward without overstepping the demands of 
censorship. 25 Makanin's prose therefore lies within the remit of her study, although 
she does not refer to his work directly. Maryniak's analysis is framed by a debate over 
the origins and form of religion, and myths are examined within this religious model: 
Religion and mythical (or traditional) fictional narratives have in 
common a linguistic base and their role as modelling systems for 
information about linkages between man and his world . . . But 
because they pertain to imagination, not experience, they can 
transcend the limitations of knowledge, conditioning, and 
temporality. (5) 
25 Irena Maryniak, Spirit of the Totem: Religion and Myth in Soviet Fiction 1964-
1988 (Leeds: W.S. Maney for the MHRA, 1995). References to this monograph will 
appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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By aligning religious imagery with traditional myth criticism to establish its universality 
and objectivity, and by contentiously elevating religious dogma over ideological 
dogma, Maryniak's critical analysis is still very much engaged within the same system 
as socialist realism: both constructs advocate the 'true' objective method. 26 There are, 
however, some points of interest here in relation to Makanin's prose. Maryniak 
asserts that from the 1960s onwards, prose began to reveal a more open structure as it 
moved away from a strict ideological base. Ideas and beliefs from the past became 
incorporated into the text, and religious imagery became commonplace. Within prose 
'the Marxist principle of dialectical struggle' continued, as writers revealed the 
tensions between objectivity and subjectivity, the human and suprahuman, the 
individual and the collective (10). Although such clear-cut distinctions are too 
reductive, the discussion above of Makanin's move from the rigid two-dimensional 
structure of parable to the incorporation of myths and legends bears some resemblance 
to Maryniak's ideas. 
Maryniak assesses the work of Chingiz Aitmatov, with its embedded legends, as 
representative of prose that contains both the animistic and totemistic ideas revealed in 
her religious model. Aitmatov's prose includes many myths and legends that not only 
26 The shestidesiatniki undertook a similar plan when they tried to expel, didactically, 
Stalinist dogma and revert to 'pure' Marxist-Leninist ideals. S. Carsten, 'The 
generation .. .', p. 61. 
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illuminate the nature of his native Kyrgyz people, but additionally allow the 
questioning of Soviet ideology to co-exist with the text and rouse the reader to draw 
their own conclusions. Two texts of particular significance in relation to Makanin's 
prose are Belyi parokhod and I dol 'she veka dlitsia den '. 
Belyi parokhod, the earlier text, contains the famous Kyrgyz myth of the mother-deer 
which is narrated to a young boy by the grandfather with whom he lives. The boy's 
father is absent, and the lad continually dreams of his return and imagines that the 
steamboat which crosses the lake actually has his father on board. The grandfather is a 
simple man who tries to preserve the customs of his tribe and to instil them in the boy. 
The boy's uncle, on the other hand, is immune to traditions, and only concerned with 
brutality and making money. Old customs are shown to be on the wane as a result of 
the moral laxity of contemporary society, which shows no respect whatsoever towards 
the grandfather's heritage. In comparison to Makanin's texts, Aitmatov's narrative is 
far more moralistic and judgmental, and is therefore closer to the stereotypical parable 
form Makanin wishes to avoid when incorporating myths and legends into his texts. 
The second Aitmatov text under discussion, I dol 'she veka dlitsia den " contains two 
allegorical tales, one with a futuristic setting and the other set in the past. In the 
former, American and Soviet astronauts embark on a joint mission to the planet 
Lesnaia grud', where they make contact with the technologically advanced life forms 
and discover that they have used up the natural resources of the planet. The 
knowledge the astronauts have gained is feared by their controllers, however, and so 
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they are prevented from returning to earth. The astronauts remain doomed to circle 
the earth forever in their space shuttle. 
The second narrative IS a disturbing myth about the zombified slaves called 
'mankurts'. In an allegorical account of the communists' desire to wipe out any other 
form of thought, the mankurts have had their memory destroyed in an extremely 
inhumane manner. They are forced to wear across their skull animals skins which dry 
out in the heat of the sun and thereby destroy the wearer's memory. The mother of 
one young man who has been subjected to this torture is unable to engage emotionally 
with her son - he has become an automated being, unable to think or communicate for 
himself and he kills her without remorse. 
The inclusion of both an old, local myth and a futuristic narrative within one text is a 
familiar feature in Makanin's later works (Dolog nash put' in particular). Both 
Makanin and Aitmatov are keen to depict myths of cultural significance to a particular 
region, and myths which are often under threat in the climate of contemporary society. 
Of the two authors, however, Aitmatov has the greater political agenda, with a heavily 
allegorical depiction of Soviet policy. In addition, Aitmatov includes ecological issues 
which are significantly absent from Makanin's prose. Aitmatov's work, like much of 
the village prose writers' works, is still engaged in a similar literary tradition to that of 
socialist realist prose: the foregrounding of one particular time period to the exclusion 
of others. In Aitmatov's case, the honourable traditions and customs of the past are 
idealised as the time of greater humanity and closeness to man's natural habitat. In 
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order to avoid a similar textual construct to socialist realism that elevates one ideal 
above another, another approach needs to be considered. 
Although Groys's attempt to shift the blame for socialist realism from nineteenth-
century radicals to the avant-garde appears to be overstated, his treatment of the place 
of myth within the socialist realist tradition provides a useful modeP7 Groys describes 
how Malevich's ideas in 1919 concerning the accuracy of the subconscious in 
comparison to that of consciousness provided a basis for the work of the avant-garde. 
In order to build their new world and new social individual that was beyond the 
technological yet chaotic present, the avant-gardists believed that by determining this 
subconscious artistic system, by 'laying it bare', they could manipulate it for their own 
ends. Their aesthetic project became inextricably linked with politics and, when 
socialist realism became dominant, the avant-garde's belief in monolithic control was 
realised in the Communist Party's control of all institutions. Socialist realism differs 
from the work of the avant-garde in several respects: it had a similar desire to shape 
the subconscious, but without revealing its mechanism of doing so; it did not negate 
the past, but used what it could for its own ends; and socialist realism eventually 
acknowledged the need to engage with human subjectivity by referring to socialism 
27 Groys views both socialist realism and the avant-garde as having a similar 'will to 
power' inherent in their systems. Boris Groys, The Total Art of Stalinism: Avant-
garde, Aesthetic Dictatorship, and Beyond (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1992), p. 12. Further references to the monograph will appear in the main body of the 
text in parentheses. 
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through the use of psychological language (58). Ultimately, however, according to 
Groys: 'the Stalin era satisfied the fundamental avant-garde demand that art cease 
representing life and begin transforming it by means of a total aesthetico-political 
project' (36). 
Socialist realism made radical use of the classical heritage in its employment of 
material (whether from Greek mythology or Tolstoi's novels) that would enhance the 
legitimacy of a struggle between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat (46-7). According 
to Groys, the use of mythological and traditional imagery in socialist realism is not, as 
previously thought, a result of occasional lapses in form, but rather a continuation of 
the avant-garde's ideas. Their belief in a demiurge, a new creator of reality, became 
embodied in human form - that of Stalin, thereby unifying the human and suprahuman 
planes. The use of suprahuman, almost mythical imagery in the portrayal of 'positive 
heroes' of the 'great socialist state' was correctly decoded by readers as a necessary 
entreaty to engage in irrational attempts to bring this state into being. 
Socialist realism advocated the reflection of reality through art, however the artist was 
to submit to Stalin's idea of reality: that of the utopian state. All artists were to be 
involved in a collective attempt to depict this future reality. The myth of the demiurge 
was placed at the centre of social life, as the inspiration to create the utopian state. 
Hence a new creation myth of that time drove society on until Stalin's death and the 
realisation of the destructiveness of the period. Any new systems that followed 
socialist realism and strove to establish a new ideal, such as the writers of 'village 
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prose', were simply repeating the utopian ideals of Stalinism and therefore still trapped 
within the same mythology. Groys explains that in order to move on from socialist 
realism, artists have to engage with this mythology, constructing and deconstructing it 
to be able to establish new ground: 
Revealed in this frivolous, irreverent play is the colossal potential of 
desire and the unconscious that was inherent in the Russian avant-
garde but was insufficiently recognised because it was encoded in a 
rationalistic, geometric, technical, constructive form. (119) 
Therefore, according to Groys' s theory, in order not to continue within the same 
mythological system as socialist realist literature, Makanin's prose needs to 'lay bare' 
the incorporation of myths and legends as had been done previously with parables. 
Only by doing this can the author possibly present a transcendental picture of man's 
condition that is not part of the same myth-making construct as socialist realism. 
Makanin's prose as representative of late Soviet literature 
In her examination of Soviet literature from the mid-1970s to mid-l 980s, Peterson 
focuses on the use of the fantastic, understood here as any phenomena in a variety of 
genres that cannot be rationally explained. In Peterson's opinion the fantastic is used 
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by writers 'primarily as a reaction to and a departure from the socialist realist 
dogma' .28 According to the critic, such narrative types as myth and legend are 'an 
admissible form' of representation in a time of government literary censorship (2). 
Peterson proposes four separate strands of fantastic prose which have their base in 
different literary movements of the time - socialist realist novels, village prose, hy! 
prose, and urban prose - and views Makanin's fantastic prose as a development of the 
latter movement (14). Noting how, in his literature and in that of Kim and Anar, the 
'fantastic is a thematic and philosophical concern', Peterson proceeds to examine some 
of Makanin' s texts in the light of her ideas (63). Peterson views Makanin as a writer 
of alternative literature in the pre-glasnost' period who then paved the way for the 
more radical texts of the late 1980s. In the same way, it is possible to view those of 
the author's texts which incorporate myth and legend as the impetus for later works, 
such as Siuzhet usredneniia, in which he incorporates other literary phenomena. 
Although in his texts from the mid- to late 1980s the author is definitely engaging with 
socialist realist literature, his main concern still remains the condition of man. 
Undoubtedly the state of late Soviet man is a necessary part of this picture, but this is 
not the sole focus. His words in the Maryniak interview quoted at the beginning of 
this chapter emphasise his belief in a 'higher reality', and the same idea had been 
28 N. L. Peterson, Subversive imaginations ... , p. 3. Further references to the 
monograph will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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explained by the author in the RoHberg interview. 29 The incorporation of myths and 
legends allows Makanin to pursue the temporal dimension of man's condition which 
could otherwise not be discussed - a search for an 'eternal truth' - but at the same 
time they are, on another level, part of his own development as a writer. In his 
attempt to provide a believable and keen portrayal of man's condition, the author 
incorporates various different genres within his prose in his search for archetypal, 'live' 
depictions. These genres provide a further reflection of the main philosophical idea 
behind the texts, particularly in Utrata and Otstavshii, where they form part of the 
author's comment on contemporary man's loss oflinks with his cultural heritage (to be 
discussed in the next chapter). As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, myths 
and legends are also part of Makanin' s interest in the position of the writer in relation 
to his text, which later becomes another level of narrative within the text. Hence it 
should be reiterated that the incorporation of myths and legends is a multi-faceted 
technique. Here the discussion will examine the extent to which the incorporation of 
these narrative types engages with socialist realism, enabling the writer to portray a 
transcendental picture of man's condition. 
29 P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', pp. 265-7. 
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Myths and legends in the texts 
The various tales and legends that comprise G%sa can be seen as the expression of 
striking individuals who stand out from the crowd, breaking through stereotypical 
images and becoming 'alive' on the page. Sevka, for example, is the legendary Ural 
brigand, first described as a 'rrOCeJIKOBbIM 6e3.ueJIbHHK H nOlJTH .uypalJOK' .30 
Although he later commits a murder, to begin with he is just involved in petty crime in 
his neighbourhood. He passes off his thieving exploits by weaving a fantastic story of 
how he obtained some jewels from a mermaid in the nearby river. Despite their 
obvious scepticism, the authorities are unable to prove his guilt. However, when 
Sevka murders a deaf caretaker who disturbed him in the act of robbing the local 
church, he does not rely on his silver tongue to save him. One of the longest 
narratives in the text, much detail is provided of his escape and wanderings through 
the countryside. His accomplice, who only aided in the theft and not the murder, is 
finally accused and lynched by the village crowd. Sevka returns to the village and is 
declared innocent, and is even presented with a horse in recompense by the local 
official. However, despite the numerous well-wishers who beg for his forgiveness for 
speaking ill of him, he soon disappears and immediately begins to steal once more. 
The villagers then start to consider that maybe he did have a part to play in the murder. 
His unorthodox behaviour leads to his notoriety and reveals that the question of being 
'good' or 'bad' is unimportant: it is whether a person is eternally remembered that 
30 G%sa in Otstavshii ... , p. 57. 
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counts. This is where parables are shown to be redundant - Sevka could only have 
been shown in a positive or negative light, and nothing more. His striking individuality 
and daring manner makes him unusual material for a legend as he overturns the 
conventional depiction of the worthy and honourable hero. The atmosphere of a 
legend, with its mysterious aspect, is heightened by the presence of the elusive figure 
of the mermaid. 
In a similar fashion, the tribe member who declares he will die in a more fitting manner 
than the tribe leader is condemned to death for his blasphemous words. This man is 
also described as a 'bezdel 'nik', one who does little work and sells off his numerous 
wives for financial benefit. Even this action humorously arouses the envy of the 
remaining polygamists in the tribe; yet it is his boasting of an honourable death that 
leads to his infamy. By secretly arranging a less painful death for himself and having 
pots and pans beaten at his death, he becomes famous and the drum is invented. Since 
this time drums have been used to signal important events world-wide. 
These two characters are the precursors to Utrata's Pekalov, the obsessed lout who, 
as will be discussed below, hires hard-drinking criminals and blind men to dig his 
underground tunnel. All three are legendary characters, involved in irrational activities 
and revered because of this. Otstavshii and Utrata engage with these ideas further 
and, as will be shown later in the chapter, indicate that it is often the unorthodox 'holy 
fool' who does not sink into oblivion but is hallowed in the collective memory. Unlike 
the socialist realist hero who epitomises suprahuman achievements, these characters 
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are unconventional but very human, and thereby subvert the idealised view of the 
typical literary hero. 
Sections of the next two texts under discussion both contain narratorial comment on 
the nature of legends, and thus overtly engage with this form of narrative in order to 
portray a more comprehensive view of man's condition. Utrata is a complex text 
comprising three separate but intersecting narratives which require some elucidation 
before proceeding any further. As mentioned in the introductory chapter, a large 
proportion of the text concerns the legend of Pekalov, a loutish rogue driven by an 
inexplicable obsession to dig a tunnel under the Ural River. The time period is 
uncertain - it is set decades or more likely centuries ago - with the workers using 
pick-axes and shovels by candlelight. Pekalov hires various vodka-swilling criminals 
for his project and as these gradually desert him, he engages some blind men who 
complete the tunnel and then slowly drown in the swamp at the exit. In the second 
narrative, the Pekalov legend intrigues a first-person narrator in the present who has 
suffered some sort of accident and is in a trauma ward. The narrator also has 
childhood recollections of a summer vacation spent at a blind people's home by the 
Ural River, which obviously adds further dimensions to the work in the way it is linked 
to the blind men in the legend. The third narrative concerns a forty-year-old's return 
to his native, deserted village, where he muses over the nature of death, remembrance 
and eternity. The reactions of the middle-aged man to the ruins he finds provides a 
comment on contemporary man's attitude to life. 
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The legend of Pekalov in Utrata has several functions within the text as a whole. As 
the title makes abundantly clear, loss is the primary concern of the text, and the legend 
provides examples of this.3l Within the entire text, the legend provides the narrator 
and the forty-year-old man with a link to the past, to their heritage and roots. This is 
expressed in various ways: physically - when the latter sits on the ruins of the chapel 
upon whose walls there had been a painting of Pekalov; and psychologically and 
mentally - as the narrator attempts to access Pekalov through genetic memory whilst 
in a delirious state, in a bid to preserve his own ancestry. 
The Pekalov legend is the first narrative in the text, and it is only towards the end of 
this narrative that its legendary status becomes clear. An unexpected meeting with the 
blind men, at a time when he has only one worker left on the tunnel project prompts 
Pekalov to ask them to help him. They begin their task, working hard and only 
3 1 Kireev refers to the legend in Utrata when discussing what he deems to be a 
'mood' of loss reverberating throughout the text: according to him the old legend 
'o)KHBaeT I10A I1epOM cOBpeMeHHoro I1HCaTeml, rrporneArnero Qepe3 KaTapcrrc 
YTpaThI'. Natal'ia Ivanova's article in response to Kireev only refers to the legend in 
Utrata in order to substantiate her lengthy defence of the portrayal of the 
'shestidesiatniki' in Odin i odna. Yet she mistakenly designates it as a parable, 
revealing her lack of interest in the question of form for the purpose of her present 
discussion. R. Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez .. .'. Natal'ia Ivanova, 'Illiuziia obreteniia', 
Literaturnaia gazeta, 1 April 1987, p. 4. 
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stopping now and again to offer prayers heavenwards. A description of how they 
worked diligently and dislodged a final boulder in the tunnel is abruptly interrupted: 
B CTapOH ypaJIbCKOH JIereH)le :no oco6euHo YllHBmIJIO: 
CJIeIIble JIy'frne H Ha,[{e)KHee ,[{pyrux 3aBeprnaWT .LWJIO. 
B Bap"aHTe IICTOPIUI rrO,[{Korra rrO)l YpaJI 3aKaH'fIIBaJIaCb TeM, 
'fTO OTeu II rrpOUBeTaWlII;lIH 6paT XBaTaJIII TIeKaJIOBa H, )J.a6bl 
He pomlJI lIM», Yllp»TblBaml ero HaBcer,[{a B KaKYIO-TO 
xu6apKY C Ha,[{3upaWlII;eH CTapYXOH - BU,[{ CCbIJIKU. ECJIJI lie 
BII)l JIe'feHII». 32 
Hence the reader is clearly faced with the knowledge of the fictional, legendary status 
of the narrative. Not only that, but the traditional belief that blindness is a disability 
that often impairs a person's sense of direction is shown to be misplaced in this case. 
The legend emphasises an unorthodox turn of events and in this lies the means by 
which the legend will be remembered. Unusual occurrences capture the imagination 
and easily become incorporated into popular narratives of a community. In this way a 
story becomes transformed into a legend that is transmitted from one generation to the 
next; legends then transcend the time frame in which they were born. The first 
32 Utrata in Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990), 290-351 (p. 307). Further 
references to this publication of the story will appear in the main body of the text in 
parentheses. 
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variation of the conclusion to the legend, in contrast, emphasises how a sense of 
closure can be a distinct part of a narrative - past time remains firmly at a distance and 
sinks into oblivion. The closure is reflected on a spatial level by the exile of Pekalov in 
a small hut at a distance from his home. 
There is an important description of how Pekalov became a saint, including one 
significant comment, directly referring to Soviet ideology. The narrator muses over 
the process of how sainthood was achieved: '(KaK CKa3aJlll 6bI CeH'iaC, "3a Bomo K 
n06e)J,e"), (307). This passage then ends with the following statement on legends: '11 
caM IIO ce6e 6bIJI TIeKaJIOB BIIOJIHe )f(HBbIM 11 rpemHhIM, H .JlI1Illh B (lmHa.Jle 
JIereH)J,bI 06HapY)f(HBaeTCSI JIHTepaTypa, )J,e.JlalOmaSl IIOIIbITKY, KaKHX MHoro: 
C.JlenHTb 06pa3 C6flm020, B)J,pyr, MO.Jl, npmKHBeTcSI' (307). 
This next variant of the conclusion to the legend, in which Pekalov becomes a saint, 
prevents the closure of the text in one time frame, for he has overcome time by 
becoming a legendary figure. Not only does this variant reveal the ease with which 
narratives change as they are communicated from one generation to the next, but also 
once more highlights the typical nature of literary stereotypes. In comparison to 
socialist realist texts in which the narrative remains purely in future time, by having an 
unorthodox but understandable character who is fully engaged in his life in the present, 
the story can 'nepeKpH'iaTb BeK, a TaK)f(e BeK )J,pyroH, 11 TpeTI1H, 11 IISlThlH' (307). 
Although the socialist realist hero is also given 'obraz sviatogo', this type of hero has 
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unobtainable, suprahuman characteristics that are far removed from the present day, 
and therefore the hero remains just an image without eternal characteristics. 
The reasons behind the incorporation of the legend in Otstavshii are diverse, ranging 
from a heightened expression of Gena's feeling of being left behind the times, to a 
form of commentary on the nature of legends themselves in an extension of the 
discussion in Utrata. As examples from the different narrative levels of the text will be 
looked at in some detail, an outline of the text is required: firstly, in the present-day 
narrative the protagonist's father repeatedly tells his recurring nightmare to his son 
Gena; secondly, the Ural legend of Little Lesha - the boy who had the gift of finding 
gold - is retold intermittently and with varied interpretations and embellishments; and 
finally the protagonist, Gena, himself describes how in his student days he reworked 
the legend, endowing it with his own tortured feelings and experiences. 
Gena's life in the present is significantly absent from the narrative, emphasising the fact 
that he is locked in the past. The only reference to the present is when he answers the 
telephone calls made by his daughter and by his father who both appeal for his help 
and sympathy, as mentioned in Chapter 2. He does his best to provide some 
consolation from his position in the present: 
3BOROK OTua (H3 IIOKOJIeRH» .LlO MeR») H 3BOROK .ll.01.{epl1 (113 
IIOKOJIeHH» IIOCJIe), RaKaThIBa»Ch, BCTpe1.{HhIMH BOJIRaMH 01111 
raC»T .ll.pyr .Llpyra. Ho Ha KaKYlO-TO ceKYH.LlY 06e TpCJIH 
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3BYQaT B MORX YII1aX O,LJ;HOBpeMeHHO, COBrraB II 3aMKHYBII1IICb 
Ha MOeM "jf", CJIOBHO 6bI ,LJ;aTbI rrpeBbIII1e 3aKJIlOQeHHOM Me)f( 
HIIMII )f(II3HII II rrOTOMY 3aTMeBalOT II CJIOBHO 6bI "jj" II eCTb 
rrpOCTeHbKoe 3aMbIKaHIIe ,LJ;ByX B3alIMOBCTPCQIlbIX ClIrllaJlOB 
rrpOII1JIOrO II 6Y.L1.yrn;ero. (7) 
The way in which Gena's sense of 'self is extinguished by the calls from the past and 
the future generations highlights the extent to which a depiction of his own personal 
life in the present is absent from the text. The time frame of the narrative is firmly 
based in Gena's youth, and also in the legend of Lesha as an expression of Gena's 
emotions. In tum this absence reveals how fragile Gena's sense of self actually is, and 
the reason for this may be his fixation on his past to the detriment of his engagement 
with the present. On this level Gena is a closed character, diametrically opposed to the 
eternal legendary character. 
Yet on another level, the legend of Lesha keenly reflects the feeling of both Gena and 
his father that they have been left behind by the times. In his youth, Gena was too late 
in handing over his manuscript to Tvardovskii at the Novyi mir offices, and thereby 
lost his chance of joining the ranks of well-known writers of the time as, by the time he 
was ready to submit the manuscript, the editor had already been ousted from his 
position. Gena's father's dream is evidently an unconscious manifestation of his 
feeling that he has been left behind the times: the truck full of people departs, leaving 
him alone, attempting futilely to dress and chase after them. This feeling is reflected in 
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the legend - the gold-digging arIel' need Lesha to be left alone as, when he is alone, 
he intuitively sleeps where gold is lying underground. Yet Lesha is desperate to catch 
up with the arIel' members for some human comfort: 
Erop <Pe.l:vmq OXOTHO 6paJI ero B apTeJIb ... II )1,a)J(e nOMoramI 
eMY ll)1,Tll, eCJIll KpYTH3Ha HJIH 6po)1, peKH. Ho pamlHM yTpOM 
COMJIeBIIIerO B TerrJIe ... OHll 6pocaJIll ero II yXO)1,HJIll Bnepe)~. 
OH, 6e)1,HblH, Y)J(acaJICSI, rrpOCblnaSlCb, Be.l1.b 011 llM Tenepb CHOll, 
Be.l1.b OHll Bpo.l1.e 6bI JIa.l1.SlT, rOBopSlT C HllM Tenepb KY)la 
JIaCKOBee -.l1.a KaK )J(e OHll CHOBa ero 6pocalOT? 3a qTO?! (231) 
Unlike in Utrata, in which the legendary nature of Pekalov's life is only discussed 
towards the end of that first narrative, in Otslavshii the legend is introduced early on 
and its status is continually reiterated in the text. Lesha's gripping fear when left 
behind by the group is understandable, and renders him a hero to be pitied. The 
harshness of his life is epitomised in the cruel breaking of his hands by two rogues and 
the subsequent lack of attention he receives to help mend them, resulting in their 
permanent disfigurement. However, a form of compensation is given: 'a rrOTOM 
OKa3anOCb, qTO 60r .[(an eMY He06bIKHoBeHHblH .l1.ap - YMeHlle HaXO)1,llTb 
30noTo' (10). This inexplicable phenomenon transforms his life to an extent, in that 
he is treated and fed more humanely by the arIel '. In this way, as mentioned in the 
previous chapter, Lesha lives in the tension of his present life: on the one hand he 
craves the warmth and attention of the arIel'; and on the other, he only gains their 
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approval when he is away from them locating gold. Yet the outcome is tragic: from 
greedy motives, a rival group have him killed (according to one version of the legend.) 
The explanation for Lesha's new-found gift introduces the expected supernatural 
phenomenon into the legend, yet is disputed by other conclusions that occur 
throughout the text. The various conclusions to the legend are significant on several 
levels. 
In one variant, the men who killed Lesha are turned to stone, and grandmothers are 
said to threaten their children with their figures on the hillside when they misbehave. 
Uncertainty surrounds whether Lesha was really able to 'hear' (find) gold with his 
crooked hands, or whether in fact he had found gold before his hands were damaged. 
Other conclusions to the legend either said Lesha's hands were broken once more and 
he lost his gold-finding gift, or ended with Lesha being left behind by the arIel' for 
ever. Emphasising Lesha's habit of being left behind by the gold-diggers, one story 
has him mistakenly follow some church robbers thinking that they are the arIel'. The 
robbers become frightened by their persistent pursuer, eventually believing him to be 
an avenging angel. They climb down a steep rock-face to escape, but slip and suffer a 
slow, tortured death suspended on the rock face. Aircraft pilots occasionally point out 
the skeletons to their passengers, yet modify the story slightly. The two skeletons are 
said to belong to a man and woman whose romance ended drastically. The reason for 
the change of emphasis, we are told, is that '(JI)ereH.LJ.hI 0 JIl06BIf caMhlC )1<HByqlfC, 
XODI If He caMhle ClfJIbHhle' (41). 
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However, then a more prosaic variant is offered. Lesha mistakenly follows one robber 
and his horse, and when he eventually catches up with him, the robber threatens to kill 
him. However, Lesha's look of innocence saves him. The robber's murderous 
feelings are then turned on to his horse in a brutal slaughtering reminiscent of 
Raskol'nikov's dream in Prestupienie i nakazanie. These examples of the possible 
variations of the legend can be examined in a number of ways. Firstly, as the 
protagonist is a writer, the different conclusions keenly indicate a writer's 
manipulation of his material to suit his ideas and what he deems to be popular taste, 
such as the romantic tale about the skeletons. In this way literary stereotypes are 
reworked and present a transformed, new revision of the same text. On a second 
level, it is only when an attempt to overcome literary stereotypes is undertaken - when 
the demands and reality of the present are acknowledged, revealed and then put aside 
- that an 'eternal truth' can possibly be evoked. Hence it is only by engaging with 
current socialist realist literature that its stereotypical form can be overcome. This is 
also revealed in terms of characterisation. Gena can constantly rework the Ural legend 
in many different forms, but his loss of contact with his present life and refusal to live 
within its tensions engenders a closed, circular and purely 'unreal' life. The author 
appears to be suggesting that a person has to acknowledge their present-day reality 
and only then can they possibly gain an understanding of an 'eternal truth' about man's 
condition. In the next chapter, the concept of genetic memory provides a theoretical 
concept by which the past can be physically realised in the reality of the present on 
both spatial and temporal planes . 
• 
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The Holy Fool 
As noted above, Makanin depicts various individuals who have a touch of insanity, 
naive innocence or general quirkiness corresponding to some extent with the image of 
the holy fool. This phenomenon has been examined in many literary studies on 
Dostoevskii. 33 The holy fool behaves in an unorthodox fashion, challenging the rules 
and language of society: for example, wandering around naked or mixing foods 
together in an unsavoury manner. Many of the holy fool's actions are at first believed 
to be acts of folly, for they run counter to what man considers to be rationally 
acceptable. Yet with hindsight the holy fool is often said to have acted wisely, for 
some of the non-rational acts are seen as the most appropriate. A succinct definition 
of what constitutes a holy fool is unattainable - a fact that reinforces his/her position 
as disturber of stable, conventional forms. A distinction between madness, foolery and 
holiness is likewise uncertain, as can be seen in Makanin's texts. For example, Little 
Lesha in Otstavshii is a backward, traumatised boy with mesmerising blue eyes: 'B 
rJIa3aX ero BpeMeHaMH CTaHOBMJIaCb Heo6bI'IHaSl ro.rry6M3ua, .llCTCKMH 
ro.rry60H TYMau, rrpo KOTOPbIH rOBOpMJIM - TMxaSl .llYPb' (224). There is the 
33 I mention just two: Harriet Murav, Holy Foolishness: Dostoevsky's Novels and 
The Poetics of Cultural Critique (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1992); and 
Mikhail Bakhtin, Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics, edited and translated by Caryl 
Emerson (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984). 
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intimation that he is a holy fool, one who is gifted and used by the members of the 
arIel' because of this. 
As revealed above, Utrata contains various characters whose nature lies somewhere 
between the boundaries of mad, holy and foolish. Pekalov's obsessive drive to dig the 
tunnel under the Urals is a prime example. The tunnel itself has no purpose, but it is 
precisely this that contributes to his subsequent saintly status. At the beginning of this 
story Pekalov admits his low worth in comparison to his brother and father's success: 
'eMY, IIycTeJIbre, ,ll,a)l(e IIO,ll,KOII He ,ll,aeTC5I' (100). If there is any reason behind the 
project, then it appears to be Pekalov's desire to prove himself to his family. 
Pekalov's behaviour indicates that he is slightly mad: he sells his house to pay for 
material to shore up the tunnel roof and to fund his hired criminals' alcohol binges. 
The blind men he hires are confusing characters too. They agree to work for him once 
he has convinced them that they will be doing 'God's work'. Pekalov cunningly 
declares that divine inspiration is not required for work that appears to most people to 
be logical and worthwhile. Ironically, although they are blind it is precisely this 
disability that makes them the best workers, for they are unaware of their dark, 
dangerous working conditions. However, the narrative states that although they were 
hard workers they had no sense of direction, and erroneously keep digging in an 
upwards direction perilously close to the riverbed. One of the blind men then 'sees' a 
vision of the Virgin Mother's face in the earth, inspiring them to dig vertically, much 
to the consternation of Pekalov and his last remaining able-bodied worker. Yet the 
blind men are correct, for the tunnel has indeed reached the far side of the river. The 
blind men have what could be considered a saintly demise - one is crushed by a 
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boulder in the tunnel and the others drown horribly in the bog at the far shore. They 
call out for help but are not heard by earthly or even heavenly bodies. Pekalov, on the 
other hand, in one variant of the legend, is said to have ascended to heaven in the arms 
of two angels. This image is then immortalised on the wall of a chapel built by the 
entrance to the tunnel. Years later this mural can still be seen, and the legend of 
Pekalov is still narrated. 
There are other examples of the way in which unorthodox behaviour promotes a 
person's legendary status. In the same work, Alexander the Great's fame is 
mentioned. However, this has resulted not from expected quarters - such as victory in 
war - but is due to his attitude to memory and the past. Instead of taking some 
beautiful possessions with him on his travels, he destroys them so that there is no 
possibility of accidental damage. Earlier, at the beginning of Chapter 2, there is a 
description of how a Chinese doctor in roughly the seventh century eventually became 
legendary. He treated various people and was eventually called to cure the emperor of 
his headaches. He only became legendary, however, when he attempted to perform a 
lobotomy on the emperor without his prior consent. 
In the grim, fearful pages of Stol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine there are 
also a couple of characters who display unacceptable and almost obscene traits when 
they are before the inquiry. One old man becomes engrossed in picking his nose to the 
enormous disgust of the judges, and an invalid continually lets out piercing shrieks 
throughout the proceedings. Interestingly, both are dismissed and their inquiries are 
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summed up in an unusual manner: 'o6cyJICoeHue nOlUAO no HenpaeUAbllOMY nymu' 
(44). In addition to providing some much needed humour in the dark text, these 
characters are contemporary 'holy fools' who overturn convention and subvert the 
work of the inquiry.34 
The most important part of the holy fool image is precisely that: it is an image. Yet 
the socialist realist hero is also an image, but does not become an eternal figure 
hallowed through time. The difference, as mentioned above, appears to be that the 
socialist realist hero is only revealed in the closed time frame of the future and has no 
reference to the present day. The futuristic hero has suprahuman attributes that are far 
removed from contemporary time. In contrast, the holy fool is all too human and 
reveals this by his subversion of contemporary conventions. In Makanin's texts the 
legendary figures are 'laid bare' as subversions of the typical heroic figure, but in this 
lies the possibility of transcending the limits of historical time to portray the temporal 
dimension of man's condition. Man in the present has to engage with contemporary 
time fully in order to understand his condition. 
34 Rodnianskaia has also noted a similar figure in Laz - Kliucharev's mentally 
retarded son. I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi. .. ', p. 206. 
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Man's contemporary state 
Myths and legends do not form such a distinctive part of Makanin's narratives in his 
texts of the 1990s, which in part confirms Peterson's theory that they are constructs 
used primarily to overcome the literary constraints of socialist realism. There are two 
texts, however, which still engage with these genres, but with a different emphasis: 
they are contemporary legends and hence reveal the way in which the author's ideas 
have progressed in his attempt to present man's condition fully. One of the later texts 
that discusses myths and legends is the essayistic narrative Kvazi. This work brings 
together many of the ideas discussed in the dissertation: the collective pressure, history 
and the creative process, and hence it will be analysed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
The short story Tam byla para... incorporates a contemporary myth that gives a 
possible indication of a change in Makanin's ideas. The text concerns a probably 
middle-aged man's frequent visits to a group of young students in what appears to be 
an attempt to preserve his youth.3s He sits quietly listening to their conversations 
about pop music, religion and the question of good and evil. The title evokes the 
fairy-tale genre, but the story is very much concerned with present-day reality. It 
refers to a young couple in the group who are separated by the boy's suicide. 
35 Tam byla para ... , Novyi mir (1991:5), 83-92. References to this publication will 
appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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The narrator, the older man (,muzhik' as they call him), has taken the place of another 
man who used to frequent the group, and who is now a legendary figure amongst 
them. He was a spy involved in espionage for several countries, and finally ended his 
days living outside Moscow with a religious old woman. Previously he had lived near 
to where the young people gathered and would call round, drink a lot of strong wine 
and then proceed to forget where he was. Yet he would become extremely nervous at 
his disorientation, believing that any small slip on his part could lead him into danger. 
Again the legendary figure, although previously of some significance as a spy, is 
reduced to a babbling fool and lives with an old woman in a similar fashion to Pekalov 
in his legend. The main difference, however, is that the spy is a contemporary figure 
and thus is not incorporated into the text as a means of connection with a distant, 
historical past. The inclusion of the spy reiterates the process of how a society or 
group establishes a legendary figure: an unusual person disappears from a group 
setting and is recalled by those who remain. His distinguishing characteristics are 
remembered and become the focus of the recollection: 
)l{liBoro ORII ero CKOPO 3a6bIJUI. Ho o6pa3 ero Bce 
YCHJUlBamI II YKPYIIHjJJUI, ,llOTjJrIIBa» ,llO JIereH,llbJ. 
- A BIIJJ:HO, MaTepbIH: 6h1JI llilllIOH! A KaK fIopTBeHH IIIlJI B 
CBOIl BoceMb,llecjJT! (85) 
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Hence, as discussed in the previous section, it is the image of the person that is 
important, and this cannot be realised whilst the person is still alive. Therefore a 
problem is revealed at the heart of Makanin's desire to depict a complete picture of 
man's condition. By incorporating myths and legends into his texts, the author is 
engaging with temporal dimensions to present a fuller picture of man in and through 
time. Yet although his legendary figures introduce an image which represents human 
characteristics for that specific past time period, the image is by its very nature 
disengaged from the 'here-and-now'. All that the legendary characters can do is 
inspire contemporary man to engage with his life in the present as they did in past 
time. Only then is there the possibility of man understanding his heritage and the full 
implications of his actions for the future. 
However, the student suicide reveals that contemporary time has its own hardships in 
which a person can become totally immersed. By incorporating a legendary character 
from the very recent past, this text may be implying that man in the present has almost 
lost all links with his distant heritage; he can only engage with the difficulties before 
him. His understanding of the present, let alone the past, is becoming fainter. 
Everyday concerns are overwhelming and cannot always be resolved. 
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Conclusion 
There is a noticeable change in Makanin's prose as he moves from incorporating 
parable to the inclusion of myths and legends as a separate narrative level within his 
texts. The author attempts to overcome the socialist realist canon by 'laying bare' the 
use of myths and legends so as to reveal a transcendental picture of man's condition 
through and in time. However, this proves to be a more difficult task than expected, 
as man in his contemporary life cannot fully engage with the image of man depicted in 
myths and legends. The image of the holy fool may provide the impetus for 
understanding man's condition, but it can do no more than reveal the necessity of 
living fully in one's own contemporary time period. The time frames of the past, 
present and future may be placed side-by-side within the one text in order to depict a 
fuller picture of man's condition through time, yet each time frame ultimately remains 
separate from the other. The concept of genetic memory, however, attempts to unite 
them more closely, and in so doing reveals man's condition in the present to be more 
fragile than originally thought. Bondarenko stresses how, in his use of myth and 
parable, Makanin reveals the 'gologo cheloveka' with the earth firmly beneath his 
feet. 36 Although, as will be shown in the next chapter, the earth is itself beginning to 
shift: contemporary life is no longer the stable reality man believes he can comprehend. 
36 V. Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd .. .', p. 192. 
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CHAPTER 4 
'Through the Looking Glass': a reflective view of the concept of genetic memory 
'''Living backwards!" Alice repeated in great astonishment. "I've 
never heard of such a thing!" 
"- but there's one great advantage in it, that one's memory works 
both ways." 
"I'm sure mine only works one way," Alice remarked. "I can't 
remember things before they happen." 
"It's a poor sort of memory that only works backwards," the Queen 
remarked. ' I 
In Makanin's aim to present a full and realistic picture of man's condition, to combine 
the essence of man revealed through the tension the individual feels within the 
collective and the transcendental nature of man expressed in myths and legends, the 
concept of genetic memory emerges as a unifying construct. Yet the construct itself 
begins to question, and is questioned by, the reality it is trying to define. 
Memory, as a repository of past events, is inextricably linked with our conceptual and 
rigid time frames of the past, present and future. Both an emphasis on and a denial of 
memory have long played an important role in Russian and Soviet society under 
various guises. Tainted by political, ideological and nationalistic interests, memory has 
been used in tum by the Slavophiles, the Communists and, more recently, by the 
1 Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, and what Alice found there (London: 
Macmillan, 1971), pp. 87-8. 
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extreme, unofficial society Pamiat '. Whether those concerned advocate a return to 
the heritage and traditions of the past, or a denial of the past through striving to attain 
an ideal future, each group has failed to visualise what Epstein termed the 'trinary 
system of time' - the interlinking nature of past, present and future. 2 Literature has 
followed suit, failing to recognise these temporal connections; as shown in the 
previous chapter, works written in the socialist realist vein either falsely glorified past 
events, such as the Revolution, or depicted utopian societies. The 'village prose' 
movement idolised past communities and traditions in its opposition to technological 
progress and the destruction of the countryside. However, a less rigid approach to 
memory and time has made its gradual appearance in literature alongside a more 
truthful and less politically oriented portrayal of Soviet society. Iurii Trifonov, for 
example, is a well-known author whose concern with memory is interconnected with 
the nature of guilt and compromise in Soviet society. In Drugaia zhizn " Sergei's 
widow recalls her husband's interest as a historian in making a connection between the 
different time periods: '[O]H HCKaJI HHTH, coe,llHmmllHe rrpOllnoe c erue 60nee 
,n;aJIeKHM rrpOllJIhIM H c 6y,llyruHM'.3 Recent Russian postmodernist prose, 
however, reveals a highly fragmented world in which the loss of any sense of historical 
time engenders a tumultuous and illogical existence in the postcontemporary, in which 
a concept of memory has little meaning. 
2 M. N. Epstein, After the Future ... , p. xii. 
3 Iurii Trifonov, Drugaia zhizn' in Sobranie sochinenii v chetyrekh tomakh, 
(Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1986), II, 219-360 (p. 300). 
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Makanin's prose up to 1987 reveals an early interest in historical time and the way 
man has no control over its forward progression. The recurring image of time as a 
fast-running river sweeping man along in its current is a forceful, if somewhat 
traditional, metaphor. Georgii Bazhenov notes its frequent appearance in such works 
as Otdushina, Reka s bystrym techeniem and Portret i vokrug, in which fate's cold 
hand unites with time in an often destructive union: "'['CPOM - BPCMjI" 3)J,CCb 
6opb6a cTpacTeii II xapaKTepOB, II3 KOTOpoii, YBbI, BpeMjI BhlIIIJIO 
no6e)J,HTeJICM' .4 Kurchatkin also notes an interest in a sense of time in the Makanin's 
collection Starye knigi, which the critic deems to be unusual in prose of that time. 5 As 
shown in the previous chapter, Makanin's later, more intricate prose takes his ideas 
beyond these stereotypes, reflecting the difficulty contemporary man has in recognising 
the links between past, present and future - a theme that is of particular resonance in 
the stasis oflate Soviet society. The recurrent form of the concept of genetic memory, 
discussed in some detail in Utrata, develops the analysis of the connection between the 
time frames. The term itself implies a genetic code that is passed down to the 
members of a particular socio-cultural body from generation to generation; a form of 
cultural memory. This code allows the accessing of one time frame by someone in 
another - for example, a person in the present can access another person in the past. 
4 Georgii Bazhenov, 'Reka po imeni Vremia', Pod"em (1981:3), 153-6. This article 
is a review of the three monographs Portret i vokrug, Kliucharev i Alimushkin and Na 
zimnei doroge - see bibliography for details. 
5 A. Kurchatkin, 'Ostanovit' sia, oglianut' sia ... " p. 190. 
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A more unusual angle noted in Makanin's prose is the idea that memory does not just 
work backwards but can be projected into the future too. Lewis Carroll's White 
Queen humorously questions our preconception of memory only working backwards, 
and the way we have rigidly organised the structure of time. The Queen's recollection 
of events in reverse overturns our conventional chronological ordering from the cause 
through to the effect, and thereby questions whether the concept of time itself is 
invariable. Genetic memory reflects this questioning and is the means - the 
metaphorical instrument - used to gain entry to other time spheres. This has a spatial 
analogue on another level in Makanin's prolific use of tunnels, man-holes and 
labyrinths which enable the characters to reach another physical place and a 
metaphorical past and future. It is through the concept of genetic memory that we see 
the full correlation of spatial dimensions, emphasised previously in the relations 
between the individual and the collective, and temporal dimensions, revealed in the 
incorporation of myths and legends, into the same idea: the portrayal of the 
contemporary condition of man. 
Returning briefly to Trifonov's Drugaia zhizn', the protagonist Sergei is portrayed as 
researching a similar idea: '3aKo)lHpOBaHHoe, nepe)lalOmeec» c reHaMI1 
omymeHlle npWiaCTHOCTH K 6eCKOHe1fHoMY p»)ly'.6 Trifonov's historical 
narratives chronicle the Stalinist years, placing before the reader the morally 
compromised man who turned his back and consciously forgot the principles he 
advocated as a young man. However, there are several important points at which 
61. Trifonov, Drugaia zhizn' ... , p. 300. 
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Makanin's works differ from those of his predecessor. The younger author is not 
concerned with morals and judgement of man's adherence to them, nor - to the same 
extent as Trifonov - with a covert portrayal of the injustices of the Soviet period. 
Neither, as revealed in Chapter 2, is he following the fervour of the 'village prose' 
writers in promoting all traditional beliefs regardless of any benefit to economic or 
social progress. It is also important to note that although it is termed 'genetic', 
Makanin does not stress or appear to give much attention to the implied understanding 
that this type of memory is passed through the genes from one family member to the 
next. In the quotation from Trifonov's text above, it is obvious that this author is keen 
to stress the historical connection from one generation to the next - an idea that 
appeared in other works of the same period. For example, in Valentin Kataev's 
Kladbishche v Skulianakh,7 the protagonist is not only interested in the similarities 
between himself and his forefathers, he is actually transformed into them in a past time 
period. Such topics were of considerable interest to writers during the Soviet period, 
for allowing the protagonist to travel physically through time enabled the writer to 
engage with ideas from the past that were not always condoned by the authorities. 
However, for Makanin, genetic memory is more a theoretical concept that plays a 
broader thematic and structural role in his texts: it is a point of contact for several 
ideas that reverberate throughout his texts, and the means by which a more open and 
universal depiction of life can be posited. 
7 Valentin Kataev, Kladbishche v Skulianakh (Moscow: Molodaia gvardiia, 1976). 
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The fact that the concept of a genetic memory only appears in Makanin' s later works 
indicates a progression towards the development of such an idea. Makanin has stated 
that genetic memory provides a means of describing human values and experiences 
that existed before the repression of individuality that took place under communism. 
These had been difficult to express in recent times due to the fact that the required 
feelings and thoughts of the collective were elevated and made more prominent than 
those of the individual. Genetic memory is a tool by which Makanin can refer back to 
past events and values when his own memory is insufficientR. The concept provides a 
way of visualising and theoretically living through the 'trinary system of time', a way 
of partially comprehending our heritage and future existence from our position in 
contemporary time. Genetic memory is an attempt to unite the increasingly 
fragmented nature of mankind throughout time, and by so doing reveals the 
approaching collapse of a coherent picture of man's condition altogether. 
Critics have paid little attention to genetic memory, only referring to it when 
discussing the separate narratives in the texts, and their references to the concept will 
be included when the relevant section of the text is under discussion. This overview of 
genetic memory will examine the specific literary references to the concept, examining 
them as reflections of temporal concerns - with reference to the past and the future 
from the set point of the present - and spatial concerns, i.e. the way in which the 
author presents their physical manifestation. Then in the second part of the chapter, 
8 These are all points made by Makanin when I questioned him as to the meaning of 
'genetic memory' in his texts. Interview held in Moscow in December 1994. 
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genetic memory will be taken as a metaphorical mirror for expressmg several of 
Makanin's recurrent concerns: the nature of the individual 'self (in an extension of the 
discussion in Chapter 2) and the function of narrative. 
Forward to the past 
Utrata provides the most comprehensive account of genetic memory, with significant 
sections of the narrative devoted to the idea. 9 The concept of genetic memory is 
introduced towards the end of the description of the Pekalov legend. It follows the 
last variant of Pekalov's demise and subsequent ascension to heaven, as discussed in 
the previous chapter. Chapter 4 of the text begins with the narrator's own 
understanding of genetic memory: 
ECTh MHeHRe, qTO COCT05lHRe 6pe,lla RCKJIIOlfHTeJIhHO, HO He 
RHTHMHO, a ,lla)l(e R neHHO KaK pa3 TeM, qTO lfeJIOBelfeCKOC 
3HaHHe caMoro ce6j{ TyT 06Ha)l(aeTC5I (BblCB06o)l(,llaeTC5I) 
lfyTh JIll He ,llO caMhlx rJIY6HHHhIX X0.l1.0B reHeTHlfCCKOM 
naMjlTH: ThI BMemaeIIIh 60JIbIIIe lfeM BMeCTRJI. ECTh MHCHRC, 
9 Utrata in Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990), 290-351. Page numbers refer to 
this edition and will be placed in parentheses after the quotation. 
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qTO B COCTOjlHllll 6pe)la, oCB060iK)leHllbIH, MOJI, OT ueH3ypbI 
CBoero BeKa, TbI crroc06eH BocrrpllHllMaTb II crroc06en 
CJIbIllaTb rrpOllJIOe, MaJIO Toro - iKllTb llM. (318) 
Therefore, it is when the mind is in a state of delirium, when it has freed itself from 
everyday concerns and from consciousness that it is claimed to be possible to access 
genetic memory and thereby live in another time frame. As noted before in Chapter 2, 
it is the suspended point between two ideas/situations/concepts - here between 
consciousness and unconsciousness - that is, according to the author, the most 
creative moment for an individual. Genetic memory is essentially another 'laying bare' 
technique, but one which allows the fullest expression of man's state throughout time. 
Imagining the presentation of the concept in the form of a cross, it is the point at 
which the suspended spatial point on a horizontal plane, when time stands still, 
intersects with the vertical plane of progressing historical time. Hence it fully unites 
the time frames of past, present and future which were shown in the previous chapter 
to remain isolated. However, not everyone is able to free themselves from 
consciousness sufficiently to be able to access genetic memory: 'I1aCTO}{IIlee ne 
oTrrycKaeT qeJIOBeKa TaK rrpocTo; HaCTOjlIllee - uerrKo' (318). The hospitalised 
first-person narrator encounters two fellow patients in the trauma ward: firstly, the 
pill-popping 'tabletochnik' who consistently imagines himself to be a lightning 
conductor, thereby revealing no interest in accessing the past or future and 
encountering other people. A second patient, we are informed, has 'BIJOJIHC 
cOBpeMeHHbIH II )lOBOJIbHO pacrrpocTpaHeHHblH C,lJ.BlIr: OH CqllTaJI, qTO Bce 
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qaCbI IICIIOPTIIJIHCb II qTO IIX Ha,110 YHlIqTo)KIITb, 1I60 OHIi 1l0Ka3hIBalOT 
HeBepHoe BpeMSI' (326). To prevent him from systematically destroying all clocks in 
the vicinity, the first-person narrator draws pictures of clock faces on paper for the 
second man to rip up, which he does with immense satisfaction. This second patient is 
fully absorbed in his paper clocks, and although his acknowledgement of time-pieces 
as a fallible, human construct could be seen as a prerequisite to accessing genetic 
memory, he is not sufficiently free from his activity in the 'here-and-now' to do so. 
Such action denies the person access to genetic memory, keeps him firmly locked in 
contemporary time (and spatially confined in a mental hospital), and therefore he is 
unable to engage with the past or future. 
The first person narrator tells of his own wish to connect with the legendary Pekalov 
from the past - someone he remembers learning about since childhood. The narrator 
makes several attempts, but unfortunately genetic memory is silent: 
TOr,lla-TO, BOCCTaB, [JlereH,lla] H B3S1JlaCb MeHSI MaHHTb, 
rrpeCJle,ll;OBaTb. JI XOTeJl B Hee B)KHTbCSI, }I XOTeJl TY,ll;a, B TOT 
MIIP, K TeM rrpOCTeD;KIIM mO,llSlM (reHeTIiKa rrhlTaJlaCb 
BpaqeBaTb!), HO TyT )Ke C6I1BaJlC}I, He rrOrra,ll;aJI H BHOBI> 
Bo06pa)KaJl ce6S1 KpY)KaIIIHM o,llHo06pa3Ho, BOIlHCTBeHHhIM 
'JIKOM'. (320) 
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Genetic memory appears to be an unstable entity which is difficult for the narrator to 
access, and instead he imagines himself to be a Yak -77 fighter plane with a shot-
through wing. 10 Unlike the two other patients, the narrator was able at least to begin 
to access genetic memory, yet on this occasion he was unable to meet Pekalov. 
Several of the prerequisites to access the past, as understood in this text, then become 
clearer. The narrator states ''{TO OHO, rrpomJlOC, 3aMOJl'{aJlO BO MHe Ky;(a 
paHbme, '{eM H 3TO OC03HaJl' (321), thereby indicating that a person needs to retain 
a continuous sense of, and connection with, the past. Secondly, in a further link with 
the title of the text, the narrator finally understands that he must make his feelings of 
pain and loss universal by informing those around him of his condition. It is these 
flashes of knowledge that then allow the past to come closer and he eventually finds 
himself in a tunnel, with Pekalov digging furiously in front of him. The latter character 
appears quite dismissive, declaring that he has no time and rhetorically asking what the 
narrator wants from him. Pekalov then turns away and continues his work. It is not 
clear why the narrator accessed the legendary figure at this point in the construction of 
the tunnel rather than when it has been completed; the reasons for Pekalov's lack of 
interest also remain unclear. A feasible interpretation is that both characters are still in 
the process of tunnelling/trying to access other time periods, without having 
completed/successfully engaged with their project/the past. Pekalov's lack of desire to 
lOA link can be seen here between the damaged wing of the plane and the arm that 
Pekalov loses after the collapse of the tunnel. Possibly, in attempting to unite with 
Pekalov through genetic memory, the narrator is only able to attain partial communion 
with him, in the form of a similar physical loss. 
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talk could indicate his own complete absorption in his work, an activity that generates 
legends around him. However, the two prerequisites to accessing genetic memory -
retaining a sense of connection with the past and accepting feelings of loss in the 
present - are the significant part, and need to be examined further due to the number 
of times they are reiterated through the presentation of associated images in the text. 
The first prerequisite to accessing genetic memory to be examined is the 
acknowledgement of a feeling of loss. In relation to the previous chapter, man must 
first engage with the feelings of loss in the present, in order to then be able to distance 
himself from the present and relate fully to other time periods. As expected from the 
title, the whole text reverberates with instances of loss which exist on different levels -
for example physical, spiritual, material and mental. For Kireev, its expression is of a 
particular nature: ':lTO JIHmb HaCTpoeHHe YTpaTbI, HO He ee H.l1:ejl'.l1 On a basic 
level there are cases of a physical loss: for example, Pekalov loses an arm when 
removing the final boulder at the exit to the tunnel. On a different narrative plane, 
there is a description of a family gathering which introduces Uncle Kesha, who lost his 
arm in the war. The blind men symbolise the greatest degree of physical loss yet have 
learnt to overcome their loss of sight. In terms of material loss, Pekalov sells his home 
and possessions in order to fund his project. A first-person narrator meets with a 
childhood friend and although they do not wish to discuss the present, they both have 
similar tastes and express various examples of loss in the form of abstinence: neither 
drinks alcohol or coffee, and instead both only partake of mineral water. Another 
11 R. Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez utratu ... '. 
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example of a loss of sustenance is found in the final section when the forty-year-old 
man returns to the ruins of his native village: when the villagers deserted their homes, 
the birds struggled to find food, and even the former abundance of insects in the 
houses began to wane. The birds' shrieks at their loss were apparently heard for some 
time. 
Spiritual loss is portrayed too: the boy-guide mocks the blind men's spirituality when 
he mischievously leads them to a convent when they need a secluded place in which to 
relieve themselves; Pekalov uses spirituality to his own ends when hiring the blind men 
by deceit, thereby revealing his loss of belief; the chapel which celebrates Pekalov's 
ascension to heaven lies in ruins; and Pekalov's sanctification is itself a mockery, for 
he is essentially an obsessive rogue. 12 There are numerous examples of mental loss 
such as madness (the tunnel worker Timka) and delirium (the ward patients), loss of 
senses due to alcoholic consumption (the forty-year-old man and the tunnel workers) 
and of course loss of memory - those at the family gathering are desperately trying to 
prevent their relatives from forgetting them once they have died. Indeed, an ironic 
example is presented: Uncle Serezha's widow does in fact forget him, for she fondly 
recalls a husband with the same name, but one who is not evil and unkind as Serezha 
was in his lifetime. It is this final loss which is one of the most important and the one 
which resounds throughout the text: man's inherent desire to avoid being lost to 
12 On the other hand, Pekalov can be taken to represent a 'holy fool' as revealed in 
the previous chapter. 
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oblivion. Only through memory can man overcome the transience of life and be 
remembered eternally. 
Turning to the second prerequisite for accessmg genetic memory, vanous images 
appear in the text to reveal how man can deal with the past, and these highlight the 
importance of respect and preservation of our cultural heritage. Firstly, there is a 
short passage concerning Alexander the Great and his journeys. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, a parable describes how the great man would rather smash some 
valuable vases to pieces than have them damaged upon his travels. This is commented 
upon in the text: 'MbI HMeHHO TaK )f(HBeM, oT6paCbIBa}l, a TO H pa16Hpa}l 
rrpOIIIJIOe, - JIerKHe, MbI XO,[(HM B CBOH rroxo,[(bI, e,[(HM, JIhCM, JIOKa He 
XBaTHMC}I H He 3aBorrHM: yTpaTa, ax, YTpaTa!' (326). In contrast to this, the 
narrator introduces a man who comments on a second way of dealing with the past: 
'[rr]pOillJIOe ,[(OJl)f(HO BcrrapxHBaTb caMO c060ii, KaK IITHua' (327). Following 
this declaration, there is a description of an old man who takes out a bird from his 
pocket. Although the bird has no damage to its wings, it refuses to flyaway when put 
down on the ground. A possible interpretation is that those who are unable to retain a 
sense of connection with the past are unable to rise up above the present time period 
and access the past or future. The birds that search for food amongst the ruins in the 
final section of the text also have the same verb 'vsparkhivat" describing their 
movements: they are calling out to express their feelings of loss. 13 It is important to 
13 Bird imagery can be found in other texts too, and appears to represent spontaneity 
and freedom of the spirit. For example, in Slol. pokrytyi suknom i s grajinom 
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be open to engagement with the past, whatever the issues and difficulties a person 
faces in contemporary life. Otherwise one remains fixed in the time frame of the 
present, gradually losing a sense of historical existence. 
Although the middle-aged man is attempting to connect with the past by visiting the 
village, he expresses his feelings of loss through artificial means. 14 His way of losing 
consciousness (the necessary state to access genetic memory) is through heavy alcohol 
consumption, and therefore he is unable to experience feelings from the past and gain 
any sense of 'roots'. The fact that he has no name, noted previously as a common 
feature in Makanin's texts, indicates that he is a typical example of contemporary man 
and could represent anyone at all. Neglect of the past, as seen in the village ruins and 
the dilapidated state of the headstones, leads to oblivion. 1 S As the Piskunovs point 
poseredine the young students subjected to drug treatment in the psychiatric hospital 
express a hatred of birds which, we are informed, is a common reaction to their state 
of mind. 
14 For an assessment of the forty-year-old man as a disillusioned representative of the 
shestidesiatniki whose ideals do not match those of contemporary society, see 
Ivanova's response to Kireev's article: 'Illiuziia obreteniie .. .'. 
15 Images of ruins appear in several texts. Zarnowski has pointed out how the 
emptiness of the once bustling halls of Dom kino in Portret i vokrug is compared to 
that of a ruined building. The dangerous streets of a futuristic Moscow depicted in 
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out, genetic memory can be found in the ruins, it is where contact with the past can be 
made, yet this contemporary man is not sufficiently aware to be able to engage with his 
heritage. 16 
What is important is the information that a person needs to recognise that he must 
keep the past and its associated feelings 'alive' within himself Kireev phrases this in 
spiritual terms: it is only through the 'penKOH HHTeHCHBHOCTH nYXOBHoe 3peHHe' 
that man can change. 17 When this happens, he can access the past and legendary 
figures and thereby engage with his heritage and have a greater understanding of the 
human condition. To summarise, in this instance genetic memory functions as a 
possible means by which the narrator could physically meet with a legendary character 
from his childhood, and provides a point of contact between the many themes of 
memory, the past, digging, 'roots' and eternity. Although the narrator fails to make 
lasting contact with the past, the fact that he made an attempt to do so is the 
significant point; and this will be examined further in the second half of the chapter. 
Laz have many dilapidated buildings and vandalised telephone kiosks. See L. 
Zamowski, 'Makaninskii laz .. .', p. 181. 
16 S. i V. Piskunovy, 'V se prochee ... ', p. 46. Like Zarnowski after them, they point 
out the motif of ruins in other texts such as Po vest ' 0 Starom pose Ike and Porfrel i 
vokrug. 
17 R. Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez utratu .. .'. (This is the closest he comes to discussing 
the concept of genetic memory.) 
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Those who fail to keep close ties with their cultural heritage, such as the forty-year-old 
man, are doomed to a limited, closed existence in the present. 
Back to the future 
Makanin's two futuristic texts have been examined in terms of dystopian fiction, 
emphasising the spatial and temporal displacement in which the hope for a radiant 
future, a 'paradise', is revealed to be a regressive return to the savage past, a form of 
'hell' .18 Both texts, Dolog nash put' and Laz, are relevant to the current discussion as 
they have references, albeit short ones, to the concept of genetic memory.19 As 
mentioned in Chapter 2, the former begins with a futuristic narrative that comprises 
most of the text and follows a young man's trip to a synthetic meat factory in the 
steppe. This is the invention of a narrator and his friend Il'ia Ivanovich, two men who 
live in the present and have a common concern for the treatment of animals. 
18 See Sally Dalton-Brown's discussions of Laz and Dolog nash put' in her article 
'Signposting the Way ... '. 
19 Dolog nash put', Znamia (1991:4), 3-47; Laz, Novy; mir (1991:5), 92-133. 
Further references to these publications will appear in the main body of the text in 
parentheses. 
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Genetic memory is referred to twice at an early stage in the futuristic narrative, and is 
then decidedly absent from the remainder of the text. In the first instance, the young 
man is described as excited at the prospect of his trip to the factory. A sense of 
adventure awakens in him and also: '6bITb MO)l(eT, npocTo (110 reHeTllqeCKOH 
rraMjlTH) rrp06Y)l(,UaJI B HeM MOJIo,Uoro qeJIOBeKa 6bIJIbIX BpeMCH, cern 
COCTOjlHHeM rrOBbIlleHHOH rOToBHoCTH' (3). The time frames here are 
complicated: a person in the future can engage with a person in his past, and this story 
is the invention of two people in the present. 
The second reference to genetic memory appears soon after. The young man is 
familiarising himself with his surroundings and has the feeling that maybe something 
dangerous could occur. A feeling of deja vu is interpreted by him as genetic memory 
at work, a memory of someone in the past coming through into his (future) time 
frame. The young man 'YJIbI6HYJICjI, y,UHBJIHHCb u.eIIKOCTII reHeTIIqeCKOH 
rraMjlTH. HeT-HeT, H rrpOllJIOe O)l(HBaeT' (5). 
As the text progresses the reader gradually realises the extent of the author's ironic 
treatment of the protagonist, in a clear subversion of the familiar socialist realist hero. 
The possibility of the young man accessing genetic memory, according to the earlier 
prerequisites, is highly improbable: he is revealed to be completely naive and lacking in 
any intuitive or historical sense. 
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The young man is full of his own importance and on being told the need for secrecy 
surrounding his trip, he quickly deduces that this is a reflection of his own merits: 
3HalfHT, ero uemlT. 3HalfllT - Ba)l(HO. OIl llCIIbIThlBaJI 
nO.ll'beM. A KaK HHalfe?. )l{1l3Hb eCTb iKH3Hb, II BOT OIl, 
MOJIO.llOH lfeJIOBeK, pa60TalOIITllH B MocKBe, Ta.naIlTJIllBbIH, 
lfecTomo6HBbIH, JIeTln B KOMaH.llllpOBKY Ha HCnbITaTeJIbIlbIH 
nOJIHrOH, pacnOJIO)KeHHbIH r.lle-TO B JO)KHbIX CTemlX ... (3) 
The secrecy surrounding his trip and that of the location of the factory fail to register 
with the young man - he is too full of his own importance. The protagonist even 
imagines the possibility of fitting in a sexual liaison whilst he is busy conquering the 
land and inspiring the workers, all within the three days he is away: 
OR iK.lleT, B03MOiKRO, BCTpelJH C )KeHIIlHHOii - )J.a, )J.a! 3,n;eCb, y 
HHX, B CHny ceKpeTHOCTll perllOHa, JIJO.llH HeCKOJIbKO OTopBamll 
OT MHpa, H MeCTHble )KeHIITHHbI, K npHMepy, HeBOJIbHO 
OKaiKYTCg CTapOMO)J.HbI, He CJIHlIIKOM pa3BHTbI B CCKce (:HO 
ero B036Y)K.llaJIO!), II lfY.lleCHbIH cTapblH rOBop - KTO 3HaeT, 
BCgKajf nOc3.llKa B He3HaKOMble Kpajf KaK pO)l(.lleHlle. (3) 
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Even once he has begun his work and encounters the overwhelming stench of 
slaughtered cattle, the young man amusingly attributes the smell to hormones 
emanating from the men working together in close quarters. The horror the 
protagonist expresses once he learns of the real meat content in the 'vegetarian meat' 
is very entertaining. At no point does the young man think back to the past to recall 
the propaganda and deception of the masses during the Soviet period. His only 
reference to the past is in relation to the old-fashioned ways of the women, belying his 
belief in the progressive state he is helping to construct. He, like his Soviet forebears, 
is far too busy perfecting technology for the radiant future to be concerned with the 
present or the past. 
In terms of the spatial dynamics, the location of the factory in the steppe serves two 
purposes. Firstly, it parodies Soviet secret institutions, always located deep in the 
interior or in 'closed cities'. Secondly it emphasises the closed nature on a temporal 
level of Soviet and dystopian fiction which remains firmly locked in one time frame, as 
discussed in the previous chapter. There is no 'long road' out of the situation, only a 
continuation of the deceit and animal slaughter. 20 This is not a flowing narrative, 
propelled forward by its own momentum: the text is hesitant and full of staccatos. In 
the same way, the component the young man has invented is a time-saving device, and 
he meticulously counts off the seconds one by one that he has saved in the whole 
20 Dalton-Brown pays particular attention to the 'long road' metaphor, in the way its 
retrograde nature in dystopian fiction contrasts with the forward progression of 
utopian texts. See' Signposting the Way .. .', pp. 107-8. 
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production process. He even spends time watching videos of the process, halting the 
frames and finding 'lost' minutes. The sense of a new birth that the young man feels 
before he travels to the steppe is another temporal anomaly. In an attempt to hide his 
revulsion at the video images of the cows' slaughter, he rewinds the tape and watches 
them being 'reborn'. The natural cycle of life cannot be reversed, despite utopian 
ideas to the contrary. 
There are several possible interpretations of the inclusion of the genetic memory 
concept in this text. Firstly, as a literary construct, genetic memory reiterates the 
text's parody of socialist realist texts. The concept emphasises the loss of 
understanding of the 'trinary system of time': like the Soviet state, the time frame of 
the dystopian state is in a closed world that can only degenerate. The protagonist is 
too full of self-importance about the job before him, unable to entertain the thought 
that he is part of a huge deception on the same scale as in previous centuries. 
Additionally, the futuristic narrative reveals that the two characters in the present are 
concerned with the interlinking nature of the time periods, and are sufficiently aware of 
the need to remain engaged with one's heritage and the implications of contemporary 
life for future generations. Secondly, as a dystopian text, it is a warning: if future 
generations continue the same dismissal of historical time as the present generation, 
then there is likely to be a repeat of the totalitarian state and loss of individuality. 
However, the optimistic ending discussed in Chapter 2 possibly reveals that, in the 
author's opinion, there is still some hope for the future of mankind. 
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Laz contains one specific reference to genetic memory which is of significance in its 
clear linking of both spatial and temporal dimensions. Kliucharev, as detailed in 
Chapter 2, makes intermittent forays down the man-hole to visit the intellectuals who 
live underground, and to buy necessary equipment. He lives with his wife and retarded 
son Denis in a flat in the dangerous, murky streets of Moscow. In the relevant 
episode, having obtained some tools from the shops underground, he makes his way 
home only to find that his wife has left their son alone in the house. She has set off to 
continue digging the cave Kliucharev has devised as a future safe-haven for the family. 
Having reproached her and watched her return home safely, he then goes to the man-
hole again. This time, however, the man-hole has narrowed considerably: 'Ho 3aTO 
KJUOqapeB MO)J(eT omyrrbIBaTb 3eMJIJO Brrepe.llH ce6}{ pYKoii, MO)J(eT 
BTHCKHBaTb H H3rH6aTb OTCblpeBmee TeJIO, HCrrOJIb3Y}{ Ha Bce CTO npOI(eHTOB 
OrrbIT rr0J13ym;HX, reHeTHqeCKYJO rraM}{Tb BC}{KOrO rHymerOC}{ rr03BOHOqHOrO 
cToJ16a' (112). 
The narrowing of the man-hole indicates the uncertain state in which Kliucharev lives 
in the present, both in terms of the danger on the streets above and the possible loss of 
comfort from the underground haven. He is the link between these worlds, providing 
information to the intellectuals on the state of life above ground, and obtaining much 
needed medical and building supplies from below to make his life on the dangerous 
streets easier. 
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Kliucharev's concern for his friends, particularly the need to help a pregnant widow 
bury her husband, reveals his humanity and need to preserve the traditions of the past 
by remembering the dead. Kliucharev himself views his actions as being the result of 
unconscious urges outside of his present state, in a passage clearly linking the three 
time periods from his position in the future: 
t.ho IIO)leJIaTb, He CTOJIbKO HHTYHTHBHOC, CKOJIbKO 
IIO)lHHTYHTHBHoe, 3eMAflHoe MbIlIIJIeHHe, KOTopoe B6HpaCT 
qY)l(OH o II bIT , )la)l(e He )lOJIO)l(HB CBoeMY C06CTBCHIIOMY 
c03HaHHlo, - BOT qTO ero Be.ueT. KOJIej{ BeKOB. TIOJ13yqHC 
)lBH)I(eHHj{, KaK H 060)lpaHHOCTb (ofJIa)l(eHHocTb) IIJICq H 
KOJIeHeH, YCBoeHbI JIHllb Ha )laJIbHeM CTblKe C OIIbITOM 
Tblcj{qeJIeTHH; Tex TbICj{lleJIeTHH, KOr)la He 6bIJIO ern:e OnbITa 
qY)I(oro HJIH OIIbITa CBoero II 6bIJI JIHlIIb O,lJ,HH OlIbIT -
CHlOMHHYTHbIH. (10 1 ) 
In this respect the protagonist is a successor to the trauma patient in Vlrata, who is 
concerned enough about others' discomfort to put aside his own difficulties and try to 
help. Kliucharev represents one of the last remaining individuals to exhibit human 
compassion and respond to calls for help, and to express extreme anxiety at the 
contemporary state of mankind. In this way he is man's final hope, and therefore 
carries the weight of the centuries on his shoulders. As noted by Dalton-Brown, the 
numerous journeys in the text only lead to a confined space such as the cave the 
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protagonist is digging, or the bunker his friends inhabit. 21 However, the reference to 
genetic memory emphasises his links with other people, who in times past have 
struggled against enormous physical difficulties. Again, as is the case with Dolog nash 
put', there is an optimistic ending: the passer-by arouses Kliucharev from his slumbers 
and urges him to hasten home. 
These specific references to the concept of genetic memory in Utrata, Dolog nash 
put', and Laz provide detail concerning its nature and role within Makanin's prose. 
Theoretically speaking, genetic memory is the ability to move from one time period to 
another, living that time as if it were the present. This is possible when the mind is in a 
free state such as in delirium, and a person is conscious of the interlinking nature of 
time periods. In terms of its function, it provides a notion which contrasts and 
connects the three time frames, allowing Makanin wider possibilities of 
experimentation with existential themes and ideas. Man's position in one time frame 
such as the present is inextricably linked with man in the past and future. To 
understand man's condition to the best of one's ability, one needs to engage fully with 
the present and recognise the cumulative effect of past and future centuries of 
existence. Despite the frightening depiction of futuristic states, however, man's ability 
to recognise historical time and to attempt to remain in contact with it gives hope. 
21 S. Dalton-Brown, 'Signposting the Way ... ', p. 113. 
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Digging into the depths of past and future time 
The importance of the temporal and spatial dynamics revealed in Laz is also clearly 
highlighted in Utrata, particularly in terms of 'digging' from one point to another and 
from one time frame to another. 22 Obviously, Pekalov's tunnel in the first instance is 
an active attempt to move from one side of the river to the other within a constricted 
space. This act leads to his eternal memory in local legend and therefore prevents him 
being lost in oblivion. Another example is the first-person narrator's description of his 
childhood stay at a blind people's home, which begins with the words: 'EcnlI Konamb 
eme - MHe o~IIHHa~n;aTh neT' (330).23 The narrator is recalling his past. and 
through the use of the verb kopat' emphasises the effort involved in retaining links 
with the past, and links the memory to the blind men in the legend. 
22 The Piskunovs assess the digging motif as a further 'laying bare' technique. See S. 
i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee ... ', p. 50. 
23 Colin Dowsett specifically refers to genetic memory only in linking the blind people 
in the legend with the narrator's early visit to the blind people's home (p. 27). He 
implies the use of the concept when discussing the narrator's state of delirium as a 
means by which he moves into the time frame of the past (p. 24). See 'Postmodernist 
Allegory in Contemporary Soviet Literature: Vladimir Makanin's Utrata', Australian 
Slavonic and East European Studies, 4 (1990), 21-35. 
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A sharply nightmarish episode is described by the first-person narrator, one which 
reflects his attempt to meet Pekalov and which unites several other episodes in the 
text. 24 He is walking on crutches along the hospital corridor at night with the rain 
falling outside. His attention is arrested by the anguished face of a young girl in the 
window of the block of flats opposite (the 'crying child' discussed in Chapter 2). The 
narrator realises that he is the only person who can see and help her, so he carefully 
makes his way down the stairs and out of the hospital to the flats. However, on 
entering the building and climbing up the stairs, he finds that the arrangement of the 
floors is irregular, with half-floors and unexpected turns in the corridor that lead him 
to a strange place: an underground tunnel. This episode is then dismissed as an 
aberration and he begins his mission again, only to end up in a tunnel with the sound of 
water rushing above his head. This very bizarre episode, which seems to find the 
narrator in the necessary delirious state to access genetic memory, unites him with the 
Pekalov legend in two ways. Firstly, in its spatial dimensions: the corridors in both the 
hospital and the block of flats are enclosed spaces that are analogous to the tunnel in 
the legend. Effort is required in the corridors and the tunnel to yield the desired result 
and end point. Secondly, one of the blind men in Pekalov's tunnel believes he can 
'see' a vision of the Virgin Mother, inspiring him to dig upwards and eventually come 
out on the other side of the river. The narrator in a similar fashion is inspired by a 
face: that of the girl in the flat opposite. This spurs him on to a concerted effort to 
24 Stepanian views Makanin's whole prose as: '6Y.LlTO :lTO TBOR co6cTBeHHble CHbI 
Te6e paCCKa3bIBalOT. KaK Ha rrpReMe y rrCRXOaHaJIHTHKa.' T. Tolstaia and K. 
Stepanian, "' ... golos letiashchii...', p. 80. 
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reach her that actually leads to him accessing genetic memory, which he had earlier 
failed to achieve.25 He therefore overcomes the spatial and temporal restrictions of his 
life in the present. 
A further recurring image that links with the digging metaphor is that of the worm. 
Golosa is one of the earliest texts to introduce this image, and in this instance a short 
narrative describes how a man is abandoned in the hills, sinks down into the earth like 
a worm and comes face to face with God. Despite the man's protestations that he has 
led a blameless life, God reveals all his wrong-doings. The man writhes around as he 
faces his guilt and is disrnissively kicked by God as he walks off. The worm image 
here firmly places man as an insignificant creature on a world-scale, trying to avoid his 
feelings of guilt. In later texts, the worm image is introduced to represent those who 
are trying to overcome the temporal and spatial restrictions of their life in the present. 
In Laz, Kliucharev's movements as he wriggles and crawls through the constricting 
man-hole to reach the underground haven are contrasted with those of a worm: '11 Ht! 
MO:>KCT :>Ke KmoqapCB 11 TOt{HO nOJI3TH KaK qepBh; y qCJIOBeKa TeJIO npjlMOC' 
(112). Kliucharev, like the trauma patient in Utrata, is attempting to overcome spatial 
difficulties in his desire to help others. Obviously in Utrata, Pekalov and his men 
continually crawl in and out of the tunnel which in places is only just wide enough for 
25 There is a strong emphasis in the text on the ability to 'see': there is the blind man's 
holy vision in the tunnel; the blind men's ability to dig the tunnel in the dark, when 
others are too scared and cannot see; the narrator's awareness of the anguished girl; 
and the erasure of the inscription on the tombstones. 
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one man to pass through. 26 The worm metaphor indicates the overwhelming spatial 
difficulties encountered by a person who tries to engage with different time zones. Yet 
some, like Kliucharev, are not deterred by the physical impossibility or by the temporal 
constraints of their time. 
26 The Piskunovs also note the worm image in Utrata and Golosa in their discussions 
of the motifs of 'ruins', 'digging' and 'loss'. See S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee -
literatura ... ', p. 49. 
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The imperfect present 
The concluding section of Utrata, in which the forty-year-old man visits the now-
ruined remains of his childhood village, is the only lengthy part of the whole text to be 
concerned with the present. Viewing the village from the distance as his forebears 
would have done when they first came to settle in the area, he imagines that he is like 
someone from beyond the grave, a 'zagrobnik' (337). His visit can be viewed as a 
conscious attempt not to forget the past by means of physical contact with objects 
belonging to that past - he proceeds to find and touch the sunken iron bedframe in a 
ruined house and the gravestones in the local cemetery. However, such physical 
contact can be illusory. On his visit to the cemetery he tries to read the inscriptions on 
the various headstones. Yet some of the words and figures have been worn away and 
lost, and one inscription in particular stands out: 'HH HMeHH. HH )l,aT. Ha 
)J(ecnIHOM JIHCT01JKe COXpaHHJIOCb HeCTepTbIM TOJlbKO )l,JISIIIJ,eecj[ THpC ... l1 
60JIbilie HHlfero; caMa BelfHocTb' (350). He is too late to attempt a connection with 
the past for it has already sunk into eternal oblivion. He is not a 'zagrobni k', death 
cannot be defeated; he is a man firmly stuck in contemporary time. 
He then appears to come to his senses and dismisses his attempt to unite with the past 
as '3aHrpbIBaHHe C BelfHocTblO' (351). He has experienced no sense of cleansing 
nor felt any connections with his forebears and so hurries off to catch his train: 
')l,JIHTeJIbHOCTb BpeMeHH Y>Ke He 3aHHMaeT rrpHe3>KerO lfeJIOBeKa' (351). The 
train represents another means of movement between points in time and space, here 
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juxtaposing the past of his native settlement and the present of his own life, and thus 
concludes the whole text. Natal'ia Ivanova assesses this concluding section as: 
'pOCCbIIIb 3K3HCTeHDJ-laJIbHbIX 3HaKOB' in which man's loss of love and sense of 
emptiness is clearly revealed.27 
Deming Brown's assessment of Utrata emphasises the bleak side of the text: 'a 
sombre, brooding Makanin in what seem to be the depths of pessimism.'2l( The 
author's later prose reveals a desire to unite with the past and future in a mutually 
beneficial encounter, providing a sense of wholeness with the eternal nature of life and 
human existence. However, this is shown to be extremely difficult and an ideal which 
is practically impossible to realise. In this text the narrator eventually manages to meet 
Pekalov through genetic memory, but they fail to communicate fully. Colin Dowsett 
in his article on Utrata expresses this clearly: 
the central theme... is the existential anxiety generated in the 
individual as a result of the unbridgeable gap between past and 
present and the consequent loss of the sense of the integrality of life 
which only a full grasp of the past can bring.29 
27 N. Ivanova, 'Illiuziia obreteniia .. .'. 
28 D. Brown, The Last Years ... , p. 107. 
29 C. Dowsett, 'Postmodernist Allegory .. .', p. 22. 
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Dowsett suggests that Utrata provides a 'cynical indictment of truthseeking through 
communion with the past'. This view seems to me to be mistaken, for although the 
narrator is not able to commune fully with the past through genetic memory, this still 
remains an ideal that Makanin would strive to realise. The author can certainly be seen 
to be criticising the 'village prose' movement's idealisation of the past, for in this they 
fail to engage with the present and simply desire to return to past values. In the same 
way socialist realist texts depicted the perfect future ideal, and also failed to engage 
with contemporary time. As the quotation from the Rollberg interview in Chapter 1 
showed, the author is keen for people to understand the links between the different 
time frames. Therefore any attempt to understand the present and then take a step 
towards another age, here revealed through the concept of genetic memory, is to be 
commended. This reveals a sense of continuity with the past and future, and a better 
understanding of man's condition in the present. 
The inclusion of the concept in the dystopian texts aids an understanding ofMakanin's 
ideas. Despite the extreme uncertainty of life for Kliucharev, and despite the 
continuation of animal slaughter, both texts end with an element of hope. There is a 
sense of pessimism and foreboding in these texts, but it is not the final comment on the 
state of mankind. Makanin's protagonists have to acknowledge their inability to unite 
completely with the past and future - this is the nature of their anguished existence in 
the present - yet this does not preclude any attempt to do so. The fact that anguish 
can still be expressed, and the fact that man understands his precarious contemporary 
condition and is still trying to change it, implies that the complete loss of a sense of 
'reality' and 'history' has not yet occurred. In this way, man is just moving closer to 
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an abandonment to the knowledge that life is becoming a fragmented existence with no 
unifying philosophy to which one can adhere. 
Genetic memory, to summarise, is the means by which Makanin is able to link people 
in the past and future with those in the present, to try to overcome temporal 
restrictions. This is compounded and reiterated by a spatial analogy which provides a 
physical means of contacting individuals. Up to this point, the examination of genetic 
memory has centred around its use as a tool to present views of the present, past and 
future. It has provided a means by which all three time periods can be viewed as 
mutually affected and linked phenomena. However, simply to leave this intriguing 
concept here would be to disregard the extent to which other ideas of the author's also 
engage with this concept. Genetic memory is a point at which several main themes 
and structural forms unite, particularly the nature of individuality which, as revealed in 
Chapter 2, is lost altogether in later texts. 
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The placing of the mirror 
In their major article on the author, the Piskunovs stated the following: 
MaKaHlIH - npOTlIB 3epKaJla, npOTlIB paMhI, KOTOPOJI 
3epKaJlO OrpaHHQeHo. OH - "a-JIHTepaTypeH", H Bce ero 
TaBTOJIOrHQeCKHe yrro,[(06JleHml (,,)I(H3Hb KaK )l(H3Hb", "JUOJU1 
JIlO,[(H" , "rrpo BO ,[(bI " ) rrpoBo,[(bI ... pa3 
,[(eMoHCTpHPYIOT He)l(eJlaHHe nHCaTemI y,[(BaHBaTb, YMHO)l(aTb, 
"3epKaJllI3HpOBaTb" )l(H3Hb B xY,[(O)l(eCTBeHHoM Tpone. 30 
The Piskunovs then continue their discussion with a further analysis of how the author 
has tried to tum from stereotypical descriptions to archetypal ones. Whilst not 
wishing to detract from the good points made in this article, I believe it is precisely the 
image of the mirror which can aid a continuation of the discussion of genetic memory 
in relation to the image of the individual begun in Chapter 2. 
Taken further, genetic memory can be equated with a mirror that stands in the present 
and reflects into the past on one side, and into the future on the other. As in Through 
the Looking Glass, a person can step through the mirror into another time frame. 
30 S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee ... ', p. 52. 
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Hence the mirror can be seen, as can the concept of genetic memory, as both a spatial 
and a temporal construct. However, it also provides a clear 'reflection' of the author's 
ideas concerning characterisation, the way in which he has turned from stereotypical 
images to a depiction of 'live' characters. The mirror, in this instance, has changed 
from being an object that reflects two-dimensional, static images of people locked in 
one time frame, to an object that reflects three-dimensional images of people who 
engage with the contemporary reality before them and with the fullness of man's 
existence in and through time. Yet the mirror is revealing the author's fragmenting but 
still comprehensive image of a reality, a 'simulacrum', in which literary images of man 
still strive to engage with issues concerning man's condition. Looking at this in the 
author's familiar terms of a point between two ideas or conditions, the mirror is the 
suspended point between what can be interpreted as a fundamentally social realist and 
what can be understood as a postmodernist depiction of man's condition. This second 
half of the chapter will examine the issue of individuality, of the characters' 
understanding of 'self, and then move to the issue of the contemporary reality in 
which the' self can be realised. 
The question of a person's individuality appears, in Makanin's early prose, to be 
inextricably linked with, and partly a result of, childhood experiences. Even in his first 
works, there appear childhood reminiscences which attempt to reveal, in a 
psychologically naive manner, some reason for the protagonists' adult decisions and 
actions. In Priamaia liniia, for example, Volodia's hesitancy and lack of self-
confidence is shown alongside flashbacks to his hungry childhood and father's death in 
the war: 'TIoMHIO, B TOT rOJIO}l ... rrepBOKJIaCCIUlK ... }la, TaK H 6b1JIO ... Sf napnaJi 
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Tor.l1.a Ha npHrOpKaX .uHKOrO lfeCHoKY. '31 The reader is not surprised, therefore, 
when Volodia takes upon himself the blame for the fatal accident at the factory where 
their mathematical formulae are sent. Bezottsovshchina has ample opportunity to 
reveal the psychological damage the youths experienced prior to and during the years 
in the orphanage: 'y Hero 6bIJIH CBOH ClfeTbI C )J,eTCTBOM... nblIIIen ,Uo 
)J,Ba.uuaTHJIeTHerO B03paCTa He Mor 3aCbIIIaTb HOlfblO ClIOKOMHO, eCJIH B )tOMC 
He 6bIJIO xJIe6a. '32 Another frightened and insecure youth, Serezha, witnessed the 
attack and rape of his mother by a group of soldiers in a wood. The focus of the 
author's prose still remains, at this early stage, on the nature of individuality as 
expressed through his main protagonists and their personal experiences. 
Interestingly, in Odin i odna, Ninel' Nikolaevna denies the influence of childhood and 
constantly idealises her youth during the liberal Khrushchev period: 'HHua OTBeTHJIa 
MHe, lfTO eCTb TOJIbKO lOHOCTb H lfTO eM COrJIaCHTbCH C lfbHM-Jm6o .ueTCTBOM 
- 3HalfHT ce6jJ yCTynHTb HJ1H npHYMeHbIIIHTb' .33 NineI' is obsessed with her 
initial popUlarity and the fervour for ideals she experienced as a young woman, which 
31 Priamaia liniia in Kliucharev i Alimushkin: Roman, rasskazy (Moscow: Molodaia 
gvardiia, 1979), p. 165. 
32 Bezottsovshchina, Moskva (1971: 12), 31-94 (p. 53). 
33 Odin i odna: Povesti (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1988), p. 195. All quotations will 
refer to this monograph and subsequent page numbers will appear in the text in 
parentheses. 
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explains her isolated existence and inability to relate to people in the present, 
particularly as the new generation have substantially different ideals. Ninel' was once 
part of a collective atmosphere in the heady days of the 1960s, but now remains 
locked and isolated in the past of her youth.34 NineI' is physically unable to make 
contact with others; she would not understand their individual anguish, not recalling 
having even expressed this in her own childhood, never mind be able to respond to it 
in others. 
In Chapter 2, the focus of the depiction of the individual was on a child's external 
vocalisation of their existential state in relation to the collective: their crying out to 
others for help. In Golosa, there is a separate, but interlinked, idea - that of inner 
'voices'. In this instance, inner voices appear to represent an amalgamation of 
intuitive, unconscious and spiritual strivings which are inherent in every person, but 
are not always permitted expression. It is the ability to recognise and hear one's 
own inner voices 'B03HHKaeT omymeHHe HeCJIhIlliHMhIX rOJIOCOB'3~ which is 
the sign of a strong sense of 'self', and is the point at which a higher level of 
34 The Piskunovs see a loss of childhood as a reflection of a loss of old age too, which 
they believe Makanin views as the point at which a person gains their true essence of 
being. s. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee .. .', p. 60. 
35 Golosa in Otstavshii: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 
1988), pp. 4-116 (p. 37). All subsequent references to this edition will be included in 
the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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consciousness can be achieved. Particularly for the creative individual, this ability 
is most desirable if the writer is to avoid the common usage of stereotypical images 
and instead is to strive to depict that which is 'alive' .36 Returning once more to the 
image of the child, it is in one's younger years that a person is aware of, and 
receptive to, these inner voices, and this recognition is linked clearly to one's 
awareness of 'self: 
3TO 6bIJIa )l,06paR MHHyTa; ern.e II03)1(e OH Ha30BeT TaKYIO lfJIH 
IIo)l,06HYIO eM 51PKYIO MHIIyTy lf3 )l,eTCTBa - rOJIOCOM HJIH 
IIepBbIM YCJIblIIIaHHbIM rOJIOCOM, HJIH )l,a)l(e IIepBblM CJlOBOM, 
H IIoMMeT, qTO MHHyTa BOBce He 06513aTeJIbHO CBH3ana c 
oc03HaHHeM CMepTH. OHa CB5I3aHa C OC0311aHHeM caMoro 
ce651. (40) 
The main idea here appears to be that the purity and openness of the child enables 
the child to hear, and in later life to understand, these voices. The child is the ideal 
recipient: '3TOT IIepBbIM ronoc CJIYqaeTC5I B )l,eTCTBe, qame B OTpOqeCTBe, a 
Bcero qarn.e Ha CTbIKe )l,eTCTBa H Y)l(e He )l,eTCTBa - IIpOCTpaHCTBO TaM 
OqHrn.eHHoe H rOJIOca CJIbIIIIHee' (40). Once more, it is the space between two 
36 The connection between VOIces, a writer's inspiration and the depiction of 
individual characters will be examined further in the next chapter. 
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temporal points, here the periods of childhood and adolescence, which is the most 
creative time. 
Another short story in Golosa concerning a pioneer's wanderings in the woods 
with the camp drum also bears witness to this. Leaving his friends behind, the boy 
disappears, and is only later able to account for his actions by saying he was 
responding to the voice of nature: 'j[ KaK 6b1 YCJIblIIIaJI rOJIoe npHpo,nbI, rOJIoe 
JIeca' (57). Unable to comprehend this, his seniors strip him of the privilege of 
beating the drum. This child is receptive to non-rational voices whilst others deny 
their existence. However, on another level, it is important, we are told, to 
distinguish these inner voices from those that are harmful. An ironic anecdote 
follows of a man who heard his inner voice telling him to call on his neighbour in 
order first to be fed by the neighbour and second to be loved by her. There appears 
to be here a distinction between voices that are demands for self-gratification (for 
the body and emotions) and those that are of a more spiritual nature and on a 
higher plane than one's simple desires for oneself 
The discussion of 'inner voices' in the text is developed further. Whether a person 
recognises the voices or not does not affirm or negate their existence. On the 
contrary, voices live on: 
lOJIOC cymecTByeT H TOr.lla, KOr.lla OH HeCJIhlIIIeH: Oll npllTlIX, 
He 60JIee Toro. C TOlfKlI 3pelllljl B611palllljl B ce6j1 rOJIOC 
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,lJ,OCTaTOqHO mHpOK H HeCeT B ce6e BCe H BCj(KOe; H eCJIH KTO-
TO 3aXOQeT HaHTH B HeM CBOlO HCKJIlOQHTeJIbHOCTb HJIH ,lJ,a)l(C 
CBOIO 60JIe3Hb, OH ee TaM HaHAeT. 
rOJIOca HMelOT CBOIO )l(H3Hb BO BpeMeHH: OT H AO. (49) 
In this way, VOIces heard by our ancestors can be passed down through the 
generations, and hence the voices can be read on one level as a reference to a Jungian 
'collective unconscious'. However, by naming them in terms of human expression, the 
author is reiterating their animated status and link with a sense of 'self. 37 Makanin is 
also keen to posit the motif in everyday life, amongst the typical recurring existential 
difficulties a person faces. There is a paradox here at the heart of the 
individual/collective dichotomy: according to Makanin, the individual has to use values 
which are contained in the collective in order to retain his sense of self. 38 
The final narrative in Golosa unites various ideas in the texts, particularly those 
pertaining to a sense of 'self, and additionally places man firmly in the natural order 
and reveals his transient state. Returning to his native village, a young man joins the 
37 The Piskunovs view the VOIces as linked to archetypes, whereas Tolstaia 
emphasises their reference to specific individual traits separate from archetypal motifs. 
S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee .. .', p. 72; T. Tolstaia and K. Stepanian, "' ... golos 
letiashchii .. .', p. 83. 
38 Makanin expresses this in the Laird interview. S. Laird, Voices of Russian. .. , p. 60. 
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local old men in the bania for their weekly ablutions. At first the young man keenly 
feels the age difference between himself and them, and even happily recalls the idiom 
that to be amongst a group of men signifies that you will have a long life. Eventually 
distinguishing the men as individuals, the young man watches one man in particular: '51 
ClleJI ero 3a OAHH H3 B03MO)l(HbIX BapHaHTOB MOeH: 6YAymeH: CTapOCTlI' (110). 
However, it is precisely his thoughts on the transience of life that soon disturb him. 
The nakedness of the men, a physical 'laying bare', is the state in which they are both 
horn and will die. These men are all close to death, and while some of them are kind-
hearted and pleasant, one particular man has quite an evil streak. The young man 
watches the old men as they help each other to wash, and talk and joke amongst 
themselves. The thought that he could become like the nasty old man is abhorrent to 
him, and he is filled with an overwhelming urge to be 'MeAJIeHIIO paCTBOpjfHCI, II 
TepH:H: CBoe "}I" BO Bcex H BceM' (110). Despite their close proximity to him, 
however, the young man is overcome by a strong sensation: 
MHrOM H Pa30M OHM YJIeTeJllI OT MeHH: Ha KOCMlI'leCKOe 
paCCTOH:HHe, 51 6bIJI meAP, 51 6bIJI rrepenOJIHeH, H: 6bIJI )l(IIBOH, a 
OHH HeT. He IIIeCTb IIIarOB B rrpOCTpaHCTBe 6bIJIa AMCTaUIJ.Mjf 
M Aa)l(e He IIIeCTbAeCjfT JIeT BO BpeMeHM (MHe 6blJlO 
ABaAu.aTb), paCCTOjfHHe 6bIJIO KYAa 60JIbIIIHM, OHM 6blJlH OT 
MeHjf 3a CTepTbIMM MIIJIJIIiOHaMIi JIeT, B TOM BpeMeRII, Korlla 
3eMJIH: 6bIJIa 113 rOJIoro KaMH}I, KpeMRMCTa}l, 6e3 KMCJIOpolla, 
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6e3 cyeTbI MHO)l(amIIXCj{ KJIeTOK II Y)l(, KOHeQHO, 6e3 e):{IIHOrO 
Ha BeTpy JIlICTIIKa. (Ill) 
The fact that the inevitability of death has been part of man's life since the beginning of 
time hits the young man with extreme force. The men reveal the decrepitude of old 
age - a stage of life which the young man will unavoidably reach. His desire to merge 
with the old men proves to be impossible, for he is young and they are soon to die. In 
this the old men are united and cannot be distinguished one from the other: even the 
evil-natured man cannot reverse this law of life. Yet their individuality does remain in 
an image reminiscent of the choir boys who disappear in the road: '[B]olla, nap Ii 
)l(apKaj{ TbMa ,llBepHOro npoeMa nOfJIOmaJIII IIX O,llHOrO 3a O,llHIIM' (116). 
They remain at a distance from the young man in space, time and the proximity of 
death. He is unable to engage with them fully, he can only view them as a possible 
representation of the future that lies ahead of him. 
Returning to the equation of the mirror with the concept of genetic memory, a person 
is able to step through the mirror to engage with the past or future. However, this can 
only take place when the person has an understanding firstly of their 'self in the 
present, and secondly of the historical nature of time. An examination of Odin i odna 
provides a clear picture against which this requirement of genetic memory can be 
evaluated, particularly in terms of the text's spatial and temporal dynamics. For, as 
Kireev has indicated, both of the main characters have experienced many forms of loss, 
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yet react in a certain way.39 Firstly, in terms of time periods, though Odin i odna is set 
in the present with the narrator making intermittent visits to the protagonists once or 
twice a year, the bulk of the narrative concerns the past. As shown in Chapter 2, 
Gennadii Pavlovich and NineI' Nikolaevna were enthusiastic proponents of change in 
the 1960s, and the narrative keeps returning to this period and reflecting on it in its 
refusal to move forward just as the protagonists stubbornly remain fixed in their 
youths: 'reHHa,nHH I1aBJIOBHQ CneJIaJI mar (ma)l(OK) B HX CTOPOHY, HO, B 
cymHOCTH, OCTaJICSI Ha MecTe' (II). This immobility paradoxically forms a 
circularity in the text with the addition of repetitions and recollections of events from 
the more recent past. The protagonists' nostalgic view of the past emphasises their 
isolated position away from the 'swarm', as Gennadii terms collective society. A time 
period for the whole narrative cannot be determined, and even the presence of the 
narrator Igor' as the representative of contemporary society fails fully to propel the 
protagonists into the present. Genetic memory is not a component of their lives due to 
a lack of any sense of the present and the integrality of time. The characters are all 
static - there is no sense of movement in the text or in their lives, and hence the mirror 
purely reflects their two-dimensional images. 
NineI' and Gennadii were separately at the forefront of the liberal intellectual 
movement in their youths, and are now lonely individuals who are unable to relate to 
the younger generation and even to each other. Igor' arranges a meeting between 
them, but they fail to develop a relationship. This failure is revealed on a second level 
39 R. Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez utratu .. .'. 
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in a parallel detective story which follows a male and female spy on their separate 
missions. Yet, not only are they involved in searches and dramatic chases within their 
work, but they also are trying to meet up with their' soul-mate' on a romantic level. 
Each detective carries a symbolic half fish made of metal which should join to make a 
whole and thereby unite them together. However, when they finally meet and retrieve 
the fish halves from their pockets, they are too worn away and do not quite match: 
'PYKa IIpH6JIlDKaeTCjf K pYKe, H JIYHa ocseIUaeT C6JlH)KalOIUHeCSI .LJ,BC 
cepe6pHcThle IIonyPhI6KH... YShI! ilOJlOBHHKH O.LJ,HOM H TOM )Ke PhI6KH He 
CX0.lljfTCjf. COBIIa.llaIOT, HO He BIIOJIHe' (174). The reader's desire for a romantic 
ending is thwarted. As Kamianov indicates, the spy story reveals another reality where 
things do not quite work out as expected.40 The isolated individual remains 
completely alone, and the closed timeless world of the romance is a reflection of the 
closed world of Gennadii and NineI'. Time has stood still in their past of the 1960s, 
and hence they also live in a circular existence left behind in a particular space by 
historical time. 
The static nature of the protagonists' lives is highlighted by the numerous reflections 
and lifeless images that pervade the text. Ninel' Nikolaevna frequently invents suitable 
admirers, and also fantasises about a handsome nineteenth-century Cossack officer 
gallantly courting her: 'EM He XOqeTCjf qeJlOBeKa. EM XOqeTCSI o6pa3a'(99). 
Gennadii Pavlovich immerses himself in his books, conducting a dialogue with words 
rather than with living people. In one solitary moment he picks up the telephone in 
40 V. Karnianov, 'Zadacha na slozhenie .. .', p. 255. 
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order to hear some live voices. He listens in on a conversation, later puts down the 
receiver but then regrets not having spoken. He picks up the receiver again to try and 
converse, believing he can connect with the speakers once more. He is unable to hear 
them conversing: they are not fictional characters whose conversation can be picked 
up at will - they are living people whose lives have moved on since his first contact 
with them. As the Piskunovs point out, Gennadii's conversation is monologic: he is 
unable to engage with others in a proper 'dialogue' .41 This sense of being closed off 
from the world is heightened by the spatial and temporal dynamics. Gennadii, 
however, does have some sense of the need to move away from superficial images; he 
tells Igor' that portrait-writing 'KaK BCHKHH )l(aHp - 3a6JIY)l(.llcHHC. I1rpa c 
c060H:. Ho H xY)l(e - Hrpa C QHTaTeJIeM' (50). 
The sense of alienation from others, of not being in touch with reality, is established 
from the very beginning when Gennadii happens upon the party in the sculptor's 
workshop.42 As mentioned previously, there is a confusing mingling of statues and the 
models upon whom they were based. Significantly, when questioned as to which 
statue she modelled for, one girl mistakenly points to the wrong one - she cannot 
recognise herself despite being surrounded by the statues. She makes the excuse that 
the statues have been moved around since the previous evening. In a similar fashion, 
41 S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee .. .', p. 67. 
42 Ivanova notes a link between the labyrinthal basement workshop and Pekalov's 
tunnel. See' Illiuziia obretenia ... ' . 
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the solitary figures of Gennadii Pavlovich and NineI' Nikolaevna have cut themselves 
off not only from the present and society, hut from their own selves. They are unable 
or unwilling to recognise each other as similar people from the same era. They can be 
compared to Igor" s childhood recollection of the man run over by a cart: he lies in a 
stream surrounded by water, yet calls out for something to drink. They are blind to 
those around them as well as to their own selves, something maybe Gennadii only 
realises on his death bed when he keeps repeating the word 'vidiniaet'. They have 
flashes of insight such as Ninel"s confession of her 'cKnoHHocTIi K MeJIOI~paMe' 
(111), and Gennadii's glum understanding that to help another person ''woo 'lmo-mo 
co6ou 3Ha tlUmb' (162). However, these are rare. Kireev evaluates this in terms of a 
final and all-consuming loss: 'cnoBoM Tepsn<H ce6S1 - Ii crro, I1o)f(aJlyii, 
e,AlfHCTBeHHaSi OKOHlJaTeJIbHaSi YTpaTa' .43 
The extent of their non-recognition can be seen in the numerous references to visual 
reflections of their own selves from windows and mirrors.44 NineI' in Odin i odna, for 
example, has various such encounters. The first occurs following the advance of 
unwanted attention by an old married friend in his empty flat. NineI' slaps him across 
the face and flees out into the street: 
43 R. Kireev, 'Obretenie cherez utratu ... '. 
44 For AlIa Latynina, the motif of non-recognition is one of the most powerful in this 
text. See:' Autsaidery: Spor .. .', p. 271. 
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BIfTpIfHa OTpa)!(aJIa: rro aCcpaJIbTY O,nHOBpeMeHHO C HllnCJlhlO 
HIfKoJIaeBHoil IIma )!(eHmIfHa C ee JIIfUOM. H TYT ee 
KOJIbHYJIO: ,na IIOqeMY )!(e OHa ,nYMaeT rrpo rroKpoil 106 Kll , 
rrpo UBeTa o,ne)K,nbI, rrOqeMY llMeHHO 3Tll ee MhICJm - ncpBhlc? 
(19) 
NineI' is so closed off from the outside world that she does not recognise herself. This 
is emphasised in a stronger manner when she later fails to realise that time has passed 
her by: 'HIfHeJTh HIfKOJIaeBHa rrOBepHYJIaCb B npl1xo)Keil K 3CpKaJIY 11 YBll,nCJIa 
TaM cTpoilHYlO )KeHmIfHY C JIIfUOM rrOqTIf cTapymKI1' (113). Again, the mirror 
remains a reflection of a temporal reality with which NineI' fails to engage. The 
clearest example of this appears in her acquisition of several mirrors for her flat: 'S1 
YBeJIIfqIfBalO rrycToTY CBOIfX KOMHaT 11, xa-xa-xa-xa, KOJIIf'ieCTBO c06cTBeHlIblx 
oTpa)!(eHIfil (6HOCfl, B ,[lOM, OHa CJIOBHO 6bI 6bIHOCUAa, TaK KaK He YMeHbmaJIa, 
a YBeJIIfqIfBaJIa, Y,[lBa11BaJIa 3epKaJIaMIf )KI1JIYlO rrycToTY)' (152). Again, Ninel' 
reveals here her predilection for images rather than real people. Coupled with this is 
the fact that her idea of a collective gathering of people to occupy her room involves a 
collection of people who are exact copies of each other. There is no room for 
individuality in terms of both space and her concept of people. Time does not move 
forward in such a life; the Piskunovs note how this is reflected in the way their deaths 
are detailed earlier on in the narrative, so that they remain alive at the end of the text, 
trapped in their closed existence. 45 
4S S. i V. Piskunovy, 'Vse prochee ... ', pp. 67-8. 
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In this text the mirrors do not provide a way through to another time frame - Gennadii 
and NineI' have forced their stasis of life upon themselves through their preoccupation 
with the past - but are a constant reflection of the characters' mundane lives, where 
reflections and images of self are not even recognised.46 
An ability to understand and recognise oneself individually in the present as distinct 
from one's membership of the collective - be it society, the workplace or a particular 
organisation - can be seen as a necessary prerequisite to access genetic memory and, 
ideally, to come face to face with individuals from the past. Hence, an understanding 
of 'self is required. Anatolii Karpov succinctly summarises this: 
OTHomeHlHI qeJIOBeKa C BpeMeHeM y B. MaKaHIma 
KOH<pJIHKTHbI, H ,llmI pa3pemeHHjJ :noro KOH<pJIHKTa "BOBce HC 
06jJ3aTeJIbHO CIIemHTb H ,llOroHjJTb" - HY:>KHO HaHTH CBOC 
c06cTBeHHoe MeCTO B nOTOKe ,llHCll, X<HBjJ BO BpeMeHH, YMCTb 
B3rJIjJHYTb Ha Hero C onpe,lleJIeHHOll .llHCTaHUHH: Tor.lla 
nepeX<HBaeMOC qeJIOBeKOM Mox<eT 6bITb H3MepeHO II "6oJIee 
46 I. Solov'eva draws attention to the numerous references to mirrors in Odin i odna. 
She understands the mirror and book as signifying self-knowledge. See 'Natiurmort s 
knigoi ... ', p. 49. 
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BbICOKOll MepKoii, 60JIee o6meii, liTO JIll, 
06meQeJIOBeQeCKoii".47 
The protagonist in Utrata, on the other hand, is markedly different from those in Odin 
i odna who have difficulty understanding and even recognising themselves. Before 
setting off to help the distressed girl, the hospitalised narrator is made aware of the 
nature of his position: 'OKHa Kopll.ll.opa oTCBelillBaJIll, II jJ Blllle)I ce6jJ 
KOBbIJIjJlOmero: napaJIJIeJIbHO, B OTpa)l(eHHOM Kopll.ll.ope, me)I m'pa)l(eHHh1l1 
60JIbHOii Ha KOCTbIJIjlX C MOllM JIllIlOM' (116). Here again, an image of self is 
presented to the character as if from outside himself. This time, though, the character 
recognises that the reflection is of himself, rather than of someone else. It is this self 
recognition in time and space that then enables him to access genetic memory in order 
to move into another time frame and to meet another individual. 
A sense of self, of one's own uniqueness and position in society, appears to be the 
necessary prerequisite for entering society's collective whilst remaining true to oneself. 
Without the prior knowledge of self, a person eventually becomes a sort of 'non-
person', another indistinguishable face in the crowd, failing to act, speak or live as an 
individual and hence unable to make any ripple in the 'peKa C 6blCTPblM TClIeHlleM'. 
47 Anatolii Karpov, 'Preodolenie ochevidnosti, iIi real'noe v irreal'nom: 0 novykh 
proizvedeniiakh N. Evdokimova, A. Zhitinskogo, M Kuraeva i V. Makanina', 
Literaturnaia gazeta, 18 November 1987, p. 4. 
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Recognition of one's reflection in the mirror empowers the individual with sufficient 
strength to step through the mirror of time and attempt to unite with a collective past 
or future through genetic memory. 
However, the concept of genetic memory does not appear again in any texts after the 
publication of Laz in 1995. These later texts are all fully occupied with the unstable 
and harsh conditions of contemporary life that suffocate the individual and encourage 
his immersion into the collective. This indicates that as the contemporary reality faced 
by man loses its coherence, man in turn loses a sense of his own 'self and is unable to 
engage with his heritage. 
A similar labyrinthal construct to the one found in Utrata is discussed in Tam by/a 
para... One of the young lads, among the group visited by 'muzhik', discusses the 
nature of good and evil, comparing it to a labyrinth: 
CJIO)J(HOCTI:. .n;o6pa H 3JIa (mIll HX rrpocToTa) TaKOBa, qTO, CKOJIhKO 
HH H,UH no 6eCKOHeqHhIM KOMHaTaM, He BhIH,Uellh. A CCJIH utlpyr 
BhIH,Uellh, TO KaK pa3 K TO My naMjJTHOMY H3UaQaJIhHOMY MecTy, 
oTKy,Ua nYCKaJICjJ B nyTh, orH6aJl yrJIhI. Ho CKopee Bcero B 
JIa6HpHHTe ThI He 3anYTaellhCjJ ,UO rrOJIHOH rroTcpjJHIIOCTH, a 
nonpocTy YCTaHemh H,UTH H MaXHemh PYKOH: XBaTHT!.. MaXHeIlIh 
06eHMH pYKaMH (TYT CamYK YJIhI6HYJICjJ, nO,UBepCThIBaJl Y)l(e 
nO,UBepHYBllHHCjJ 06pa3), B3MaXHellb H... KaK IITHlla n,Upyr 
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B3JIenUIIh H c.LI,eJIaemh Kpyr H elIJ,c Kpyr, BH.LI,jf Y)f{C cBepxy Bce 
MHoro06pa3He KOMHaT H nepeXO.LI,OB. (86) 
Therefore, it is the conscious decision to distance oneself mentally from the situation 
that then encourages the physical distance to be actualised. This implies a need to 
accept whatever happens in life rather than attempting to rationalise and understand it. 
The acceptance allows a greater freedom and insight, and enables a person to rise 
above situations onto a higher plane. Yet unlike in Utrata, although there is the 
possibility of rising above spatial restrictions, the temporal dimension is not mentioned. 
Again, as discussed in the previous chapter, man in the present is becoming so 
immersed in his own life and difficulties, that he is unable to engage with the temporal 
dimensions of life. The possibility of accessing genetic memory has diminished 
considerably, and man is revealed in his contemporary condition to be gradually 
becoming distanced from the whole, integrated person fully in control of his nature and 
destiny that he once believed himself to be. 
In a similar way, Makanin's ability to depict comprehensively the intricate nature of 
man in and through time is being questioned. If one expectation of literature is for it 
to reflect clearly man's contemporary state and an external reality, then it has to reveal 
the disintegrating figure of man and society at the end of the twentieth century. In 
order to reflect contemporary life 'realistically', literature must itself become a 
fragmented text that in turn leads to a recognition of itself as another simulacrum of 
reality. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 
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Conclusion 
Genetic memory is a tool for depicting the interlinking nature of the time frames of the 
past, present and future. By allowing a person in the present to engage physically 
with a person from the past or future, the concept emphasises the cumulation of 
centuries of existence and thereby realises man's whole condition in and through time. 
Yet contemporary man is prone to becoming immersed in one time frame to the 
exclusion of others, rendering his understanding of 'self and of his condition as 
incomplete. In this way, he loses his grip on the reality which is simultaneously being 
revealed as illusory, and man and contemporary time are fragmenting. 
In terms of the development of Makanin's work, the concept of genetic memory is 
itself a link between his earlier, more traditional narratives and his later works where 
he has turned to first-person narrative and the essay genre. Genetic memory is the 
transitional point at which Makanin has become more aware of the nature of literature 
and the role of the author; moving from a chronological, social realist text to a 
fragmented and incoherent text that displays the uncertainties of life found in recent 
Russian postmodern literature. Returning to the mirror image again, Makanin has 
become a self-conscious writer who reflects his own professional dilemmas in his texts. 
The metafictional content of a number of his texts extends this further, with 
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discussions about the inherent difficulties in the literary process as a component of the 
text itself. 
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CHAPTERS 
The position of writer and narrative 
The position of the writer in Russian/Soviet society has always been a demanding and 
highly politicised one. Valued as guardian of the nation's moral voice and conscience, 
the writer has not only the burden of expressing his own ideas succinctly but also the 
responsibility of social pressure and influence: 
nHCaTeJIh coellHmleT B ce6e ,UBa OCHOBHbIX MlI<pHQeCKHX 
rrpe,UCTaBJIeHHH: C O,UHOll: CTOPOHbI, - BeJIlIKOrO rrpopoKa H 
yqHTeJIH, H C ,Upyroll: CTOPOHbI, - MyqeHlIKa, KOTOPbIll: rOTOB 
OT,UaTb )l(H3Hb 3a CBOH y6e)l(,UeHHH. Bce 31'0 C03,UaBaJIO 
rrllcaTemo 06meCTBeHHbIll: rrpeCTH)I( H aBTopHTeT, H I111CaTeJIb 
BbIIIOJIHHJI MHO)l(eCTBO HopMaTHBHbIX <PYHKUllM B 06meCTBe. 1 
The writer's gradual awareness of his position and influence over his texts, on the 
other hand, is a consciousness that often facilitates a richer and deeper understanding 
ofliterature on the part of both the general reader and the writer him/herself. Makanin 
has moved from an interest in parables, myths and legends as keepers of the past and 
as intriguing narrative types within themselves, to metafictional texts with protagonists 
who are professional writers, and further on to those that lie on the border between 
essays, meditations and short stories. Within one text itself he occasionally alternates 
1 Kristina Engel', 'Proshchanie c mifom', Znamia (1992:1),205-8 (p. 206). 
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between these different genres, creating a complicated array of experimental forms and 
ideas. Whether Makanin is depicting the difficulties of contemporary man as he goes 
about his daily life, or expressing the problems a writer encounters in his work, the 
central issue of man's condition and how to express it succinctly is at the fore. 
As will have become clear in the preceding chapters, the amount of material pertinent 
to the question of the position of the writer and narrative within Makanin's prose is 
considerable; therefore this chapter will concentrate on six key texts. Three of these 
texts were completed prior to 1987 (Portret i vokrug, Rasskaz 0 rasskaze and 
Golosa), and each illuminates the more developed ideas of the writer's difficulties 
revealed in Otstavshii, and the far more intricate form and theoretical ideas behind Siur 
v proletarskom raione and Siuzhet usredneniia. Other references to the creative act in 
the author's texts are more sporadic and less developed, but will be included where 
relevant. Since the increase of interest in his works in the past fifteen years, Makanin 
has gradually expressed his own views on writing in interviews, and some of these 
views will form the initial study of the position of writer and narrative. However, the 
bulk of the chapter will examine the numerous and diverse statements and discussions 
attributed to the fictional authorial or narratorial voices. Such ideas include the 
literary devices of stereotypes and their relation to the internal 'voices' discussed in the 
preceding chapter, and references to the metafictional status of the text itself: a 
consciousness of its construction and artificiality. 
It is worth noting here that the primary focus of the chapter is on the author and the 
text. In the earlier works, the role of the reader is only explicitly mentioned by 
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Makanin on a few occasions and these will be included in the relevant sections. 
However, the reader's function as a co-producer of meaning in and alongside the text 
has to be acknowledged (as does my own within the chapter and the whole 
dissertation). In his later works, Makanin's narratives are closer to critical than purely 
literary texts, thereby further acknowledging the reader's interaction with the text. 
The next chapter with its emphasis on the extraliterary dimension of history considers 
the context of the reader and text in more detail. 
Throughout his literary career critics have noted the frequency with which Makanin 
refers to the creative process, yet there has been little sustained examination. Colin 
Dowsett's recent article has provided more detailed and illuminating discussions of this 
phenomenon; however although it refers to the publications of the 1990s in which 
Makanin's ideas on the creative process have been developed further, it only sketches 
a brief overview. 2 What is of particular interest in Dowsett's article is his introductory 
examination of Makanin's terminology to designate the writer (29-30). Noting the 
term 'pishushchii' or 'pishushchii chelovek' instead of the common term pisatel', the 
critic provides two important insights into the author's perception of his role. Firstly 
there is the 'implication of the "working" writer rather than the writer of professional 
studies' (29), which Dowsett understands as deriving from the author's own position 
in relation to literary officialdom and the many difficulties he has faced over the years. 
2 Colin Dowsett, 'The Writer and Writing in the Fiction of Vladimir Makanin', 
Australian Slavonic and East European Studies, 10 (1996), 29-36. References to this 
article will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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Of more interest, particularly in the way it is linked to the author's existential ideas, is 
Dowsett's understanding of the terms as: 
a perception of the writer as a man for whom writing is an inherent 
'condition' and who continually explores the possibilities of literary 
creativity for elucidating the relationship between different aspects 
ofthe self both within and across time. (29-30) 
This is keenly noted in the texts published from 1987 onwards, once Makanin's initial 
attempts to depict the act of writing have been established. It is from this date that 
Makanin's texts begin to reveal the same uncertainty and inability to subsume the 
intricacies of life and existence to one coherent theory that is characteristic of Russian 
postmodernist literature at the end of the twentieth century. 
Makanin's extraliterary comments 
As discussed in Chapter 1, the author was well known for his refusal to give interviews 
to Soviet critics, desiring to avoid any misinterpretation of his opinions and to refrain 
from fuelling the debates between different literary groups. Bondarenko goes as far as 
stating that: '[JI]HTepaTypRYIO .llHCKYCCHIO OR Be.lleT H3RYTPH rrpo3bl,3, thereby 
emphasising the extent to which Makanin incorporates his own literary struggles and 
3 V. Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd .. .', p. 192. 
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ideas into his texts. Exception was made for foreign visitors, and several published 
interviews provide some information on his views of creativity. An interview with a 
Russian journalist in 1991, however, provides detail on the author's perceptions of 
literature as a young writer. When he began his literary career he naively believed in 
the possibility of bringing about social change through his works, and he had no doubt 
as to the form he would use to express his opinions: 
BocIHnaHHbIH Ha KJIaCCHKe, g C1fHTaJI, 1fTO "KpHK" MO)l(CT 
6bITb CTHXOM, KaK "Ha cMepTb I1o~na", IIJIH IIOBeCTbJO, KaK 
H .ll.eTH". BbIcoKHe 06pa3UbJ Rilomle 
cooTBeTCTBOBaJIH BblCOKOMY BOJIHeHHJO. Ho IIHKaK He 
CTaTbg. )],OKYMeHTaJIHCTHKa B Te rO.ll.bI Y IIac C1fIITaJlaCh 
HCKJIJ01fHTeJIbHO "o6cnyJImBaJOID,HM" JI<aHpOM. 4 
Hence the traditionally strong belief in the influential nature of fictional prose, in 
particular that of the nineteenth century, informed Makanin's work.s However, the 
author believes that a more naive and immature prose in the form of the 'kinopovest" 
4 V Am k" '" S" . , 
. urs 11, ... llummutnye temy .... 
5 Lindsey explains the extent to which literature was a part of the young Makanins' 
lives although they studied science and mathematics at university. B. Lindsey, 
'Translator's Preface .. .', p. x. 
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was the more powerful and widespread medium at that time. 6 According to the 
author, some writers - himself included - were unable to overcome the naive character 
depictions and chronological narratives of this genre, which he considered to be 
comparable to the rapidly changing camera shots of a film. His decision to become a 
writer, despite having completed a screenplay course, was based on a belief that fewer 
compromises had to be made by an independent prose writer than by screen writers 
and producers: they were additionally subject to a greater degree of external control. 
The author considered that unlike the visual arts, music, drama and the literary word, 
the cinema did not develop independently, being a hybrid of other artistic forms and 
one that was strictly censored. Therefore in his own literary career, he strove to 
overcome such naive cinematic representation: '51 H30 Bcex CHJI lIbITaJIC}J yilTH n 
CTOPOHY H, ,[J;eJIa}J 1I0CHJThHbIll: KpeH B HalIpaBJIeHInI )l(IIBOlIIICH, B3}JJI :m 
OCHOBY TaK Ha3bIBaeMYIO "lIOBeCTb-lIopTpeT"'. 7 This genre is found in several of 
his early works until he concludes, in the words of one of his protagonists in Portret i 
vokrug, that the genre is simply a game that the writer plays with himself and with the 
reader. 8 The genre fails to engage with the full reality in which the subject of the 
6 V. Amurskii, "' ... Siiuminutnye temy ... '. Makanin has in mind the fact that whereas 
prose demands the reader's ability to conjure up the images described, film provides 
those visual images. 
7 V Am k" '" S" . , 
. urs 11, ... 11ummutnye temy... . 
8 The same words are used by Petrushevskaia to describe literature itself: '[y] 
Ka)l(,[J;oro 1I1Ilnymero, BH,[J;IIMO, CBOj{ Hrpa... I1cKyccTBo Boo6lIle eCTb IIrpa, 
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portrait is situated, as revealed in Chapter 3. The portrait-story concerns itself only 
with categories of good and evil, right and wrong. 
Thus Makanin's ideas on artistic creativity as expressed in this interview are grounded 
in nineteenth-century literature, and he reveals a consciousness of a writer's control 
over his text. However, Makanin incorporates some of the techniques he learnt on his 
screenplay course into his texts as an additional means of acknowledging the degree of 
control that a writer holds. His cinematic experience enables him to be aware of the 
various possibilities of expression, occasionally describing a scene as a journalist or 
screen writer would, or including a parallel narrative such as that of the male and 
female spies in Odin i odna.9 The text Kavkazskii plennyi can at times appear to hold 
the two soldiers in a camera shot, quickly moving from one scene to the next as the 
men engage with the enemy. In this text, however, the use of cinematic images could 
be taken as a reflection of the state of contemporary society in which media images 
abound in a new simulacrum of reality. This text is a synthesis of the author's love of 
nineteenth-century literature (but realisation of the extent to which it is a reflection of 
npFPieM Hrpa c caMHM C060H.' Liudmila Petrushevskaia, 'Bessmertnaia liubov" 
(interview), Literaturnaia gazeta, 23 November 1983, p. 6. 
9 Makanin mentions this in another interview: '[ H ]Hor,na paccKa3bIBalO Ty HJ1H 
ImylO cueHY TaK, KaK YBH,neJI 6b1 ee KlIHoMaTorpacPlICT ... 1I36bITOK BapHaHToB 
MeHj{ He nyraIOT'. P. Rollberg, 'Interv'iu Petera .. .', p. 261. 
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the values of that time), and use of cinematic devices; and hence his literary career has 
developed considerably since his first perception of cinema as an inferior medium. )() 
Metafiction 
A discussion of the author's understanding of the creative process within and 
alongside his texts cannot proceed without reference to the theory of metafiction. 
Though not a new theory, as early manifestations of the form in Cervantes' Don 
Quixote and Sterne's Tristram Shandy will testify, metafiction has had to be 
reassessed by critics who initially understood the theory simply as a self-reflexive, 
narcissistic practice. Of particular relevance to discussions of postmodernism, 
metafiction questions the border between fiction and reality, often destabilising the 
traditional distinctions between 'reality', 'fiction', 'criticism' and 'history'. The 
abundance of critical texts examining American and European metafictional literature 
has been joined by articles and monographs providing examples from Russia and the 
Soviet Union. ll The nineteenth-century Russian novelistic tradition contains a similar 
\0 In the Laird interview, Makanin explains that he is now able to use the 'power of the 
cinema ... its brightness, its immediacy' to his own ends. S. Laird, Voices of Russian ... , 
p.67. 
11 David Shepherd, Beyond Metafiction: Self-Consciousness in Soviet Literature 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). See Chapter 1 for an analysis of recent attempts to 
elucidate the development of a literary history of metafictional texts in Russian. 
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interest in the reflection of the artistic process, mostly, but not exclusively, as a result 
of Sterne's works. Sporadic examples of metafictional strategies can be found in 
Soviet prose first of the 1920s and early 1930s, and then again later in prose of the 
1960s and 1970s. Russian prose from the post-glasnost' period through to the present 
day makes abundant use of metafictional techniques. 
Mark Currie's definition ofmetafiction will be the starting point of this discussion. He 
defines it as: 'a borderline discourse, as a kind of writing which places itself on the 
border between fiction and criticism, and which takes that border as its subject. ')2 The 
term 'self-consciousness' has its problems, but it will be used here to refer to the text's 
awareness of its own status as fiction, whether it is a fictional or critical narrative. 
Makanin's prose reveals a gradually increasing interest in the literary process which 
later constitutes a significant proportion of the text. The technique of 'laying bare' the 
tension between the individual and the collective discussed in Chapter 2, the discussion 
of the incorporation of legends and myths in Chapter 3, and the use of the concept of 
'genetic memory', are developed further to a depiction of the literary attempts of a 
writer-protagonist and a serious questioning of the border between reality and fiction. 
In more recent texts the objectivity of criticism and history, too, have come under 
scrutiny, marking a huge paradigm shift in the author's perception of his ability to 
depict man's condition in and through time. 
12 Mark Currie, Metafiction (London: Longman, 1995), p. 2. 
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The writer's condition 
The question of how to be a writer occurs frequently in Makanin's texts and is one of 
the devices through which the fictional status of a text and the author's control over 
his work are brought to the attention of the reader. The portrait-writer protagonist in 
Makanin's early texts, Igor' Petrovich, is revealed to be striving towards literary 
realism and various literary devices and concepts are foregrounded to this end. The 
questioning of truth and reality extends only as far as the specific genre or device 
under discussion in the text. There still exists the implied understanding that there is a 
coherent external reality to be shaped by ideas and comprehensive theories, and one 
which the medium of literature can convey. 
In Portret i vokrug Igor' attempts to write a literary portrait of Starokhatov, a 
seemingly dishonest but renowned screen writer. Igor' experiences periods of non-
creativity and even depression, and often resorts to writing journal articles to support 
his family. Not only does the narrative contain Igor" s creative efforts, but also those 
of several of his peers and the attempts of a young novice. Discussions of genre, truth 
and objectivity form the substance of the narrative. 
The first mention of genre appears in Igor"s statement that his writing involves the 
depiction of his friends in what he terms a 'portrait-story genre'. Igor' also discusses 
the question of genre when Vitalik, a young writer, visits Igor"s flat: they decide that 
the psychological novel should only have three heroes at the most to retain its stability. 
Having studied at Starokhatov's screen-writing school, Igor' is apparently well versed 
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in various narrative skills and helps Vitalik construct a short story from the notes he 
made whilst on a journey into the countryside. The content of a play also comes under 
discussion in the text, and this play represents what Igor' considers to be the tensions 
within Starokhatov's own character. Several different conclusions to the play are 
considered: one pessimistic, another more optimistic ending and a third so-called 
'supermodern' conclusion, a twentieth-century 'Tower of Babel' version. Hence 
considerable emphasis is placed on an author's control over his text in the area of 
genre and structural form of his fictional narrative. 
The literary-portrait genre demands the truthful depiction of a non-fictional person, 
and this immediately brings the distinction between reality and fiction to the fore. In 
the narrative this is soon highlighted by an ironic portrayal of Igor" s attempts to 
gather evidence of Starokhatov's dishonesty: at one time the screen writer allowed 
himself to be credited as the co-author of a number of scripts. Igor' begins to collect 
material for his portrait of Starokhatov, building up what he terms a 'mosaic' of 
information. He interviews various people who have taken their scripts to 
Starokhatov, but Igor' is then troubled by the difficulty he encounters as he transcribes 
the taped material. He spends hours continually stopping and starting the machine, 
and yet the written conversation is still different to the live discussion on tape.13 He 
later begins to edit the dialogues, piecing together those sentences which he considers 
to be the most suitable. Igor' then further distorts the material: he dictates memorised 
conversations with people on to the tape and thus blatantly falsifies facts which could 
13 This first reference to the problems of presenting live 'voices' can be seen as a 
prelude to the debate in Golosa discussed later in the chapter. 
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have initially been accepted as truth. It is noticeable that Igor' does not acknowledge 
his own guilt in distorting his material, yet happily sees Starokhatov as culpable in his 
rewriting of sections of other peoples' scripts. 14 The man Igor' dubs the 'Quiet 
Engineer' is one of the writers whom Starokhatov helped without self interest in mind: 
the engineer wrote a script based on his unfortunate life story, and Starokhatov 
improved the text. Igor" s portrait similarly unfolds as a reworking of material, an 
amalgamation of various unrelated and fragmented facts, memories, ideas and half-
truths. 
This question of the objectivity of narrative material is briefly touched on in relation to 
history, an area more extensively discussed in Makanin's later text Kvazi. In Portret i 
vokrug, in order to understand Starokhatov more fully, Igor' recalls other significant 
figures who also had a contradictory nature: sometimes they showed acts of generosity 
to others, and at other times they were happy to steal from them. Menshikov is 
chosen as one example, yet Igor' later dismisses him as irrelevant due to his historical 
status. Igor' believes he is attempting to write a portrait of a live, contemporary 
person, and considers that history has possibly subverted Menshikov's real character. 
Yet Igor' later refers to history for his own ends: Starokhatov's earlier career as a war 
correspondent is included in Igor" s portrait with suitable, fictional embellishments. 
The narrator here is exposed as hypocritically acknowledging the influence of 
subjective interpretations only when it serves his own purposes. 
14 In her discussion of the intelligentsia and guilt, Dalton-Brown notes how Igor' and 
Starokhatov are similar characters in that they are both unable to recognise their own 
guilt. S. Dalton-Brown, 'Ineffectual Ideas .. .', p. 224. 
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To summarise, Portret j vokrug examines, through the figure of a literary narrator, 
some of the difficulties a young writer encounters in his profession. The parody of the 
naive writer foregrounds the fictional status of the text. Although the question of the 
distinction between reality and fiction is broached, it is not examined in sufficient depth 
to question the aim and role of fiction in general. However, the metafictional work 
does indicate an interest in the distortion of reality by fiction, and the 
acknowledgement that a writer's creative work is inevitably subject to this. 
A few years later, in 1979, Rasskaz 0 rasskaze was published - Makanin's first short 
story to deal with the question of the creative process. 15 As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
the first-person narrator describes the content of a short story he wrote and which he 
subsequently lost. The insertion of an inner text and the explicit criticism of it by the 
narrator indicates that the text incorporates a closer analysis of the literary process 
than that portrayed in Portret i vokrug. The role of the reader is, for the first time, 
explicitly mentioned, and with the inclusion of references to the social aspect of 
narrative, the context in which literature is firmly ensconced is recognised as an 
intrinsic part of its construction and one that informs the reader's interpretation of the 
text. Dowsett views the narrative as emblematic of Makanin' s desire to reveal the 
'notion of writing as existential communication' .16 Although he does not explicitly 
15 Rasskaz 0 rasskaze in Izbrannoe: Rasskazy i povest' (Moscow: Sovetskii pisatel', 
1987), pp. 155 -68. References to this edition of the short story will appear in the main 
body of the text in parentheses. 
16 C. Dowsett, 'The Writer .. .', p. 3l. 
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discuss it, Dowsett's view does link in with the crying child image revealed in Chapter 
2, whereby the individual's pain at separation from the collective is clearly vocalised. 
From the outset the narrator provides an objective critique of the text. He relates how 
he developed a friendship with his neighbour and concurrently comments on the way 
he treated this in his short story: '[H]aqlmaJIOCb TaK: jI CH,D.eJI ,D.OMa H rOHjlJI 
IIJIaCTHHKH (B paccKa3e :lTO IIO,D.aBaJIOCb 60JIee TeIIJIO H JIHpHqno: "IihIJlO 
THXO. 51 cJIyman MY3bIKY")' (155). Immediately the aesthetic nature ofliterature is 
emphasised, and the distinction between reality and fiction is foregrounded. 17 The 
narrator's retelling of the written story is another rewriting of the text, so in actual fact 
the story has changed once again and has receded further from an external reality. In 
another example, the writer briefly mentions that his wife and children had departed to 
the countryside; however the description of this, he informs the reader, filled eight to 
ten pages in his short story. IS 
The role of creative inspiration is discussed by the narrator and is then ironically 
subverted by being linked to the condition of Soviet housing. The short story 
17 Dowsett believes the narrator to be expressing 'nostalgia for the underlying idealism 
of his creation'. C. Dowsett, 'The Writer ... ', p. 31. 
18 In his discussion of the story, Charles Isenberg believes that the narrator is: 'making 
fun of self-conscious literarity by showing how the verisimilitudinous detail, which is 
supposed to produce the effect of the real, is in fact purely artificial'. Charles 
Isenberg, Telling Silence: Russian Frame Narratives of Renunciation (Evanston: 
Northwestern University Press, 1993), p. 137. 
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concerns the author's gradual acquaintance with his neighbours Alia and Viktor, and 
the way he is able to learn of this couple's troubles through the thin walls of their flat: 
'[B] paCCKa3e HeHaBjl3tIliBO II caM a c060ii rrOjlBJIjlJIaCb MblCJIb 0 rrpeKpacHoii 
CJIblmliMOCTIi CKB03b Hamil cTeHbI' (156). The narrator initially presents ideas as 
unconsciously occurring to the artist. However, this is then juxtaposed to the 
narrator's self-irony at his earlier thoughts on the social role of literature. Once more 
reiterating the narrative's status, he declares ironically: '[ B] TO .uaBHee BpeMjI SI 
IICKpeHHe CtIIiTaJI, tITO MOM paccKa3 MO)l(eT rrOMOtIb CTPOIITI, )lOMa' (157). 
With this direct reference to social conditions, the influence of the narrative's 
extraliterary context is acknowledged. The purely aesthetic function of literature is 
once more subverted. Continual reiteration of the fictional status of the narrative takes 
place throughout the text. For example, the narrator muses that if the idea of the 
audibility of voices through the walls had been developed to its full potential, then the 
story would have been more interesting, an observation on the part of the narrator 
which is both ironic and critical. The brief introduction of the motif of the crying child 
is considered by the narrator to be one which could comprise a completely separate 
story. 
The reader is often referred to in the text, emphasising the writer's awareness of the 
reader's ideas and expectations. At one point, after having described his lunch-hour 
trip to visit a friend in hospital, the narrator states that if the chronological details are 
required, then he first went to the shops prior to visiting the hospital. The narrator 
also comments on the existence of a blunder in the text that the attentive reader would 
detect, once more showing awareness of the reader's expectations. The narrator 
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clearly states that he considers the reader to be an accomplice in the text. These 
repeated references to the reader reveal an understanding of the degree to which a text 
is determined by its reader in his/her social context. Fiction is not a fixed, pre-
determined narrative that can only be interpreted and understood in one way. 
However, this text does contain numerous references to an external, contemporary 
reality and on one level this can be seen as an attempt to disguise the fictional status of 
the framing narrative. The distinction between fiction and reality in this work is at the 
fore through the narrator's critique, yet does still remain very blurred. The focus on 
the fictional status of the inner text deceives the reader into believing that the outer 
text which frames it is reality: 
Y KaiK,u.oro 6bIJI B MOJIO,u.OCTH TaKoR paCCKa3 rrpo Amo, 
,u.aiKe eCJIH qeJIOBeK He rrHIlieT paCCKa3bI H ,u.a)J(c CCJm HX 
HHKor,u.a He qHTaeT. 11 OH TOiKe He rrepecrraJI C HeR, nycTb 
XOTb COTHIO pa3 HaIIHlIIeT, qTO :lTO 6bIJIO.(J 59) 
The narrator relates the conclusion to the short story, but then tells how the event 
really ended, revealing the requirement that the story should end on an unrealistically 
romantic note. The conclusion to the story is then subverted by the narrator in his 
presentation of a painful, more 'realistic' ending. This final twist coerces the reader 
into believing that the framing narrative does refer to an external reality without 
questioning as to how this can occur or revealing the devices used to create this 
illusion. 
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Rasskaz 0 rasskaze develops Makanin's ideas on the creative process one step further 
than those tentatively posed in Portret i vokrug. The fictional status of the narrative is 
acknowledged from the outset by the title and by placing a complete story, plus a 
critique of it, within the framework of the narrative. This self-conscious device further 
emphasises the role of the reader in creating the text and therefore acknowledges the 
existence of critical discussion of the narrative. However, the framing device of the 
outer text continues paradoxically to draw the reader, for a time, into a believably 
'realistic' world, and prevents a logical progression to the questioning of the fictional 
status of the criticism too. 
Retelling and rewriting 
As previously discussed, Golosa consists of a large number of short texts varying in 
theme, form and even genre. In contrast to the previous two texts discussed, the full 
loss of a structured chronological or framing narrative immediately foregrounds the 
border between fiction, reality and criticism. According to Dowsett: '[t]he random 
distribution of the texts of "Golosa" is a challenge to the reader to "rewrite" in terms 
of his own experience and to share in the work's overall communicative endeavour'. 19 
19 C. Dowsett, 'The Writer. .. ', p. 33. 
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The first of the fourteen chapters opens with a description of the distant, unattainable 
'Yellow Hills', which despite one's proximity to them are always out ofreach?O The 
author-narrator of the text is almost immediately introduced: the first-person 
narrator's memory of the hills is the basis for his first short story. There follow some 
details on the writer's professional difficulties which are additional to those revealed in 
the previous two texts. The hills filled the writer with a feeling of freedom and 
attainment, yet his delight was impossible to convey in written form: '[ B ]ocTopr 11 
YMeJIOH-TO pYKe rrepe.n.aTb Tpy.n.HO MJIH .n.a)l(e HCB03MO)l(IIO. BOCTOPI' Lfall~C 
Bcero ccpepa YCTHOH: peqH, aBTOp :noro He 3HaJI,.21 The writer finds that the 
written word has limitations, particularly when he is trying to convey his personal 
feelings. In this way, the link between inner 'voices', individuality and creativity is 
initially proposed: a writer can draw upon his inner resources and individual 
perceptions but this is not necessarily conveyed satisfactorily in written form. 
20 This first image is a key not only to the problems of creativity discussed in the work, 
but also, according to Gessen, aptly describe the difficulties critics have when 
attempting to understand Makanin's prose as a whole. E. Gessen, 'Vokrug 
Makanina ... ', p. 159. 
21 Golosa in Otstavshii: Povesti i rasskazy (Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 
1988), pp. 4-116 (p. 7). Further references to this edition will appear in the main body 
of the text in parentheses. 
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The text additionally reveals the publishing difficulties of a young writer, once more 
reiterating the fictional status of the narrative. 22 Taking his story to the publishers, the 
young man is told that it is not suitable material. Yet the acknowledgement of the two 
separate moments he has experienced - the memory of the hills, and the approach to 
the editor's office - drives him to become a writer. He decides that the strong 
sensations aroused in him by the hills are for him alone, and cannot be expressed 
directly in his literary work: 
He CMeIIIHBaHcb, KaK 6eJIOK H )l(eJITOK B jlHll.e, BO MHC )l(HJIH 
Terrepb .[(Be 3TH rrpOTJIBOrrOJIO)l(Hble rro CyTH H 3HaKY MlIHyThI. 
MlIHYTa )KeJITbIX rop. 
pe.[(aKll.lIH... .ll:Bepb 6bIJ1a KaK .[(Bepb, H rrpjlMaji CBjl3b 31'lIX 
rrpOTlIBOrrOJIO)f(HbIX MHHyT 06HapY>KlIJIaCb HC3aMC.[(JIH1'CJIbHO 
- aBTop rrOBepHJI, tITO )Kemble ropbI 3TO CJIHIIIKOM rrhllllllO, 11 
tITO 3TO CJ1lIIIIKOM rpOMKO, H tITO 31'0 3BYtIlIT MY3hIKOM JIHIIIb 
.[(JIjI Hero O.[(Horo. YBlI.[(eTb, MOJI, MO)f(HO, a PYKOH He B3j11'b. 
(7) 
Once more, the 'threshold' moment is evoked, indicating that this is part of the 
creative process. A person's ability to engage in the space between two points or 
feelings is the position from which creativity can be expressed. In this case, however, 
22 Several critics view this short story as autobiographical. For example, see V. 
Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd ... " p. 184. 
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the door over the literal and metaphorical threshold is shut: the publisher rejects the 
text that is inspired by a creative spirit. 
Undeterred by the editor's rejection, the narrator rewrites his story in the vein of youth 
prose, for: '[ C ]Tpa,[laHlfS( MOJIO,[loro - 3TO He TOJIbKO ueJIblH )l(anp, HO M nyTh 
BCHKoro MJIH rrOqTM BCHKoro rrHmymero' (8). The subject of the Yellow Hills still 
remains in his text, for this is what the narrator knows, but in a more disguised form. 
Again, although the character portrayals are praised by the editor, the depiction of the 
hills is criticised. This rejection of the inspired and personal part of his story highlights 
the writer's need to trim his work to the publisher's requirements; as well as the fact 
that the oblique and deeply personal nature of inspiration is not always encouraged. 
The juxtaposition of reality and fiction, already brought to mind by the discussion of 
the writer's creative difficulties, is further emphasised in the text by the first mention of 
stereotypes. The writer states that the character of Kol'ka is similar to that of the real-
life prototype - a childhood friend. Kol'ka's mother, however, is not fully developed 
as a character and, it is explained, will instead be infused with the reader's own 
stereotypical image of a protective mother. This reference to the reader immediately 
highlights, once more, the fictional nature of the story and also introduces the problem 
of literary stereotypes, a problem that will form a substantial theme in the text as a 
whole. 
Chapter 6 is a key point in the text with its discussion of literature, stereotypes, and 
voices, written more in the vein of a critical essay than as part of a pavest '. This will 
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be referred to in detail because of the amount of material pertinent to the question of 
the writer and narrative. The essayistic style of this section indicates that these ideas 
are those of Makanin himself. 23 
Examining the link between literature and stereotypes first, it is stated that: 
'JUITepaTypa OTlJaCTH H B03HHKJIa, lJT06bI pa60TaTb C CYllleCTBOBaBUIHMJI Y>KC 
CTepeOTHnaMH, JIH60 pa3pYlTIajf HX, JIH60 C03AaBajf HOBble'(36).24 A young 
writer believes that he is able to create a 'live' person on paper simply by describing a 
few character traits or stereotypical impressions and letting the reader invent the rest. 
However, the writer soon realises that: 'TOT H306pa>KeHHbIH: na 6YMarc lJCJIOBCK, 
KOTOPbIH: KaK :JfCU60U XOAHJI IIO KOMHaTaM, CMejfJICjf, 60JIeJI, KaUIJljfJI, - Boncc 
He )I(JIBoil'(37). Fortunately, in a link between creativity and the expression of 
individuality through live 'voices', as discussed in the previous chapter, a person may 
suddenly hear a voice in him that has penetrated through time, and enables a writer to 
portray a live person on paper. These voices are from ancestors within us, an inherited 
form of individual creativity. 
23 Laird declares that these are 'openly self-reflective, authorial passages'. S. Laird, 
Voices of Russian ... , p. 51. 
24 According to Lipovetskii, stereotypes are created by those who are too involved in 
everyday life. Such writers can only reveal the 'samotechnost' zhizn". M. 
Lipovetskii, 'Protiv techeniia .. .', p. 151. Yet Bondarenko believes that Makanin is 
creating 'cTepeoTHIIbI ceroAHjflTIHerO AHjf'. V. Bondarenko, 'Vremia nadezhd .. .', 
p. 188. 
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The voices are said to be of particular importance to writers: '[e]emI qCJIOBCK I1'J 
rropo,U1,I murrymHx, rOJIoca HMeJOT K He My oco6oe oTHollleHHc' (41). Yet, we 
are informed, this is not just because they stand in opposition to eternal stereotypes, 
but also because they aid creativity. They are at their strongest in a writer's first work, 
as his intellect is not developed sufficiently to combat them. The first-person narrator 
continues: '[51] 61,1 H3,UaBaJI TOJIbKO rrepB1,le KHlfrlf aBTopoB' (41). A clear 
comment concerning publishers is being made: the writer does not value publishers' 
discernment; on the contrary, he finds them to be lacking in creative judgement. This, 
if taken on a wider level, indicates a criticism of Soviet publishers who imposed their 
criteria on writers and crushed those who had talent. Yet after the ease with which his 
first text was published, Makanin's own publishing difficulties extended for a 
substantial period during the 1970s and 1980s - hence the irony of this statement 
cannot be ignored. Indeed his later texts are informed with greater creative freedom 
than his earlier social realist and stereotypical narratives, and hence this statement is a 
paradoxical one. Inspiration and censorship are revealed to be part of a more 
complicated process than simply the oppression of creativity by the authorities. 
Chapter 8 returns to the discussion of 'voices', in a clear distinction between inner 
voices and inspiration: '[2]oAoca He Ha,Uo rrYTaT1, C B,UoXHOBeIlHeM; B)l.OXIIOneHHC 
3TO COCTOSlHlfe rrHmymero, rOJIOC )l(e, rOBOpSI rpy6o, MaTepHaJIeH ... IOJIoe 
cymecTByeT H Tor,Ua, Kor,na OH HeCJl1,lIIIeH' (49). Voices have a life in time - they 
can arise, reach maturity and die without having been heard. The narrator declares 
that in this way each person has a graveyard of voices within, i.e. those voices which 
have died without being allowed expression. 
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In order to clarify this, the narrator introduces a new metaphor in which he compares 
these inner, quiet voices to falling leaves. This device, we are informed, can be 
modernised a little - on the cinema screen it is autumn and the trees are shedding their 
leaves: 
11 BOT KliHOJIeHTa npoKpytfliBaeTC5l 06paTHhIM XOJlOM (y 
peil<llccepa eCTh TaKoH nplleM), JIMCT OT,LlCJUICTCH OT Bopoxa, 
OTJleJrneTC» OT MaCChI pil<aBhIX H CTaphIX H KytfHO Jle)l(alll:HX 
c06paTheB, C 3eMJIH JIHCT aatfHHaeT MeJlJICHIIO 
IIo,a:HHMaThC5I KBepxy. (50) 
The leaf moves upwards, finds the branch and twig on which it grew, and lives once 
more. The metaphor is then developed further. Leaves lying on the ground that fell 
not this year, but the previous year, or even two years ago are sent back up towards 
the tree by the rewinding of the film. However when they move in to take their former 
places on the branches, they find that new leaves are there: there is no place for them, 
and so they remain suspended in the air. These are compared to inner voices of the 
past, of our forefathers, which remain in a person yet do not have their own rightful 
place?5 The writer often fails to access his inner creativity and incorporate all its 
manifestations into his work. 
25 The rewinding of film, it will be recalled, recurs later in Dolog nash put' when the 
young man attempts to resurrect the slaughtered cows from the meat production line. 
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This projection of ideas onto the screen both adds another means of representation to 
the text and once more emphasises the fictional status of the work. Inner voices playa 
creative role for writers and, although they do not replace inspiration, do guide a 
writer when allowed expression. They enable the writer to overcome stereotypes and 
create a higher quality work by introducing vibrant, more believable characters. For 
Dowsett, Makanin is creating 'the textual space where an authentic communication 
between author, hero and reader takes place.,26 Yet this introduces a new question: 
'KTO CH.JIbHee - qeJIOBeK HJIll rOJIoc?' (75). The narrator proceeds to underline the 
equality of both, concluding that it is their joint impact - i.e. the quality of the text -
which is more significant. It is the writer's ability to allow the independent and 
individual 'voice' of his characters to come forth that engenders a more believable 
text. 
In a continuation of the questioning of the objectivity of history begun in Portret i 
vokrug, Golosa introduces several short stories that mix myth, history and fiction and 
thereby foreground their narrative status. The most interesting and humorous one is a 
bizarre story concerning the ancient Greek Achilles. This famous figure, we are told, 
was originally of Scythian descent and only later moved to Greece. A friend 
continually deceived him and led him astray, firstly by plying him with drink, and 
secondly by sleeping with Achilles's wives. This awkward state of affairs continued 
As Szporluk aptly states: 'art and technology can only create the illusion of 
resurrection.' M. A. Szporluk, 'On Reading ... ', p. 191. 
26 C. Dowsett, 'The Writer .. .', p. 33. 
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until Achilles finally protested at the number of his children who had the same physical 
appearance as his friend. The friend brushed this aside, and continued to ply Achilles 
with alcohol despite the latter's doctor's warning of the damage to his health. It was 
only when Achilles and his family moved to Greece that Achilles's health improved, 
and he became the famous hero everyone knows. Various conclusions can be drawn 
from this story. The narrative emphasises how a famous person is as susceptible to 
disastrous situations as anyone else, but in the same way reveals how a second person 
is equally unable to nullify the first person's potential - implying that fate will take its 
course. Yet the narrator's final comment indicates the aim behind this narrative: 
'[H]MeHHo onTHMHcTHlfeCKHH: <pIIHaJl H B bID 0,lJ., KaKoH MOJKCT H3BJIelfb OTCIO).(a 
MOJlO,lJ.eJK:b, ,lJ.aWT MHe MOpaJIbHOe npaBo npHCOe,lJ.HllHTbCj! K ". rHlloTc3C' (97). 
Whether the writer can be considered to be have a legitimate moral right to mix fiction 
and fact in a rewriting of events is questionable; however, this point does emphasise 
the personal interpretation that the author brings to his material. The reader is greatly 
mistaken in assuming the objectivity of any narrative, whether it is fiction, history or 
myth. This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 
Golosa, like Rasskaz 0 rasskaze, also contains the detailed description and criticism of 
a short story by the protagonist-writer, but extends the discussion to include an 
analysis of formal constructs. The story concerns two young girls who visit and pair 
off with two young men in an empty flat. Such a situation, the narrator declares, was 
expected in stories of those years, for there were empty flats like these in everyday life. 
In Bakhtinian terms, the narrator continues, it was a change of chronotope, with the 
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space and time of reality intersecting with that of fiction.27 Not only are the writer's 
devices discussed, but the reader's expectations are also stated. 
The narrator explains that the short story follows the natural path of that genre, with 
both girls preferring one of the lads to the other. This difficulty, however, is 
eventually resolved: 'B paMKax KBapnIPbJ H Bcero JIHlIIb iJ:Byx napHcH JlCIHInaM 
HeKy,Ua 6bIJIO ,UeTbCjf, KaK II MHe B paMKax paCCKa3a: OHII nOJIa)lHJIH' (78). 
Both girls excuse their amorous hesitation by each telling how she was betrothed to a 
pilot who was killed before their marriage. The narrator states that these 
conversations were the essence of the short story. The author's irony is soon left 
behind, as, switching from one room to another: 'jf ,U06I1BaJICjf IlOCHJIbHOI'O 
3cpcpeKTa, O,UHaKO nOBeCTBOBaHHe B,Upyr ,UmmYJIOCb B HnyIO H nCO)((MJlaIlHYIO 
,UJIjf MeHH CTOPOUy' (80). Hence authorial control is nullified, and the creative 
process is seen to move along of its own volition. The cinema stereotype has been 
lost, and the two girls, though beginning with the same story of the pilot, imbue their 
stories with their own separate desires. The individual 'voices' of the girls come to the 
fore in what can now be considered to be a polyphonic narrative. 
Concerning the conclusion of the short story, the narrator refers to the usual ending of 
this genre whereby the youngsters would all depart. A critic's reception of the text is 
27 Stolz-Hladky questioned Makanin as to the extent to which he adheres to Bakhtin's 
theories. In reply, the author expressed his strong interest in Bakhtin's ideas, yet 
states that he does not incorporate them directly. Z. Stolz-Hladky, Studien ZlIr ... , p. 
154. 
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imagined and inserted: the young ladies are not particularly moral, yet the author 
manages to gain the reader's sympathy. However, according to a critic, a more 
contemporary ending to the story would find the flat owner returning and throwing the 
youngsters out onto the streets. The story would then be considered complete and, by 
implication, worthy of publication. This short story of the two girls is then confusingly 
described as having been 'killed' in the narrator by an old woman who lived in his 
block of flats. She lied so convincingly to all her neighbours about her non-existent 
family, that the narrator could not forget her voice. Her oral narration was of a better 
standard than the narrator's attempts - or in other words, she was able to create 'live', 
believable people in comparison to the writer's stereotypes and use of formal 
constructs. 
Chapter 12 is another critical narrative, this time examining some of Gogol"s prose. 
The use and nature of what is termed the 'confused situation' in Gogol"s texts is the 
theory under discussion. This device is simply the intrusion of an insignificant person 
into the busy life of an important person, leading to a state of confusion in the 
character oflower rank.28 In two of his texts, ShineI' and Koliaska, GogoI' laid bare 
the device of the (confused situation', a method absent in his other works. However, 
this method was one that was taken up in the twentieth century, so, according to the 
narrator, Gogol' was in fact ahead of his time. The difference between characters in 
nineteenth- and twentieth-century prose is that the former has literary types that the 
28 Lipovetskii points out the similar scenario in Makanin's text Che/ovek ,wily, in 
which Mitia is unexpectedly ignored by his superiors. M. Lipovetskii, 'Protiv 
techeniia ... ', p. 152. 
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reader recognises, i.e. stereotypes, and the latter has 'live' characters. GogoI' was 
able to avoid literary types in the depiction of more believable individuals, who can 
similarly be found in Chekhov's plays. All the character has to do is to disturb the 
balance of life and the person is laid bare - he becomes an individual at odds with the 
crowds. The discussion of the laying bare of the character involves a similar laying 
bare of the text's fictional status, and the inclusion of intertextual references to Gogol' 
and Chekhov has the same function. Other references in G%sa include mention of 
Cervantes' Don Quixote, Dante's Divine Comedy and a reference to Moliere and 
Shakespeare. This adds to the self-consciousness of the text and demands the readers' 
recollection of knowledge of literature of the past to be incorporated into their reading 
of the text before them. This device is used extensively in Makanin's most recent 
texts. As Gessen points out, this povest ': 'KaK 6bI IIOJJ.BOJJ.HJIa HCKOTOPhIC HTOf'H 
v 6 6 ,29 
.llecj{THJIeTHeH pa OTbI aBTopa If YCTaHaBJIIfBaJIa rrpaBHJIa Ha YJJ.ymce. 
To summanse, Golosa is an intricate work that provides much comment on the 
creative process, revealing a writer's propensity for using literary stereotypes and 
ignoring the possibility of the depiction of live 'voices' of individual people to create a 
more vibrant, believable text. The role of any author, reader and publisher in the 
production of a text is discussed, yet social, historical and literary fields are recognised 
as also playing their role in the formation of the completed work. These have been 
important considerations in more recent discussions of metafiction, as the earlier 
inward-looking self-reflective nature of these texts has been seen to then turn 
outwards to the socio-historical context in which they are produced. Makanin's 
29 E. Gessen, 'Vokrug Makanina .. .', p. 149. 
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interest in the numerous different literary methods discussed in Golosa is movmg 
towards the recognition of the fact that literature and history are both discourse, and 
as such are both informed with hidden determinants and assumptions. The rewriting 
of historical incidents by Makanin is only another rewriting that is as subjective as 
what we formerly believed to be 'objective history'. 
Otstavshii, as discussed previously, comprises several differing yet interlinked 
narratives, all reflecting the central theme of having been 'left behind'. What is of 
particular interest is the detailed comment on the nature and function of a legend as it 
is retold and rewritten within the text. 
The retelling of the legend is naturally of great significance to the narrator, Gena, and 
is used by him to alleviate his and others' emotions. Gena refers to the legend of Little 
Lesha when attempting to calm his father following the latter's nightmare of being left 
behind. Hence Gena uses the legend in order to placate his relative by means of a 
familiar story of someone else's hardships. Gena also used the legend as a means of 
enticing Lera, a fellow student, with tales of the romantic beauty and appeal of the 
Urals. He also narrates the tale to her mother when invited to their flat for tea. Lera 
becomes his girlfriend and they spend much of their time together until she departs to 
the Urals to visit her father's grave. Gena eventually follows her there, and his early 
attempt to inscribe the legend that was begun as a student in Moscow continues after 
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his return from the Urals.30 Here the legend is used as a means of alleviating his own 
grief at Lera's infatuation with Vasil ii, a former Gulag inmate: 
qYBCTBO nOTeplI (II CBoeM nOTepSlRRocTII) MOROTOIlHO, Tyno 
MyqHJIO MeRSI .n.eHb 3a AHeM. JIeIl1a-MaJIeHbKHM c.n.CJlaJICSI 
B.Llpyr B MOeH: TeTpa.LlKe Ky Aa 6 OJIbIl1 lIM, qeM npocTo 
OTCTaBaBIl1IIH: nO.LlPOCTOK. ~ )KIIJI lIM. ~ nlICaJI, ){eJIO 
nOIl1JIO; II BOT SI rHaJJ CTpaRHUY 3a CTpaIlIIueM, KaK 
o.n.ep)KIIMbIH:. (284) 
Hence Gena's creative impetus stemmed from his grief at the loss of Lera's love. He 
rewrites the legend, instilling in it his feelings of loss and the sense of having been left 
behind the times, and provides various different interpretations of this feeling. 3 ! 
Solov' eva views the inclusion of several interpretations of the same event in the text as 
an expression of the fallibility of memory.32 However, on another level it can be 
30 Peterson notes how all the main characters share 'a "fused" space', having a 
connection of varying degrees with the same small area of the Urals. N. L. Peterson, 
Subversive Imaginations ... , p. 145. 
3! Several critics view Gena's position as a reflection of Makanin's own difficulties as 
a writer who did not quite fit into the established literary trends of the time. A. 
Marchenko, 'Zapakh svoei. . .', p. 424. N. L. Peterson, Subversive Imaginations ... , p. 
147. 
32 I S I' 'N' kn'" 47 
. 0 ov eva, atlUrmort s Ig01 ... , p. . 
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viewed as representing the closed nature of Gena's present life which is stuck in a 
circular pattern with no forward progression. In this way, he can only repeat the past. 
Yet Otstavshii is not simply concerned with the narrator's renarration of events and 
the legend; the juxtaposition of reality and fiction is also foregrounded by other 
characters within the work. Gena's father continually narrates and renarrates his 
recurring nightmare; Lera relates the circumstances surrounding her acquaintance with 
Vasilii to Gena; Vasilii tells of his experiences in the camps to an enthralled Lera and 
Vasilii; and Lera and Gena discuss Vasilii's words and invent possible scenarios in the 
camps based upon the former inmate's descriptions. The clamour of voices 
reverberates throughout the text, each independently expressing its own fictional story. 
A writer's choice of material for his literary work is revealed in Otstavshii to be highly 
subjective, confirming to some extent the influence of inner 'voices' described in 
Golosa. Gena's alignment of his own fate with that of his creation is extended right 
back to his childhood. A description of the movement of bushes on one of the 
mountains is linked with Lesha's travels, and Gena concludes that Lesha's feeling of 
having been left behind had entered him earlier than he realised. His upbringing in the 
Urals ensured the knowledge of the legend, and on his move to study in Moscow, 
Gena states that he wanted sympathy for himself and his hero. As events with Lera 
take her off to the Urals, so Gena compares his dogged steps with those of Lesha 
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following the arIel'. When he lies down to rest, so he pictures Lesha amidst the arIel' 
once more.
33 
Gena is desiring the unification of reality and fiction, possibly as a way of coming to 
terms with what he is experiencing. By distancing himself from events and placing 
them upon a fictional character, he can attempt to overcome them. Yet the evidence 
indicates that he has become stuck in the past, unable to move with the times; indeed, 
'left behind'. For example, before leaving Lera and her mother in the Urals and 
returning to Moscow, Gena drinks tea with them. It reminds him of similar occasions 
in Moscow at their flat, yet in 'reality' things are very different. Lera and her mother 
have both changed considerably in their physical circumstances - moving out to the 
Urals - and also mentally: Lera is obsessed with Vasilii and her mother spends her 
time talking to her husband's grave. Gena, however, remains the same in the same 
state of being 'left behind'. Ironically, he at first only comments that the sole 
difference is in the sort of biscuits offered at tea: he is unable to accept that the times 
have changed. 
Otstavshii contains some observations and criticism concerning the reasons behind 
literary creations, which are again revealed to be highly subjective. Gena hopes that 
the publication of his story will relieve his sense of loss over Lera: he will meet new 
people and soon forget about her. He has a social aim too: '}J nhITaJIC}J lIOJllI}JTh 
33 Tolstaia views these actions in terms of a 'pull' from one person/feeling to another, 
similar to the expression of the tension discussed in Chapter 2. T. Tolstaia and K. 
Stepanian, ''' ... golos letiashchii ... " p. 91. 
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CBoe OTCTaBaHlfe B mo6Blf Ha BbICOTY, KOTOpa51 TerrepI, MOrJIa 6bITb M3MepClIa 
3aBe,l1;OMo 60JIee BbICOKOii: MepKoii:, 60JIee 06meii:, QTO JIM, 06meQeJIOBeQeCKoii:' 
(299). However, this is driven by his need and desire to be part of a group, to lessen 
his sense of alienation. Yet, it is not to a group of failed lovers that he wishes to 
belong; instead, he wants to be numbered amongst those whose first novels have 
failed. Once more, the distinction between reality and fiction is brought to the fore, 
and the writer-protagonist's concern with his own position in relation to society is the 
impetus for his creativity. 
Otstavshii, with its inclusion not only of an old legend but also a discussion of the 
writer's use of this narrative form, engages in a closer analysis of the reworking and 
rewriting of narrative both orally and on paper. This emphasises the distinction 
between reality and fiction, and additionally reveals the closely subjective 
interpretation of events in any narrative form. Revealed in the previous chapter was 
the tension between the artist and ideology, with the use of myths and legends 
presented as an attempt to overcome the party restrictions on literature. For Makanin, 
the position of the individual writer in relation to society is an additional tension to the 
problems he encounters in producing his works. Hence the tension between the 
individual and collective which has continually appeared in his prose has now evolved 
into an external dilemma of dramatic proportions for the writer also. 
Fantastic realism. or realistic fantasy 
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Although Siur v proletarskom raione does not have a writer-protagonist at the centre 
of the text, the attempts by the protagonist to understand his 'reality' mirror those of 
the writer as he tries to depict the contemporary condition of man comprehensively in 
his narratives. The border between reality, fantasy and criticism is continually evoked, 
encouraging the feelings of indeterminacy and instability characteristic of Russian 
postmodernist prose. 
Two of the three short stories in the text Siur v proletarskom raione are of interest in 
the way images in the text, and ultimately the text itself, are subverted. In the first 
short story of the same name, the strange appearance of the pursuing hand demands 
some attention. An attempt to explain this surreal phenomenon is put forward by 
Kolia himself: he surmises that when he sat in the canteen he must have surely noticed 
that one of the workers had a particularly large and muscular right hand. Additionally, 
he had passed by a large street advertisement of a hand encouraging people to enter 
the construction industry. Adjacent to the sign, Kolia explains, was a crane and a huge 
building on which two men were working. Whilst he was watching, one of them began 
to fall from a great height, and just as he was about to hit the ground he was caught up 
by an oversized hand and safely put down without injury. However, this (equally 
fantastic) theory is then immediately subverted by Kolia, who is unsure of the exact 
'reality' of what he has seen: '(HJIli, MO)l(eT 6hITh, II03a.llH IIJ1aKaTa aHCeJI cIne 
O.l1.HH 60m.moH IIJIaKaT, r.l1.e cTpOHTeJIhHhIH KpaH 6hIJI HapHcoaaH? - n :rrOM 
KoJUI COMHeBaeTCjI, OR Y)I(e He IIOMHHT)' .34 The lack of a definite meaning renders 
34 Siur vproletarskom raione, Novy; mir (1991:9),111-28 (p. 114). Further 
references will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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not only Kolia's experiences questionable, but the whole text itself. This reinforces the 
writer's attempts to define his work clearly, to present comprehensive, believable 
depictions. The instabilities of man's contemporary condition are brought to the fore; 
but so-called fictional 'reality' can only question itself and can find no coherent 
answers. 
The definition of the word 'siur' in the title is explained in the text by Kolia' s friend 
Valera: 'y Ka)l(,l1.0rO B )l(H3RH 6hIBaeT MOMeRT, Kor,l1.a ero nOTpJlCacT. P-pa3 - H 
qeJIOBeK lliH3aRYJICJl' (115). According to Valera, a person can experience 
persecution either horizontally, from those around him or vertically, from God, 
depending on the way a person lives his life (based on a material or spiritual outlook). 
Kolia is intrigued by this explanation, and drunkenly imagines that maybe the 
persecuting hand is actually trying to help rather than hurt him. His initial worry that 
his friend will not comprehend what he is describing is allayed: 'MO)l(IlO " npo TaKoe 
rrorOBopHTb. H He rryrawmee CJIOBO RalliJIOCb: ClOp' (115). Ironically, however, 
Kolia feels that he has become accustomed to the hand, even without an explanation 
for it: 
OR, B 06meM, Y)l(e npHBbIK K orpoMHoH pyKe, IIpHBhIK H )la)l(c 
npHcnoc06HJICJI K npeCJIe)lOBaHHIO: OH CMO)l(eT npmKHTb H 
caM no ce6e, 6e3 06'hJlCHeHHH, 110 Bce )l(e Jlyqme, KorJla eCTh 
TaKHe CJIOBa (Kor,l1.a 3TH CJIOBa paCCTaBJIT TBOH 3afioThl na 
H3BeCTRhle HJIH nOHj{TRhIe MecTa). (116) 
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Hence the power of the word, its ability to determine phenomena and make them 
understandable, is its expected function. Yet by subverting the meaning of the 
'realistic' interpretation of fantasy and providing an equally fantastic understanding of 
it, Makanin is foregrounding his own acknowledgement of his fictional works and their 
limited possibility of portraying an external reality. 
In the second story, 'Ieroglif, the title represents the illusory and changing nature of 
the fear which haunts the protagonist, Igor' Petrovich, once he has taken possession of 
the frozen joint of meat. The illusory nature of life and the instability which he finds in 
contemporary society has reached such extremes that the nature of fear itself is illusory 
and thereby all-encompassing: 
qYBCTBO cTpaxa, B o6m.eM, 6ecq>opMeHHo 11 60JICC rroxolKc ua 
MeH5IlOllJ,I1HC)I l1eporJIHcp, HelKenH Ha rrOH)lTUYIO M lJMTaeMYlO 
6YKBY. (He 3HalO, He yraAalO ero rrp"pOAbl - BAPyr 6JIHIKC K 
HOQI1 rrpopblBaeTC5I, BbICKaKI1BaeT, 3aTeM rrporopaeT M CTOJlb 
)l(e 6bICTPO CBOpaQHBaeTc5I. H YlKe CMJIbHO rI<lTYCKIICB, 
rrp5llJeTC5I B CBOM rJIY6MHbl. B HallM rJIy6MHbl.) (120) 
There is no direct action to counteract the fear, for the fear cannot be elucidated. The 
eternal nature of the fear links it to primordial feelings in man; it is an archetypal fear 
that will remain in the present and live on into the future. Once more, words are 
insufficient to explain the phenomena experienced by an individual, and this adds to the 
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terrifying instability of his situation. What cannot be named cannot be grasped fully 
and therefore cannot be brought under control. The fear then takes on a life of its 
own, independent of the protagonist: ' - [C]TpaX HmeT ce6e MeTacl>opy, -
061>>>cmlJI j[ (061)>>CH>>JI ce6e ce6»), ... H qeM H3 60JIblIIeH rJIy6Hllhi BhlphlBaJIC» 
BOJIRa 3a BOJIROH HaKaTbIBalOmHHC» Hcrryr, TeM CTapaTeJIl,UeC TamHJl }I :ny 
MopO:>KeHYIO KOPOBblO JI»)I(KY' (122). 
Despite attempts to calm himself, Igor" s inner fragile state is quickly revealed and the 
fragility is then extended to his outer form. As he walks along the street Igor' spots a 
couple standing by an empty taxi rank. In comparison to their state of inertia, Igor' 
feels stronger: ' » 6hIJI 60raqe - » 6bIJI B J{BH)I(CHHH: LlBH)I(YIUHHC5I, 
MeH»IOID;HHC» CHJIY:lT' (123). Yet he IS like a shadow of his former self; he 
frighteningly loses his own human form as he imagines how he must appear to the 
couple: 
(TIJI»mYID;HH qeJIOBeK. l1epOrJIHCp.) Ho TOHKa» C OruIOH 
CTOPOHhI H CHJIhHO YTOJIIUeHHa» C llPyroH MOpO)KCHa51 
KOPOBb» Hora, KOTOpylO 3TOT qeJIOBeK, nOlllaThIBa»Ch, IIcceT 
TO Ha npaBOM nJIeqe, TO Ha JIeBOM, a TO H npH)I(aB K rpy JUI, 
YCHJIHBaeT aCHMMeTpHIO H HMeHRO CXO)l(eCTh C MelUnOlJ~HMC}I 
BO BpeMeHH HepOrJIHcpOM. 06JIHK qeJIOBeQKa HanyrauHoro (H 
O)lHOBpeMeHHO IIhITalOm;eroc» cnaCTH He ce6»). l1epOrJIHcp 
cTpaxa, eCJIH He HepOfJIHcp 6oJIH. (123) 
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In a further twist and transformation of the hieroglyph, as discussed in the chapter on 
individuality, the protagonist muses that the symbol could also represent love - the 
love of the intelligentsia towards the masses. All sense of determinacy, logic and even 
humanity have bizarrely been lost now and made redundant. The protagonist has lost 
his identity and a sense of being in a society ruled by the illusory fear of the masses. 
The reader has lost a coherent understanding of the protagonist and, by extension, of 
the text itself The use of the word 'hieroglyph', the pictorial image which represents 
a word, once more reiterates the difficulties of the writer's fictional depiction of an 
external reality. Translating images into words, making a determinate meaning out of 
an indeterminate state, is impossible. Words can only defer meaning, presenting a 
simulacrum of the reality they are trying to depict, thereby creating a barrier between 
reality and fiction. The readers' attempts to understand the text, to create meaning, is 
a further barrier between reality and fiction. However, late twentieth-century society 
is itself a simulacrum, an existence in the postcontemporary in which meaning and 
existence are part of a continual deferment of images and their definition. In this 
sense, Siur v proletarskom raione is an apt depiction of man's contemporary state. 
The writer -critic's criticism 
Siuzhet usredneniia comprises a cycle of four short narratives under the one heading, 
each of which can be taken separately but which together illuminate the same ideas. 
These four narratives deal not only with the individual/collective dichotomy as 
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revealed in Chapter 2, but also provide much information on the literary process -
literary criticism in particular. The use of the word siuzhet in the title plays on its 
meaning as a reference to a person as well as to the topic or theme of a narrative. 
Dowsett views the siuzhet as: 'a part of the creative individual's self which strives 
outwards towards mass existence' .35 
The first narrative, entitled 'Skuchaiushchie shofera', introduces the first-person 
narrator as he stands in a queue - an activity which he feels constitutes a large part of 
his life. Although we soon learn that the narrator is the familiar writer Igor' Petrovich, 
this text does not follow his literary attempts and struggles to write a story as 
portrayed in previous texts. Rather, in a more philosophical and critical vein, Igor' 
discusses the siuzhet, the subject or topic of his writing in general. This, as revealed in 
Chapter 2, is the idea of the person 'averaging out' or becoming like everyone else: 
the desire 'pacTBOpHTbClI H 3aTepllTbClI, KaK B CBaJIKC, B o6uJ,eii Maccc 
OKpY)KalOID;HX ero JIlO.l1.eii,.36 This topic, apparently, has tormented the narrator for 
years and, according to Igor', is considered to be inherent in the Russian character as a 
result of the nation's history: 
peBOJIlOUHH + perrpeCCHH + 3MHrpaUHH + KOJIJleKTHBH3aUHH II 
JIarepll - Bee 3TH BH.lJ.bI ycpe.l1.HeHMlI HapO.l1.a 6bIJIH y lIac B 
X0.l1.y MHoro JleT, H KTO CKa3aJl, lfTO OHM 3aKOHlfHJlHCL. Mhl 
35 C. Dowsett, 'The Writer .. .', p. 35. 
36 Siuzhet usredneniia, Znamia (1992: 1), 107-26 (p. 107). Further references will 
appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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Be,D;b B 3TOM CMbICJIe He OCTaHOBIIJIIICb II no IfHepUIHi 
npO,D;OJDKaeM ycpe,D;HjfTbCjf. MbI HenpepblBHbl. 
paCTBopeHlIe BCjfKOH IIH)l;IIBII)l;yaJIbHOCTII B cpe,D;HeH Maccc 
TeM IIJIlI IIHbIM cnoc060M - 3TO )l;a)l(e He TeMa, :no caMO 
Harne 6bITIIe. (107) 
These details indicate that the narrator wishes to discuss objectively a literary topic of 
interest to him, to analyse it critically, yet the fact that it is an intrinsic element of his 
life immediately subverts this. The remainder of the cycle Siuzhet usredneniia can be 
seen on this level as a writer's attempt to analyse his work objectively, whilst he 
paradoxically finds himself immersed in it and involved in the subversion of the text 
(and ultimately of himself). According to Laird: 'the impulse is suicidal, self-
castrating,.37 This does cause difficulties in comprehension of the work, for the reader 
himself becomes involved in the analysis, also unable to stand aside from the text, yet 
also realising the fictional status of the material before him. The queue is the only 
framing device in the cycle of narratives, as the text keeps returning to this present-day 
situation, yet this is also subverted at times rendering the whole text unstable. The 
queue is, as Rodnianskaia points out: 'H,D;HJIJIlfllecKaj{ MO,D;eJlb "ycpe,D;HeIllIjf'" .3M 
In an attempt to distance himself from the topic under discussion, the narrator splits 
off the topic from himself, with schizophrenic precision, and animates it: 
37 S. Laird, Voices of Russian ... , p. 53. 
38 I Rd' k' 'S' h ., 5 
. 0 mans ata, lUZ ety trevogl... , p. 20 . 
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KaK BCj(KHH: )I<HBYlllHH:, j( rrOJIaralO, qTO MbI BPOBCHh - }J II 
MOH: CIO)I(eT. MbI C HHM rrO,nXO,nIIM ,npyr ,npyry no caMhIM 
pa3HbIM C006pa)l(eHHj(M. MbI B omHOWeHUftx... MHe nO.L~qac 
Ka)l(eTCjJ, qTO OH, KaK )l(HBOH:, TO)l(e qYBCTByeT II TO)l(C 3IIaeT 
rrpo OTHomeHIIjJ co MHOH: - MOJ!, ,na, ,na, eCTh TaKOH: qCJIOBCK 
(IIJIII qeJIOBeqeK), MOJI, 3HalO rrpo Hero, MhI C IlIIM llOB}J3aIlhI. 
(107-8) 
Once more the narrator tries to show that he is no slave to his topic, or perhaps now 
more appropriately termed 'subject' (due to its animate form): 'y MeH5I )l,OCTaTOqnO 
,npyrHx CIO)I(eTOB, KOTOPbIMH jJ 3aHHMalOCb no,nOJIry II C YJlOBOJlhCTBIICM , 
(108). Yet it is as if the narrator feels some guilt at putting aside this subject, it is a 
subject of much greater significance than any other - it is life, we recall - and he 
worries that this animated subject has become ill and has died. There follows an 
ironically romanticised image where the narrator learns of the subject's death within 
him as he stands in the snow near five fir trees by the side of the road. The narrator's 
half-hearted response to this death is: '[Y]Mep II yMep. ECTh II APymc' (108). 
In a similar fashion, the queue in which Igor' is standing and thinking is also animated, 
and not only desires a person to express an outer appearance of having merged with 
the queue, but an inner acquiescence too: 
Oqepe,nb MeHjJ He OCKop6HT H CHMIIaTH3HpyeT MHe, H ,na>KC 
JII06HT, paCTBopjJjJ MeHjJ B ce6e II ycpe,UHjJjJ. Ho, KaK II 
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Boo6me TOJIlle, Oqepe)lII ManO ycpe)lHeHlI51 BIIelllHerO, olla 
:>KenaeT lIonHOI'O COBlIa)leHIIR, II lIOTOMY TyT cnellyeT XOTh 
CKOJIhKO-TO II)lTII en HaBCTpeqy II CBoe BHyTpeunee JIlII(O 
TO:>Ke qYTKO yrrO)106nRTb, MIIMIIKpIIpOBaTI,... Oqepe.Llb He 3Jla 
- Oqepe)lb pa3)lpa:>KIITeJIhHa. (110) 
Returning to his thoughts on the other animated phenomenon - the sillzhel 
usredneniia - Igor' considers that the subject is probably thinking about him also; and 
maybe even regretting having come out into the open. Emphasising the fact that this 
subject is not a new one, Igor' describes it as grey in colour and lacking in the 
requisite social spirit as it makes its appearance from the depths of time. Igor' is 
unhappy that the subject made its own decision to come out into the open; and the 
narrator appears almost hurt, petulantly declaring that the subject does not always 
understand his (Igor"s) psychological state. 
In the second narrative, 'V teni gory', the narrative once more returns to a picture of 
Igor' standing in the queue, musing as he moves forward to the counter. In order to 
quell his irritation at the lengthy wait, Igor' believes it is necessary to conjure up a 
pleasant image to distract his mind. He is able to alleviate his discomfort by imagining 
people gathering around a fire, and this, we are informed, is the subject of this short 
story. First, however, Igor' describes how in the past he wrote an unfinished piece 
entitled 'V TENI GORY', in which he depicts a huge hill with paths diverging up to 
the summit. This image is a key to the cycle of stories and the discussion of creativity, 
and will therefore be discussed in some detail. 
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The hill represents the nineteenth century and the wood growmg on one side is 
analogous to the literature of that century. People in the twentieth century are in the 
shadow of the hill, and not visible. Various writers are compared to trees in the wood, 
including Pushkin, Dostoevskii, Tolstoi and Turgenev, and there are several paths 
diverging in different directions around the hill. The image is gradually developed by 
the narrator, with the introduction of new ideas and metaphors. The reader is 
informed that this is an old piece of writing, one which Igor' now terms a small essay. 
The numerous paths around the hill cannot be navigated without a guide, and so: 
TaM (B TOM He60JIhIIIOM 3cce) IIOXBJUIJIHCb IIpOBO)l(alOrI(HC 
JIIOAH H B03HHKaJI HeKHH JIHTepaTypOBC,ll Y caMoro 
IIOAHO)KHX ropM (MOJI, ,llaJIbIIIe BBepx OH IIOH,lleT PXtlOM C 
To60H, O)l,Horo IIPOBO)l,HHKa BIIOJ1He XBann; 011 H3 MecTIlbIX). 
(114) 
In a change of time frame, the narrator envisions himself climbing up this nineteenth-
century hill accompanied by the guide, yet when he examines the guide's face it is very 
familiar: it is his own face, and therefore he is able to guide himself up to the summit. 
Confused as to the meaning of this, the narrator asks the guide to explain and is told: 
'Be)l,b Y)Ke HOBax peaJIhHOCTb' (114). The guide then informs him that a guide 
always has similar looks to the person he is accompanying. The essay is brought to a 
halt as Igor' declares that it was unfinished: the main idea in it was lost. However, the 
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most important image that gradually took up all his subsequent thoughts was not the 
hill but the path that climbed upwards. 
Igor' considers that the path represents the mergmg of the individual into the 
collective and that this thought: 'nepeCKaKFlBaJIa li3 nOBeCTli o.TJ,noro aBTopa B 
pOMaH APyroro aBTopa, a li3 :noro pOMaHa - B HOBYIO nOBeCTh ImcaTcml Y)f(C 
CJIe,n:YlOlI(erO rrOKOJIeHlig' (115). Igor' proceeds to give examples of the familiar 
nineteenth-century hero who goes off to war in order to lose himself, or disappears 
into the interior to marry a simple peasant girl and to lose his individuality among the 
locals. The 'CIO)f(eT 0 MYKax liH,n:liBli,n:yaJIhHOCTli, 0 MYKax "}I", KOTOPOC 
)f(a)f(,n:eT li lilI(eT pacTBOpliThCg B OCHOBHOH: Macce JIlo,n:cH' (I 15), is developed 
further in the next section (and also in another story Igor' created). However, 
bringing himself back into his present-day situation, Igor' notes how he had first 
conjured up the picture of people gathered around a fire in order not to be tormented 
by his waiting in the queue. On looking around, however, he realises that the queue 
has dispersed, and he is one of a few people just left standing there. His present-day 
reality has been lost. In a similar way, people try to write narratives or to reach 
scientific conclusions, yet in reality they are just standing in the queue and are no 
different from anyone else. Present-day reality, Igor' appears to be saying, is illusory, 
and no-one is able to overcome this, however hard they try to ignore it and by 
whatever means. 
Yet concluding this second section 'V teni gory' is an important addition. Igor' 
mentions that there was one memorable moment towards the conclusion of his earlier 
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essay as the guide takes the narrator up the hill. Gradually laying claim to the 
narrator's money, watch and even clothes, the guide begins to speak in exactly the 
narrator's tone of voice. Then: 
Kor,Ua, CKJIOHHBllHCb IIHTb K 3epKaJIY PO,UHHKOBOM BOnbl, Tbl 
BHAHllb ce6S1, - Te6S1 TaM Y)l(e HeT, Tbl - Tenl>. A 011 - KaK 
oCBemeHHbIM COJIHneM. On CHSleT. B HOBOM pCaJIbHOCTH on, 
cOnpOBO)l(,UalOmHH, )l(HBee Te6», B TO BpeM» KaK TbI, iKHBOM, 
Bee TOJIbKO TYCKHeellb: TCJIO TBoe TaCT H nOXOiKC Ha 
CJIa6elOmee peHTrCHOBCKoe H306paiKCIUle, 
KOHTypbI. BH.ll.HbI, nOKa eme 60JIee HJIM MeHee OT'fCTJIHBO, B 
rny6HHe pTa CKpbITbIe ,UO nopbI MeTaJIJIHqCCKHC KOPOHKH 
3y60B (TBOH, TbI HX nOMHHllb) - Bee, qTO Y Te6» OCTaJIOCb OT 
TBocro BeKa. (117) 
The idea of the guide is an intriguing one that yields some possible interpretative 
insights into the nature of literature and literary criticism. Firstly, the literature of the 
previous century cannot be fully understood in our century as we impose present-day 
ideas onto our interpretation. Therefore we are reliant on the guide (the literaturoved 
of the previous century) for our interpretation; yet although we believe that we in the 
present-day are objectively analysing the text (we have the same face as the guide), in 
actual fact this proves to be false. The guide, who is paradoxically both familiar and at 
the same time different from us, gradually assimilates us until we do not exist. In other 
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words, what we deem to be objective criticism is simply another fictional narrative, 
and so we are no different to interpreters from any time period. 
On a second level, the critical analysis becomes of greater significance than the text 
itself, not only because of its immediacy, but also a result of the 'averaging out' 
process to which the texts and life itself have been subjected, leaving the analysis as 
the only constant among them. However, any summative statements are then 
subverted, as the image changes in the following section: a paradigm shift has 
occurred. This could be taken as indication of the fragile nature of critical analysis 
itself, which in the post postmodem period has, to some extent, become redundant. 
'Reality' is asserting itself. 
The image of the hill and its path is extended in the third narrative entitled 'Siuzhet 
usredneniia', which is obviously the key narrative as the cycle of narratives bears the 
same name. Igor' notes how nineteenth-century literature began to give equal weight 
to the image of the pure young girl and the wise old woman, to whom the male 
protagonist is irresistibly drawn. The more battles he fights in, the greater the tension 
he feels as he pictures the idealised woman. The intelligentsia, of which the 
protagonist is a member, had an overwhelming desire to debase themselves, to merge 
with the masses and attempt to appease their guilt. Igor' cites Tolstoi as an example 
of a writer engaged in depicting the loss of individuality whilst Dostoevskii, he claims, 
was not enticed along a similar route. However, the image of the writer itself is then 
subverted in the text: 
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aBTopCTBa, OTKa3aBllllCb, B qaCTHOCTH, OT orIJIaTbI 3a CBOH 
Tpy,U. B KHlIrax 1I eCTb caMa 6e3bIMSIHIIOCTb. KHHrH - 06UlHC 
1I HlIqbll, Be,Ub BCSlKOMY BH,UHO, qTO KHlIrli (H C HHMM BMeCTC 
"SI" aBTopa) ,UOJDKHbI 6bITb pacTBopeHbI B l~YXOBHO" )I(M3HH 
Hapo,Ua, KaK pacTBopeHbI B ero MaTepHaJIbllOH )l{H3IIM JlMKeM 
He CqMTaeMble Bo,Ua M B03,UYX. (MO)l(eT JIll Bo06mc qCJIOBCK C 
COBeCTblO 6bITb aBTopOM? - caMoy6MMCTBCHHbIM Bonpnc. "51" 
Y)l(e He CYIUCCTB yeT. He 6eJIbIM JIM nMK? .. ) (118) 
Returning to the image of the hill, whereas the narrator earlier thought of the twentieth 
century as standing in the shadow of the nineteenth-century hill, he now imagines the 
other side of the hill to represent the present. Thus we have a hill which on one side 
represents the last century, with the sunny wood representing nineteenth-century 
literature and the many paths, analogous to different subjects, running through it. The 
main path, however, the one that eventually reaches the summit, is that of the subject 
of a person's attempt to lose his individuality - siuzhet usredneniia. On the other side 
of the hill is the twentieth century, a shady, darker area, also with a wood representing 
the literature of this period. The main path also runs down this side of the hill to its 
foot. Hence the subject of' averaging out' is the chief concern of the literature of both 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries: 'X<MBCM MbI Y)l(c HC B TCUli rophI, a na 
TeHcBoM CTOPOHC :noM OrpOMHOM ropbI' (120). In this respect, contemporary 
literature can be seen as are-working of the literature of the previous century. 
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The descending path, however, is much smoother, for the prose of the twentieth 
century has been influenced by the political beliefs of Russian society in that period, 
and so revolution, civil war, emigration and collectivisation have all found their place 
in its literature. The meeting of the former camp inmates with the remainder of society 
is the final culmination of the 'averaging out' process.39 In the same way the path has 
gradually widened, forming a road, then a highway and finally levelling out into a field 
at the foot of the hill. The widening of the road also symbolises the broadening of the 
idea: 'ClO)KeT, O<pOPMHBIllHCh, CTaHOBIIJICjI Bce 60Jlee MaccoBhIM' (122). A 
footnote explains that 'siuzhet literatury' has also become the subject of life. In this 
way, Igor"s position in the queue is an embodiment of the same process, linked to the 
previous century but also very much part of his own century and the events therein. 
Having worked through the siuzhet, it now disappears into the depths, and the queue 
is simply a queue. 
Igor' once more considers the position of the author, expressing the desire most 
writers have to compose one great historical novel. Yet their approach, in Igor" s 
opinion, is incorrect: 
POCCIIHCKIIH JIHTepaTOp HaIllHX ,ll.HeH rre B CHJIaX lIOHjjTb 
rrpepBaHHoH MhlCJIII BHe oCTaBIllHXCSI CMY lIpOH3Be)~eHHH 
HCKYCCTBa. OH Bee TOJIhKO fJISI.ll.HT Ha3a.ll, na OCTaBJICIIIlYIO 
39 In the Laird interview, Makanin describes how his father, who was unjustly 
imprisoned for a time in the 1940s, had a 'desire not to stand out, to blend in with 
everybody else'. S. Laird, Voices oj Russian. .. , p. 56. 
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TaM BhICOKYIO ropy, Y)l(e, Ka)l(eTCjI, II HeCIIoc06HhIM oTopBaTh 
rna3 OT COJ1HeQHOH ee nonOBIIHhI. (122) 
In this way, the writer is often unable to produce a work that is aware of its literary 
inheritance from the previous century, but also fully grounded in its own time.40 
The final narrative in the cycle of narratives, entitled 'Vorone kak-to bog ... ' differs 
considerably from the previous narratives in its short-story presentation and lack of 
objective criticism from the narrator Igor'. Though it is concerned with a queue and 
people's attitude to the arrival of a handicapped boy at its head, the absence of 
narratorial comment on this story indicates a radical revision of ideas on the part of 
Makanin.41 The struggle to objectify the text has been lost, and the questioning of the 
border between reality and fiction has ceased. This indicates that the self-
consciousness of narrative and also of criticism necessitates the acceptance of its 
inability to express anything other than its own form and medium, discourse and 
language. The whole text of Siuzhet usredneniia can be taken as the summation of 
Makanin's thoughts on the literary process, revealing how any discourse is reliant on 
its social, historical and in this case literary context, all of which influence an 
understanding of the ideas therein. Language itself is not an objective tool to be 
40 It is interesting to note that this is precisely what Makanin appears to achieve in 
Andegraund, ili Geroi nashego vremeni. 
41 For Rodnianskaia, the boy is another simpleton, similar to the 'holy fool' image of 
Lesha in Otstavshii and Kliucharev's son in Laz. I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety 
trevogi. . .', p. 206. 
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manipulated as required by the writer, for it carries some fixed referents that relate to 
the society from which it comes. Criticism, too, cannot claim to lie outside of this, 
when it is also reliant upon the same medium, language. 
Conclusion 
Makanin's interest in the function of narrative has evolved from tentative expressions 
of a writer's compositional struggles in Portret i vokrug, through to a discussion of 
literary devices and forms, such as stereotypes and myths and legends in G%sa. 
Creative inspiration and the ability to express 'voices' of believable characters are 
considered to appear of their own volition, and yet they are paradoxically dependent 
upon the receptiveness of a writer to them. An interest in the nature of discourse in 
general and its medium, language, in particular, has informed Makanin's texts of the 
1990s. Siur v proietarskom raione reveals how fluid is the meaning of the word, 
which can at no time be understood as having one single determined meaning. 
Instead, the instability of language, and the fragmentation of man's hold on any sense 
of reality, are the abiding senses in the postmodem world of the late twentieth century. 
The final text considered here, Siuzhet usredneniia, is one of Makanin' s last works to 
place a self-conscious criticism of narrative within the text itself Kvazi, published in 
1993 is possibly an exception to this, yet in form it is more essayistic and does not 
include a writer-protagonist as a means of distancing Makanin himself as the author of 
the narrative. 
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The degree to which any discourse is able to claim objectivity, including historical and 
critical discourse, is shown to be problematic. The author is subservient to the content 
of both literature and language, and to his and the reader's subjective interpretations 
based on the social and historical context in which they reside. 
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CHAPTER 6 
Soviet and Russian History: the memorable past 
'Deprived of our memories we arc 
deprived of our very selves. Without our 
histories we are vacated. We may walk 
and talk and eat and sleep but, in truth, we 
are nobody.' 1 
In addition to examining the authenticity of the fictional realities he is depicting in his 
narratives, Makanin, as we have seen, turned his attention to the debate over the status 
of history. His earlier texts incorporated certain historical events in pursuit of literary 
realism, and this gradually progressed to a recent questioning of the objectivity of 
history and the extent to which it can be viewed as purely another fictional narrative. 
It is difficult to overestimate the importance of a nation's sense of its own identity, a 
sense of existing as a unified and established body to which its members can proudly 
1 Mick Jackson, The Underground Man (London: Picador, 1997), p. 34. The 
protagonist of this Booker-shortlisted narrative is an eccentric but erudite Duke who 
digs a series of tunnels which lead from his house through the gardens to the edge of 
his estate. The title immediately evokes Dostoevskii' s work, and the tunnel digging is 
reminiscent of Pekalov's project and the idea of digging back into the past found in 
Utrata. 
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refer by name and which outsiders can acknowledge and respect. The rise of 
nationalism in the former republics of the Soviet Union bears witness to their great 
need to establish their own identity after years of submission to a foreign power. 
Undoubtedly, a country's collective memory embodied within oral and historical 
accounts provides the backbone for national identity and affirmation of a nation's 
position in the world. In the words of Milan Kundera: 
The first step in liquidating a people... is to erase its memory. 
Destroy its books, its culture, its history. Then have somebody 
write new books, manufacture a new culture, invent a new history. 
Before long the nation will begin to forget what it is and what it 
was. The world around it will forget even faster. 2 
2 Milan Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting (London: Faber and Faber, 
1992), p. 159. The opening scene describes the balcony appearance of the Communist 
leader Gottwald and his comrades, one of whom (Clementis) takes off his own hat and 
places it on the leader's head for warmth. There follows the humorous but painfully 
poignant description of how Clementis was later air-brushed out of the picture after his 
fall from grace, and all that remains of him is his hat on his beloved leader's head. This 
is one of a vast quantity of all-too-familiar descriptions that portray the abuses of 
history in the Eastern bloc without requiring exegesis. 
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A sense of history and its importance in the nation's identity has always been a 
dominant force in Russian culture, particularly amongst the intelligentsia. In Andrew 
Wachtel's incisive analysis of the topic, there are three inherent ideas behind this 
'Russian obsession with history'.3 Firstly, there is the belief that Russian history is 
markedly different from that of other countries; linked to this is the idea that Russia can 
avoid going through certain historical phases; and thirdly there exists the belief that 
Russia will have a messianic role in world history. Fictional narrative has consistently 
been party to these beliefs and has been one of the media through which history has 
been expressed. As noted in the previous chapter, Russian writers believed themselves 
to be 'the chroniclers and conscience of the nation', and felt morally obliged to speak 
out against injustice and to debate politically sensitive matters. 4 In the twentieth 
century, Russian writers inherited an accepted tradition from their nineteenth-century 
predecessors of writing both works of history and literary prose, in comparison to the 
strict segregation of these genres in the West. s For example, Wachtel reveals how 
3 Andrew Baruch Wachtel, An Obsession with History: Russian Writers Confront the 
Past (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), p. 155. 
4 Rosalind Marsh, History and Literature in Contemporary Russia (Basingstoke: 
Macmillan, 1995), p. 1. 
5 Obviously, historical fiction - such as that of Antonia Fraser - has its followers, and 
western films in particular are permitted much historical licence in their portrayal of 
events. Interestingly, there seems to have been a recent revival of historical films 
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Kararnzin's History of the Russian State is a text that can be read as both history and 
fiction, and Pushkin wrote one fictional and one non-fictional text describing the 
Pugachev rebellion.6 
There is no need to reiterate the lengths to which the Party went during the Soviet 
period to expunge huge areas of the nation's history, and repeated purges of the history 
profession further pressurised its members into acquiescence and silence. For Soviet 
readers, therefore, literature had been a prime vehicle for veiled historical discussions 
that historians were too wary to initiate. Yet what at first seemed to be a welcome 
policy change in the 1980s when Gorbachev advocated the principles of glasnost' and 
perestroika was not as innocent as it appeared. Rather than being an 
acknowledgement of the need for historical truth, the real motive behind the policy was 
the government's desire to introduce their rigid programme of reform, yet once it was 
set in motion they could not control the huge avalanche of material concerned with 
many periods of Russian and Soviet history. As the range of issues that could be 
openly discussed widened, so pluralistic debates over the past began to emerge. 
Tentatively beginning with further attacks on Stalin (which had previously been 
undertaken in the Khrushchev 'thaw' period), these debates later delved further into 
questions concerning Stalin's terror, the Second World War, the purges and 
collectivisation, and then to Lenin's policies themselves. 
aimed at the mass market such as 'Rob Roy', 'Braveheart' and 'Michael Collins', in 
which there is a combination of historical fact and fiction. 
6 A. Wachtel, An Obsession ... , Chapters 3 and 4. 
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In the light of Wachtel's analysis of a tradition of historical fiction, it is not surprising 
that this genre has been used in the re-evaluation of history since Gorbachev's ascent to 
power in 1985. Rosalind Marsh's monograph has evaluated this fiction as an inevitable 
occurrence: 
A society'S representation of its past is central to that society's 
understanding and definition of itself; and literature set in a 
historical context is one of the aesthetic forms best suited to an 
exploration of the complexities of past experience and to conveying 
these perceptions to a wide audience. 7 
Once this seemingly cathartic process lost some of its earlier passion and the profusion 
of literature and publitsistika began to abate, the Russian people appeared to lose their 
intense desire for re-evaluation of the past. 8 Widespread disillusionment with history 
7 R. Marsh, History and Literature ... , p. 1 . 
8 The definition of publitsistika which is understood here is: 'Social and political 
journalism; writing on current affairs'. Marcus Wheeler, The Oxford Russian -English 
Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990). The question of whether 
glasnost' and perestroika were part of a cathartic process is obviously open to debate, 
and was a key issue for the conservatives when they pointed out the ensuing 
implications for society, for example, the soaring crime rate and excessive drug-taking. 
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and historical fiction was an immediate reaction after the excesses and dishonesty it had 
revealed. The mass media also became more prominent and western literature, 
alternative religions and television soaps were, and still are, extremely popular. The 
present, with its very pressing concerns of inflation, wages and organised crime has 
ousted a reappraisal of the past from its prime position. 
From previous chapters it will be clear that Makanin does not write historical fiction in 
the manner of Anatolii Rybakov's Deli Arbata or the popular stories of Valentin Pikul'. 
However, the author has an abiding interest in the interlinked concepts of history, time, 
and memory, and these are an intrinsic part of a depiction of man's condition. The 
concept of genetic memory was earlier shown to be a literary construct applied to 
emphasise the connections the present and future have with the past. Memories of 
historical events revealed in Makanin's texts include those from the post-war period in 
Bezottsovshchina, recollections of the intellectual high points of the 1960s in Odin i 
odna, and a (fictional) war in the Caucasus in Kavkazskii plennyi. Whilst the early 
references placed his narratives firmly in the known historical reality of his readers, 
later texts reveal how, for contemporary society, the concepts of 'reality' and 'history' 
have lost their finite meanings. Literature cannot be separated from its socio-historical 
context, and in aiming to produce a believable text the author has to be aware of the 
external meaning attributed to it by the readers in their own social context. If, as 
Rodnianskaia expresses it, Makanin is to reveal the '6h1TOBhle, 3aTpanc3Hblc, 
He06'MIBJIeHHhle UBeTa BpeMeHH'9, then his texts will be informed with current 
9 I. Rodnianskaia, 'Neznakomye znakomtsy ... ', p. 236. 
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questions regarding the objectivity of history. Kvazi debates the postmodern idea of 
the end of history and a reason behind the desire of the masses to create or 'fabricate' 
heroes and demi-gods for their own spiritual needs. 
Publishing his first work in the shadow of socialist realism, Makanin moved towards a 
more independent and grim depiction of Soviet life. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the 
numerous attempts to align his prose with that of Iurii Trifonov reflect Makanin's 
similar early interest in the mundane lives of his protagonists. Byt, the everyday details 
of Soviet life, are all too familiar to SovietlRussian readers and to others who know 
Russia well. This real 'nosl' is, however, not only a means of indicating that the text is 
written in the tradition of realism as opposed to that of fantasy or science fiction, but 
also a recognised means of social comment in a time of government censorship. This 
chapter will briefly examine some of the uses of byt in the writer's prose as an initial 
step towards his later interest in man's attitude to his past and nation's history. The 
intergeneric dialogue which Wachtel exposes as informing a series of nineteenth- and 
later twentieth-century texts is not a feature ofMakanin's works. The author does not 
use the traditional 'strategy of inscribing the same history in multiple genres, both 
fictional and nonfictional', either within the same text or in separate texts. lOY et there 
are similarities: he does continually demand intertextual reference, particularly in his 
later works, and this is part of the same tradition, in that he expects the reader to be 
bringing informed ideas and knowledge of other texts to his/her reading. Although 
Western scholars now accept intertextuality as a fundamental part of narrative, this has 
10 A. Wachtel, An Obsession ... , p. 150. 
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always been an expected feature of Russian texts with the exception of the majority of 
those written during the Soviet period. In Makanin's works a communicative link is 
established between the author's own ideas and the multigeneric texts to which he 
refers, including Russian, Asian and Western fictional, philosophical and historical 
narratives. 
The huge changes brought about since the advent of glasnost' have completely 
overturned the traditional and ideological prerequisites of literature in particular. In 
this context Makanin's prose, spanning as it does more than three decades, is a good 
witness to many historical changes. As a writer initially on the edge of officially 
sanctioned work, he has, perhaps more than most, been able to clearly document these 
events. As Makanin does not write historical novels he is not subject to the rigorous 
scrutiny of historians in terms of the historical accuracy of his prose. Yet the frequency 
with which references to specific historical events occur, the numerous depictions of 
common social institutions, and his later engagement with the status of history itself do 
demand attention. 
Makanin's consistent desire to remain outside the political debates in which literature 
has continually been embroiled is reflected in the way in which he has not turned to 
historical fiction at a time when it was being passionately manipulated by differing 
political factions. Yet, as Marsh points out, Makanin was co-opted onto the editorial 
board of Znamia in 1986.11 This appointment, therefore, does bring into question his 
11 R. Marsh, History and Literature ... , p. 13. 
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declared intention to stand aside from political debate. The journals during the late 
1980s proved to be a battleground for polarised liberal and conservative views, with 
Znamia firmly ensconced in the liberal camp. However, as his prose of the 1980s 
reflects, he has always had an interest in the value of history in any culture and is keen 
to reflect such debates about Russian and Soviet history in his works. 
The use of byt 
One of the frequent accusations against writers of Makanin's generation during the 
soroka/etnie debate was the repeated use of, and emphasis on, byt in their prose. 
Dedkov strongly criticised what he deemed to be too great an emphasis on the 
mundane hardships of everyday life. 12 Yet other critics keenly believed byt to be a 
necessary part of realistic portrayals of the time. 13 Particularly in his prose from the 
12 I. Dedkov, 'Kogda rasseialsia .. .', p. 30. 
13 'PaccKa3 cnoco6eH cero,nHSI aCCJIMJIJIlIpOBaTb ,noKYMeUTaJIbHhIC, 
olfepKoBble, ny6JIl1nJICTJIlIeCKJIe BKpanJIeHJISI, eCJIlI B cpoKyce aBTopcKoro 
BHJIMaHJIjI ... xapaKmepbl B JIX HepacTop)J(JIMbIX CBSl3S1X c 6bITOBbIM 
oKpY)J(eHJIeM, C JIX COnJIaJIbHO-HpaBcTBeHHoii, 06mecTBeHHoH aTMocq)epoii.' 
See A. Klitko, 'Litso, kharakter ... ', p. 21. There are numerous articles which discuss 
the use of byt, including: AlIa Latynina, 'Forma paradoksal'nogo ... '; and V. 
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early 1970s to mid-1980s, Makanin relied heavily on byt and this was commended by 
certain critics for the way it grounded his texts in contemporary reality. 14 
There is no need to go into any great detail about the uses of byt; examples include the 
following: exchanging flats in Polosa obmenov; obtaining furniture in Portret i vokrug 
despite a very high demand; organising the services of a good surgeon and obtaining a 
Crimean holiday for a girlfriend and her convalescing mother in Prostaia istina; and 
visiting a younger brother at a summer Pioneer camp in Strazh. 15 Characters stand in 
long shop queues (Prostaia istina), talk of the lack of medicines in the pharmacy (Stol. 
pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine) and offer bribes in order to obtain a quick 
divorce (Reka s bystrym techeniem). Some protagonists are brought up in the stifling 
atmosphere of the barak (Goluboe i krasnoe), communal flats provide little privacy to 
their residents (Prostaia istina), and parents are aware of their children's need for their 
own private room (Polosa obmenov). Convicted prisoners are sent off to a remote 
location, and their families only have restricted visits which require formal 
documentation and sanction (Anti/ider). Student friends have parties in a relative's flat 
(Tam byla para ... ), neighbours go to the bania (Golosa) and friends take a trip to the 
woods to pick mushrooms (Antilider). More recent texts, too, contain vivid examples 
Bondarenko, 'Stolknoveniia dukha .. .'. The latter writer/critic supports his hypothesis 
with examples of byt in Bulgakov and even Pushkin's texts. 
14 For example, see V. Mordvinova, '0 dushe .. .', p. 220. 
15 See bibliography for publication details of the texts referred to here. 
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of contemporary reality: there is a student suicide (Tam hyla para ... ), crowds turn 
nasty against an individual (Laz) and the dead bodies of those who refuse to conform 
are dumped in the forest (Neshumnye). These are just a few examples of the many 
situations and events depicted by the author throughout his literary career, which 
provide a familiar background and bring a desired authenticity to his texts. The reader 
is in no doubt that the depiction in the texts is typical of the Soviet Union/the new 
Russia in its harsh reality and with its many injustices. 
The majority of these examples are from texts written in the middle period of the 
author's literary output prior to his experimentation in form and style. As discussed in 
Chapter 1, Makanin is keen to portray a protagonist with whom the reader can easily 
associate and therefore a familiar setting and daily routine are paramount. Yet it is the 
extreme situation in which he finds himself that is the clear reflection of the 
protagonist's character, and the presentation of byt is just a backdrop against which 
man's condition can be depicted. 16 Once the author became interested in a more 
diverse panorama in which the presentation of the different time periods demands a 
more complicated text to reflect a disintegrating, contemporary picture of life, the use 
of byt became less frequent. Utrata, Otstavshii and Dolog nash pllt' are examples of 
16 Makanin emphasised this in an interview: '[T]pare;:UHI 06hlKHoBcHIloro 
qeJIOBeKa BOJIHyeT MeHSI Ky.ua 60JIbme, a "6bITOBH3aIl.IU" 3.ueCb SlBJUICTCSI 
HHqeM HHbIM, KaK nonbITKOH TaKHM cnoco6oM c.ueJIaTb repoSl Y3uaBaeMhlM H 
06blqHbIM.' See P. RoHberg, 'Interv'iu Petera ... ', p. 268. 
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texts which rely little on byt due to their heavy preoccupation with other time periods 
and their protagonists' attitude towards them. 
As Bocharov points out, contemporary writers also have their own present transitional 
reality to depict, and one which is full of instability, fear and alarm: 
TpeBor[a], KOTOpaji B03HHKJIa B 06mecTBc B CBjl3H C 
HeKOTopbIMH npon.eccaMH Harne" )KH3HII II KOTOPYW CTOJIb 
BeCKO II y6e,UIITeJIbHO CcpOpMyJIlIPOBaJI B CBOJ1X 
BblcTynJIeHIIjlX 1985 ro,Ua M. C. lop6aQeB, 06bHCIUUI 
He06xo,UHMOCTb MHorHX Ha3peBIllHX nepeMeH B )KH31IH 
Harnero rocy,UapcTBa. 17 
In his own way, Makanin evokes the fearful and unstable atmosphere of late twentieth-
century society more through the disjointed structure and subversion of ideas than 
through the incorporation of byt. 
Having stated that the use of byt is less frequent in the author's later texts, there is, 
however, one striking exception - Sto/, pokrytyi suknom is grafinom poseredine. The 
apotheosis of examples of byt is the inquiry: the very familiar backbone of society, 
whether it be a student, workers', or doctors' collective meeting to which the 
17 A. Bocharov, 'Kak slovo .. .', p. 149. 
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individual has been summoned. This text not only reflects the fearful reality of life in 
Soviet society, but also reveals how the inquiry is a feature of Russian life and has 
historical roots world-wide. This is a prime example of the way in which Makanin 
takes an everyday phenomenon, and not only evokes the images and feelings 
surrounding it, but also portrays its roots deep in the past and implications for the 
present. 
Soviet history 
The Soviet critic E. Sidorov proudly declared that: '[H]ama rrpma ;:(aCT I1CMaJIO 
rrpllMepoB r.JIY60KOro xY.lloiKeCTBeHHoro rrOCTlIiKeHlIjf Hcpa3pbIBHoii CBjf3H 
COBpeMeHHoii 06bI.lleHHOH iKlI3HlI c HaUIIOHaJIbHOH HCTopHeii' .\8 Makanin is no 
exception to this, with many references to individual but momentous events that took 
place during the Soviet years that are clearly recognisable and meaningful to any Soviet 
reader. However, the references do not purely provide authenticity to the texts; they 
have varied roles depending on the main idea behind the text. These depictions have 
been alluded to in previous chapters where relevant; for example, in Otstavshii the 
student Gena takes his manuscript to Tvardovskii's office but is too late: the editor has 
already been removed (for the first time) from his position. Gena also offers his fervent 
18 E SOd 'Zh" " d ' 
. 1 orov, IVata vo a .... 
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opinion on the official acknowledgement of Stalin's 'Cult of the Personality', and the 
same text includes descriptions of political prisoners. 
Makanin's texts contain many examples of the political and social climate of Soviet life, 
although he refrains from explicit authorial comment. In Otstavshii, Gena's daughter 
asks her father to try and use his influence to help a student friend in trouble with the 
authorities. In another example, Gena's father tries to understand whether the work 
culture in which he spent his adult life has affected him deeply and may account for his 
tortured nightmares. He worked in the building industry and was consumed by the 
Party spirit behind it: 
Omi cTpomill II CTPOIIJllI, DOTepjJB Y)J(e, Ka)J(eTCjJ, II ueJIb H 
COOTHeceHHoe 3Ha'IeHlle cTpOHTeJIbCTBa. Omi rOTOBbI 6blJIH 
Bee rrOTepjJTb, HO He crroco6HoCTb CTpOHTb. OmI TOJIbKO H 
,lJ,ep)J(aJIIICb 3a CBOH CTPOHKH - :lTa rrOCJIe,lJ,OBaTeJIbHOCTb 
CTaJIa Terrepb H rJIaBHOH, H caMOU: 3aMeTHoH 'IepToH. (36) 
Gena's father is upset, however, when he encounters an old work acquaintance who is 
oblivious to his own corrupt past and is spending his retirement happily. Gena's father 
knows he was always honest in his work, yet he is now tormented with bad dreams. 
The fervour which he exhibited as a young man during the Soviet heyday would be 
familiar to many Russian readers. In this text, the allusions reiterate the characters' 
feeling of having been left behind the times as discussed previously. 
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In Grazhdanin ubegaiushchii, however, the work ethos is subverted: the typical heroic 
image of the Soviet taiga worker is ironically portrayed. Instead of the brave individual 
who withstands all weather conditions and who marches through natural obstacles to 
conquer the land in the name of progress, there is the depiction of a destroyer of both 
the earth and family lives. Pavel Alekseevich Kostiukov continually moves further east 
in his work, consciously trying to keep ahead of his sons, who search him out for 
money, and away from letters sent by women he has deserted. The narrative has one 
character, Apollinar'ich, who epitomises the familiar heroic figure, battling 
enthusiastically against nature: ' - EblcTpeii! TbI 6a6HHK H JIenulii! Hano KOllaTh, 
KOllaTb - llJIaneTa )J(JleT, qepT 6bI Te611 1l06paJI!' (379).19 
There is one passage which brings a historical element to the fore, and reveals that the 
narrative is not simply to be understood as a subversion of the Soviet hero. Despite 
acknowledging his destructive nature, Kostiukov is unable to stand and watch 
explosions at work. Trees are ripped up from the earth and sent flying through the air, 
with earth stuck to their roots. This can be taken as a metaphor for his own treatment 
of his offspring. However, although Kostiukov's sons present themselves as 
abandoned children, they are certainly not endearing characters: they love to drink and 
womanise, and use their father's position solely to their own advantage. At least 
Kostiukov works honestly and well - the same cannot be said of his sons. The 
19 Grazhdanin ubegaiushchii in Rasskazy (Moscow: Sovremennik, 1990), pp. 351-90 
(p.379). 
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narrative continues with a description of how the earth is expecting the arrival of a 
naive and passionate man, but unfortunately, we are told, those times are over. Hence 
this is not a criticism of Soviet man in particular - although such an attack is one of the 
undercurrents and Kostiukov's lack of genuine fervour is noted - but a revelation of 
the indisputably destructive nature of man in general. Man has been destroying the 
land for centuries, but with different motives: some believe in the ideas of progress and 
civilisation, whereas others are just escaping from the unpleasant consequences of their 
previous actions. This unexpected idea caused confusion amongst Soviet critics. 
As mentioned above, the inquiry in Sial, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine is a 
very familiar feature of everyday Soviet life, one that most families could comprehend 
from their own experiences. 20 Although the text centres on the one inquiry the 
protagonist is facing, it soon becomes clear that this is one of a number of inquiries that 
he has attended over the course of his life - the narrative is as full of his nocturnal 
thoughts and memories of past gatherings as it is of the present inquiry. Other 
common features of Soviet society are also mentioned. The protagonist recalls a street 
brawl in which he was simply a bystander; the fight was broken up by the police, who 
then rounded up a group of people for questioning. The protagonist was caught up 
amongst them and describes how he came before a police inquiry with the same types 
of characters around a table. Such methods of street control were a familiar event in 
the Soviet period and add to the feeling of fear the protagonist experiences. 
20 Slol, pokrytyi suknom i s grafinom poseredine, Znamia (1993: 1), 9-53. Further 
references to this publication will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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The protagonist realises that he has known the inquiries 'c He3arraM}!THbIX BpeMen, c 
caMoro He)ICHOrO H IOHoro B03pacTa' (12). Whether a person consciously 
remembers a specific inquiry or not, there is an implied subconscious knowledge of it 
which infiltrates a person and continues to exist within him/her as a result of collective 
pressure: 
TbI MO)Kemb H He 3HaTb 0 BpeMeHH n006aA06 H.JlH 0 BpeMenH 
6eAbiX xaAam06, HO B TOM-TO H )leno, qTO H He 3Haj{ - 'fbI 
3HaeIIIb. (MeTaqm.3HqeCKOe )laB.JleHHe KO.Jl.JleKTHBHoro YMa 
KaK pa3 H rrHTaeTC}! 06jJ3aTe.JlbHOCTbIO Hamero paCKpbITHjJ.) 
11 Y)lHBHTe.JlbHO, qTO MbI He paCKpbIBaeMCjJ )lO KOIlua. (25) 
It would be tempting to consider the discussion to be a diatribe against the collective 
psychological pressures inherent in Soviet society; however, in addition to his own 
memories the protagonist also imagines inquiries that occurred at earlier periods. Not 
only are there references to events and people from the Soviet period, but also 
references to the Russian past. Geoffrey Hosking, one of the 1993 Booker panellists, 
notes that the roots of the Soviet inquiry are to be found in the pre-revolutionary 
peasant comrnune.21 The critic Konstantin Kedrov also believes there to be similarities 
21 Geoffrey Hosking, ' ... or a final reckoning?" Times Literary Supplement, 7 January 
1994, p. 10. 
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with nineteenth-century texts in which the protagonists are questioned by interrogators 
and also internally judge themselves with severity: '[3],ueCb rrpo,uOJDKaeTCjf H3BelfIlajf 
pYCCKajf cy,ue6Hajf ,upaMa OT "TIpecTyrrJIeHlljf II HaKa3aHHjf" .D.ocToeBCKoro llO 
"BocKpeceHHjf" JIbBa TOJICToro. '22 This stands in contrast to the numerous 
associations with Kafka's Trial which continuously arise on a first reading of 8101. 
However, as Hosking points out, unlike Kafka's mysterious characters, Makanin' s 
judges are neighbours and acquaintances, and the first-person narrative style 
emphasises the 'destructive intimacy' of this phenomenon of Soviet life.23 Kedrovalso 
indicates the absurdity of the Soviet situation: it demands that the individual does not 
try to understand the inquiry as Kafka's protagonist does, but, conversely, is to seek to 
bare his soul completely to his interrogators. Yet the associations do not end just with 
reference to Russian history or literature, there are more universal elements too. 
Latynina believes that: 'the fact that the story is open to several philosophical 
interpretations makes it an outstanding work of Russian prose'. 24 The inquiry, and the 
table in particular as a symbol thereof, is part of a historical chain reaching back 
through the Soviet period with its Party Committees and everyday inquiries, to the time 
of revolutionary tribunals and even to the days when medieval punishments took place 
22 K. Kedrov, 'Premiia Bukera ... '. 
23 G. Hosking, '... or a final ... '. Irina Murav' eva discusses similarities to Kafka in 
Makanin's early prose Predtecha and Kliucharev i Alimushkin. Irina Murav'eva, 
'Sloistyi pirog vremeni', Kontinent, 61 (1989),353-66 (pp. 358 and 362). 
24 AHa Latynina, 'The Russian Booker ... '. 
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in cellars. It is the table that links all such collective gatherings before which the 
individual is judged, and to heighten the sense of fear it inspires the table is given 
human attributes. The table can feel the pain of the needle when injections were given 
to the accused during the 'time of the white coats', and it is even attributed with a 
memory: '[C]TaphIH CTOJI pa3JIH'IaeT 3HaKOMble HHTOHa~HH crrpoca' (25). 
The reference to the 'time of the white coats' is developed further in the text, as several 
passages follow the cases of a male and female student who undergo psychiatric 
treatment which eventually leads to their death. 25 The reason for treating these people 
is contrasted to earlier times such as 1937 when there were accusations that certain 
persons were 'enemies of the people'. Instead, the patients are considered to be ill and 
are given injections to reduce them to a dehumanised state. Patients normally become 
sullen, withdrawn and unable to communicate on any level apart from showing 
inexplicable anger whenever they see birds through the windows of the hospital. The 
25 Soviet psychological abuse was known abroad as well as at home and would be 
familiar to a non-Russian reader. International attention was drawn to the case of 
Zhores Medvedev, a Soviet scientist admitted to a mental hospital without due cause. 
It is interesting to note that prominent members of the intelligentsia from all disciplines 
rallied in support ofMedvedev and sent messages of disapproval to the authorities and 
government. Trifonov and Tvardovskii are both named as giving active support, and 
this emphasises the way in which literary figures in Russia viewed themselves as 
prominent and influential citizens. See Zhores and Roy Medvedev, A Question of 
Madness (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1974). 
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young man proves more resistant to the drugs, retaining his intellectual capacity until 
just before his death. The young woman, on the other hand, easily succumbs and soon 
dies. A very unpleasant scene is then described in which one of the doctor-judges 
commits an act of necrophilia with her body and is subsequently interrogated about 
this. However, the protagonist does not consider this to be a solely contemporary 
phenomenon: 
CeKc, » ,ll.yMaro, He O,ll.Ha)l(,ll.bI 6bIJI CBSl3aH C CY,ll.HJIIUneM 
pHTyaJIbHO - CB»3b YXO,ll.HT B rJIy6HHY BeKoB, B lipan!» 
nJIeMeH. (MeH» KOJIOTHT, Kor,ll.a ,ll.YMaro 06 JTOM; B )tByX 
marax OT cnpOCHoro CTOJIa - 6e3,ll.Ha.) (29) 
Therefore not only are there links between the inquiries and both the recent and the 
distant past, the inquiries are also linked with primordial, basic instincts that have 
existed in man from the very beginning of time. There is the additional sense of the 
judges still wanting control over an individual even in death, as their degradation 
knows no bounds. The references and comparisons between the earthly court and a 
heavenly court is also compounded by the act of necrophilia: the judges attempt to 
extend their power beyond death itself. This again heightens the sense of fear and the 
fact that man cannot extricate himself from this phenomenon of existence, and 
additionally burdens him with guilt for allowing himself to be subject to earthly rather 
than heavenly judgement. Ultimately man's condition, particularly his basic instincts 
and his desire for knowledge and control of his environment, remains the same 
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throughout time. In this, as in the death of the protagonist, lies a fearful 
pronouncement on the contemporary state of mankind. 
Pre- and post-Soviet Russian history 
Many references to the nineteenth century are to be found in Makanin's work, and are 
primarily part of his wish to emphasise the interlinking nature of our existence in the 
present with that of the past and future. As we have seen, there are no historical novels 
as such, and the only lengthy section of text set in an earlier century is that of the 
Pekalov legend in Utrata which, as already shown, is interlinked with the idea of 
memory, self, roots, and digging into the past. Some of the short references to earlier 
times are for the purpose of revealing the state of the characters' mind and their 
relation to contemporary and past societies. Ninel' Nikolaevna in Odin i odna for 
example, wishes to fall in love with a Cossack soldier, and this emphasises her inability 
to relate to the present and those around her. Her romantic, but bookish approach to 
life proves to be inadequate and is not sufficient to prevent her from attempting suicide. 
On the other hand, in Pustynnoe mesto there is the parable of the soldier who deserts 
the Czar's army following a serious incident in the barracks. As shown in Chapter 3, 
this inserted story is part of the author's comment on the stereotypical form of parable 
that was in common use in literature in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Other 
references, the majority of which can be found in the later text Siuzhet usredneniia, 
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have been revealed as providing comment on the creative process and the recurring 
theme of 'averaging out'. 
Makanin's recent texts include references to nineteenth-century literature and he 
thereby demands that the reader must bring their acquired knowledge of the older text 
to their understanding of the text before them. This intertextual approach is considered 
to be one of the features of postmodern prose and does appear with some frequency in 
contemporary Russian prose. For example, in Makanin's texts, it was earlier noted 
how in Laz the intellectuals underground discuss ideas of Dostoevskii and other 
nineteenth-century thinkers.26 As mentioned in Chapter 1, two of the titles of the 
author's texts refer directly to Russian classics, and the first of these, Kavkazskii 
plennyi, will be discussed here.27 
26 Szporluk notes the similarity between those ideas discussed by the intellectuals in 
Laz and Ivan's idea of 'returning the ticket' in Dostoevskii's Brat'ia Karamazovy. M. 
A. Szporiuk, 'On Reading .. .', p. 189. This is also mentioned by Galina Luk'ianina. 
See: 'Moment istiny?" Literatumoe obozrenie (1992:3-4), 58-61 (p. 58). 
27 The second text, Andegraund, iii Geroi nashego vremeni, does not come under 
discussion in this dissertation. The title similarly expects the reader's own knowledge 
of Lermontov's text to inform his or her reading, and many of the chapter headings 
refer to other literary works. 
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Even before its publication, as Pavel Basinskii observes28, there was much interest in 
the text due to what was deemed to be its prophetic subject matter of a Caucasian 
war.29 However, without events in Chechnia the text would have been understood 
differently and, according to the critic Drnitrii Bavil'skii, it is wrong to associate the 
text solely with this war. The fact that Makanin wrote the text prior to its outbreak is 
of greater significance ('3TO .uomKHO CBH.ueTeJIhCTBOBaTb 0 l{HCTOTC H Kal{CCTBC 
3KcnepIIMeHTa') and therefore does not place the text amongst the usually subjective 
and schematised prose concerning the war that is written after the event. 30 Alia 
Latynina, for her part, also believes that the text demands a deeper reading than simply 
a political one: 
28 Pavel Basinskii, 'Igra v klassiki na chuzhoi krovi', Literaturnaia gazeta, 7 June 
1995, p. 4. Despite being advertised as a discussion of Makanin' s text, almost half of 
the article examines Georgii Vladimov's novel General i ego armiia, which was 
published at roughly the same time but concerns the Great Patriotic War. Vladimov's 
text, for Basinskii, is also "'lIrpa B KJIaCCHKH", 01' KOTOPOH B HarncH JIIITepaType 
.uaBHO cMep.uIIT'. 
29 For example, see Natal'ia Ivanova, 'Russkaia literatura kak Kassandra', Druzhha 
narodov (1995:1),150-1. 
30 Drnitrii Bavil'skii, 'Zony mertsaniia: sukhie grozy', Nezavisimaia gazeta, 2 
November 1995. Familiar texts dealing with the war theme include Dleg Ermakov's 
novel of the Afghan War Znak zveria and Viktor Astafev's Prokliaty i uhity, which 
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ECJm 6bI qeqeHCKajl BOMHa He HaJIO)J(HJIaCb Ha paCCKa3, OH 6hI 
BocrrpHHHMaJICjI COBepmeHHO HHaqe. Ho OHa HaJIO)J(HJIaCb. 
H Terrepb oc06eHHo BM,llHO, qTO MaKaHHHcKMM paccKa1 
06bjlCHjleT caMY BOMHY... KY,lla rJIy6)J(e, qeM HHhIC 
rrOJUfTOJIOrMqeCKMe MCCJIe,lloBaHMjI.31 
One of the deeper levels of interest that lies in contrast to the prophetic nature of the 
text is the obvious reference to the works entitled Kavkazskii plennik written by three 
of the great writers of the last century: Pushkin, Lermontov and Tolstoi.32 The title of 
describes the 1940s army camps in which the soldiers reside before being sent to the 
front. 
31 AlIa Latynina, 'Ne igra, a prognoz khudozhnika', Literaturnaia gazeta, 7th June 
1995, p. 4. 
32 Note that in Makanin's title he takes the contemporary adjectival form of the word 
'captive' which is used as a noun, and not the now obsolete noun form 'plennik' as in 
the nineteenth-century texts. Interestingly, this obsession with classical literature can 
also be found in film: 1996 saw the release of the co-produced RussianIKazakh film 
entitled 'Kavkazskii plennik' which later won several Russian film awards. Set in 
Dagestan, Sergei Bodrov's film follows the developing relationships between the two 
detained Russian soldiers (who are given the same names as Tolstoi's protagonists) 
and their captors. As in Makanin's text, ultimately the demands of war prove stronger 
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Makanin's work immediately evokes the Russian literary tradition and reveals its 
engagement with literature of the past, but with its subtle title change additionally 
emphasises how literature at the end of the twentieth century is markedly different. 
Taking up this debate, Basinskii is far from happy with the way many contemporary 
authors are 'playing with the classics': 
B JlllTepaType H)l;eT KaKoe-TO TeMHoe 6pO>KeHHe, 6hICTPO 
BeTmalOT He TOJIbKO CTapble, HO H BpO)l;e 6bI COBCCM IIOBhle 
neHHoCTII, a B03BpameHIIe CTaphIX qaCTO 060paQlIBaeTC5I 
cPaJIbmblO II pa30QapOBaHlIeM. MHe Ka>KeTCjJ, qTO HOBhIM 
paCCKa3 MaKaHIIHa xapaKTepeH IIMeHHO )l;mI :nOM 3bl6KOM 
than human affinity. For further information see Julian Graffy's article 'The Prisoner 
of the Mountains', Sight and Sound, March 1998. The film has been released with 
English subtitles by Tartan Video, 1998. In 1997 Leonid Gaidai' s comedy 
'Kavkazskaia plennitsa iii prikliucheniia Shurika' was released (Delta Video, 1997). 
Of poorer quality, this film is also loosely based on the classical story: it follows a 
foolish journalist trying to research local customs and legends, who suddenly finds 
himself caught up in a bureaucratic conspiracy to marry off a local sporting heroine. 
33 P B ' k" 'I kl 'ki ' 
. aSInS 11, gra v ass} .... 
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In this instance it is the classical theme of the 'noble savage' that has been subverted -
Latynina stresses how the classical portrayal is of a romantic and unrealisable love 
between a Russian captive and his Caucasian hosts. In Makanin's text there is a more 
believable and contemporary portrayal of a lengthy encounter between a Russian and 
the youthful Caucasian soldier he has captured. Although the Caucasian stirs up 
hitherto unfelt homosexual emotions in the Russian, these feelings have no ultimate 
influence on his actions as a soldier. Basinskii views the relationship between the two 
nationalities as an imperialist one, yet states that the author has achieved a good 
balance of aesthetic and moral representation and has used a non-traditional means of 
expressing imperialism by introducing homosexual feelings. 34 However, according to 
this critic, Makanin has written an uncharacteristically beautiful text in comparison to 
his recent cold and abstract works, and there is a troubling reason behind this. For 
Basinskii this text is only good because it has been written in others' blood: i.e. through 
the real deaths of soldiers in the old and new Caucasian wars. Latynina, however, asks 
which character is actually the captive, and additionally takes issue with the idea of 
imperialism. According to Latynina, perhaps Makanin himself can be accused of being 
undemocratic and imperialist, for he ultimately is responsible for what he has written 
and published. 
The beauty of the Caucasian countryside is consistently reiterated despite several 
violent and harsh scenes, including the depiction of Rubakhin and his companion 
stumbling upon the dead body of a colleague. As Latynina points out, the disturbing 
34 P B ' ki' 'I kl 'k' , 
. aSInS 1, gra v ass! 1... . 
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effect this has on Rubakhin is not overtly stated, yet whenever he recalls the scene of 
the murder the soldier attempts to prevent a mental image arising of how the death 
would have happened. Rubakhin repeatedly remembers the beautiful sunny place 
where they found the body, but immediately his thoughts turn to how the enemy would 
have attacked his colleague. The juxtaposition of beauty and cruelty is compounded by 
the fact that the text includes the famous words of Dostoevskii ' MHp cnaceT 
KpacoTa', revealing how such words prove to be irrelevant when wars are taking 
place. The young captive is handsome and irresistible to the soldier Rubakhin, yet 
when circumstances arise the soldier has no choice but to kill him without remorse -
the captive's beauty cannot save him. The charge of inhumanity and brutality which 
has been levied against the author, particularly in these character portrayals, is one that 
he fiercely disputes. Makanin declares that to a soldier there is no choice when it 
comes to killing, as he must follow orders and fight the enemy.35 Despite links with the 
recent war in Chechnia and nineteenth-century Russian literature, there is, as with many 
of the author's works, a universal element. At the conclusion to the narrative 
Rubakhin sits and mulls over events: 
H qTO HHTepecHoro B caMHX ropax? - )];YMa.Jl OR C .llOCa)];OH. 
OR XOTeJI .l106aBHTb: MOJI, y){(e KOTOPbIH fO)];! Ho BMeCTO 
:nOfO CKa3a.Jl: "Y){(e KOTOPblH BeK .. !" - OR CJIOBHO 6bI 
3 5 Valentina Polukhina put this question to the author in her video interview at Keele 
University, October 1995. 
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nporOBOpHJICjJ; C.TIOBa BhlIIphlfHymI H3 TeHH, H Y.llHBJIeHHhIH 
COJUlaT )lO.llYMhIBa..'1 Teneph :ny THXyJO, 3aJIe)l(aBlllYJOC5I B 
rJIY6HHe C03HaHHjJ MhICJIh... rOphI. rOphI. rOphI... HO qTO, 
C06CTBeHHO, KpaCOTa HX XOTeJIa eMY CKa3aTh? 3aqeM 
OKJIHKaJIa? (19) 
Although somewhat laboured, this reference to past events (and narratives thereof) in 
the Caucasus does leave the reader with no doubt as to the author's intentions. 
Makanin implies that a sense of beauty and altruistic feelings are ultimately no 
competition for war and brutality. War was, is, and always will be man's response 
when threatened by outsiders, and extreme and brutal acts are the outcome of such a 
situation. Russian history provides an example of man's attitudes and inherent 
condition that are true for the present and the future. This is particularly poignant in 
the light of the way Ivanova and other critics have subsequently read the text as a 
prophetic work of the Chechen war - man is continuing to follow the same historical 
pattern. There is an immediacy to the text which the author could not have foreseen, 
and this provides a striking example of the interlinking nature of history and man's 
existence. 
This text demands that the reader not only engages with prose of the past, but also 
brings into play the contemporary events taking place in Chechnia. Hence both 
Russian history of the previous century and, unintentionally, contemporary 'history in 
the making' converge in the text. The author's control over these intertextual debates 
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and resulting interpretations, therefore, is clearly revealed to be limited, and this 
emphasises how literature can at no point be severed from the context in which it is 
written and read. The reader will always bring unexpected ideas and views into their 
understanding and interpretation of a text, and these views are grounded within the 
society of the reader. 
The status of history 
As revealed above in relation to Kavkazskii plennyi, in his later works Makanin has 
continued to include references to historical events but has extended and widened his 
sphere of interest considerably. In the slightly earlier text Kvazi, he wishes to engage 
with the contemporary postmodem ideas surrounding society and the end of history, 
those of Francis Fukuyama in particular, and by subverting these ideas to present 
another side to the argument. What intrigues Makanin, and has been intriguing him for 
many years, is the relationship between the individual and society and the way their 
actions affect the course of events and history itself In Kvazi he brings together a 
number of the ideas examined in this dissertation - the individual amongst the 
collective, the use of myths, and the nature of creativity - to provide a contemporary 
picture of man's condition and in so doing to question the presentation of this in any 
narrative form. The postmodem condition is revealed to be able only to express itself 
and nothing more: man in late twentieth-century society is living in a society full of 
images that only reflect off each other. History has disappeared and a sense of 
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individuality has gone also; man is existing in a 'reality' that comprises only images of 
reality. 
Great debate has been stimulated by Fukuyama's article and later book entitled The 
End of History and the La.'iil Man, and these need to be looked at in some detail in 
order to understand Makanin's philosophical theory.36 Translated into many languages 
including Russian, Fukuyama's book has become the centre of fierce argument 
surrounding the state of contemporary civilisation, forms of government and the 'merit' 
of liberal democracy. Relying heavily on Hegel's theories, Fukuyama explains what he 
believes are the reasons for the downfall of Left- and Right-wing governments and the 
establishment in many countries of more liberal governments. Fukuyama believes that 
what has come to an end is the dialectical understanding of history as 'a single, 
coherent, evolutionary process' such as that proposed by Marx and Hegel (xii). 
Instead, Fukuyama reasserts a nineteenth-century understanding of a Universal History 
based on two different desires in man. A desire for technological advances in military 
equipment and economic systems is not sufficient to explain the move to democracy; 
Fukuyama believes that man's need for thymos or recognition is also intrinsic to this 
change. Earlier forms of government such as monarchies and master/slave societies 
proved to be unsatisfactory in terms of personal recognition for both the ruler and the 
ruled. This, according to Fukuyama, inevitably led to a more widespread recognition 
of personal rights and then rights of whole nations to be accepted as equal. However, 
36 Francis Fukuyama, The End of History and the Last Man (London: Penguin, 
1992). References to this edition will appear in the text in parentheses. 
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with the emergence of highly democratised, prosperous societies, Fukuyama raises the 
question of whether the 'Last Man' has emerged: a materially wealthy person who, in 
similar terms to Nietzsche's image, is bereft of any desire to be recognised individually 
and to fight for this. Perhaps this is a new breed of man, and one which can only be 
partly termed human because of his loss of a fighting spirit. On the other hand, there is 
the contention that dissatisfaction with a peaceful and prosperous world will lead to 
uprisings against the very fair, democratic principles towards which people formerly 
strove. 
Makanin's essayistic text Kvazi is based upon a subversion of Fukuyama's idea that 
totalitarian states are 'dead ends', instead positing the notion that the Russian masses 
chose to create this form of government to satisfy their own spiritual desires. The 
examination of Makanin's ideas will follow the sequence of the narrative as it unfolds, 
finally looking at the short stories he includes towards the end of the text as examples 
of the main issues raised in the essayistic section of Kvazi. Throughout this section of 
the chapter some initial conclusions will be drawn as to the extent to which the 
author's ideas presented in other chapters have been developed and brought into play 
with his theory of history. 
Kvazi begins with an image of the little path that always runs alongside a railway track 
as representing the primordial creative spirit within man.37 The path (spirit) is 
37 The text begins with the words "TPOnI1HKA CBjJ3aHa c .ueTcTBoM" (p. 124). 
Once again, childhood is linked to a sense of human purity, in this case that of the 
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unnoticed yet ever present, sometimes with a solitary individual strolling along it, or 
maybe a small group of five or six people with rucksacks. 38 When looking out from a 
train window (and in parallel when taking an overview of the historical process), it is 
often the main road with its speeding traffic (or the major uprisings and events in 
history) that catch one's attention, rather than the little path, the creative spirit, which 
is the backbone of history. This short paragraph appears to represent part of 
Makanin's own thoughts on history: it is a creative process that often proceeds unseen 
by man, who prefers to concentrate on the larger events. It is these larger events that 
Fukuyama is discussing and which are open to subversion. 
In Kvazi, the narrator (Makanin, we presume) proceeds by outlining and agreeing with 
some of Fukuyama's above-mentioned ideas and then subverting them. For example, 
the universal adoption of Western ideas and economic lifestyle has influenced and 
unfettered creative spirit. The author consistently refers to childhood as a time when 
man is closer to his natural state, as yet untouched by the pressures encountered by an 
adult. 
38 It is interesting that it is only a solitary individual or at most a small group of 
people who can be found on this path (pp. 124 and 128). The solitary individual 
represents the genius who independently invents ideas or objects that affect the course 
of history. The small group of people represents those few creative individuals who 
are not geniuses but are equally not part of the 'averaged out' mass whose choice of 
hero, demi-god or quasi-religion is not always worthy of the praise with which they 
are exalted. 
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changed life in Russia, particularly with the popularity of mass media: 'MbI )l(HBeM (H 
)l(HBeM lie nU(HSlCh, a )'JKe c npHBhI'fKOH) Ha :nOH rmmneBoH MeHHJOmeHcH 
nOBcpXHOCTU (l)aK'loB' (124) Yet the author is not laying blame solely on the West, 
as this is 'BllyrpeHnnil nponecc, Haw npouccc npC)l(,lle Bccro' (124). Russians have 
quickly appropriated this new superficial lifestyle, but ironically cannot fail to be 
aggrieved by its effect on the Russian depth of character: '[p ]YCCKHC 06pCJIH 
HaKOHen OblCTPO ;lBHJKyrnylOCSi nOBcpxHOCTh )l(H3HH. PyccKHe 06peJIH HaKOHen 
6C306bCMHYlO Mepy A C Heii H H3BeCTHYJO rOpe'fb. (Ax, r,llc OHa, Hama 
rJIy6HHa!..)' (124). The loss ofa distinction between good and evil, and the ease with 
which Hitler committed unspeakable horrors has led to the rejection of all theories, a 
common feature of postmodem thought: ''fCJIOBCKY H HeJIb3H ,llOBepHTb HHKaKYJO, 
XOTH 6hl H caMYk) 3aMCQaTe:lLHYJO. cephe3HYJO H,llelO. (Jil - Bo06me rOBopH -
HHKaKYW CCphC1U)'W MhlC.Th.), (125). This final statement highlights Makanin's aim: 
accepting either Fukuyama's idea of the end of history or Makanin's ideas in this text is 
equally impossible. All ideas are apparently discredited and can therefore all be 
subverted ad it~finitum. 
The text then continues by referring to other ideas. Instead of adhering to belief 
systems such as those of Nietzsche and Freud, man is now forced to take one step at a 
time, trying not to be defined in those terms. In the post-historical period man only 
exists as part of a pulsating, biological mass, whilst 'reality' continues its own path at a 
distance: 
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Pca:II.1I0Cl h. K KOTOPOli Thl (OH, jf, KTO yro/mo ... ) 
oopalIlaClIlhCJI XIJI I HX:1C;10 BaH If JI , KaK ObI HC'fe3aeT. XO.LJ, 
T80cii \1hlc:m BCCh In ma)l(KOB, 113 npe.LJ,bI.LJ,ymHx marOB 
OOIllClfC.'IOBClfCCKOIO nponecca, B KOTOPbIX Y)I(e 3arO.LJ,jf 
3aKO;lIlpOBan Ham nCp\faHeHTHbIll CTpax. TbI IIorpY)I(aembCJI 
HC R (flaKThI. a R Kllllrif IIpOlll.l0ro. TbI He MO)l(elllb IIOBJillJlTb, 
Thl BCCI. In lunaT A pea:IhHocTb Me)l( TeM IIpo.LJ,OJI)I(aCT II)1,TII 
CBOIIM II)TCM. Bc.c -no If Ha3bIBaCTC}I TClICPb B CBPOlICHCKOH 
Mhlc:m - IWItt/OJt ucmoprlll (125) 
There are no ideas to believe in. not even faith. Although slower than the West in 
adopting this theory. Russia has now apparently taken it up with great fervour. 
Makanin then returns to his ideas of the averaging out of society as earlier expressed in 
Siuzhet IIsrednemw and revealed in the previous chapter. Rather than seeing 
totalitarianism as the major force repressing the individual, Makanin here advocates 
assessing totalitarianism as only one aspect of a universal process of averaging out, 
particularly evident in Western, civilised societies. The averaged-out mass can be seen 
to be the ones creating the monstrous regimes. Rodnianskaia, ignoring Makanin's 
irony in the text. believes their support for totalitarianism is the 'ollH03Ha'fHa51 
lKeCTKa)l CBM"H>' which leads to its realisation in Soviet society. 39 
39 I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi ... ', p. 203. 
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Having put forward this equally 'monstrous' theory, the author continues to subvert 
the idea of the end of history Makanin's prime contention lies in questioning 
Fukuyama's dismissal of totalitarian regimes of the twentieth century as 'dead ends'40: 
'a \fTO, CC:III 'n Ii CBCPIIICHIfJl cepC;UUlnoro lJe:lOBeKa, 3TlI Y>KaCalOllllIe Hac 
TOTaJunapHhll: PC)I(lIMhl XX BCKa, Ohl:m lIe TyIIuKal\1H, a IIOIIhITKaMlI?'(127). 
For once a person has been down a dead end he does not return there; yet totalitarian 
regimes are continually established and upheld. 41 According to Makanin's ironic 
theory expressed here. the essence of these terrible regimes lies in their attempt to 
create a new religion. replacing faith with a quasi-religion (hence the title of the text). 
The long-established religions are unable to cope with crises of the people and so the 
masses create or fabricate their own 
'JTY CllocofiuOCTb K TBOplJeCKOMY YClIJIlIlO 
llCOPI'allHl0BallHoii ~{aCCbl .'IIO.ueH (ne06513aTeJIhHO 
opl'alllnOBalllloii) jI na3blBaJ<) MM, uau.eJ1HBa5lCh KaK 6bl 
40 This can be found in The End of History. .. , p. 127: 'At the end of the twentieth 
century, Hitler and Stalin appear to be by-paths of history that led to dead ends, rather 
than real alternatives for human social organisation.' 
41 In the Laird interview. Makanin clearly states that communism was a dead end, 
thereby confinning that his views in Kwci are put forward as a means of subverting 
Fukuyama's ideas S Laird. J'OIce.\'(~f Russian .. , p. 64. 
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ofillapPKlfI J, '«allORO nplf\tIfTIlRIlO-IlC.'1hHOC MlIifjOAO?UfleCKOe 
MhlUI./t'It/{(' (128) 
However, the original creative spirit. the little path mentioned earlier, has not 
disappeared. One manifestation of the creative strength of the masses is to make a 
person into a saintly fib'1Jre. one who is hailed by the people as great despite any 
character flaws he may really have In earlier times such chosen people were often 
believed to manifest the highly-respected attributes of Goodness, Truth and Beauty. 
Yet any person. whether a saintly monk named Amvrosii or a vodka-swilling 
blacksmith, can be chosen and once he has been hailed a great figure in the new religion 
everyone accepts this 41 What is important in the present day is his name and what he 
represents to the masses. rather than any gift or attribute he may possess: '[p ]ellb, 
palYMCCH':H, U;lCI IIC 0 IIIfCh\fCnUO\{ n:1II YCTHOM C01,il.aHIIU JICreH.ll. 0 lIeJIOReKe 
(JIerenJlhl \1(1)'1 y\fac 1 ROSaTI •. IImIGl.:Iyikra). Pellb Il)leT 0 HenOCpe.ll.CTBeHHoM 
C03.ll.anlfn In \fC:IOBCKa - UJf('Im, mm:a, lIepO?,fllifja' (128). Vladimir Vysotskii, 
deemed by the narrator to be a poor song-"'TIter, was hailed by the masses as the great 
musician Vysolskti In a similar fashion El'tsin was chosen by the masses, after he was 
heard to mumble 'Mm-mm', thereby calling on their creative strength to adopt him! 
42 Once more we have the image of the 'holy fool' as epitomised by Pekalov m 
Ufrala. 
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The references to legends and hierogl~'phs recall several of Makanin's earlier texts. In 
Chapter 3, the use of legends and m~1hs in the author's texts was revealed on one level 
to be a means of engaging ",ith an 'eternal truth'. In Kmzi, however, the 
contemporary adoption of legendary figures by the masses has lost this historical 
dimension as truth IS deemed to no longer exist in the postmodern era - man is cut off 
from his heritage. and instead only superficial signs are elevated. In a postmodern 
understanding of the world, 'reality' is a pastiche of dislocated signs or images. Man is 
only hailed as great by his name' there is no substance to his greatness as it is purely 
another image, another name. In a similar way, history is purely a fictional narrative 
open to subversion and change; no 'true' history can be accepted unquestionably and 
the term' history' is purely a name 
A comparison between those heroes and gods created in past centuries and those of the 
present day is, we are told. impossible it is better simply to let MM define itself In a 
similar undetermined fashion, MM can have various meaning: 'MbIlli.11CHIHI Mace ... 
~tacc-M~;lUa' (130). (Again, the loss of a signified, a 
substance behind the name, is reiterated) What is important, the text continues, is that 
the creative work stems not only from the individual but also from the collective, 
whereby no-one and everyone was responsible for creating the hero. Such is the case 
with political figures like Lenin. Stalin, Mao, Castro, de Gaulle and Kennedy, where 
despite some horrific anti-humanitarian policies these leaders were greatly revered. 
Other universally popular figures created by the masses include Marilyn Monroe and 
John Lennon. Specifically Russian characters include Pavlik Morozov, who informed 
on his parents to the Soviet authorities. and further back in history Stepan Razin, the 
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Cossack who became a cult figure. This last example is, however, one in which the 
creative strength of the masses was correctly directed at a truly worthy cause: 
'[ 0 ]TTOrO H OCTaJICJI OH He TOJThKO B HCTOPHH, HO H B TeKYUleM )J(H3IUI, 
y,uep)KHBaeMbIM HaMH B IIaMJlTH KaK MH<P H KaK MH<P IIoMOraIOIJ~HM I1Cl.JTO 
OCMbICJIHTb' (130). 
Having in the past created true heroes and idols, the masses, however, turned to the 
creation of gods and quasi-religion, resulting in the seventy years of communism in the 
Soviet Union. Yet once it was seen to have failed, the faith was dropped. The 
adoption of a quasi-religion in Russia, as with that in Germany, was essentially initiated 
from a desire to create a new order. This analogue of faith is ironically analysed on 
various levels in the text. The arrival of the messiah Lenin was prepared for by his 
prophets - ranging from much earlier socialist figures like Thomas More and 
Feuerbach to Kropotkin and Plekhanov. The twelve apostles are represented by such 
people as Sverdlov, Stalin and Kalinin, and Trotskii is seen as the traitor Judas. The 
analogy extends even to Lenin's wife Nadezhda Krupskaia, who is seen in a mysterious 
duality of mother of, and wife of, god. The masses' attempt to create their own 
religion is compared to the building of towers reaching up to the sky, obviously a 
reference to the biblical Tower of Babel. Huge sacrifices were involved, yet it 
ultimately failed. However, the masses are undeterred, and already society is in a pre-
religious condition, preparing to create a new religion. The masses declare: 
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Bame Bpel\UI Ha Hexone, roeno.ua C01fIIHIITeJIII M rocno.ua 
MhIe~'lIITe.'Uf, - eyMepKH, H01fh. A BOT MhI, MaCChI, TOJIhKO 
na1fMHaeM. (Ec.'1M Hano, MhI npHXBaTMM M BamM IIneM.) 11 
BeCh XX BeK - :no HOwe ympo ... (135). 
Despite questions over the poor assessment of a person's worth and suitability as a 
heroic figure, it is the masses' ability to create the hero that is of greater significance. 43 
Their creativity is at times highly commendable; for example great technological 
advances are achieved and lauded (such as heart transplants) and true geniuses are 
recognised by the masses. In this way, the creative spirit continues along its little path 
whilst the larger events of history are more often recognised and given greater status. 
It is this emphasis on creativity that is, perhaps, one of the underlying rums of 
Makanin's text. Having put forward Fukuyama's controversial ideas, and having 
emphasised the reason behind their adoption in the West and in Russia, Makanin has 
then used the same postmodern ideas to subvert the idea of the end of history. In so 
doing, he acknowledges the logical extension of this subversion to his own theory. 
With the loss of absolutes and determined meanings in contemporary society comes the 
continual subversion of any proposed narrative, whether it is a literary, historical or 
43 Dowsett, also failing to note Makanin's irony, mistakenly believes the author to be 
saying that 'individual creativity is irrelevant and redundant'. C. Dowsett, 'The 
Writer .. .', p. 35. 
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critical text. All are creative works which perhaps have elements of 'truth', 'reality' or 
'authenticity' within them, but according to postmodernist theories none can be 
adopted as an ultimate way of living. These narratives are creative texts which are to 
be assessed and valued as such. In this way, Makanin appears to be proposing the idea 
that although postmodemist theories are of interest in the way they question our 
perceived ideas, and destabilise what are often falsely seen as 'objective truths', 
postmodernist theories themselves reveal their own fallibility and should not be 
understood as the final comment on man's contemporary condition. They are purely 
another creative act which can be reworked against any theory, as he has done with 
Fukuyama's ideas. 
The inclusion of several short stories at the end of the essayistic section of Kvazi 
demands attention and a comparison of their content with the preceding ideas. The 
first of these, entitled A zhizn' mezhdu tem idet ... , relates how the narrator's friend S. 
popped in to see some friends and ended up locked in the flat alone with the murdered 
wife. The matter-of-fact tone and flat style of the story is reminiscent of contemporary 
urban myths where a 'friend ofa friend's family' or an 'uncle's mate from the bookie's' 
finds himself in the midst of an unusual and often macabre incident. 44 Several 
references to the fact that the friend S. had a wide circle of friends to whom he related 
various versions of the event does invite comparison with this genre. However, rather 
than this story forming the basic outline of the urban myth and one that the reader 
44 These two examples are taken from: Phil Healey and Rick Glanvill, Urban Myths 
(London: Virgin Books, 1992), pp. 26 and 72. 
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would presume is constantly retold, it is presented through the interrelationships 
involved and its actual retellings. Hence its relative length in comparison to the usual 
brief anecdotal form of the urban myth as presented by an unidentified third person, 
and hence the inclusion of the various different versions that become widespread. In 
this respect the tale A zhizn' mezhdu tem ide1 ... continues Makanin's earlier keen 
interest in the multifaceted versions of a tale, as in the case of Lesha in Otstavshii. 
Petrushevskaia's cycle of urban myths entitled Pesni vostochnykh !ii/avian reveals that 
interest in this genre came to the fore in the late 1980s to early 1990s.45 This collection 
is subtitled 'moskovskie sluchai' and is introduced by an explanation of this genre: 
CJIYllaH - :no oc06eHHblH )KaHp rOpO.ll.CKOrO CPOJIbKJIOpa, 
HalJHHalOmHHCJI 06b1l1HO CJIOBaMH: "BOT 6bIJI TaKoH cnyllaH". 
CnyllaH paccKa3bIBalOTCJI B IIHoHepcKHx JIarepJlx, B 
60JIbHHuaX, B TpaHcIIopTe - TaM, r.ll.e Y lIeJIOBeKa eCTb IIOKa 
liTO BpeM)J. (7) 
The stories in Petrushevskaia's cycle comprise a variety of gruesome episodes 
concerning the ghostly appearance of dead relations, murdering neighbours, and the 
reincarnation of a dead wife as a cat. In her article on Petrushevskaia's urban myths, 
45 Liudmila Petrushevskaia, Pesni vostochnykh slavian, Novyi mir (1990:8), 7-18. 
These urban myths have similarities with the tales of Daniil Kharms which were 
republished in a new collection during the glasnost' period. 
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Nina Kolesnikoff reveals them to be closer to the folklore subgenre of 'bylichka', 
which she defines as: 
a folk belief story about supernatural creatures and phenomena... an 
oral folk story about man's encounters with supernatural beings, 
primarily from the pantheon of Slavic mythology ... the combination 
of the supernatural and the realistic.46 
The main way in which Petrushevskaia's collection differs from the 'bylichka' is in its 
sophisticated use of language (226), and this, according to Kolesnikoff, ensures that 
the author creates 'a modern tale of horror' (228). 
This final definition is a suitable term for A zhizn' mezhdu tem idet... In Makanin' s 
'modern tale of horror', the friend S. becomes fixated with the door to the flat: when 
he first calls round he could easily have turned and walked away without ringing the 
bell. However, the fact that he ended up locked behind the door with no means of 
escape from the dead body completely changes his life. As revealed in earlier chapters, 
it is the 'threshold' moment that is extremely decisive in a person's life, here revealing 
the horror of contemporary life. In relation to the previous philosophical ideas, A 
46 Nina Kolesnikoff, 'The Generic Structure of Ljudmila Petrusevskaja's Pes"i 
vosto'lnyx slavjan', Slavic and East European Journal, 37 (1993), 220-30 (pp. 222-
3). Further references will appear in the main body of the text in parentheses. 
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zhizn ' mezhdu tem idet ... represents the twentieth-century version of the folk tale genre 
that manifests one aspect of the averaging out process - for instead of revealing the 
character traits or essence of a particular individual, we have a mysterious protagonist 
who is someone's friend but could be anyone. 
A second very brief story entitled Trizna describes a rough thirty-year-old, Kindiurov, 
who brutally murders his neighbour whilst they are in mid-conversation. Again, this is 
similar to the urban myth in which horrific occurrences happen with unnatural ease. 
The neighbour is simply being friendly - he suggests that they get together from time 
to time to play cards and drink tea. Having been found guilty, Kindiurov is imprisoned 
and his mother tries to atone for her son's guilt, but she soon dies. The young widow 
then takes over the whole house and plot that she once shared with her neighbours. 
She places a lamp on the spot where her husband died, which inexplicably attracts 
many insects, in particular white butterflies. The supernatural element is incorporated 
into the short story in this way. 
The third story, Nashe utro, is preceded by a short passage evidently from a first-
person narrator who describes how he occasionally likes to brag that he has kept his 
individuality intact. In describing how a frog thrashes around in a jug of cream until it 
eventually manages to jump clear, the narrator then muses on how in actual fact the 
frog was not saved by its own efforts, simply by the cream turning sour with time. This 
is compared to the lives of Soviet people who were finally freed of communism when 
the ideology went sour. Obviously linked to the ideas concerning the adoption of the 
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quasi-religion in Russia, this passage also reiterates man's insignificance and lack of 
influence as an individual in time and history. 
Nashe utro itself is a rather repulsive piece with its depiction of a power-hungry boss 
who takes on outsiders requiring permanent residency documents to work cheaply for 
him in Moscow. The boss, Strekalov, receives immense satisfaction from watching his 
men at work, and enjoys his drink and sex with the workers' wives in the hostels. This 
is not, however, a picture of innocent people being exploited, but rather a collusion 
between all sides in a grim life no-one is prepared to change. Man is revealed in his 
bestial nature, far from the altruistic person once imagined. Rodnianskaia reflects on 
this story as a microcosmic depiction of Soviet life: 'ToTaJUlTapIi3M 8 O)lIIOH 
OTJleJThHO B3j{TOH o6mare' .47 
The final short passages return to the philosophical ideas once more. The communist 
quasi-religion is compared to the seventy-year life span of a human, and an imaginary 
conversation is set up between the Russian people's refusal to compare their 
totalitarian state to that of Germany and the narrator's insistence that there are 
similarities. There is always a need to believe that one's own ideology is better, and 
this is reiterated in an anecdote of a husband and wife at a work party. The husband 
informs his wife of the names of those present at the gathering, including the mistresses 
of his workmates. Overcome by curiosity, the wife then asks who is her husband's 
mistress. Knocking back his drink, he plucks up the courage and points her out; 
47 I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi ... ', p. 203. 
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whereupon, after some hesitation, his wife declares: "'BaRb, a BaHI.... Ham a-H) 
JIyqme Bcex! .. '" (146). The absurdity of this situation is highly entertaining, yet 
appears to hold elements of truth. Despite her husband's infidelity, the fact that he -
like the majority of his colleagues - has a mistress, still appears to demand a sense of 
superiority. 
In the final section the support of Maiakovskii and Pasternak for the communist regime 
is compared to the attraction of a young man to a woman. Initially the quasi-religion 
was adorable, but once she aged and her wrinkles began to show, Maiakovskii was 
unable to reconcile this with his romantic idealism, and so he committed suicide. 
Pasternak, on the other hand, gradually came to an understanding of her, and like an 
old man he eventually looked at her without any trace of his former love. Similarly, the 
imperfections and weaknesses of any form of narrative have to be acknowledged, 
whether it is understood to be fiction or non-fiction. Attempts to search for a finite, 
infallible understanding or body of knowledge, whether in the form of a history, truth 
or reality, prove ultimately to be futile quests. Instead, it is suggested that man does 
better to accept circumstances and events, to glean any partial understandings and to 
contribute small creative acts; in this way man is expressing his contemporary condition 
to the full within the limitations of his own unquestionably subjective viewpoint. 
Conclusion 
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Through his incorporation of byt and historical events familiar to a Soviet reader in his 
earlier texts, Makanin was attempting to reinforce the realist status of his texts as 
authentic narratives that reflected an external reality. The grounding of his texts in 
their socio-historical context, however, demands that the uncertainties of contemporary 
Russian life also pervade and destabilise the fundamental coherence of the text. 
Kvazi incorporates and brings to a preliminary conclusion many of the ideas in this 
dissertation. The individual/collective dichotomy, the use of myths, and the creative 
spirit of man are all discussed and provide a picture of man and contemporary society 
which can be presented as being at odds with the popular idea of the end of history. 
Although man has become increasingly and frighteningly overwhelmed by collective 
rule, the fear should not be understood as the final statement on man's condition. 
Contemporary urban myths are a suitable genre through which the extreme 
uncertainties of modern-day life can be expressed, without resorting to the mostly 
distant and unreachable characters of past legends and myths. In distinction to 
Fukuyama's theory, Makanin understands history as the small creative acts that 
proceed mostly unseen, and these continue their path whatever the circumstances. 
Man's nature, his warring spirit and determination as revealed in Kavkazskii plennyi, 
continue to force issues of imperialism and demand a sense of satisfaction for his 
efforts. 
In terms of the question of history as objective truth, the author recognises the 
indisputable fallibility of any narrative form and the way in which it can easily be 
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subverted. No single theory or belief can possibly encompass all angles and detail of 
life; reductive formulae are too prescriptive and belie the nature and complexity of 
man. Hence, although there is much discussion of the' averaging out' of man, Makanin 
still appears to hold a belief in the fundamental creative potential of mankind which can 
be submerged but does not disappear entirely. In this, perhaps, lies his own creative 
strength to continue producing forceful and thought-provoking narratives. 
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CHAPTER 7 
Conclusion 
Makanin's prose from 1987 to 1995 expresses extreme uncertainties about the 
condition of man as the new millennium approaches. A marked difference in content, 
style and philosophy indicates the enormous changes with which he, as a writer and as 
a member of Soviet and post-Soviet society, has undergone and incorporated within 
his texts since his literary debut. The radical change in critics' reception of his prose 
additionally bears witness to the author's constant search for a more accurate and 
representative depiction of man despite pressure to conform to a standard literary 
tradition. 
There is little doubt that a concern with the human condition is central to Makanin' s 
work. In spite of accusations to the contrary in early critics' articles, Makanin has 
proved that man in his past, present and future state is an abiding concern and a source 
of creative tension within him. Whatever the current issue in society, be it mystical 
healing powers, the loss of individuality, or the end of history, the author is at pains to 
express in many forms and on many levels the effect this has on man. Makanin's initial 
preoccupation with the individual's existential anguish at his isolation from the 
collective, such as in Otstavshii, is gradually developed, particularly through the 
incorporation of spatial and temporal motifs, and undergoes further change: man now 
appears to live a confusing and disparate existence in the unstable postcontemporary 
period. Man may search for a 'higher reality' through myth and legend, yet he is 
forced to reside in the tension of his everyday life, attempting to salvage some sense of 
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his individuality whilst the masses continually try to engulf him within their power. 
However, it is precisely man's contemporary situation in a violent society, hauntingly 
revealed in Siur v proletarskom raione, which encourages further feelings of instability 
and shakes the ground under his feet. In the same way, Makanin's literature is self-
conscious of its own attempts to concretise existence, unable to render fully 
determinate answers from a shifting mass of signifiers, unable to distinguish fantasy 
from either fiction or reality with any clarity. 
Makanin is keen to avoid reductive answers and solutions to the dilemmas raised, 
fulfilling Lipovetskii' s hope that he will produce a new adogmatic aesthetics of 
realism. l Instead, he proffers his philosophical thoughts and multi-faceted depictions 
to which the reader is expected to bring hislher own knowledge and interpretation. 
The boundaries between fiction, reality and criticism are made visible, and this 
technique reinforces the acknowledgement of the fictional status of all narrative forms 
despite attempts to create the illusion of their 'truth' or 'reality'. Yet after the intricate 
and exhaustive essayistic texts Siuzhet usredneniia and Kvazi, it is possibly with some 
relief that the reader turns to the fictional narrative form of Kavkazskii plennyi and 
Andegraund, iii Geroi nashego vremeni, Makanin's first novel proper. The author 
appears to have allowed his philosophical, theoretical, mythological and historical ideas 
to reach their conclusion in a process that may be as cathartic to him as it is demanding 
of the reader and expressive of the recent upheavals in Soviet and post-Soviet society. 
Makanin seems to be questioning the continuous indeterminacies found in 
postmodernist narratives; indeterminacies which often provide little more than a further 
1 M. Lipovetskii, 'Paradoks 0 gore ... '. 
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subversion of previous ideas in an unending and futile spiral. However, whether his 
most recent texts follow similar lines to Colin Falck's hope for a 'true post-modernist 
literature', in which the 'concern for truth or reality has been preserved', is 
questionable. Falck finds the majority of postmodernist literature to be for the most 
part a clever and 'self-congratulator[y]' game.2 Makanin would probably be reluctant 
to adhere closely to another literary theory that could possibly inhibit his own creative 
endeavours. However, Kavkazskii plennyi, with its many references to its nineteenth-
century literary heritage and simultaneous revelation of the extent to which those 
altruistic ideals are irrelevant in the context of the present day, can be understood as an 
attempt to produce a more comprehensive literature which engages with its own 
fictional status and yet also incorporates recognisable events and situations from 
everyday life. 
Makanin's later narratives examined in this thesis contain a diverse panorama of ideas 
for such a short space of time. However, it has proved to be indeed a memorable time 
for Russian history, its people and their many spheres of interest. Further studies of his 
recent novel and the context in which it was written, will determine whether in his new 
literary phase he is possibly, as Rodnianskaia describes him: '113 nOpO.ll.hI 
BeCTHHKoB' .3 
2 Colin Falck, Myth, Truth and Literature: Towards a True Postmodernism 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), second edition, pp. 162-3. 
3 I. Rodnianskaia, 'Siuzhety trevogi .. .', p. 200. 
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